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ABSTRACT 

Middle helladic and early Mycenaean burial customs in the southern and 

western Peloponnese. 

Michael John Boyd 

PhD: University of Edinburgh 1999 

The aim of this thesis Is to set out the evidence for burial practices In the southern and western 
Peloponnese of Greece during the middle helladic and early Mycenaean periods (circa 

2050/2000ec to 1445/1415Bc), and to Interpret the evidence In terms of human action. 

The first half of the thesis sets out the scope of the research. Chapter One Is a basic introduction 

to the material, including the chronological boundaries, a basic description of the material, 

problems of dating sites, the topography of the region, and a summary of survey results in the 

area. In Chapter Two some approaches to mortuary data are examined, in particular notions that 

architecture can be classified in a meaningful way in relation to the past and that funerary 

ceremonies in some way reflect the lifetime status of the recently dead, as well as Ideas about 

the relationships between mortuary architecture, funerary practices and society. It is suggested 

that burial practices are often seen to be bound up in the reproduction of pan-helladic social 

structures in the form of the 'Mycenaean civilisation', and it is suggested that in the early 

Mycenaean period burial practices are seen to constitute one of only two principal signifiers of 

that civilisation (the other being Mycenaean pottery). 

Chapter Three sets forth an outline theory of human action with special reference to the 

mortuary arena. Action is examined through its medium, the human body, and in its setting, the 

locale. The idea of locale is developed in order to understand how people perceive their 

environment and interpret space through routine occupancy and movement, and through the 

propagation of knowledge. Aspects of locale impacting on human action include its place in the 

landscape, architecture, material culture and tradition. The human body as medium of action is 

considered in how it may interact with its environment and with others. Chapter Four includes a 

review of the epistemological approaches of past excavators to their material, and the effect of 

this on the nature and content of published reports. The second part of this chapter examines 
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the question of how to investigate human action In the mortuary locale on the basis of the 

available evidence. An analytical methodology is presented that allows for examination of the 

evidence in terms of four main areas of human activity: grave location, grave construction, pre- 

mortuary rites, and rites in the tomb. 

The second half of the thesis presents an analysis of the evidence in order to answer the 
following generic questions: where were tombs situated, how were they occupied and what was 

their place In the encultured landscape; what was the meaning and effect of architecture; what 
did people do In tombs and as part of mortuary rites; how were practices and structures 

maintained and altered through time, and what brought about their widespread reproduction? 
The evidence on which the analysis Is based Is presented In Appendix One, which contains 
detailed descriptions and illustrations of 61 sites In the study area. The place of the grave In the 
landscape Is examined in Chapter Five; mortuary architecture Is analysed In Chapter Six; evidence 
for preparatory acts before funerals Is reviewed in Chapter Seven; and mortuary practices are 

considered In Chapter Eight. Chapter Nine presents the general conclusions of the study, 
Including both a summary of burial practices as evidenced, and a historical framework within 

which those practices may be set. Areas of continuity and change In tradition are Identified and 

explained. The chapter considers the Implications of these conclusions on the use of burial 

practices in the study of 'Mycenaean civilisation', confirming that variations In time and space 
suggest closer study of local and regional archaeologies should be a priority In future research 
aims. 
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HEPIAH`PH 

MsaocX, Xa&txä scat irpwtµa MUKTIva K(I iacptxä tttµa airy vötta Mt SvTt" 

IIsXonöwqao. 

Michael John Boyd 

LtBa1cTOpua 8taiptf3i: Havciwrnjµto tou Edinburgh 1999. 

H 7rap6aa Statpt 3 atoxsi t va tapouatäa£t tic u täPXOuaES µapiupiEg 'yta Tayucl; 

2tpal=d; aTq vötrta uat Suttxrj flth 7tövvnao, Kath TIJ µEaoc aSticf at ap(bt tT 
Mui vaIidj aspioSo (7tspinou 2050/2000 o), 1445/1415 a. X. ), xat va apopei as cpgTIvcia 

Tons as eiiatsSo av0pw7rtvrjS ßpä r;. 

to 7rpwTO 9 PO; TIN cpyaaia; op4eTat To «iESio SpäalS» vjS tpcuvag. To Ilpwio 

Kc(pc. Zazo a7rote) ci pia ßaatxrj ctaaywyý ato into µEXi uXuK6. Eýctäýovrat to 

xpovo), oyu ir? aiata 'mS xtXtmc, 7tapovatgcTat aüvToµa io 1)70 µE7 UtK6, 

lEptypä(povtat apop), ijµata aryl xpovoXbyrlarl A£acwv, axtaypacpcitat 71 Tonoypacpia trls 

tcpto, t g, Kat, t. Xog, 7rapouatgovrat auvo lxä is anotcXiaµata Twv c vupavctaKwv 
epeuvdv a'mv tepto t. Ito deftepo Kecod. aio el ctäýovtat K67rotsg tpoacyyiastg nov 

acpopovv tx Xti ticwv Tacptxwv SESoµEvwv, Ito a vyi cipt va amtöyVsty, 62twg auv 71o1) 
Okket qv Ta4tv6plaq'mS apxtTei rovuarjg va aroKTä v61ga OTav yivEtat ae axial ge To 

mtapeWv, ij TTIv avT1). i jii ott of TaptKdg tEXEtOUpyi£S avravaKXoüv, FLc KG, 1COto TpOmto, TO 

KÜpOS TOD VEKp015 aTCI SLäpKcta TTjg ýwýS TOD, 67[w; e7C1amg icat a7tO cv mrou wpopo v Tt; 

axta811 aVGlgaa aTIJV Tagnic apxtisxtovt1 , Tt; Ta(PtKag mtpaKrt)Chg Kat Timt/ KOwVwVia. 
Ymtoa ctlpigctat Ott of Tacp1Kag mrpaKTtidS cpaivovrat auxvä va auvEkovtat ge fiv 

avaaapaywyý aav-cUuSlxwv KorvwvtKCiv Soµwv µe ti µopgn Tou "Muxrlvaixoü 

toXtTtaµoü", 'cat, Kaiä srly mtpcbt, ni MuKrlvai d mtepio8o, va auvtaTovv tva aa6 'va NO 

ßaatK& "au rata KatatcOavta" autoü toy to? trtaµoü. To Tpfro Kerne. aio MUM Ta Küpta 

arlgia gm; Ocwpiag Ti j; av6pwmvrlg 7rp6r1S, pz ct3u rj avacpop& atov Toµta toy Oavätou. 

H np64'q e cvr& ctat Sla TOD µiaou tS, toy avOp(imavou a61taiog, at toy alaivtxoü T-qq, Tou 
locale. Avamrrüaactat rl t&&a Tov locale yta va yivct KatavomTbc, o Tpömrog ge toy onoio of 
dvOpwaot awt aµ(3ävovtat To nsptpdtUOv Tour Kat epµrlvcu ovv To xwpo, µuaa anö TIJv 
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uaOrlµ£ptyý Stapiwarl scat Ti1v xivr afi Touq t as a£ avt6v ai uat rrl µ£t6, Soai vlS 

yvwaTIS. Otaatäa£tc Tou locale tou £it3poüv ati v avOpwitvi np64ij ßx£ti ovtat µ£ t Oa 

Tou p as aTO Tornio, tv apxtteictovtký , toy'Atx6 aoXtnaµ6 at tv 7rap&Sornl. Avaýit£itat 

o Tp6mo; µ£ toy omoio To avOpwmtvo a6ita aav µßßo 7tp6ý71S avtt8p6 µ£ to m£pt(3ä) ov icat 

iovS ä? XouS itapäyovi£S. To Terapro Kcroä. aio m£p kaµpäv£t 
. ua av(xaK67nlrnl row 

cmta to). oytxwv mpoa£yyiß£wv mov xapaicr p4av avaßuacpci oTO map£X06v uat TtS 

owbEet£S autcwv yta to xapaicri pa scat To m£pt£x6µ£vo Twv 811µoal6a£wv. to S£'Üt£po 

µhpoS avtov toy x£cpakaiov £4£iäý£Tat To mp63A, ijµa Tov rp67cou St£p£vvrlrnlc to 

avOp6)7nv1S mpä i, 6aov acpopä io locale Tou 6av6rou, µ£ (36011 Ta StaO atp. a arotx£ia. 
IIapouatäý£Tat µta ava? vtuci µ£AoSoXoyia mov £mttpEm£t T 11v £ ataai Tcov S£Soµhvwv 

avacpoptxä µ£ t aaeptS ioµ£iS avOpwmvrlc Spank: TomoO£aia Tov Täcpov, icataßx£vij TOD 

Täcpou, T£X£Ttq mpty an6 rrly taq» , Kat T£Ä£TES atov Tt po. 

ITO SEVTEpo µtpoq ii; StaTpißi; 7tapoval6ýETat i aväXvarj Twv SESo}ivav µE aT6Xo va 
amavrr166v -ra ai6kovOa ßaalKä Epcoti aTa: aov ßpiaKOVTat of rthpOt; roc 
"xprjatµo7totoüvtat" Kai 7toiC £tvat 7j O aij touq aT0 "Eicro? 1TlaJ1hV0" Toto; 7COtd iiTaV ij 

cnj. taala aXXÖ Kat Ot 87rtXC6)act; nl; apxiTEKTOVLK ;; Ti a7[paTTaV 01 6VOpO)1[Ot aTOVS r «pouS 

Kat aTa 7t) alala TOW twpu CÜV TE%£T(bV; }lc 7COt6 Tp67C0 avVTTjp »5 av Kal }LETataa%%OVTaV oT0 

xp6vo 7rpaKTIKES Kat Soja Kal Ti oöf ynac only Evpcia avanapaywyý Toi S; Ta SESop£va 

aTa o toia crn p gETat TI avä#%va i aapovau oyrat aTgv IIpoaNKn 1, rov 1CEpthxct 
?& rotcpciý 7rEptypacp£S icat anctxoviaciS Tcov 61 6tacwv au v vtb ImMm 7cEptox4. ETo 

IIEwrro Kccoä 
, aio E4ET6ýETat 11 Atari TOD T&cpov ato Toiio, oTo EKro KcroäAaio avaMcTat i 

TacptKij apxiTEKTOVLKfl, ato EßBouo Kccoä 
, aio yivcTat avaaK6 aTl Twv 

rpo tapaaicVaatiiwv rzp6t4Ewv rptV anö TI; Krl6Eic;, Evdi of tacptKhS apaKTtKe; auýiinoüvTat 

ato Vyöoo Kecp61aio. To Evaro KErp6Aaio itapovatdCet Ta yEVtxä avµacpäaµa. Ta TIN 
gE4tT c, EEpi) aµpävovTas µta aüvoynl 'rwv Tacptiwv apaKTtKwv 67rw; Kataypäcpovtat, a7i, Xb 

Kai Ta loTOptxä tXaiala jt oa ova o toia avrt Oa µ topovaav va ToRoOcT, Ieavv. 
Avayvwpigovrat Kat Epµtlvci5ovTat toµci; auvaxctag aUä Kai al aycuv aviv tap&Soai. To 

KE(PÖLXato auto au(11Tä Try "µaoia row 7rapa7ävw avµacpaaµäiwv yla Til xpioT tow 
Tacpixwv 7tpaKTtx6)v arT gexkq Tov "Muir vaYKOV 7Co), tctaµoü", Kävovsaq aac$S irw; 
Sla pop07Coif)acrc ato xpbvo Kat aTO xcwpo KaOtoToüv anapa{TTIT11 tpoTEpat6TljTa yta Try 
µLSUOvnKn tpcvva Ttl ßaOütepq µcXtt Tov apxato) oytxov va. tKOl T6ao aE E7itE8o Toini6 
öao Kai aE enincSo acptoA;. 

The text on this and the preceding page is a translation of the abstract on pages 4 8t 5 Into 
modern Greek. Translation: E. Kiriatzf. 
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Note on transliteration 

With the exception of very few placenames with well-established transliterations (for example 
Mycenae, Athens), all sites in this thesis are referred to by transliterations made according to the 

scheme set out here. The guiding principle Is that the transliteration should form the closest 

approximation possible of the Greek pronunciation for the English speaker. 

The acute accent is used to denote the position of the vowel accentuated when the placename Is 

pronounced In Its nominative form. This Is the equivalent of the tönos In current Greek spelling. 
Examples are 

rib. %o; Pi1os 

Ba(pc Vafi6 

Where the tönos lies on a capitalised first vowel, it is omitted in transliteration. 

The diaeresis is used exactly as in modern Greek spelling, and indicates two succeeding vowels 
forming a diphthong: 

Bot8ouotXtä Voidhokili3 

Greek vowels and vowel combinations are transliterated as follows: 

t, et, TI, ot, vl, 1) 

a a 

e, at e 

o, co 0 

ov ou 
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The following vowel combinations are transliterated as vowel-consonant combinations: 

av, eu, 711) av, ev, iv or af, ef, if (depending on pronunciation) 

Greek consonants and consonant combinations are transliterated as follows: 

V lt p 
g or y (depending on pronunciation) P r 
dh (pronounced as th in them) a s 
z ti t 

e th (pronounced as th in thin) (P f 
K k x Ii 

I w ps 
µ m 77, YK ng 
V n µlt b 
4 x vti d 

Greek personal names are transliterated according to the same system. However, where a book 

or article has been published in English by a Greek author, the author's name is transcribed in 

accordance with the system in operation in the publication. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction to the chronology, landscape and 
material under study 

THE SCOPE OF THE THESIS 

This thesis aims to examine the evidence for mortuary practices in the southern and western 
Peloponnese (within the modern boundaries of Messinfa, Ilia and Lakonfa) in the periods MHI- 

LHIIB (circa 2050/2000BC to 1445/1415Bc - table 1.1). By studying grave, tomb and 

cemetery location, grave and tomb architecture, and the evidence for mortuary practice 

preserved in archaeological remains, it is hoped to approach a complete understanding of what 

people did in relation to the most difficult circumstance of life: death. Through a detailed site 

catalogue (appendix one) and a close examination of the evidence for different areas of practice 
(location of tomb, cemetery and grave, tomb construction and modification, preparation, and 

acts at the graveside - chapters five to eight), a wide variety of practices and a series of themes 

running through the evidence of all periods are identified and set in a historical narrative 
(chapter nine). 

CHRONOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

Chronologically, this study focuses on funerary sites that were built or used In the middle 
helladic, late helladic I or late helladic II phases. Conventionally, this represents the period from 

about 2070BC to 1390BC (Warren & Hankey 1989,169 table 3.1) or 2050/2000BC to 

1445/1415BC (Rutter: 1993,756 table 2, based on Manning: 1995, revising Warren 81 

Hankey 1989,169 table 3.1), so a period of at least 550 years and at most 700 years: 
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MHI 2050/2000 -1950/1900 
MHII 1950/1900 - 1750/1720 
MHIII 1750/1720 - 1680 
LHI 1680 -1600/1580 
LHIIA 1600/1580 -1520/1480 
LHIIB 1520/1480 - 1445/1415 

Table 1.1. Source: Rutter 1993,756 table 2; after Manning 1995. 

As is clear from table I. I, I any accepting the current preliminary consensus of opinion that the 

eruption of the Thira volcano took place in the summer of I628BC (proposed principally by 

Baillie, for example Baillie 1995, chapter 7; accepted by Rutter: 1993; more recent report on 

the current state of scholarship by Shelmerdine: 1997, especially notes 7& 8). This revision of 

the chronology upward, in combination with a more widespread acceptance of a threefold 

division of middle helladic ceramics (Rutter 1993), allows for the observation that the crucial 

MHIII phase is short (some 40 to 70 years) in comparison to the preceding MHII phase (200 

years); much of the evidence with which this thesis is concerned can be seen to relate to the 

MHIII and LHI phases. 

The selection of these chronological phases is easy to explain. The aim is to investigate, through 
funerary evidence, the period before the Mycenaean palatial phase (which in broad terns and 
for these purposes is regarded as LHIIIA-B; Shelmerdine 1997), both to understand the 

archaeology of that period, and to examine the coming into being of `Mycenaean civilisation' 
(chapters two 8t nine). With particular regard to funerary evidence, the first monumental burial 

places seem to date from early in the middle helladic period (17: Voidhokiliä in particular is well 
dated to MHI), and moreover seem to be part of a pattern of middle helladic monumental 
burial places that overlap with the tholos tombs of the late helladic period (as recognised by the 
University of Minnesota Messenia Expedition: McDonald 8t Hope Simpson 1961,256-257; 

1969,172-173). In very broad terms, therefore, the chosen chronological range allows for 

both the study of burial evidence regarded as early Mycenaean, and for potentially related but 

earlier evidence. 
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POTTERY STYLE AND CHRONOLOGY 

The primary chronological indicator for almost all sites included In this study is pottery style 
(one site, 14: Ayos loännis Papoülia, has a single radiocarbon determination, although this is not 

the primary dating indicator for the site; the inclusion of 60: Sikea is based on the dating of a 

sword earlier than the pottery content of the tomb; 31: Dhära Is also not directly dated by its 

pottery). 

A great many sites are chronologically complex, having been the focus for repeated intrusion, 

interference, cleaning out and deposition over sometimes quite long periods, often extending 
beyond the period being investigated here. Carefully excavated sites reveal much of the 

evidence for this in their stratigraphy; at other sites, only the juxtaposition in the finds' tray of 

pottery of earlier and later periods bears witness to a lengthy period or periods of use. 

Some pottery is an extremely close indicator of chronology, and the presence of certain styles 

offers a more precise dating than could be achieved with any other method. Other pottery 

styles are exceptionally long lived, and offer no more than a broad indication. The interpretation 

of chronology on the basis of pottery style is not therefore a matter of simple, empirical 
observation. 

The analysis to be presented in later chapters is not driven by strict chronological transitional 

points: the practices observed, described and interpreted in later chapters are unrelated to the 

accepted pottery-style chronological boundaries, such as MHIII to LHI or LHI to LHIIA. The 

chronological bands chosen for the examination of material In later chapters (MHI-11, MHIII- 
LHI, LHI-LHIIA, LHIIB) tends to straddle boundaries rather than respect them. The reasons for 

examining the evidence in these bands are given in the sections below, along with a discussion of 

the initial boundary of the period of study, and which monuments fall within it. 

EH/// and the transition to middle he//adic 

The middle helladic Ia II phases cover a period of up to about 300 years, from 2050BC or 
2000ac to 1750ac or 1 720Bc (table 1.1 above), MHI covering the first 100 years, MHII the 
following 200 years or so. The unusual pottery sequence In Messinfa and Lakonfa between EHII 

and MHI has been described by Rutter (1993,773; 1979,15): virtually no EHIII pottery Is 
known from these areas, either In survey or excavation. Rutter has proposed that EHII ceramic 
styles continued to be made and used long after the end of the EHII chronological phase, and 
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that EHIII styles were never properly or widely adopted In these regions; Instead, EHII styles 

continued to be used until the beginning of the middle heliadic period. These suggestions were 

made in the context of what Rutter saw as the perhaps highly regionalised nature of ceramic 

styles in the early and middle bronze age. He has argued that the ceramic assemblage known as 
EHIII and most clearly represented at Lerna should be seen as a fusion between, or development 

of, the EHII (Lerna III) style and the Lefkandl I assemblage; a fusion suggested to have taken 

place in central Greece and then adopted in places like Lerna. The processes of this adoption, 

whether violent or not, seem not to have affected the southern Peloponnese. 

If this is accepted, and also in the light of comments above about the nature of the MHIII/LHI 

division, it is clear that ceramic styles need not change sharply nor need they change In all places 

at the same time'. 

Dickinson (1982,133) argued against any absence of an EHIII ceramic phase In Messinia and 
Lakonia, calling this proposition 'a counsel of despair'. He partly backs this up by pointing to the 

traditional theory of widespread destructions throughout the helladic area at the end of EHII (as 

stated most clearly by Caskey: 1960), which is however no longer regarded as tenable (Forsen 

1992). He also points to the other changes that occur between EHII and MHI, notably 
domestic architecture and 'ordinary domestic pottery'. As far as architecture Is concerned, 
Forsen's catalogue lists seven sites In Messinfa and four In Lakonia, of which four Include 

excavated EH architecture (Forsen 1992,98-107). At Pulos, Forsen dates two possible apsidal 
buildings to EHII, at Voidhokili3 the nature of the architecture Is unclear, at Akovitika there are 
two 'corridor house'-type buildings, and at Koufbvouno an apsidal house Is dated EHII. The 

presence of apsidal houses in EHII contexts may undermine Dickinson's argument for an 

architectural change, since apsidal houses are generally taken as Indicative of the EHIII/MH 

period. 

A lack of EHIII pottery in Messinfa and Lakonia therefore remains an apparently real 

phenomenon, although one which is being given more careful study In recent work. In the final 

publication of pottery from the Laconia Survey, Cavanagh ez Crouwel (1996,16) state that the 
'wider problem' of the 'absence of EHIII ceramics ... has not been changed by the Laconia 

Survey'. However, the preliminary report of the Pylos Regional Archaeological Project (Davis et 

all! 1997,419) notes the possible presence of EHIII ceramics at three sites: Pflos, Ordhines and 
Be ll rbel. Moreover the publication of the excavations at 30: Nih6rla has produced an MHI 

'Ceramic regionalism during this period Is pronounced, far more so than In the preceding EHI1 period 
although not necessarily more so than In the succeeding MH period': Rutter 1995,648. 
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assemblage that has clear links with EH1II material (Howell: 1992; Dickinson 1992,110; 

Rutter: 1993,773). So Rutter's hypothesis, that the southern Peloponnese was largely Isolated 

from ceramic changes that anyway occurred gradually elsewhere, seems now rather more 

plausible than any suggestion of an abandonment of the southern Peloponnese In EHIII, or that 

settlement was nucleated In areas that survey has not reached (Dickinson 1982,133). 

The situation in Ilia Is somewhat different. The trenches excavated In advance of the 

construction of the new museum at Olimbia revealed remains of the EHIII and MHI periods, 

with a little earlier and later material (Koumouzelis 1980, chapter three). This EHIII assemblage 
is explicitly compared with Lerna IV. Four apsidal houses from the Altis at Olimbla are also 
dated EHIII by Koumouzelis. However EHIII Is not securely present In other excavated Elean 

contexts (Forsen 1992,84-94). 

If the natures of the ceramic sequence and settlement of the period are unclear, traces of burial 

are even more obscure. There Is no unambiguous burial evidence for the EHIII period within the 

area under study, and everywhere else such burials are a rare phenomenon. One Important 

question surrounds the dating of certain of the monumental burial constructions regarded as 

middle helladic in this thesis. Müller (1989), In her catalogue, lists as possibly EHIII 

17: Voidhokiliä (Mailer's site 1) and 14: Ayos loännis Papoülia (Müller's site 5). At 17: Voidhoki1iä 

she cites the presence of'EHIII' pithoi broken in the dromos of the LHI tholos tomb, which she 

compares to certain features at Sten6 on Lefkädha (Müller 1989,18); these are however by no 

means clearly part of the funerary mound. Korres (1982a, 230) summing up his preliminary 

conclusions, states that the artefactual evidence from the mound supports a date of construction 

and use of MHI only2. As for 14: Ayos Ioännis Papoü/ia, the presence of an ovoid jar 

(Al. 14.301) caused Marin3tos to suggest an EH/MH date for the construction of the mound 
(Marinätos 1954,311-313). Korres' re-excavation of the mound led him to suggest a date of 
MHII-III for the mound (Korres 1980), although MHI material Is also present; the ovoid jar 

was recovered by the villagers from an unknown context and In any case traces of EHII 

habitation have been found at the site. Forsen (1992,101), following Caskey (1986,24), 

points out that the shape is known In both EHII and MH but Is not certainly attested from an 
EHIII context; hence she excludes an EH date for this mound, as do 1. 

2 '». axriµa riaµ6s xai xpfjatc tßµßov ica v& thv ME I, µ6vov, cp&ativ ... 
' 

3 References In the format Al. x. y refer to Illustrations in appendix one, where xis the number of the site 
in the site catalogue, and y Is the illustration number within the site entry. References In the format A2. x 
or A4. x refer to Illustrations In appendices two and four, respectively. 
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There Is therefore no strong case for dating either of these monumental burial sites to the early 
helladic period, but there Is strong evidence to suggest that they were built and used In the 

middle helladic period. Having said that, this discussion has not touched on the fact that many 

of the mounds in the area under study are unexcavated, and the attribution of date is based on 
the extensive surveys of the 1950s and 1960s, where sherds that were used as dating referents 
have not been published. Nevertheless, argument In current debate tends to centre around the 

proposition not that the tumuli should be dated earlier, but rather that some might well post- 
date the bronze age (Davis et alii 1997,485-488; discussed In appendix three). 

In any case, It is clear from excavation that some at least of the Messenlan mounds date to the 

very beginning of the middle helladic period. In the light of the discussion so far In this chapter, 
an EHIII/MH date may simply correspond to the first recognisable ceramic phase after EHII In 

this particular region. These monumental tombs are a phenomenon that Is present for the whole 

middle helladic period in the region. 

It remains to consider the tumuli at Olimbfa in Ilia. Two were discovered during the excavations 
In advance of the construction of the new museum (Yialoüris 1964,174-176; Koumouzelis 
1980,139-140; Forsen 1992,88-89), but only one was Investigated. It consists-of an 
elliptical circle (A4.2), 3.17m to 3.79m In diameter, of river stones about 2 or 3 courses high 

surrounded by a linear circumference of similar stones making a circle about 5m In diameter, 

which Is in turn surrounded by a 'paving' of small stones 1m to 2m wide, making a total 
diameter of between 6m and 1 Om. Koumouzelis states that 'the Inner part ... was 1.2m deep' 
(1980,139), which Is confirmed neither by Yialoüris' description nor by his plan and section 
(A4.1). This plan and section In fact suggests that the 'tumulus' Is not raised at all above the 

ground, and this also appears to have been Ylaloüris' impression: he calls it 'a circular floor' and 
'an altar', as he found traces of burning among the stones. Koumouzelis adds that pithos sherds 
and bone fragments were found, which she felt were 'undoubtedly signs of a pathos burial'. 
However, she also notes that no other signs of burial were found below the stones when they 

were excavated. 

There Is no particular need to take the pithos sherds and bone fragments as Indicators of a 
pithos burial which would necessarily need have lain on top of the stones (hence Koumouzelis' 

assertion that there ought to have been a mound on top of the stones). The bones were burned 

and became so as a result of exposure to the fire on top of the stones. This may Indicate 

cremation or the partial burning familiar from Steno on Lefk3dha; there is however no 
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Indication that the bone fragments were analysed, and therefore we do not even know If they 

were human. The excavated tumulus is dated 'Lerna IV: 1-2' (that Is, EHIII) by Forsen. 

A third tumulus exists In the Altis at Olimbfa, originally excavated by Dörpfeld (1935), and 

recently reinvestigated (A4.3; Catling 1988,27; Kyrieleis 1990,186; French 1991,31; 

discussed fully by Forsen: 1992,92-93). This tumulus is now dated to the EHII period, and 

again there is no specific evidence that it was funerary in nature: few details are available of the 

architecture. 

These monuments and others, particularly those at Steno on Lefkädha (A4.4; Dörpfeld 1927), 
have been used in the past to Invoke invaders from the north (Hammond 1967; Hood 1986, 
54-59). As noted above, the idea of an invasion bringing about the end of the EHII phase is no 
longer widely accepted; nevertheless, it Is often still suggested that some diffusionist mechanism 
might be apposite in explaining the appearance of tumuli in Greece (Müller 1989; Forsen 
1992,232-237). Forsen's summary of the argument concludes that while the numbers of early 
helladic tumuli are too few to support any theory of immigrants from the north, It Is possible 
that this feature travelled south from Albania to Ilia and eventually Messinfa via the Ionian 
Islands. The Albanian evidence is particularly difficult to assess. Hammond, for example, in 

pursuit of his thesis that the builders of tumuli in Albania were of the same 'stock' as those that 
built the grave circles at Mycenae, which he regards as tumuli, suggested that many of the 
tumuli of Albania contained material that should be equivalent to middle helladic material. An 

alternative explanation, perhaps alluded to by Hammond (1974,129), would be to see tumuli 
as artefacts found throughout a region of intense contact In western Greece and Albania. The 

material cultures of these areas are however not generally bracketed, and so this explanation 
seems rather unlikely. 

The tumuli of Lefkädha and Olimbia are chronologically distinct from those Included in this 

study. Burial under tumulus is a common enough phenomenon in different times and places that 
there is no pressing need to rely on a diffusionist explanation for its appearance unless there is 

some specific point of similarity. The tumuli of Lefk3dha and Olimbfa, as well as those Included 
in this study, form a group of heterogeneous monuments that require no single explanation. The 

simple fact of a burial under a mound in Itself Is obvious enough to be open to regular 
independent invention. 
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The middle helladic period 

Forty of the sites under discussion In this thesis certainly, probably or possibly have a middle 
helladic component. Only a tiny proportion are explicitly dated to MHI or MHII (table 1.7 

below), and even with these few the chronology Is often unclear. There are two explanations for 

this: on the one hand, a subdivision of the middle helladic pottery sequence has only really 
become possible in recent years (defined for Messinfa by Howell: 1992), so that middle helladic 

pottery Identified in older excavations was simply Identified as 'middle helladic'; on the other 
hand many MH burial mounds are unexcavated, and so their chronologies are imprecisely 

known, based only on field survey (tables 1.9 U 1.10 below). 

The effect of this is exacerbated by the larger number of MHIII sites now Identified (table 1.8 

below), leading to an apparent dichotomy between MHI-II and MH111. Although this would 

appear to be a real increase in number, the large number of unexcavated sites, many of which 

would be likely to predate MHIII In their foundation, must be borne in mind. While It Is 

impossible to understand their position In the chronological sequence of monumental burial 

forms in the area under study, nonetheless they stand mute witness to practices that were more 
widespread than the excavated evidence alone would allow. 

The /1H///-LH/ transition and the inception of the '/lycenaean period' 

In the whole period that we are dealing with, the principal Innovation in pottery style is usually 
taken to be the adaptation of Minoan pottery to form the late helladic I style at the end of the 

middle helladic period. LHI-style pottery did not, however, replace the earlier styles; all of the 
MH styles continue to be made and used throughout the LHI chronological phase and Into LHII. 

Lewis (1983,115) notes that the percentage of pottery of LHI style recorded by Biegen in LHI 
levels at Koräkou Is as little as 3.1%, and surviving MH types still make up 49% of the LHIIA 

assemblage, and rather less in LHIIB. Davis (1979,238) points out that the scarcity of 

coarseware sherds preserved in the excavation archive suggests that these were discarded before 

recording; these percentages therefore refer to fine pottery only (at 30: Nih6ria, coarsewares 
made up to 70% of MHIII and LHI deposits: Dickinson 1992,472). Davis (1979,254) says 
'it is clear that often, especially In the case of simple, more plain types, no fine distinctions can 
be drawn between pottery of the later Middle Helladic and earlier Late Helladic periods. The 

date of many pieces cannot be precisely determined without knowledge of their context'. 
Moreover Dickinson (1974,119) suggests that LHI pottery is generally poorly made and 
painted In comparison to LHIIA, which Is closer to later Mycenaean pottery In terms of quality. 
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These observations lead to the possibility that past Interpretations of the chronological 
implications of ceramic contexts have been based on a false assumption that the ascription of 
date is primarily based on the presence or absence of Mycenaean pottery styles (Rutter 1993, 

756 note 36). Moreover, Mycenaean pottery styles are first made or Imported to sites at 
differing times: at 57: Ayos Stefanos in Lakonia, for example, Rutter 8t Rutter (1976) show that 
'Minoanising' pottery is present In MHIII deposits, whereas LHI pottery appears fully formed at 
30: Nih6ria In Messinia (Dickinson 1992,473), although at that site transitional MH-LH 

deposits are not well represented (ibidem). 

If therefore LHI pottery might make up a very small percentage of the total pottery of the LHI 

period for any given site, in the relatively closed context of a burial, often associated with a 

small number of pottery items, it is clearly a possibility that only middle helladic styles of 

pottery may be present In any given burial, even if the actual date of deposition should be LHI 

(or even LHII, although this is much less likely). 

The MHIII-LHI period is crucial for the evidence under study In this thesis. This period of about 
150 years is one in which certain innovations took place in funerary customs In the region, and 
by the end of the period new practices had become traditional. This study will show these 

changes as a series of related phenomena observable throughout MHIII-LHI; the difficulty In 

setting Individual artefacts and monuments on one or other side of the MHIII-LHI transition Is 

therefore not a major problem, and moreover a specific MHIII-LHI transition point is of little 
importance, since the changes referred to do not constitute a single, sharply defined event. 

In traditional terms the interface between the end of the middle helladic period and LHI marks 
the sharp transition to the Mycenaean period. The shaft graves and the assumed Mycenaean 

social structure that goes with them mark this sudden transition in the Argolid; elsewhere, the 
Introduction of Mycenaean pottery Is a sign of the same sudden social change. This traditional 

viewpoint has been seriously eroded, beginning with Dickinson's Origins of Mycenaean Civilisation 

(1977), and particularly in the work of numerous scholars In the past decade. The 

understanding that Mycenaean pottery Is not a unitary phenomenon Is one aspect of the 

emerging complexity of the period; the study of burial customs presented In this thesis Is 

another. 
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The IH/-/IA transition, and the LH//A and LH//B periods 

`LHI-IIA' is an undefined transitional phase, a designation often given to pottery exhibiting 

characteristics of both LHI and LHIIA phases. It is not clear to what extent LHI-IIA might 

coincide with L61os' 'late phase' LHI pottery, which seems in any case known mostly from 

certain settlement deposits (Nihdria, the east house at Peristeril: Ldlos 1985,537-540). 

LHIIA is recognisable as a phase through very characteristic pottery such as the 'palace style jar', 

based on Minoan LMIB styles. There are numerous intact or recognisable LHIIA contexts In the 

tombs under study, both in those continuing from the previous period and in those seemingly 

constructed in this phase. 

LHIIB on the other hand is much more problematic. Few instances of LHIIB pottery are noted 
In excavation reports, perhaps because it Is less characteristic than the LHI1A pottery, and might 

often be described as 'early Mycenaean' or simply LHII. Dickinson, however, commenting on 
the LHIIB assemblage from the Nihdria excavations, says 

The rate at which the LH decorated ware developed In LHII does not coincide with 
that of the other categories, and the changes are minor In comparison with the degree 
of overall similarity between LHII groups. Thus, there seems little point in discussing 
LHIIA and LHIIB separately. This would involve much repetition and might beg the 
question, for the sequence observed at Korakou (Dickinson 1972) cannot be 
paralleled at Nichorla. It does not seem that the local potters simply reproduced the 
stylistic sequence of the NE Peloponnese; rather, they appear to have concentrated on 
a few preferred types, which they sometimes continued to produce after these had 
become obsolete In the NE Peloponnese. 

Dickinson 1992,481. 

Dickinson here refers to the evidence from only one site, and with few well stratified deposits; 

nonetheless, the general concept of regional variation in early Mycenaean pottery styles is now 
broadly accepted, and if Lakonia and Messinfa were particularly early in adopting Minoan-style 
fine decorated pottery as the LHI style (LÖlos 1985), then perhaps they may equally have been 
late In adopting a particular LHIIB assemblage, or Indeed the LHIIB repertoire may have differed 
from region to region throughout the period. Perhaps a better indicator of a late date within 
LHII generally would be an assemblage with fewer continuing MH-style types'. 

" These points ought to be clarified to some extent In Mountjoy's Imminent work on regional Mycenaean 
pottery styles, which I have not seen. One question would be whether 'palatial style' Mycenaean pottery 
might continue in production Into LHIIB in these regions, in which case all of LHiI would be well 
represented in the funerary archaeology. 
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE MATERIAL UNDER STUDY 

The material of this study comes from sixty-one sites that range from single burials to 

cemeteries of multiple-burial chamber tombs, and from pits in the ground to the most 

monumental of tholos tombs. These sites may be arranged and grouped in a number of ways: a 

brief critique of the taxonomy of Mycenaean and pre-Mycenaean burial customs is presented in 

chapter two. Nevertheless, in order to achieve an overview, sites in this section are arranged 

using standard typologies in order to familiarise the reader as quickly as possible with the 

material. 

Table 1.2 lists non-monumental burial sites' (excluding simpler graves within multiple burial 

monuments). These generally consist of burials or cemeteries that are no longer visible after the 

inhumation and whose graves are usually built for one person; they are often found within or 

adjoining settlement. The graves consist of pits in the ground, pits outlined with stones at 

ground level, pits fully lined with stones or slabs (`cists'), and burials in large jars ('pithoi') set in 

pits in the ground. Among these sites there are eight related to settlement contexts and a 
further six that may be related to settlement contexts: 

3 Nisakoüli Yes 3 >3 MHII-III 
9 Karatsädhes Loutrd Yes Unknown Unknown MH 
24 Englianös Unknown 1 0 ? MH-LHII 
35 Peristeriä (child cists) Yes 9 9 (MHIII)-LHI 
37 Mälthi Yes 48 71 MHII-LHIII 
41 Filiaträ Stomion Yes 1 1 MHII-III 
45 Makrlsia Arnokatäraho Unknown I Unknown LHII 
48 Miräka Yes 8 Unknown MH 
50 Armatova Unknown Unknown Unknown MH 
51 Anälipsis (cist grave) Unknown 1 Unknown Unknown 
53 Menelalon Yes 6 6 MHII-III 
55 Amikleon Yes 4 Unknown MHIII-LHI 
56 Yeräki Yes 3 (or 4) 3 (or 4) MH 
57 Ayos Stefanos Yes 636 67 MH-LH 
59 Pavlopetri Possibly 37 Unknown Unknown 
61 Krokees Unknown I Unknown LHII-III 

Table 1.2. Non-monumental burial sites. 

Even this most basic division between monumental and non-monumental is of course subjective. 
One of the graves at 53: Menelaion, for example, is a shaft grave. Moreover, all graves require 

Sites appear more than once in the tables where they are made up of different categories of monument. 
Work of the first three seasons only: see entry in Appendix One. 
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an effort of construction, and some are embellished with stone outlines, stone-lined walls or 
covering slabs. 

Those sites that remain form the monumental class. They can be broadly divided between burial 

tumuli, tholos tombs and chamber tombs: 

"a tumulus is a mound created above ground of heaped earth, stones, or earth and stones, 
with burials Inserted Into it (for example, Al. 21.5, Al. 21.6, and Al. 14.5). These 

burials may be housed in pits, outlined pits, cists, pithol or tholos tombs set within the 

mound; 

"a tholos tomb Is a stone-built burial chamber (for example, A1.. 74.1 and Al.. TS. 58) with 
a single entrance consisting of a tunnel-like entryway ('stomion', for example Al . J4.2 and 
Al. -3S. 66) Into the chamber and often a long narrow approach to that entryway 
('dromos', for example Al. -7S. 57). The chamber Is round and corbelled (so the layers of 

stone converge on high to form an apex). The tholos Is often but not always built partly 
underground; It may be set in a mound, or a mound may be thrown up around the above- 
ground part; alternatively it may be covered In thick clay. Burials may be left on the floor of 
the chamber, or set In pits, cists or pithol: these graves may also be found to contain 
disarticulated bones; 

"a chamber tomb is similar in form to a tholos tomb but it is not stone built, but rather 
carved out of the ground, often on a sloping surface. Its chamber may be round, sub round, 
sub rectangular or rectangular (for example Al. S2.4 and Al. 52.6). Burials again may be 

set on the floor or in graves such as pits or casts; disarticulated bones may also be found, 

often in niches in the wall dug at floor level. 

Divisions need not be clear cut: tholos tombs may be set within tumuli, for example. The 
following tables present the material according to traditional typological divisions. 
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1 Finikoünda Possible tumulus, unexcavated 
2 Evangelismös Single unexcavated tumulus with pithoi 
4 Mesohöri Gdhiti Rah! Possible tumulus, unexcavated 
5 YSlova Paleohdri Possible tumuli, unexcavated 
6 Pula Vigles Possible tumulus with pithoi, unexcavated and destroyed 
8 Handrinoü Kiss6s Excavated tumulus with pithos and stone-enclosed burials; three 

other unexcavated tumuli nearby 
14 Ayos Ioännis Papoülia Excavated tumulus with pithos and cist burials and central 

construction; four or twelve other mounds in the vicinity 
15 Plätanos Three unexcavated tumuli with burial pithoi and slab-cover 

stones 
17 Voidhokiliä Excavated tumulus with pithos and stone-enclosed burials (see 

also table 1.5) 
20 Tragäna Kapoureika Unexcavated, destroyed tumulus with pithoi and slab-cover 

stones 
21 Lefki Kaldämou Six unexcavated tumuli with pithoi and slab-cover stones 
22 Pirgos Tsoüka Unexcavated, partly destroyed tumulus/knoll with pithoi and 

slab-cover stones 
25 Dhiväri Excavated tumulus with at least one pithos burial 
27 Roatsi Three partly excavated tumuli with stone cists and pithoi (see 

also table 1.5) 
28 Känalos Two unexcavated (one destroyed) tumuli with pithoi and stone 

cists 
29 Välta Kasträki Two possible unexcavated tumuli with pithoi 
33 Miliöti Ayos Iljas Possible unexcavated tumulus with pithoi and stone-cover slabs 
35 Peristerl3: Kokoräkou Excavated tumulus with pithoi (see also table 1.5) 
43 Kato Samikd Klidhi Five small excavated tumuli with cists; one tholos 
46 Makrfsia: Profitis Ilcas One excavated tumulus (or tholos tomb) with one pit burial 
49 Mäyeira One excavated tumulus with pithoi 

Table 1.3. Burial tumuli. 

=. 

10 Gouvaläri Cemetery of seven tumuli, one of which contained ten small 
tholos tombs, another contained three, another one, and the 
others are unexcavated; two 'canonical' tholoi (table 1.5) 

13 Kaminia Tumulus with five small tholos tombs built in the periphery 
30 Nihöria Nikitopoülou Knoll with five small tholos tombs (see also table 1.5) 
51 An3lipsis Eight small tholoi, uncertain location (see also table 1.5) 

Table 1.4. Multiple small tholos tomb monuments and cemeteries 
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7 Dhiödhia & Strefi One excavated tholos tomb, one or two others unexcavated 
10 Gouvaläri Two excavated tholoi (see also table 1.4) 
11 Akdnes Two excavated tholos tombs 
12 Koukounära Three excavated tholoi and perhaps two others unexcavated 
16 Korif3sio One excavated tholos tomb 
17 Voidhokiliä One excavated tholos tomb set in an older tumulus (table 1.3) 
18 Tragäna Two excavated tholos tombs 
19 Solinärl Tourlidhitsa One excavated tholos set in the remains of previous settlement 
24 Englian6s Three excavated tholos tombs (see also table 1.6) 
26 Halkias Two excavated tholos tombs 
27 Roütsi Two excavated tholos tombs (see also table 1.3) 
30 Nihbria Two excavated small tholos tombs (see also table 1.4) 
31 Dhära (Fr3ma) One excavated tholos tomb 
32 Paleohbria One excavated tholos tomb 
34 Kämbos One excavated tholos tomb 
35 Peristeriä Five excavated tholoi (see also table 1.3) 
36 Kopanäki Three tholoi, two excavated 
38 Xerdvrisi One excavated tholos tomb 
39 Psäri Two or three tholoi, one excavated 
40 Flliatr3 Ayos Hristöforos One excavated tholos tomb 
42 Kapläni Two tholoi, one excavated 
43 Käto Samik6 Klidhl One (or two) excavated tholos tombs (see also table 1.3) 
44 Kakdvatos Three excavated tholos tombs 
51 Voürvoura Anälipsis One excavated tholos tomb (see also table 1.4) 
54 Vafi6 One excavated tholos tomb 

Table 1.5. Excavated tholos tombs. 

Ske Description 

23 Volimfdhia Cemetery of at least 34 chamber tombs 
24 Englianös Chamber tomb amid cemetery of later examples (see also table 

1.5) 
52 Pelläna At least six chamber tombs, one at least early 
58 Epidhavros Limlrä At least five and probably ten chamber tombs 
60 Sikea One excavated chamber tomb 
62 Kithira: Kastrf At least seven chamber tombs and four natural rock-chamber 

tombs 
Table 1.6. Chamber tombs. 

CHRONOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE EVIDENCE 

The problems of interpreting ceramic evidence for date were presented earlier in this chapter: 
here I present a chronology for the sites listed in tables 1.3 to 1.6, mainly on the basis of this 

ceramic evidence (for the chronology of non-monumental burial sites, see table 1.2). Full 

arguments are presented in the individual site entries in the site catalogue, appendix one, to 

which reference should be made. The following tables present the suggested construction dates 

for each site, and periods of use. Where the construction date is not certain, the ceramic 

evidence being used is the earliest datable evidence, but nevertheless either does not cone from 
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a context that relates to construction or early use, or else other, more relevant material is not 

closely dated. Some sites have two entries here, for example 27: Roütsi has separate entries for 

the tumuli and the tholoi. Reference should always be made to the relevant catalogue entry for 

details of chronological attribution. 

Although it is necessary to establish a chronological framework for the discussion, that 

discussion is not dependent on details of chronology, which are in any case often questionable. 

What follows is not intended to represent a significant contribution to the study of the 

chronologies of these sites. Note that where 'possible' or 'probable' dates of construction are 

given, the actual date of construction might well predate that given. 

d. 1. 

14 Ayos Ioännis Papoülia MHI possible' MHI-III 
17 Voidhokill3 MHI certain MHI-LHIII 
27 Roütsi (tumuli) MHII possible MHII certain; MHI and MHIII possible 
35 Peristerl3 (Kokoräkou) MHI/II MHI/ll 

Table 1.7. Sites constructed in MHI-II. 

10 Gouval3rl MHIII probable MH, LHI-IIIC 
13 Kam(nia MHIII probable MH, LHI-111C 
16 Korifäslo MHIII certain MHIII-LHI/Il, possible LHII 
23 Volimidhia Kefal6vrlso I MHIII probable MHIII 
24 Englianßs: Vayenäs MHIII possible MHIII-LHIIIAI 
30 Nihöria MHIII probable MHIII-LHIIIC, protogeometric 
35 Peristeri3 (MH-LH grave) MHIII certain MHIII-LHI 
43 Kato Samlk6 Klidhf MHIII probable MHIII-LHIIIC 

Table 1.8. Sites constructed in MHIII. 

I Sim " i" d. Date ranp of use 

2 Evangelismös MH probable MH 
6 Plla MH probable MH 
8 Handrinoü Kissös MH probable Probable MH-LHII; certain LHIII 
15 Plätanos MH probable MH; likely LH 
21 Lefki Kaldamou MH probable MH 
22 Pirgos Tsoüka MH probable MH 
25 Dhlväri MH certain MH 
28 K3nalos MH probable MH-LH 

Table 1.9. Sites certainly or probably constructed in MH (general). 

Perhaps more likely to be MHII or even MHIII: refer to the discussion of chronology in the catalogue 
entry. 
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5 Construction date Date ran of use 

I Finikoünda MH possible No information 
4 Mesohöri Gdhiti Rahi MH possible MH 
5 Yälova Paleohdrl MH possible MH 
20 Tragäna Kapourefka MH possible MH 
29 Välta Kastr3ki MH possible MH possible; LHIIIAI certain 
33 Miliötl Ayos Ilcas MH possible MH 
49 Mäyeira MH possible MH; LHIII 

Table 1.10. Sites possibly constructed in MH (general). 

.... Date ranp of use I 

7 Dhiddhia LHI probable LHI-II 
23 Volimfdhia LHI certain MHIII-LHIIIC 
24 Engliands: tholos IV LHI probable LHI-IIA; LHIIIA 
27 Roütsl (tholol) LHI probable LHI-IIIA 
32 Paleohöria LHI-IIA probable LHI-111C 
35 Peristeri3 (tholos II) LHI-IIA probable LHIIA 
35 Peristeriä (tholos III) (MHIII)-LHI certain Possible MHIII; LHI; possible LHIIA 
35 Peristeri3 (south tholos I) LHI probable LHI-IIIA 
39 Psäri Metsiki LHI probable LHI-IIIA 
46 Makrfsla: Profftis Ilcas LHI probable MH(? ), LHI-III 
51 Anälipsis (small tholol) LHI possible LHI(? )-LHIII 
58 Epfdhavros Limirä LHI certain LHI-IIIC 

Table 1.1 1. Sites constructed in LHI or LHI-IIA. 

Site " i" d, Date ranp of use 

12 Koukoun3ra LHIIA probable LHIIA-III 
18 Trag3na LHIIA probable Possible LHI; LHIIA; LHIII 
24 Engllandse LHIIA probable LHIIA; LHIII 
35 PeristerlA (tholos I) LHIIA probable LHIIA; LHIII 81 later 
38 Vasilikö: Xerdvrlsi LHIIA probable LHIIA; LHIII 
42 Kapläni LHIIA possible LHIIA; other periods likely 
44 Kakßvatos LHIIA probable LHIIA 
51 Anälipsis large tholos LHIIA probable Certain LHIIA; possible LHIII 
52 Pelläna LHI-IIA possible Possible LHI; certain LHII-III 
54 Vafib LHIIA probable LHIIA: LHIII 

Table 1.12. Sites constructed in LHIIA. 

I1 Koukoun3ra Akönes LHII probable LHII-III 
19 Solin3ri Tourlidhitsa LHII possible LHII-III 
26 Halkiäs Aelläs LHII possible LHII 
31 Dhära (Fr3ma) LHII possible No information 
34 Kämbos LHII probable LHII-II 
35 Peristerl3 (tholos V) LHII possible LHII certain; other periods? 
36 Kopan3kl LHII possible LHIIA 
45 Makrfsia: Amokat3raho LHII probable LHII 

Table 1.13. Sites constructed in LHII (general). 

8 Tholos 3 and chamber tomb E8. 
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60 Sikh LHIIB possible Possible LHIIB; certain LHIII 
Table 1.14. Site constructed in LHIIB. 

40 Filiatr3 Ayos Hristoföros LHII-III possible Possible LHII-III 
61 Krokees LHII-III probable Probable LHII-III 

Table 1.15. Sites constructed within the period LHII-III. 

The chamber tombs of 62: Kithira, not included in the tables above, date to MMIII-LMIB. 

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE SOUTHERN AND WESTERN PELOPONNESE 

The study area was chosen to be as large and varied as could be examined in the depth 

necessary to achieve the aims of the thesis. Regional variation in funerary practice is thus open 

to study at the macro- and micro-regional level. Several factors made the area under study 

attractive: the use of the tumulus in the western Peloponnese, the appearance of the tholos 

tomb in Messinia, the proximity of the southern Peloponnese to Kithira and Crete, and the 

'unknown' archaeologies of Ilia and eastern Lakonia. The presumption of underlying cultural 

unity (chapter two) could be tested against the variety of data from the whole study area. 

This area9 comprises a little over a third of the total land mass (21,643km2) of the 
Peloponnese, which is joined to the Greek mainland only by the narrow (about 5km) isthmus at 
Körinthos. The Peloponnese in general is a highland area, much of the central and northern 

area, and elsewhere, occupied by mountain. The north and west coasts have mostly narrow 

plains and sandstone foothills. Elsewhere low-lying areas are few; the alluvial plain of Argos is 

the largest plain of the Peloponnese, and currently intensively cultivated. There are two others, 

those of Messinia and of Lakonia. 

The Peloponnese is today divided into six ndmoi (counties), and the modern borders of lila, 

Messinia and Lakonia are taken as the borders of this study, along with the island of Kithira 

I The details that follow are obviously not based on original research by me, although I have travelled 
extensively throughout the Peloponnese. I have used as a principal source for what follows the Naval 
Intelligence Division's Handbook of Greece (Darby 1944-1945), which describes the entire country in 
remarkable detail. For Messinia and southern Ilia, more details can be found in the University of 
Minnesota's Messinia Expedition (Loy 8i Wright 1972). Recent survey of central Messinia (the Pylos 
Regional Archaeological Project, particularly Zangger et alii 1997) adds some details for these regions. 
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(officially part of the nömos of Pire3s, and often counted as one of the Ionian Islands). This area 

then includes the entire southern and most of the western coast of the Peloponnese (A4.5). 

The central mountain ranges form its northern and eastern borders, although this is not to claim 

that the area forms a natural unit: it is internally subdivided, sometimes by very high mountains 

such as Tafyetos between Messinfa and Lakonia. 

Lakonia 

The mountains of Taiyetos in the west and Pärnon in the east constitute the upper boundaries of 
Lakonia, almost forming a triangle to the north; between these mountains is the plain of Sp3rtl, 

with the Evrbtas, one of the two major rivers of the Peloponnese (the other being Alfeiös in 

Ufa), flowing through it toward the sea. The plain is well watered, especially to the north, by 

tributaries to the river flowing from the mountains. It has always been a settled area, and Is 

currently richly farmed. Although the plain is broad and flat, with well defined edges, there Is a 

number of low hills, and the foothills of PJrnon approach the east bank of the Evrdtas in places. 
One of these forms the location of 53: Menelaion (Al . 5.4-7). 

South of the Spartan plain the land opens out toward the Gulf of Lakonia. The west of this 

region is an area of ridges and hollows, forming the foothills of Taiyetos. To the east is the 

coastal plain of Elos, until recently an area of swamp. These areas are at the head of the Gulf 

between the promontories of the Mänl and Moläi/Neäpolis. The eastern of these promontories, 
although partly formed of bare hills that fall Into the sea, particularly on the east, Includes a 

number of plains. In the south Is the plain of Ne3polis (Vatika), and further north the larger 

plain of Mol3i; the west coast Is much less rugged than the east. In the east of the Moial plain 
there is a gap in the hills leading to 58: Epidhavros Limirä and Monemvasfa. 

The Island of Kithira Is separated from the Mol3l/Neäpolis peninsula by a strait 16km across. It 

Is small, 30km by 18km, and mostly consists of a high plateau that slopes steeply Into the sea. 
There Is a low north-south ridge where most of the modem population Is situated; to the east 
the plateau is slightly more dissected (the Minoan site of Kastri Is located on the east coast). The 
Interior of the Island Is cultivable. 

The western side of the Gulf of Lakonfa is formed of the Mini peninsula, which is basically a 

continuation southward of the Tafyetos mountains. A narrow pass links east and west sides of 
the peninsula between Areöpolis and Y(thio. The peninsula is rugged, and Its east side bleak; on 
the west is a number of small coastal plains. 
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Messiaia 

The eastern end of Messinfa is defined by the Ta yetos mountains, which separate it from 

Lakonia. The land to the west of Tafyetos is fertile plain, running north toward a range of hills 

(Mt Teträyi) that enclose the Nedha river, the northern boundary of Messinfa. These hills run 

east-west, joining Taiyetos at right angles and separating the Messenian plains from the basin of 
Megalopolis to the northeast. Immediately south of Teträyi is an east-west corridor, the Soulima 

valley, an Important route from the coast to the plains of Messinia or into Arkadhfa. The sea 
forms the western and southern boundaries of the province. 

The Messenian plain runs from a narrow head south to the Gulf of Messinfa. It Is bounded by 
Ta yetos on the east and the central plateau of Messinfa on the west. The plain Is divided In two 
by a low ridge; at Its north end (the Steniklarian plain), it meets the Soulima valley. The whole 
plain Is fertile and capable of supporting a high density of population. The area Is well watered 
and marshy at the Gulf. 

The promontory of Messinfa consists of higher land with narrow coastal plains bordered by 
highly dissected country. The coast as far south as Meth6ni and much of the inland area Is highly 
fertile; some higher land inland and to the south is more barren. Except along the coast, there 
are few clear lines of communication inland. The bay of Navarfno is the largest harbour of the 
Peloponnese; it is sheltered by the long narrow island of Sfaktirla, thus forming a half-moon 

shape. Lagoons form at its north end, including the small bay of 17: Voidhokili3 (Al. 17.2). 

The Soulima valley in the north of Messinfa, although less fertile than elsewhere in the region, 
was a centre of settlement in the bronze age (Al.. 35.. 5-6). 

/Ga 

Southern Ilia Is dominated by the mountains that enclose the Nedha river. These form a 
triangle, and north of them the river Alfelßs, the second major river of the Peloponnese, runs 

northwest toward the coast. The western end of the Aifelßs Is set In the broad lowland valley 
that encloses Olimbfa. North and west from here, along the coast, Is a broad coastal plain, often 

rather waterlogged, and now Intensively cultivated. This plain contrasts with the mountains that 
form the eastern part of the region; originally heavily wooded, and In places suitable for 

cultivation, they are today sparsely inhabited. The north and east are separated from Ahala and 
Arkadhfa by rivers and mountains. 
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The climate throughout the survey area Is Mediterranean; the west (Messinia and Ilia) has more 
rain In winter and less In summer. The average summer temperature for Kalam3ta and Spärti Is 

about 27°C, the average rainfall about 90 days per year. Most waterways are seasonal, but 

groundwater is available close to the surface in most regions. 

Most of the land is usable to some degree In farming practices. 40% of land In Messinfa and Ilia 

is classed as arable, and most of the rest Is suitable for grazing goats or sheep. The original 
timber cover of much of the higher ground may have been exploited In antiquity, as might the 

copper sources in Lakonia. 

SITE DISTRIBUTION, SETTLEMENT HISTORY AND THE CONTRIBUTION OF SURVEY 

The distribution of the 61 sites In this study (A4.6) is far from random. The majority of sites is 

concentrated in Messinfa, and particularly in the Kämbos or plateau. To be precise, a large 

number of sites Is located on and among the ridges that run generally westward toward the sea. 
Particular concentrations are to be found around what was to become the 'palace of Nestor' 

and to the southwest of there around the modem villages of Koukounära and Plätanos. 
Relatively fewer sites are located in the southern part of the promontory and In the hills north 
of 30: Nihöria. The other main concentration of sites In Messinia Is along the length of the 
Soulima valley. Of great Interest Is the complete lack of known sites In the P3misos or Stenikläria 

plains (a pattern that changes In LHIII). 

North of Messinfa, the distribution of sites In Ilfa Is concentrated around the Alfelös river and on 
the coast south of there. This area accounts for only a small part of Il a, yet only one site 
(50: Armätova) Is located elsewhere In the nömos. 

The picture In Lakonfa Is somewhat different. A number of sites Is clustered around Spart, but 

otherwise sites are few and widely dispersed In the area of study. 

There is however some uniformity in site locations. Very few sites are located in very high or 
remote locations: exceptions to this rule are 39: Psäri above the Soulima valley, nearby 
26: Halk! Js, and 51: Voürvoura Anäiipsis. Equally few sites are located on the coast: 59: Pavlopetrf, 
3: Nisakoüii, 43: Käto Samik6 Klidhf. A larger number of sites Is within close reach of the coast, 
but located on akropoleis, ridges or plateaux above the level of the coastal plain; and almost all 
sites are located on eminences of some sort, whether close to the coast or not. 
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The distribution can be divided chronologically (A4.7-9). In Lakonfa only 53: Menelaion, 

55: Amikleon, 56: Yeräki and 57: Ayos Stefanos Include middle helladic material, restricting the 

distribution to the Evrötas valley and Lakonian gulf. LHI is even more restricted, represented at 
55: Amikleon, 57: Ayos Stefanos and 58: Epfdhavros Limirä; LHII is not represented only at sites 
53: Menelaion, 55: Amikleon and 56: Yeräki. It is worthwhile remembering that for 53: Menelaion, 

although the known funerary structures are middle helladic in date, occupation at this site Is well 

attested for all periods. The date of 59: Pavlopetri is not clear. 

In Ilia, by contrast, three or four of the seven sites include middle helladic funerary evidence, 
two LHI, and three LHII. 

In Messinfa, of the 42 sites in the catalogue, excluding sites where dating evidence Is insecure, 

and counting only dating evidence related to the mortuary elements of sites, 23 sites Include 

MH material, 12 LHI, and 19 LHII. In terms of any possible regionalisation in distribution, no 

areas seem to be unrepresented at any stage, save perhaps the southern part of the peninsula In 

the early Mycenaean period. In LHI, where the number of sites Is fewer, the distribution Is 

restricted to the area around and to the southeast of the palace of Nestor; LHI is elsewhere 

represented at 30: Nih6ria on the gulf, and In the Soulima Valley at 39: Psäri, 35: PeristeriJ and 
37: Mälthi. 

Before considering the implications of this analysis, It is worth remembering that the sample of 
sites is restricted to those with funerary evidence. We should therefore consider how the 
distribution of these sites compares with that for other sites of this period. The most up to date 

picture of distributions Is given by Siriopoülou's catalogue of sites (1994,1995; A4.10-12). 
As these maps are divided by period, the most striking thing about them Is the vastly greater 
number of middle helladic sites as compared to either late helladic I or late helladic If. This can 
In part be explained by the relative difficulty of Isolating LHI or LHII sherds In surveys, especially 
extensive surveys, because - as noted above - much pottery that is LHI-II in chronological date is 

MH in style. 

Nevertheless, the basic pattern established in the distribution pattern for this study (A4.7-9) Is 

maintained In Siriopoülou's maps. In Ilia, sites are clustered along the Alfelds and on the coast 

south of there; in Lakonfa, sites are found In the Evr6tas valley or toward the P3rnon peninsula; 
In Messinfa, particularly in MH, sites are to be found everywhere, Including upland areas, 
although less densely distributed In the south of the promontory or in the Messenian part of the 
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Mani; the LHI-II distribution matches that for this study, concentrated on the plateau and the 

Soulima valley. 

These distribution maps are representative not of the overall distribution of sites In the past, but 

of the distribution of sites recovered in archaeological work, which has not been equally 
intensive in all areas. Messinfa and southern Ilia were subject to the extensive surveys of the 

University of Minnesota Messenia Expedition (McDonald st Hope Simpson 1961,1964,1969; 

McDonald & Rapp 1972); Lakonia was similarly but less Intensively surveyed (Hope Simpson & 

Waterhouse 1960,1961); most of Ilia has not yet been so surveyed. The lack of sites north of 

the Alfeiös is perhaps thus explained10. Is it also possible that there being fewer sites In Lakonia 

Is explained by the less intensive nature of the survey of that province? One approach to this 

question is to compare the results of the earlier extensive surveys with more recent Intensive 

surveys: those of central Messinia (the Pylos Regional Archaeological Project: Davis et alii 1997, 

Zangger et alii 1997) and of Lakonia (the Laconia Survey: Cavanagh et all! 1996). 

The Laconia Survey covered an area about 70km2 to the northeast, east and, less Intensively, 

southeast of Spärti (Cavanagh et all! 1996, illustration 24.1; at the time of writing, the 

archaeological data have been fully published but the general description, volume one of the 

survey, Is not yet available). The total number of sites located and dated specifically within the 

range MH-LHII (hence excluding generally LH or bronze age) Is fifteen"; of these, only one 
(the Menelaion) was previously known from the surveys of Hope Simpson and Waterhouse 

(1960,1961). 

The Pylos Regional Archaeological Project has surveyed an area about 40km2 (Davis et alii 1997, 

391 and figure 2). The areas surveyed were not contiguous, and although much of the area 
around the palace of Nestor was covered, sampling design sought to Include coastal, plateau and 

mountainous areas: PRAP results may therefore be more generally applicable. Examination of 
the preliminary site gazetteer (Davis et alii 1996) suggests that, of twenty sites examined by 

PRAP and found to have material of MH-LHII date12, thirteen were known to the Minnesota 

Messenia Expedition, and one further site is anyway In the vicinity of the palace of Nestor. 

1° Sperling's survey of central Ilia was Interrupted by the war: he made few prehistoric discoveries, and 
found no funerary evidence (1942). 
" K249, K515, M322, M349, N413, N191, Q360 (the Menelalon), R291,8292, R457, R3025, 
S434,5478, U492,11514: Shipley 1996b. One of these sites (R3025) is outside the area of Intensive 
survey. 
12 A02, B05, B07, C01, C02, C03, C05, D01, D02, D03, G03,101,102,103,106, KO1, K02, 
K03, LO I, M02: Davis et ali! 1996. Inventory sites outside the area of Intensive survey are excluded. 
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Six new sites in a total of twenty is a very different picture from that presented by the data from 

Lakonia (fourteen new sites in fifteen). Although the interpretation of neither survey has been 

published, many of the small sites discovered by the Laconia Survey are clustered around the 

Menelaion and the general Spärti area. The area given for the Menelalon Is about 25ha; the 

largest of the other fourteen sites is 0.4ha, and most are smaller than 0.1 ha. By contrast, 

among the PRAP examples, site areas are generally larger and much more variable. The palace 

of Nestor covers 18ha, but there are other large sites such as brdhines (KO1,4.64ha), 

Bei drbei (101,12ha) and Portes (103,11.06ha). Leaving aside tholos tombs (C05,102,106), 

one site is smaller than 0.1 ha (C03 Tragäna Vouroülia, a site partly excavated by Marin3tos and 

presumably originally occupying a larger area; remains are likely to have eroded away; see the 

catalogue entry for 18: Tragäna, note 1), three further sites are smaller than 0.4ha, and eight 

sites in total are larger than 1 ha. These data suggest quite strongly that the nature of the sites 
discovered by the two surveys is different: larger, nucleated settlement sites are common in 

Messinia, although small sites (individual farm buildings? ) are also present; In the area around 

the Menelaion, however, only very small sites are present. 

These observations suggest that the McDonald 8t Hope Simpson settlement distribution is 

reasonably accurate for Messinfa, but that there Is a good chance that the Hope Simpson ex 

Waterhouse distribution has missed, at least in some parts of Lakonfa, a pattern of small sites. 

These observations are most directly applied to non-cemetery sites. Of the six new sites 
discovered around Pflos, none Is Immediately associated with burial, although that Is naturally 

not excluded; for the fourteen new sites discovered around the Menelalon, again none Is clearly 

a cemetery site, although slabs that had been removed from the ground In modern agricultural 

practice at site M349 are suggested to have been associated with bronze age burials. This raises 

the question of the extent to which Intensive survey can be expected to Increase our knowledge 

of cemetery sites where extensive survey has already taken place. Before the advent of Intensive 

survey, cemetery sites were located either because they had been disturbed In some way, by 

agricultural practice or road building for example, or because they were easily located In 

extensive survey due to factors such as positioning, clear visibility in the landscape or local 

knowledge. Cemetery sites by nature contain closed and buried deposits, and where not marked 
In some way (by a mound, for example) will not be discovered In intensive survey. Settlement 

sites, on the other hand, are associated with accumulated debris over a relatively wide area, and 

there is a general likelihood that some of this debris will be visible on the surface. Occasional 

examples, such as the possible cist graves mentioned for M349 In Lakonfa, will be found, but In 

general I would suggest that Intensive survey Is not best suited to add to the corpus of known 

cemetery sites where extensive survey has already taken place. 
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The Implications of this are difficult to judge. On the one hand, it may be that a good number 
of monumental funerary sites has already been discovered for most of the area Included In this 

thesis; on the other hand, it is inevitable that many of the dead must have been buried or dealt 

with in some other way. I would suggest that our main deficiency In coming to an understanding 

of burial traditions is linked to the general problem of lack of excavations of middle helladic and 

early Mycenaean 'settlement' sites. 'Settlement' Is a word applied In surveys and site 
distributions to all sites that are not suggested to have any more specific meaning (funerary sites 

or other specialist sites, such as workshops). The word 'settlement' masks our almost complete 
ignorance of the natures of these sites, something that will be alleviated only slightly by the 

continuing publication of Intensive survey results. An excavation programme that targets 
'settlement' sites for these periods is desperately needed. Only through such a programme Is an 
understanding possible of what these sites represent, In terms of what sorts of buildings might be 
found there and ultimately what were the routines of daily life for the inhabitants, and how far 

these sites can be compared with each other. Such a programme may well answer the questions 
surrounding the burial of most people In the period, since It Is clear that the known funerary 

monuments can hardly have catered for anything like the whole population. Sites like 57: Ayos 
Stefanos or 37: Mälthi provide hints that burial within nucleated settlements, or nearby, might 
have been common. 

Thus the apparent clustering of known funerary sites, most of which are monumental In the 
landscape, may be a genuine phenomenon, rather than a result of sample bias (although the lack 

of extensive survey In most of Ilia leaves the possibility that that area is Incompletely known). 
This clustering, in the Messenian plateau, the Soulima valley, around the Alfelds, and around 
Spärti, can therefore be examined as a consequence of human action In the past; this Is one of 
the central questions to be examined in this thesis. 
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Chapter Two 

Mortuary practices - the view from the Aegean 

INTRODUCTIONI 

From the moment of Schliemann's excavation of the shaft graves (Schliemann 1878), 

Mycenaean funerary architecture and practices have been a focus of much excavation and 
Interpretation. This chapter highlights some of the recurrent themes In traditional analyses, and 
briefly positions this thesis among more recent publications. 

There Is a large literature on middle helladic and early Mycenaean burial practices, exhibiting a 

number of different approaches to the evidence and analytical methods. The recently published 
Sheffield Round Table (Branigan 1998), for example, contained papers concerned with the 

creation of Mycenaean social structures through the transformation of burial practices (Voutsaki 

1998), regional variation In Individual funerary rituals (Cavanagh 1998), the meaning of eating 

and drinking rituals in the mortuary context (Hamilakis 1998), and engendered studies of 

mortuary data (Mee 1998). The approaches and techniques evidenced in that volume, 
however, represent a late diversification of interests in theoretical approaches to funerary 

customs. 

Of the numerous themes running through writings on death in this period, two interconnected 

issues have dominated the debate: the status of the individual dead, and the place of mortuary 

' Two books published In 1998 were received too late to be properly taken Into account In writing this 
brief literature review: Cavanagh 8z Mee, and Branagan. In writing this section I should like to echo the 
thoughts of Dickinson (1977,6) that detailed criticism of previous work Is tiresome and unpleasant: this 
chapter constitutes a review of two specific trends, and not the work of Individual scholars. 
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customs in the establishment and maintenance of the Mycenaean 'civilisation' or Mycenaean 

`state society'. 

THE STATUS OF THE DEAD 

The dead do not participate in their own funeral, nor is the entire essence of the social 
system mapped out by this single practice. 

Barrett 1988b, 31. 

Cavanagh 8t Mee, in their recent (1998) review of Death in Prehistoric Greece, devote their 
final chapter to a study of status and identity in tombs and graves. This is in part a culmination 

of their previous work on status and social differentiation (Mee & Cavanagh 1984,1990; 

Cavanagh st Mee 1990). In introducing the subject, they note that the equation of status with 

elaboration of funerary architecture or ritual has been challenged in recent years: they quote 
Hodder (1982), who suggests that while burial ritual may reflect some or other aspect of 

society, it may equally distort social relationships. 

Status has nonetheless been an abiding concern of Mycenaean mortuary studies. In a very 
important article in 1983, Dickinson summarised the main terms of the debate at that time: In 

many ways that summary remains relevant to the state of the discipline today. His approach to 

status is clear: 'the degree of elaboration of the tombs, and the quantity and value of the goods 
placed in them, have direct relevance to the status of the buried persons' (Dickinson 1983, 
56). On the face of it, this seems an obvious, common sense assumption; It follows from the 

work of Saxe (1970) and Binford (1971), and set out as follows in 1981 by J. A. Brown: 

the social persona (or overall status composite) of the deceased will be symbolised in 
funerary and mortuary behaviour ... the funerary rites and burial will be affected by 
the size and composition of the body of individuals recognising some social tie or 
linkage with the deceased. 

Brown 1981,28. 

These precepts, more or less as Binford formulated theme, pretend to be the application of 
theory derived from anthropology to archaeology; in fact, there is nothing that Tsoiindas, for 

example, would not have recognised In separating tholol and chamber tombs between the rich 

I There are 'two types of social phenomena symbolized or recorded In a burial situation. The first was the 
social persona of the deceased; the second was the composition and size of the social aggregate recognizing 
status responsibilities to the deceased ... the second component will exert determinant effects on the form 
which mortuary rites will take' (1971; republished 1972: 232). 
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and the poor, princes and commoners (Tsountas ex Manatt 1897,131). This simple equation 
(elaboration of funerary rites = status of dead person) has always been and remains a basic 

assumption in Aegean mortuary archaeology. It did not need the Saxe/Binford/Brown 
'revelation' to come into existence, even if interpretations and analyses based on it were and 
remain unsophisticated (more complex analyses of highly variable mortuary data were pioneered 
in the Aegean by Morris: 1987, discussed by Shanks: 1996,135-138; and on Mycenaean data 
by Cavanagh: 1987, and Cavanagh a Mee: 1990). 

In attempting to assign status to the dead (or more generally to users of a tomb), the aim of 
analysis is taken to be divisions in society, social differentiation. The analysis seeks to identify 

those accorded burial in one or other tomb form, and those not so accorded burial, and to 
'read off status from that. Other variables, such as the number and 'value' of grave goods 
deposited with the dead, or in a tomb, might also be assessed in order to refine status. 

While Hodder (ibidem) criticised the assignation of status on the ground that funerary ritual 
might not reflect but distort social reality, there Is a more fundamental criticism of this 
approach. Any assignation of status to the dead that claims to reflect an actually existing social 
reality In the past is an attempt to describe society In structuralist terms. It Is evocative of a 
society of named roles forming part of a structured whole In which the subject Is subordinate to 
her place In society. It suggests that the proper object of archaeological study Is the structure of 
society, to be understood through discriminating between and defining Its constituent elements - 
In this case, r6le. 

The question of differentiating between these elements of social structure has been approached 
through the methodological analogue of the process of differentiation between the products of 
the archaeological record - classification or taxonomy. 

Taxonomy is a part of the way we think. It is fundamental to language, since the ability to 
communicate is dependent on the ability to apply different nouns to different objects or 
concepts. This in turn is dependent on the ability to distinguish between things, and moreover to 
do so in a way that is recognisable and seems logical to those others with whom we are 
communicating. Talk depends on a shared recognition of the object of discussion, or on the 
ability of one speaker to communicate the concept of the discrete object to another. 

Taxonomy is the basis of archaeology. Excavation can only take place if the excavator feels 
confident to distinguish between the products of excavation, and the process of excavation Itself 
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is Intensive in its requirement on the excavator to distinguish: discrimination Is the principal 

mental activity of the excavator. In areas like the Aegean, where the material record is 

particularly rich, taxonomy as applied to artefact finds becomes a skill. Institutional structures - 

universities, government bodies - tend to dictate that the most important skill that an 

archaeologist possess be taxonomic: the ability to be an expert in some broad material 

category;. Skills of excavation itself are valued far below an ability to interpret the products of 

excavation in a fit manner: typically, the senior members of a research excavation will be 

Involved in some way in finds processing, while the supervision of digging is left to students and 

the actual digging to local workmen, who may or may not be experienced. The primary field 

skill in the Aegean is not the excavation and recording of context, but taxonomic pottery 

knowledge. 

This expertise is hardly neutral: the sorting and categorising of material is not an objective 

activity. This is not in itself a problem, as long as the point is accepted. However, the impression 

one gets of the elaborate taxonomies of Aegean archaeology is that they are presented as 

neutral. The ordering of material is seen as a largely scientific exercise, and any wider 
interpretation of that material, a subjective exercise, can only take place after the scientific work 
of taxonomy has finished. In many ways, interpretation is expected to arise out of the ordering 
of excavated material (Shanks 1993,1996; Morris 1994). 

The crux of the problem is that the ordering of material is related to the past in an 
uncomplicated manner. If one accept that the ordering of material is scientific and somehow 
'correct', this implies that the ordering is something other than a product of our own minds; it 
implies that the ordering reflects, however imperfectly, some past reality. The interpretation of 
the past, or at least some aspects of it, is seen to arise directly and reliably from a 'good' 

ordering of material (Shanks 8t Tilley 1992, chapter seven). 

The ordering of material has also been important to understandings of Mycenaean tomb 

architecture, and moreover the concerns of taxonomy can be seen to underlie a concern with 
the status of the dead. Wace (1923) presented an evolutionary tholos typology based on 
stylistic observations; Evans (1929) accepted the Importance of style but suggested regression 
rather than evolution. In both cases the typology could be mobilised In explanation: for Evans, 

3 Both Shanks (1993,1996) and Morris (1994) have stressed the Importance of the proper 
Interpretation of style In 'classical archaeology', but neither has investigated the role of taxonomic skills In 
the practical reproduction of the discipline. 
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the magnificent 'early' tombs were indicative of a Minoan dynasty, whereas for Wace the tombs 

were a local development, albeit with some degree of Minoan 'influence'. 

A hierarchical typology of Mycenaean tombs and tomb types, at least In Its simplest form (the 

notion that tholos tombs were for more important people than chamber tombs) Is present In 

almost all writing on the subject: Dickinson (1983,56-58) codifies and makes explicit the 

format of the typology and many of the assumptions In it. Perhaps most telling Is the fact that 

the typology Is not strictly based on architectural features or material culture finds: Dickinson 

accepts that some tombs ought to be of different status (have a different hierarchical position) 
than that suggested by 'objective' factors (architecture, 'wealth'): It 'seems quite misleading' to 

class smaller tholos tombs with larger tholos tombs on the basis of shared architectural features', 

when larger tholos tombs were 'quite clearly the burial-places of Important personages'. Hence 

that larger tholol were for the important becomes a premise, rather than a result of 
Interpretation; that smaller tholoi were not for the Important is apparently self-evident. Status - 
that of the tomb or the dead within - Is therefore the principal ordering factor within tomb 

typology. Status creates tomb typology, and it is seen to be embodied In the typology; status 

may also, however, be Inferred from an understanding of typology. 

An argument that the status of the dead need not be reflected in factors such as architecture 
and 'wealth' would therefore undermine the basis on which the conventional understanding of 
burial practices Is based. 'Social systems are not constituted of roles but by recurrent social 
practices' (Parker Pearson, quoted by Barrett: 1990b, 160). The common and defining feature 

of the otherwise disparate post-processualist approaches in archaeology has been the emphasis 
on human agency. The key is not to dispute whether roles existed in past societies, but whether 
they are a fit category for archaeological analysis. R61es, instead of being fixed and empirical, a 
property relating to the social structure, are instead actively maintained, and Indeed 

manipulated, by actors. In a study of humanity rather than social 'systems', the actor is the 

subject, not a series of abstracted roles. If the roles of the dead did play a part in funerary 

practice, It can only be through the agency of the living who organise and take care for the 
funeral. The role of the dead is a product of the funeral itself, and more specifically of the taking 

care of that funeral by the living; It is related to that Individual's life In an indirect manner 
through the Interpretation of those who take care of the funeral. In this way a king may well 
have an elaborate funeral, but only because such a funeral comes about through the agency of 

I Dickinson does however claim that 'it Is not always clear that they were domed like true tholoi': 1983, 
58. There is little doubt that the examples discussed in this thesis were so domed. 
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those who are still alive and actively want and create an elaborate funeral. Hence for an 

archaeology of humanity the subject of study in the mortuary field is the living, not the dead. 

What, then, of the status of the dead? It will be argued In chapters three, four and nine that 

through study of the actions of the living In the mortuary arena, one can gain real Insight Into 

the nature and reproduction of social structures - the 'recurrent practices' mentioned above. 
Such an analysis should respect the complexity of past societies, rather than reducing the 

question to the roles and status of the dead. 

MYCENAEAN CIVILISATION: THE ETHNICITY OF THE DEAD 

The description of a human being In terms of roles can be used to uphold a fairly simplistic 

structuralist view of the world. By structuralist I mean here that the social world Is seen to be 

composed of certain fixed underlying laws that govern possible outcomes In an overall, bounded 

'scheme of things'. Structuralist archaeology would seek to define those boundaries and the 

underlying laws operating within them. This Is equivalent to the 'new' or processual archaeology 

of the 1960s to 1980s which sought as Its goal the definition of laws of human behaviour In 

much the same manner as the natural sciences sought to isolate and define laws of nature. These 

laws were to be broad-based and generalising, and hence widely applicable. The operation of 
these laws could be used in a predictive manner In different circumstances (discussed widely In 

the literature, for example Shanks a Tilley 1992, chapter two, Barrett 1 994b, 157-164). 

In processual archaeology the human being Is decentred and marginalised. She Is seen to be part 

of a process of which she is probably only partly aware, or (more often) her understanding of 
the process has been distorted by the operation of Ideology, which is seen as a mechanism for 

social control that obscures the real relations between people. Social structures in processual 
archaeology can be described without any reference to the activity of the human being, since 
freedom of action Is seen to be limited by the parameters of the structures being described, and 
so highly predictable. Hence the descriptions of processual archaeologies often reduce the 
human being to a series of roles prescribed by the process Itself. 

This structuralist conception of role is Important for the other main theme of recent discussion 

of burial practices: the 'rise of the state' or the 'development of Mycenaean civilisation' (for 

example, among others, Wright 1995,1987, and Dabney 8t Wright 1990; Voutsakl 1995; 
Bennet 1995; and many of the papers In the Thanatos volume: Laffineur 1987). In the absence 
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of the much desired precursors to the LHIII palaces, funerary evidence has proven a rich source 

of apparent confirmation of the stratified nature of society In earlier periods, and Is regularly 
brought into play in confirming the early genesis of the kings and officials of a Mycenaean 

society 'revealed' by the Linear B tablets and LHIII 'royal' abodes. 

These questions about the development of Mycenaean civilisation are always framed in a 

retrospective fashion. For example, Bennet asks 

How did Bronze Age Pylos - the pu-ro of the Linear B tablets; the site centred on the 
palace at Ano Englianos - become the only palatial center for a 2000-km2 area of the 
southwestern Peloponnese by the late LH I11B period? 

Bennet 1995,587. 

Questions about the development of Mycenaean civilisation assume that LHIII (perhaps 

specifically LHIIIB) Mycenaean culture Is a known quantity. In many cases it is clear that this 
known quantity derives from the Interpretation of Linear B archives, Interpretations superficially 
confirmed by the archaeology of the period. The research problem is therefore framed thus: we 
know what society (specifically, the social system) was like in LHIII(B), so how can we work back 

from there to the simplicity and poverty of the middle helladic period? For example, Bennet 

again: 

the most effective way of addressing the question is, first, to reconstruct the political 
geography of the polity In LH IIIB - the period immediately preceding the palace's 
destruction, ca. 1200BC - on the basis of the Linear B documents; and, second, to 
trace the origins and development of the system attested in LH IIIB using the 
diachronic perspective afforded by regional archaeological data from late-MH to LH 
IIIB. 

Bennet 1995,587; emphasis in original. 

What is assumed to be given in these analyses is the systemic nature of the state in LHIIIB, and 
the evidence sought is for state formation processes. These studies are firmly rooted in 

processual archaeology, and their genesis can be traced back to the interest shown by Renfrew in 

such questions, and not only in the Aegean (1972; Renfrew 8t Cherry 1986). 

Despite this superficially processual framework for analysis, it is clear that the basic 

understanding of `Mycenaean civilisation' Is a culture-historical one: as perceptively noted by 

]ones (1997,27-28), although processual analyses downplay the cultural-historical framework, 

nonetheless they often rely on that framework for closure In the system. Closure In this case Is 

represented by the extent of Mycenaean civilisation spatially and temporally. This extent Is 
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defined by those archaeological remains that are culturally regarded as Mycenaean, and for the 

earlier period these are limited to Mycenaean-style pottery (and, to a much lesser extent, 

Mycenaean-style artefacts in general) and Mycenaean burial customs. 

Of these two classes of evidence, pottery often seems to provide the 'background' - the extent, 

perhaps, of 'Mycenaean', while dynamic aspects of the system are represented by burial 

customs. For this reason Mycenaean burial customs have been made to bear the brunt of 

theorisation in respect of the origins and inception of Mycenaean civilisation (as for example 

with Bennet 1995, already quoted above, Dickinson 1977, and numerous examples cited at the 

beginning of this section; more emphasis Is given to pottery and wider categories of evidence In 

Rutter's 1993 review). Although disparate methodologies are employed, and different routes 

from the poverty of the middle helladic period to the acme of civilisation are postulated, the 

premise is largely the same: the roots of later Mycenaean complexity can be studied In the social 

stratification apparent in earlier Mycenaean tomb types. 

It is not necessary to stress that the cultural-historical approach has come under intense scrutiny 

and criticism In both processual and post-processual archaeologies (for example Renfrew 1974, 

Shanks 8t Tilley 1987; Barrett 1994b; )ones 1997); It Is curious that the Impact of these 

fundamental reviews has been so negligible in the Aegean (see Morris 1994 for the divergence 

of archaeology In Greece from archaeology elsewhere). In recent years, however, numerous 

voices have stressed the importance of regional archaeologies, particularly In the field of pottery 

studies; Voutsaki (1998) has introduced the same Idea to the study of mortuary archaeology. 

Mycenaean civilisation of the LHIIIB period can no more be explained by recourse to the 

mortuary evidence of earlier periods than it can be adequately characterised from Linear B 

evidence (Darcque 1987). An understanding of the archaeology of either period must be firmly 

grounded In the evidence. Status and role can no more be simply 'read off the evidence for 

'palaces' than from tholos and chamber tombs. This thesis presents an attempt to understand 
the archaeology of burial customs in a specific place and time, and shows that the writing of 
history demands first that this be done for all the periods and places such a history seeks to 

address, and second that social differentiation in society cannot be understood from evidence 
derived from contexts (such as monumental burial forms or, indeed, 'palaces') divorced from 

the everyday, routine reproduction of that differentiation. 
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Chapter Three 

Theorising landscape, action and the mortuary locale 

INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this chapter is to sketch an outline theory of human action with particular emphasis 

on those aspects of action related to the construction and use of tombs and cemeteries. 

The reason for presenting such a theory is that this thesis is concerned not only with how people 

acted but also why: In other words, not merely describing the evidence, but explaining it in 

relation to the ultimate objects of study, society and the individual human being. A theory of 

action therefore must also address the conditions under which people act: the context and 

motivation for action. 

This chapter will not set out a prescriptive theory to be tested against 'the data', nor will It 

provide explicit hypotheses regarding the relationship between the observed remains and past 

reality. Many attempts at explicit theorisation consist first of theorisation, often In structuralist 

form, and then a demonstration that data patterns 'fit' the theory. Such theorisation, although 

often Intended to be general In application, tends to adopt certain very specific assumptions; the 

'data' seem to fit the theory well, but the whole is rather inflexible (see for example Shanks and 

Tilley's consideration of Renfrew's systems theory as applied to Aegean prehistory: Shanks 81 

Tilley 1987,31.36). 

Instead of Introducing a theory that attempts to explain patterns within observed data In terms 

of structural analysis, this chapter's aim Is much more basic. It Is an examination of the 

conditions under which people act, with special reference to the questions under consideration In 
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this thesis. As such, it is an examination of human agency in relation to society. These concerns 

are not specifically archaeological: they are shared fundamentals in all of the humanities. The 

aim here is to approach an understanding of what sorts of conditions might prevail on human 

agency in the areas of mortuary practice through an understanding of social theory. 

The approach adopted here Is post-structuralist and is based primarily on the work of Antony 

Giddens (1979,1984). Giddens Is a sociologist, who developed his theory of structuration 

without any thought for its application to archaeology. Nonetheless, It has found general 

acceptance among a number of what might be called leading post-processual theorists In 

archaeology (for example Barrett 1994b, Tilley 1994). 

In brief, structuration sets out to prioritise human agency in social theory while at the same time 

developing a more sophisticated analysis of structure, seeing structure as a product of action, 

routinely reproduced but nonetheless open to continual revision (the 'duality of structure': 
Giddens 1979,4-5; 1984,25-28). This analysis of society is apposite to a study of funerary 

practices that seeks both to understand how and why people acted within the circumstances of 
individual funerals, and longer tern questions concerning the maintenance and development of 
funerary traditions. 

This chapter therefore sets out to create a framework within which mortuary practices may be 

studied, and its principles, not the product of a specific archaeological context, ought to be 

widely applicable. 

THE AIMS OF THE STUDY 

Having set out the general scope of theorisation to be developed, the basic questions that the 

study seeks to address should now be made explicit, so that the theory can be examined with 
those particular questions in mind. 

The following are the most basic aims of this investigation: 

" locale: where in the encultured landscape did people situate burials, tombs and cemeteries; 
how were such places approached and occupied, and what was their place in the wider 
landscape? 
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" architecture: what was the effect of funerary architecture on those approaching, entering, 
leaving or using a tomb; why was architecture modified? 

" instances of human action in the mortuary sphere: what did people do in the tombs, and 

what can be understood of their society from their actions? 

" longevity: how are practices and traditions reproduced and transformed through time; what 
did it mean to reuse a tomb; how do traditions become widespread and how can we 

understand that in local and regional terms; how are burial places maintained and 
transformed through many years of use? 

Before seeking to answer these questions with specific reference to archaeological evidence, this 

chapter considers how one can answer such questions in relation to an understanding of how 

people act in society. 

BASIC THEORY OF HUMAN ACTION 

Action is incomprehensible if unrelated to two of its fundamental aspects: locale, and the human 
body. Locale describes the physical and social context within which action takes place, while the 
human body is the medium of action. 

Action and locale 

'Locale' refers specifically to the human understanding of place, thus differentiating abstracted 
space, topography or place from locale as a mental and social construct. 

This understanding is primarily a product of knowledge. Knowledge in this instance refers to 

memories of a place and the acts that have taken place there; understandings of social contexts 
of the place and the actions that have taken place In It, and expectation of actions that will take 

place there In the future, along with experiential knowledge of 'how to go on' In such a place in 

given circumstances (Barrett 1994b, 72-77; 1988a; Giddens 1984,118-122). The 

memories, understandings and expectation are personal but nonetheless subject to discussion 

and modification In the face of the perceptions and knowledges of others. Moreover such 
knowledge Is not static but is continuously re-evaluated In the face of everyday experience and 
social conditions. 
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In the foregoing definition locale is understood primarily as the context for action. A knowledge 

of the sum of routine and extraordinary action at a locale is employed in reaching a social 

understanding of the meaning of the locale. In coming to understand a building as a house, for 

example, the sum of the acts of routine domestic occupation, along with the social knowledge of 

what constitutes an inhabited dwelling, would lead to the conclusion that the building is a house. 

Were routine domestic occupation to come to an end, the house would undergo a 

transformation in how it was perceived, leading to its being understood as an abandoned house. 

In this case, the physical attributes of the place are unchanged; the change in how the place is 

occupied (the routine actions that occur there) leads to a change in how the place is 

understood. The understanding of locale is therefore dependent on human action, and locale is 

simply the human understanding of place. 

If an understanding of locale depends on action, so an understanding of action is dependent on 
locale. Action must occur somewhere, and so locale provides a context for action (Tilley 1994, 

19; Giddens 1984,118). Apparently similar actions are open to widely differing 

interpretations (and motivations) In different contexts. Eating food, for example, a superficially 
simple action, is in most societies one of the most significant of human actions. The context of 
eating is crucial to understanding the motivation and meaning of the act. Part of that context is 

provided by locale, so that eating in a private dwelling is to be understood differently from 

eating in a public setting, or eating in a tomb. Action is so bound up with locale that the one 
cannot be understood without the other, for the simple reason that the one cannot exist without 
the other. 

Each locale is unique, and each understanding of it is also unique. However, for the purposes of 

this study one can differentiate between four broad categories of locale. These are locales 

routinely occupied by those we are studying, locales occasionally occupied, locales occupied by 

different groups of people, and mythical or extremely remote locales. The modes through which 

these different types of locale may be understood differ, and so each is considered separately 
below in relation to human action. 

Locale and routine action. Locales subject to routine occupation are the places where the 

routines, traditions and basic institutions of everyday life are reproduced through repeated and 

predictable activity (Barrett 1994b, 74; Giddens 1979,216-222). Routine Is one of the most 

powerful concepts for understanding how the apparent structures of society are reproduced 

through action. In structuralist thought and particularly In processualist archaeologies the routine 
is often a regime Imposed by the structuring forces of society; people have little understanding 
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of their actions, and can only break free of the cycle by attacking the structure of society. As 

has often been pointed out, this comprehensively underestimates the ability of people to 

understand the conditions in which they find themselves, and manipulate them. A re-evaluation 

of this concept is the first principle of Giddens' structuration theory: that structure is both the 

medium and the outcome of action (1984,25-28). Routine action would therefore be seen as 

everyday activity tending to conform to shared ideas of society and to reinforce social structure. 

Giddens distinguishes between three types of consciousness in relation to action (1984,6-7). 

This is a simplification of the way people think, but it is a useful model in understanding how 

different types of action are motivated and thought about as they are undertaken. In discursive 

consciousness action is carried out with conscious thought and under constant review (action is 

'monitored'); one thinks about what one is doing, questioning the reasons for and efficacy of 

the act. In practical consciousness action is carried out without explicit consideration, and is only 

monitored in terms of acting as expected. Practical consciousness is the way in which 

nondescript, everyday activities are carried out. The third type of consciousness is the 

unconscious. The unconscious can provide part of the motivation for action carried out in 

discursive or practical consciousness. Actions in discursive consciousness are questionable and 

considered; they are not routine. Actions in practical consciousness are not questioned and are 

only cursorily considered; they are routine. Such actions can however be questioned and 

considered should circumstances change: so routine actions are not normally controversial but 

can become so. Where unconscious motivation is present, this is a partial barrier to acting in 
discursive consciousness. 

These concepts are crucial both for understanding the routine and for a clear understanding of 
how the 'structures' of life can be reproduced and transcended by human beings. Routine, 

everyday activities are produced in practical consciousness and in general need not be closely 

considered or regarded as controversial. It is the everyday occurrence of these activities that 

gives society the appearance of cohesive structure, but it is the everyday repetition of these 

activities that creates social structure. The ability of the actor to question or consider any aspect 

of the routine empowers the actor and society or groups within society to change or modify 

apparent social structures. 

Structure, then, is reproduced in the routine, and is open to manipulation. Any interpretation 

of the past that imposes a structure or seeks to identify a monolithic, unchanging structure is 

simply wrong: social rules are always open to testing and change, and structure exists only in the 

moment of action. An understanding of routine should be a principal goal of archaeology In 
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approaching the past, and the remains of settlement sites are excellent research material toward 

this goal. 

Routinised activities create routinised locales; the longevity of locales is explained by their 

everyday reproduction in routine action. The understanding of everyday locales comes from 

repeated and anticipated action in that locale. This is a very basic mode of the reproduction of 

any social group, whether it be a village or any other corporate group. The institutionalisation of 

routine practices comes about in this way, and a social institution can often be partly defined by 
locale (Giddens 1984,118). 

Locales and tradition. Locales occupied occasionally are maintained other than by routine 
occupation and action; cemeteries, tombs and graves fall into this category. Locales outside the 

routine are principally maintained through discourse and memory, and occasional action. The 

structuring principle of action at such locales is tradition (Giddens 1984,200; Barrett 1994b, 
36). 

The place of tradition in understanding how people acted in these locales is parallel to that of 
the routine in routinely occupied locales. Tradition is therefore one of the central themes in 

approaching the core aims of this thesis. Tradition can be seen as a shared body of knowledge 

consisting of practices, memories, mythologies and histories, maintained in a more or less 

controlled manner through time for a given social grouping. Traditions are however negotiable 
and insubstantial, and they do change from generation to generation. Specific institutions may 

exist for the maintenance of tradition, and the degree of sophistication of such institutions may 

reflect a certain hierarchisation of society. The most sophisticated mechanism for maintaining 
tradition is the written archive; the appearance of an 'objective' written record marginalises 

alternative discourses. Other institutions might be named social roles, for example priest or 

shaman. Such institutions might reproduce themselves through the control of knowledge and its 

controlled propagation in an apprenticeship structure. In less hierarchised societies control over 
traditional knowledge may be widely distributed through the population. 

In actions that partly depend on tradition, there may be much negotiation over procedure. 
Competing knowledges of tradition empower agents In negotiating their roles In that which Is to 
be done. In a funeral, a possible area of conflict might be between agents of an Institutionalised 

religion and family members with knowledge of family or local traditions, for example. A funeral 

will be carried out as a composite of acts carried out under the authority of varying recollections 

of tradition. 
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The shared understanding of tradition is therefore a discourse between competing authorities 
instantiated and realised in the moment of action. Action in these locales is therefore largely 

carried out in discursive consciousness and with a much heightened monitoring of the actions of 

self and others. Examples of such locales other than in the mortuary sphere might be cultic sites, 

places where everyday occupancy is forbidden or subject to restrictions (such as a chief's house 

or, for the uninitiated, some place only open to initiates), places routinely occupied by those 

regarded as belonging to another grouping, and so on. Each of these examples is not a part of 
the routine yet is maintained as a 'known' quantity through memory and talk. 

Locales and social groups. Some locales are routinely or occasionally occupied by different 

groups. These groups might be sub-groups or corporate groups within a larger social entity, or 

might consider themselves `separate groups' or communities. Along with the elements of 

tradition just mentioned, it might be the case that competing claims of legitimacy in action or 

occupation would characterise the interaction of these groups at the locale. Examples of such 
locales might be religious sites, and indeed some of the tombs to be studied in this thesis might 
have been subject to competing claims of rights of access during their life cycles. Interpretation 

and knowledge of tradition ultimately remains the field of discourse for the playing out and 

resolution of the claims of different groups with respect to locale. 

The mythological locale. Finally, one other category of locale is the mythical or extremely remote 
locale. It is important to mention these places for completeness of the theory, but they have 
little bearing on the present study. Examples of such locales for different peoples might be 

paradise, Mt Olympus, or (in some extreme cases) the next village, the next island. The 

understanding of such locales is maintained purely in memory and discourse and is not the 

subject of actual experience. 

Action and the human body 

So far we have considered the location of action; now we must consider the medium of 
action, the human body (Barrett 1994a, 91-92; 1994b, 72-73). 

The interface between locale and perception is the human body. Understanding how people 
acted in the past can only come about with an understanding of how the body can act and 
perceive, as constrained and facilitated by the properties and resources of locale: architecture, 
space, material culture. We can begin with some very basic observations. Movement is 
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conditional on the interplay between the dimensions of the body and the scale of architecture or 
surroundings. A vast hall facilitates free movement; a narrow tunnel constrains it. Movement is 

also constrained by the number of others present: hence movement in a vast hall might be 

subject to constraint if the hall is filled with others. The human frame and the scale of 
architecture also have a bearing on presence, the mostly non-verbal projection of self to others. 

The human body is profoundly and unavoidably oriented. That we have a front, a back and two 

sides is not a cultural construct; it is inevitable through the regionalised nature of our 

perception, particularly sight, and the way that walking forward is the only easy way to walk. 
Movement has a beginning, a pathway, and an end, during which the orientation of the body is 

crucial to how we inhabit space. The location of our eyes, toward the front of our heads, 

ensures that the orientation of the head is fundamental to perception. The front is where most 

contact work takes place; only under special circumstances does interaction take place back to 
back, for example. 

The perception of locale Is very dependent on these physical features. The Immediate 
Interpretation of locale Is coloured by our perception of front and back places, most 
immediately defined by the orientation of the body. How actions are carried out is partly 
dependent on this Interpretation. It Is for this reason that, In attempting to understand how 
people might have Inhabited past locales, a plan and section are distracting. They place the 
archaeologist In the position of privileged observer, able to survey the whole at once. Action did 
not take place under such conditions: an understanding of locale comes through entering Into 
and Inhabiting It, to the extent that the remains permit us to do so. 

Interaction Is a highly oriented affair. It is carried on through words, Intonation, facial 

expression, movement of the head, expressive action of the limbs, orientation of the body and 
manner of holding oneself; where culturally acceptable, there may be much touching or 
stroking. All of this Is likely to be carried on front to front, and where a different orientation Is 

used, there Is likely to be a special explanation, such that using a different orientation becomes 

part of the Interaction as expressing deference or arrogance, and so on. 

These observations on the human body should lead to particular questions of locale'. How many 
people could occupy a place, comfortably or at a push? In what way does any architecture act 

' In reviewing Tilley's (1994) consideration of embodied experience of landscape, BrOck (1998) argues 
that the variability of human experience Is partly rooted in the body, In other words that the experience of 
(for example) moving through a landscape Is not universal but unique, Individual and determined by 
differing characteristics (male, female, tall, small, physical ability) as part of Individual consciousness. My 
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to constrain movement or orientation or perception? In what ways is the body free to move and 

perceive? If specific activities are suggested by material remains, given the answers to the first 

questions, in what ways might those activities have been carried out? Answers to these 

questions, as I have suggested, depend first on entering past places using our own bodies to 

suggest ways in which those in the past might have used theirs. 

THE ENCULTURED LANDSCAPE 

The foregoing has considered human action in terms of its medium, the human body, and its 

setting, the locale. The idea of the locale must be developed in two directions: first, in this 

section, the place of the locale in the wider landscape, and second, in the next section, the 

effect of the properties of locale on human action. 

In order to adequately theorise landscape it is necessary to move away from the 'distribution 

map' style of landscape analysis and consider ways in which the landscape might have been 

understood by those who inhabited It in the past. In this I am following on the work of Tilley 
(1994), Barrett (1994) and Giddens (1984). 

The encultured landscape consists of a nexus of interconnected locales. For each Individual, Its 

core consists of a complex web of routinely occupied locales and the connections between 
them, while at the edges of the nexus lie the less routinely occupied locales, mythical or remote 
locations, and a generalised idea of a wider landscape beyond experience. 

This landscape, as a mental construct, might be understood through the term topography. The 

constituent roots of the word are topos (Tdao; ), meaning place, and for our purposes locale, 

and graph! (ypa(p: j), writing. Topography is used here as the active production of a web of 
meaning linking the locales of life and mythology (compare Tilley 1994,43-47: Ayers Rock in 
Australia is 'perhaps the most striking example of topography embodying living mythology'). 
Topographies are personal, contingent and constantly subject to revision. The basis of 
topography is the linking of locales, routes and the wider landscape in an extremely complex 

manner involving knowledge (as defined above), and its production is through the practical and 
discursive acts of moving through and between locales. Some locales will be linked by well- 

remarks on the body in relation to landscape and architecture have been aimed not at specific historical 
reconstruction but at understanding what factors might structure the multiple possibilities of Interaction 
between the human frame and landscape and architecture. I accept however that my brief analysis takes 
no account of differing physical abilities. 
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travelled paths, others more tenuously or not at all; and outside these areas exists the sum of the 

rest of the landscape, seen or imagined but not travelled. Such a topography is in a state of 

continuous flux, as paths change or horizons shrink and broaden. 

The interconnections of locales in this topographic nexus are equally complex. Any given path 

will itself have some of the properties of locale: it may be referable in speech, (for example ̀the 

path to the windmill') and it may have physical properties (a worn path or a road). But paths 

might also be defined simply by destination, duration, and a series of known points or locales en 

route. Such a path is produced in action (that is, in going), and may have no other existence. 
The reification of the path - its being made manifest in the worn track or in the building of a 

road - Is a result of the daily or otherwise regular reproduction of routine activities, of going 
from place to place. Routinisation of paths in this way causes the path itself to be a referable 

artefact, a locale in itself, and one open to modification (a well used path could be made into a 

road, or a road become lined with settlements, or tombs). 

Topography therefore relates both to an idea of how different places are linked, and the actual 

physical act of moving from one place to the other. It Is therefore experiential, rooted In the 
human body and personal knowledge. Nonetheless topography has a shared aspect: at the core 

of routine action is social sanction, and since that routine action Is situated, social sanction 

applies also to the locale. Topography therefore includes an understanding of the landscape as 
inhabited by others, and a shared, social understanding of the landscape (Tilley 1994,27). If 

we are to approach the landscape In search of some understanding of Its Interpretation by those 

who came before us, these are the fundamental concepts to grasp. 

Although the workings of topography as described may seem clear in relation to the locales of 
everyday life, it may be less obvious how the wider landscape can be part of such understandings 

as well. The scale of knowledge of the wider landscape depends on the level of mobility and 

nucleation of the group or groups with which any given person might interact or belong. 

Nonetheless, it is clear from many cultures around the world, not least our own, that the wider 
landscape is brimming with named locales (Tilley 1994,18-19). A knowledge of wider 
landscape is articulated around the naming of the otherwise meaningless progression of valley, 

hilltop or mountain crag. The names might refer to the nature of the place, or be simple 

references to stories and people, historical or mythological, that work the landscape intimately 

into how the community understands itself. The ancient Greek landscape was populated by 

miscellaneous gods, demi-gods, heroes, nymphs and spirits, all rooted in place (and pre-existing 

any later cultic building). To some extent the saints of the Orthodox church perform the same 
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role in post-Roman times (numerous peaks are named after Profitis Ilias). Landscape can 
therefore be understood and inhabited with reference to shared mythology. 

These locales are the building blocks of topography. They link inhabited locales with each other 
by paths that pass by natural features of the landscape often richly inscribed with cultural 

meaning. In this way the reproduction and recreation of mythology and the stories that 

communities use to understand themselves (and hence, in a partial sense, social structure) Is 

bound up in the simplest acts of moving from one place to another. 

This understanding of landscape, personal and contingent but in large sense shared with other 

group members, may well be contested between people and groups. Different groups moving 
through or sharing areas of land may understand places through different names and different 

histories: competing claims to knowledge. 

With the landscape already populated by name and meaning, new projects such as houses, 

villages, farms, plantations or Indeed cemeteries are created not in the vacuum of a 'new' site, 
but rather in a matrix of complex, interrelated meanings imparted to that new project by its 

relationship to the encultured landscape as understood by those building, using or shunning the 
place. 

Although this web of Insubstantial and shifting meaning might seem ephemeral, the archaeology 
of landscape Is open to us, from tomb to settlement and back again. The ascription of meaning 
to landscape often leads to physical alteration: in the historical period, for example, the 
construction of cult buildings In places sacred to one god or another. This monumentalisation of 
the landscape at Its most intense Is an archaeological artefact that remains for us from the 
prehistoric period throughout the mainland: the tombs of Mycenae, or of the Potämi tou Aräpi 
(sites 10-13, A4.13). Grave, tomb and cemetery In the encultured landscape are the subject 
of chapter five. 

SOME ASPECTS OF THE MORTUARY LOCALE 

There is huge variation in mortuary practice and in the remains left for archaeologists. Very 

often, remains are simply absent; sometimes we suspect that the remains we have recovered 

cannot account for the whole population, suggesting possibly institutionalised differentiation in 

funerary practice. Casual disposal of the dead is rare, however, and often demands special 
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explanation, such as disregard for enemy dead in warfare. For most, if not all cultures, then, 

there are good reasons for approaching mortuary data with complex questions. One reason is 

the often high quality of the preservation of contexts in burial sites; another is the special nature 

of the practices evidenced in those contexts. With an adequate theorisation of how people act in 

complex circumstances such as these, it should be possible to develop insights into the 

conditions of the acts we recover. 

The mortuary arena is bound up with that most upsetting of the events of life: death. Other, 

less immediate, aspects are often present: in many cultures death is understood, at least at a 

community level, through religious or spiritual means; and in some cultures the dead, as 
individuals or as a corporate group, are continually presenced2 at mortuary sites through 
'ancestor rituals'. Hence we might expect the mortuary arena to cater for practices that address 

some or all of these issues: disposal of the corpse, the working through of grief and perhaps the 

frantic reworking of social relations in the absence of the dead, 'correct' behaviour in relation to 

religious or spiritual motivation, and activities in relation to ancestor cult or worship. Where any 

or all of these motivations are present, they tend not to form separate categories in the minds of 
those involved: they are all aspects of the whole issue of dealing with death. Moreover, any or 

all of these activities (except disposal of the corpse) may take place in part or full away from the 

mortuary locale or in an archaeologically invisible way. 

In using the term 'ancestor ritual' or 'ancestor cult' I am conscious that different definitions exist 
and that, for some people, ancestor cult can only be understood as specific worship of the 

ancestors. In this thesis I adopt the following definition for ancestor cult: ancestor cult is any 

activity that either seeks to presence or tends to presence the ancestors or the dead among the 
living (in the first, presencing the ancestors or the dead is an intended outcome; In the second, 
it is a consequence of action not directly intended). 

The aspects of the mortuary locale and human action to be considered here are the locale In the 
landscape, the role of architecture In practice, the role of material culture, and the life-cycles of 

monuments and traditions. 

z By 'presence' I mean bringing Into the mind In a very immediate way the memory of the dead; this need 
not be straightforward. If the dead are Invoked In order to pronounce opinion or settle some current 
dispute or problem, the presencing of the ancestors is likely to be controversial. 
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The mortuary locale In the landscape 

The place of the mortuary locale in a known landscape, where topography is learned and 

maintained as social as well as private knowledge, where landscape is understood through names 

and histories ascribed to places, ought to be open to interpretation. Such an interpretation 

should focus on two issues: the position of the locale in the topographic nexus, and its 

maintenance through time. 

Given the incomplete nature of archaeological knowledge for any given area, the place of the 
cemetery site in local and regional topographies Is one of the most Intangible of research 
questions. Normative assumptions aside (for example, 'each cemetery Is associated with a 
settlement site'), the lack of information on settlement makes It difficult to place cemeteries In 

the inhabited landscape'. It is however possible to study the landscape context of a cemetery 
site In terms of Internal factors, such as the number of tombs and their spread, and In terms of a 
wider landscape of burial grounds. This refers to a subset of the inhabited landscape - the 
mortuary landscape, a concept that may have been meaningful In some past times and regions. 
Some funerary acts might be partly understood as Incorporating the dead Into a landscape 

already rich with ancestral signification. These Ideas are not to be taken as given, but the 
archaeological evidence might bear out such lines of Interpretation. 

The architecture of the mortuary locale 

Locales may well be built structures, but they could equally be open spaces, natural features (a 
cave Is a good example), or modified natural features. The boundaries of locale are not 
generally fixed, except when specific architecture acts to create a clear boundary. Otherwise 
boundaries are created In the praxis of action and situation (Barrett 1988a). The naming and 
maintenance of locales which are entirely unmodified natural features Is an aspect of the 
enculturation of landscape, as described above. 

There is a range of Interpretations to be associated with architecture, from the Intentions of 
those who built it to the interpretations of those who have inhabited it, including ourselves. 
Understanding the form of a monument alone cannot explain to us how it was used or 
understood in the past, or even what its makers intended by it. Instead of trying to intuit a 

3 Although the final publication of Intensive surveys may eventually improve the position, a detailed 
programme of settlement site excavations is required in order fully to understand how the landscape was 
occupied. 
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meaning from form alone, we should rely on two sources: first, the evidence of what activities 
might have taken place as preserved by the remains In the monument (examined In the next 
section), and second the possibilities for action as allowed for, controlled or prevented by the 

architecture. 

Architecture Influences perception and movement. This Is Its physical aspect: most obviously, 
architecture is likely to close off or bound an area. Even where the area remains largely open, 
such as the area under a colonnade, It Is still clearly bounded by the architecture. More regularly 
the architecture will close off from view much or all of the bounded space. It may well create a 
specific point of entry: a threshold, defining the point of movement from one place to another. 

Architecture often respects the idea of front and back, which is derived from the body itself. 
The most obvious examples of this are places where people gather, such as theatres or stadia, 
where specific architecture faces many people toward a centre. Less obvious but no different is 
the position of the hearth in a house: In many cultures, the hearth is the focus of the room. The 

architectural focus is therefore derived directly from the orientation of the human body. A 
doorway is itself a focus, especially from the outside. Within, all sorts of focal points may be 
available as resources to be called upon in action. Some of these may not be strictly 
architectural at all, but are artefacts intimately associated with the place, on which more below. 
Ultimately, however, any focal point can only be realised in action: the focus of a crowd on a 
stage is created in their collective orientation to the stage; the focus of one approaching a 
doorway is created in the act of approaching. 

Scale more than anything else enables and constrains action and directly affects the numbers of 
people likely to be present. One should recognise that scale as enabling and constraining works 
both ways: for example, while at first glance the fact that a tiny chamber tomb constrains the 
possible numbers of people inside, and limits the possibilities of expressive action, one can 
equally say that it enables the discrete, secret gathering of a limited number of people to carry 
out hidden activities. At the opposite end of the spectrum, while large scale architecture enables 
free movement, or large gatherings, it prevents small scale, secret activities from taking place. 
Both aspects of scale should always be considered. 

Beyond the action of architecture on the physical and perceptive human frame, there Is a whole 
range of possible secondary Inferences In the Interpretative process. This Is because meaning Is 

not constructed simply of the physical nature of architecture. These secondary Inferences 
involve knowledge: the meaning of the building as suggested by memory of Its construction or 
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of previous experiences there, myth or stories told about and heard of the building, and 

symbolism discerned in the architecture. 

Construction as a phase is extremely important in our interpretation, and will be considered 
below. For those who were involved in or witnessed construction, whether of a great monument 

or a simple hut, a great deal of their idea of the meaning of the building will have been fixed at 

that time. Construction involves time and effort, and is out of the routine (except for corporate 

groups who specialise in construction); It brings together a group of people who will later share 

a bond of their mutual involvement in the building phase. Construction is also important 

because it is during construction that the idea of the building is realised, and the realisation, 
being the product not just of the architect but also of the builders, may well be a fraught 

experience. 

Knowledge is not directly a feature of architecture, but of locale in general. However, the 
interpretation of architecture is altered by previous experience if that experience allows for 
insight that the normally architecture denies. Hence, where lately closed off places have been 

visited before, their hidden or secret nature is refined by an anticipation of what might go on 
within. Thus is architecture embedded in tradition. 

Without knowledge or tradition architecture In itself would not necessarily reveal Its meaning 
and purpose. Tholos tombs were thought by Pausanlas to be store-houses for treasure, as also 
suggested by some of the early travellers to Greece. Thus the meaning of architecture need be 
maintained as part of the knowledge of the locale; this Issue will be taken up below. 

Material culture and practice at the mortuary locale 

Before considering the role of material culture In the locale In general, or the mortuary locale In 

particular, we must pause to consider how material culture Is understood by Its users and later 
by archaeologists. Much recent theorisation of material culture emphasises Its active role In 
society. 

Artefacts do not carry a meaning of themselves (Barrett 1994b, 168.170). Every act of 
ascription of meaning to, or inference of meaning from an artefact, is a socially and culturally 
embedded act. This is what it means to say that material culture Is socially, historically, actively 
and meaningfully constituted (Shanks at Tilley 1987, chapter 4; Barrett 1994b, 169): It has 

no meaningful existence outside the interpretations of those who made, used and deposited It. 
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In a similar way material culture is a resource that we use as archaeologists to produce our own 

understandings, and it has no meaning until it is given by us (Barrett 1994b, 169). 

That an artefact has no single, empirical meaning is one of the most fundamental tenets of post- 

processual archaeologies. Interpretative strategies that prioritise the ordering of material on the 

basis of some arbitrary feature (style, decoration) above study of the contextual associations of 

material and structures will necessarily lose the contextual detail required for an Interpretation of 

how people may have acted in that context. Many early excavation reports describe objects 
found in greater or lesser detail with virtually no information on context; even in recent 

excavations, context is secondary to the perceived innate qualities of the artefact. 

Having identified archaeological context as the primary source of evidence for action in the 

locale, the poor recording of context becomes a methodological problem. In this thesis I deal 

with this problem by attempting to reconstruct as much information as possible about context 
for each grave or tomb (detailed in individual catalogue entries: appendix one), but it will be 

clear from studying chapters seven and eight that much more satisfying interpretations are 

possible for sites with better recording. 

An artefact goes through three phases of incorporation in human activity: production, use, and 
deposition. All three phases may be present in the mortuary sphere. Although I will argue that 

objects were rarely made for specific burial ceremonies, production seems to have been a part 
of the rite at one tomb at least'; and funeral ceremonies obviously called for the use and the 
deposition of artefacts. In each case the meaning of the artefact is defined through its use (that 

is, through action), and so both meaning, action and motivation ought to be open to 
investigation. 

Material culture and architecture are both actively constituted; In practice, the difference 

between the two is portability. Artefacts can be picked up, moved around and broken, while 
architecture, once complete, is largely given, unless a new construction phase Is undertaken. The 

boundaries between the two are movable: a pithos Inserted in the floor Is Immovable and 
becomes an architectural feature, while a door may be taken off Its hinges, and hence detached 

from the architecture to become a portable artefact once more. In practice, the difference 

between architecture and material culture is likely to be the extent to which architecture affects 

the body, while the body affects material culture. 

4 There is sporadic evidence for stone-working at 39: Psiri; Carter has demonstrated a similar phenomenon 
for EBA Crete: 1998. 
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Material culture is brought into any locale to be used, and is therefore part of a strategy for 

structuring action. To explain what this means, think along these lines. If I enter a room carrying 

a pot, the question is not so much 'what am I doing? ' but rather 'what am I doing with the 

pot? ' I act with the item. This is the role of material culture in the tomb. For us as 

archaeologists, material culture should not merely represent grave goods or funeral gifts or the 

possessions of the dead, and it is more than a chronological referent: it is the present material 

remains of the actions that the mourners carried out at one or many mortuary ceremonies. If 

we can recover to some extent what people did in the tomb then we are some way to 

recovering the meanings the acts held for them. 

In the interpretation of past meaning, what is the place of the corpse? Given that this chapter is 

setting forth an outline theory of action, there is clearly no active role for the corpse. In 

approaching the mortuary ritual, the concerns are to understand what people did and the 

meaning they derived from it. The focus of interpretation is therefore not on the person 
represented by the corpse, or his or her 'status' in life or society; but rather on those who have 

come together to work through the funerary rites, and their grief, for that person. In theoretical 
terms action on the corpse is to be interpreted just as action on any other artefact. There are of 
course degrees of meaning, and the corpse is likely to be the most meaningful and significant 
inanimate element of any funerary ceremony. Nonetheless, the corpse is passive: worked over 
by the mourners, cleaned, painted, dressed, adorned with jewellery, carried around and 
deposited. None of this should go to deny the lingering humanity felt so keenly by the 
bereaved, which so many of their actions on the corpse are intended to bring out and 
emphasise: the only point is that the corpse is used and invested with meaning just as any other 
cultural artefact, and can take no action of its own accord. 

Single-use tombs are relatively rare In the material Included in this survey. Any theory of 
material culture must therefore take into account not only material brought Into a tomb for the 
purpose of burial or other activity (ancestor cult as defined above) but also the role of material 
culture that is already present In the tomb. This material requires multiple Interpretation, since 
not only does It have primary meanings as deposited In a specific ritual, and Is an obvious 
referent to that ritual (or past rituals in general), but it also develops later meanings as It Is 
brought Into subsequent openings and uses of the tomb. In respect of bones and associated 
artefacts, one of the most frequent complaints against the Mycenaeans Is that they would 
disrespectfully 'sweep aside' the remains of past burials In their zeal to lay down their dead. As 
far as Inadequate reporting allows, this 'sweeping aside' ought to be open to analysis In the light 

of the theories I am outlining here. 
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Another methodological difficulty for this study is that interpretation is necessarily a complex 

process when a tomb is reused, perhaps repeatedly over several generations. In these cases, the 

most useful information will refer to the end of the tomb's life-cycle, which Is often outside the 

chronological boundary of this study. Nonetheless there is often sufficient detail to reconstruct 

some of the details of the distant past. 

The life cycle of the mortuary locale 

Few of the graves in this study could be described as single-instance interments not associated 

with other interments; the majority are found in cemetery locales, within multiple use tombs, or 
both. Where a tomb or cemetery locale has been used and reused over a period of time (its life- 

cycle), a key research aim is to understand how the locale is maintained in the reproduction and 
development of social structures, how practices are maintained and become traditional, and the 

place of landscape, architecture, material culture and knowledge in this question. 

The place of the mortuary locale In the landscape is not given; it needs to be maintained. In the 

modem west this might be done through such strategies as marking off the area of the cemetery 

with a fence or wall, signalling Its existence in written language on signs, building a mortuary 
chapel on the site, and using headstones above individual graves that have a dual purpose: 
Individually, they presence a named dead person In the minds of those reading the stone, and 
mark off that small part of the cemetery for that person; communally, they presence the mass 
of the dead In the locale. In neolithic southern Britain some of the dead were placed In massive 
earthen mounds (barrows) that were widely visible and through their mass Imposed their 

presence In the otherwise 'natural' landscape. 

Yet these are only visible and perceptible features of the mortuary locale. There might equally 
be no visible sign of a burial place, yet such a place is maintained In use for generations. 
Moreover, without knowledge the visible mortuary monument Is little more than an alien 
artefact. The maintenance of the mortuary locale is dependent on practice and the 

communication of knowledge. Memory and story-telling are particularly Important where there 
is little perceptible to keep past events and meanings In mind: this especially applies where the 

mortuary locale is remote or where it is completely covered over or filled in after use. 

Where the mortuary locale is placed close to or within everyday life paths, It assumes a dual 

locality. One meaning Is routine: how to go Into or near (or Indeed avoid) the place In everyday 

activity; this may or may not Involve explicit reference to Its mortuary character (is one allowed 
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near the place? must one take a specific path? must one carry out an act of acknowledgement 

on the way? ) At the time of a funeral or other mortuary ritual, the funerary meaning of the 

place must be rediscovered and recreated. This may involve a special route to the place, 

procession, opening up of tombs, acts of appeasement to the ancestors, and so on: all parts of 

the performance. Whatever the tensions between individuals or differences over how to go 

about the business of the funeral, the overall performance will tend to maintain and recreate the 

mortuary locale. In many cases the separateness of the mortuary locale from the everyday will 

be emphasised by a movement to the locale. In a funeral this will involve the carrying of the 

corpse and will almost inevitably take on the appearance of a procession. 

The performance of the funeral then requires both physical and mental movement from the 

everyday to the extraordinary. During the physical act of going to the grave, the minds of those 
involved become focused on their knowledge of mortuary custom. In thinking of the funeral 

those involved recover from their minds memories of past funerals and their roles in them, and 

perhaps also stories from other funerals they have heard about. The funerary performance may 
even include a more or less ritualised recounting of stories from the (mythological) past. 

Hence the maintenance of the funerary locale in the landscape is dependent on a number of 
factors, first among which is the dissemination of knowledge, and second is the occasional 
practice of going to the locale for funerary or mortuary purposes. A third factor may be the 
maintenance of the locale as a feature of the local topography. 

The funerary locale is maintained therefore in knowledge and praxis; the nature of this practice 
need also be maintained. Locale, architecture and material culture are the media through which 
tradition is maintained. Each of these three elements can be seen to facilitate the reproduction 
of funerary practice. The procession to and reuse of locale ensures continuity in how the 
landscape is understood during the period of the funeral. 

Funerary architecture also facilitates the reproduction of funerary practice. As we have seen that 

architecture affects the freedom of movement of the human frame, the numbers of people that 

may convene within, and how people may move from one area to another, so that architecture 

retains these characteristics at each funerary performance, thus making it seem natural that the 

way space Is occupied should follow a traditional form. Where new tombs are constructed to an 

existing architectural pattern, this facilitates the reproduction of familiar practices In new places. 
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Finally the material culture used at these times similarly facilitates the reproduction of funerary 

practice. Where a tomb is opened for reuse, the artefacts that formed a part of prior practice 
will often be found once more in the tomb, witness to what had gone before and brought back 
into the minds of those that had witnessed previous events; different types of artefact might be 

associated in knowledge with specific acts. The effectiveness of the performance under way 

might seem to be reinforced by its conformance with tradition, and the use of the same 

artefacts, or of new artefacts in the same practices, might seem to enhance that conformance 
with tradition. The continual opening and reopening of tombs, to be confronted with the way 
that things were done before as evidenced by corporeal and material remains, in the process of 
carrying out an act that clearly aimed to conform to tradition (for otherwise new tombs and 
new practices would be evident), would lead to a widespread reproduction of practices through 
the media of repeatedly recovered artefacts. 

The direct knowledge, the strength of tradition, may well be variable. Where a cemetery is used 
by the same group of people for all of its dead, knowledge of funerary practice would be 

widespread in the group and strongly reproduced through time. However, this is not the only 
possible mode of reproduction. Some cemeteries or locales may be only occasionally used, or 
may be shared with other groups, and so knowledge and tradition might be weaker, or more 
open to innovation. In these cases tradition might be more openly controversial and a subject 
for dissent. In other cases tombs may be used by groups with no direct knowledge of past 
practice at the tomb or cemetery. The impact of locale, architecture and material culture on 
these groups is different, and should be recoverable in analysis. 

PERFORMANCE 

The verb 'perform' sums up a number of aspects of how one can think of people behaving In 
the mortuary locales. To 'perform' originally included the Idea of perfecting or closing an 
action, and, aside from its theatrical reference, It also means 'to carry through to completion', 
implying some sort of consensus of what the act ought to be; In other words, performance Is 
action carried out, if not to a fixed script, at least so as to fulfil certain conditions. 

5 See also Boyd 1994 for some of this material. 
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Performance implies role, a word not far removed from status. I have been arguing that status 

or röle is never a fixed attribute of a person, but is rather recreated In every act. RBIe, in 

reference to performance at the mortuary locale, is something that Is created out of the 

performance, rather than presupposing it. This is because no two performances are the same 

given the differing circumstances that must prevail on each occasion. Each actor comes to the 

performance with a number of expectations, and the Interplay between expectations and 

motivations brings the performance Into existence through interaction. Even where people 

expect to fulfil identified röles, such as priest or shaman, the differing circumstances on each 

occasion provide for different overall performances. 

Some funerals take place under exceptional circumstances. Most obvious, as ever, might be a 
burial in one of the Mycenae shaft graves. The large number of artefacts deposited, along with 

their perceived value, suggests very strongly that roles In that funerary performance were very 

much a source of tension: roles not necessarily In evidence In simpler graves are almost 

mandatory (who to carry all the pottery, for example? and how was it used? who was given 

wine to drink by whom? ) 

Performance is a particularly apposite word where some element of ritual is involved. Ritualised 

action, particularly in the mortuary sphere, implies action that conforms more or less to some 

sort of known code (Barrett 1994b, 81). Certain types of behaviour are prescribed or 

expected; this is the (often very loose) plot of the performance. In the kinds of societies under 

study, elements of improvisation in performances will have been numerous and important, since 

one ought not assume that some sort of universal structure dominated such acts as burial. 

Recurrent and unique features in the archaeological evidence may reveal both widely diffused 

aspects of the ritual and individual variations in performance. 

In Giddens' terms, 'performance' Is part of discursive consciousness: action that is provocative, 
daring, unusual, demanding of interpretation: as action produced and monitored in discursive 

consciousness. Richard Schechner seems to be getting at this when he says, 'And what is 

performance? Behavior heightened, if ever so slightly, and publicly displayed; twice-behaved 
behavior' (1993,1). Performance is action carried out in the awareness of the gaze of others. 
Performers and audience (the distinction may be blurred and transient in the mortuary arena) 

are engaged in a mental struggle to understand the actions of their fellow performers and to 

situate themselves meaningfully in this flow of conduct: a mental struggle that is largely absent in 

the routinised flow of life. 
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The mortuary locale, as we have seen, is brought into meaningful existence through action and 
its interpretation. The performance must seek to rediscover meaning and reinvest the site with 

those meanings, de-emphasising the associations of the daily locale, creating the performance 
locale. In the cemetery, much of this is achieved by the physical alteration of the setting as 

tombs are opened or reopened. 

Expectations in relation to ritual or performance are in great part based on what has gone 
before. Performances in the long term can be institutionalised: as people gather to rework their 

memories of past performance, this reproduction of knowledge through the performance, 

conforming to or confounding experience and expectation, gives their practice an institutional 

facade. 

Performance is improvised around resources the actors can draw on: architecture, knowledge, 

artefacts and bones in the tombs. This reflexive and intuitive renegotiation - structuration - 
through the material structure of architecture and locale and the dangerous, dynamic practice of 

the performance can be characterised by the label liturgics. 'Liturgy' has come to mean the 

practice of Church ritual, defined by sacred texts and not open to innovation. A broader 

meaning of 'liturgics' could allow for innovative performances of rituals that are not codified in 

textual form. The Greek root in 'Xcttovpyia' means 'public work' and came to signify public 

works for the gods, especially in the temples. An archaeology of liturgics would examine the 

ritual structures created and reproduced in the active manipulation of constraining and enabling 

architectural and material culture resources; not only how people emphasised certain features 

that became stereotypical and a core part of the liturgy, but also the possibility of 

experimentation and the variant ideas worked through at individual performances by those 

empowered to rake through the scenes and acts, sets and props of past and present 

performance, in memory, architecture and material culture. 
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Chapter Four 

The analytical framework 

INTRODUCTION 

We must confront the full diversity of our data. This is only possible with the aid of a 
theoretically competent framework designed to expose the nature of specific practices. 

Barrett 1988b, 32: emphasis added. 

Chapter three set out the basic principles of a theory of human action with emphasis on its 

application to the study of funerary practices. This chapter outlines a specific framework for this 
analysis. The first section considers the sources employed - published reports - and the problems 
to be overcome in their interpretation. The aim is to understand both the intellectual 
circumstances under which excavation has been carried out, and how those circumstances affect 
attempts at reinterpretation. The second section sets forth an analytical methodology 
appropriate to the evidence in order to come to an understanding of human action in the past, 
on the basis of theorisation in the previous chapter. 

READING EXCAVATION REPORTS 

Before excavation, the possibilities for Interpretation are endless. Most excavators would accept 
that a primary goal of excavation is to narrow the field of those Interpretative possibilities, and 
to create a climate in which it is possible to make statements about a site In the past. While this 
is uncontroversial in itself, the archaeological practice that goes with it ought to be a matter for 
debate. In particular, there Is usually an expectation of what sorts of statements one Intends to 
be able to make. If excavation becomes a process tailored toward answering such specific 
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questions, those who later seek to ask different questions of the published record may find the 

publication inadequate to answer their questions. This is an inevitable concomitant of the reality 
of fieldwork and interpretation as contemporary social practices. 

A sense that archaeological practice is uncontroversial, that It Is a straightforward process that 
does not need theorising, is fairly ubiquitous in most of the publications examined In the course 
of researching this thesis. One notable exception attempted to explicitly theorise an excavation 
(Rapp et ah 1978); otherwise, excavation methodology is rarely described or explained. This Is 
Important because, If we accept that as archaeologists we are Interested In narrowing the 
interpretative possibilities of a site through excavation, we should be concerned about the theory 
and practice of how we do that. Instead, excavation reports often present a series of 
'discoveries', of things found during the excavation, apparent facts such as the form of a building 

or the nature of a clay Idol, presented as Intact, complete and 'perfect' (in the sense of 'closed') 
discoveries that are obvious and uncontroversial. The supporting evidence, the stratigraphy, 
plans, sections, drawings, contextual associations and contextual descriptions, may neither be 

reported nor In most cases recorded. 

In comparison to the area excavation of complex settlement deposits, the excavation of a tomb 
ought to be a relatively simple affair. Except In those cases where the tombs are located within 
settlement or other context, the tomb itself forms a relatively closed context, often dug Into 
otherwise non-archaeological soil. It might be part of a cemetery, In which case the spatial and 
chronological relationships between tombs Is Important; the cemetery might Include other 
features, such as paths or markers such as stela!. Nevertheless, the tomb itself ought to 
represent, in most cases, a relatively simple exercise in excavation. 

Time and again, basic Information is not presented in reports. The stratigraphy of the tomb is 
described In the simplest manner, or not described at all, and rarely Illustrated. Finds may well 
often be described but their exact findspots left vague or not mentioned. Although the majority 
of excavation reports used for this catalogue are nominally provisional In nature, it Is clear in 
many cases that any putative final publication could not have included this sort of Information 
because it was never recorded during the excavation. 

In attempting to use the sum of Information presented by such a body of excavation reports, 
one therefore has to come to an understanding of the circumstances In which excavators felt 

themselves to be working. Although past excavation records are here criticised as Inadequate, 

the fact of the existence of some sort of publication In an academic journal suggests that these 
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excavators felt themselves to be working at least adequately within an academic paradigm and 
that their excavations were worthy of publication and scrutiny by a wider audience. The task 
that faces us therefore is to come to some sort of understanding of the paradigm within which 
reports were produced in order to assess both the validity of the data in those reports and also 
how much data might be missing from those reports. 

John Barrett makes this point In a discussion of the possibilities of reinterpreting excavation 
reports (1987). He points out, quoting Alcock, that reinterpretation of a site report based on 
that report alone Is impossible, 'because It Is impossible to know either what the excavator failed 
to observe, or the excavator's general competence In the tasks of excavation and recording' 
(Barrett 1987,410). Reinterpretation flows Instead from two sources. The first Is an 
examination of the internal logic of the report, attempting to evaluate the author's assumptions, 
the record of the excavation as published, and any explicit Interpretation of that record. The 
Interpretation can be seen to be a result of a meshing of the author's assumptions with the 
record of the excavation. This level of reinterpretation can only, however, demonstrate doubts 
about the excavator's interpretation of her material. It cannot lead to new Interpretations. This 
comes only, and partially, from the second source alluded to above: an attempt to fit the 
excavation Into a broader Interpretation. In his article Barrett shows that the original reports on 
the Glastonbury lake village are open to considerable doubt, but that reinterpretation flows 
mainly from a reconsideration of those reports In the light of more recent excavations at related 
sites nearby. 

I have followed this reasoning, where possible, in my discussion of sites in this thesis. In some 
cases it has proved possible to offer specific reinterpretations of sites, but these are always 
provisional in that they are unchecked by new excavation. Some general comment on the 
contexts in which earlier workers produced their reports is necessary here. 

Since we have already established that excavators In all probability felt comfortable with the 
publications they were producing', which In so many cases show that contextual Information was 
regarded as superfluous, we should be able to establish what sorts of Information these reports 
were Instead providing, and why that was regarded as essential Information for 

1 This may not be the case with rescue excavations, but I would argue that while rescue reports can be 
even more abbreviated than the preliminary reports of research excavations, an examination of the 
research and rescue reports of the 1950s to 1970s would reveal little difference in what sorts of aspects 
of an excavation might be reported. 
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presentation in a preliminary report. I propose that two factors formed an Important part of the 

context within which people worked. The first concerns the nature of what was being 

investigated: a general and basic but vague and undefined consensus about the nature of 

Mycenaean society - heroic, in some ways Homeritz, certainly aristocratic and rigidly 

hierarchical (middle helladic society concomitantly backward and primitive). The second 

concerns how one should carry out an investigation: the methodological primacy of 

classification, Identification and typology. These two strands Inform the vast majority of pre- 
1960s writing and much written after that, and the primacy of typology remains with us today. 

As an example of these factors we might consider S. N. Marin3tos' work at 10: Gouvalärl In the 
late 1950s and early 1960s. Marinätos noted up to eight burial mounds, of which he 

Investigated three. One was found to contain two mid-sized tholos tombs, another contained 

three small tholos tombs, and the third was not Intensively Investigated. The two 'royal' tholos 

tombs received far more coverage (five pages over several reports) than the mound with three 

smaller tholol: this was dismissed In half a paragraph. The coverage In print reflects the Intensity 

of excavation, so that Marinätos returned to the 'royal' tombs several times, sieving the earth 
lest he missed Important artefacts. The description that Marinätos gives to the mound with the 
three small tholol Is Instructive as to his attitude to this archaeology: 

Another mound, number 2, showed that it concealed three small tholos tombs, whose 
diameters did not surpass three metres. They are rough and artless constructions, 
without entrances, the dead buried either from above or through an opening In the 
rough walling of the chamber. None of the three tombs held a skeleton or even a skull 
so that It seems that the other bones, which - broken and Incomplete - lay here and 
there, probably came from the removal of remains elsewhere where they were 
broken. The most interesting of the three tombs was the first (the western), which had 
in Its north part a flat stone standing upright on Its flat edge and on it small circular 
rocks (plate 1460), which however covered nothing. The finds were a thin knife and 
other bits of bronze, a bronze pin length 10.2cm bearing on Its head an opening 
(without ring), an arrowhead of yellow stone, bits of spindles and bits of handmade 
pottery, mostly from tomb 1, whose diameter is 2.75m and Its highest remaining 
height 1.15m. 

Marinätos 1959,175. Transiation: author. 

Marinätos here describes the excavation of a mound containing three small built tombs that 

appear at least to be similar to tholos tombs. While the excavation of the two 'royal' tholol 

would have occupied more effort simply In terms of volume, the ratio would not be as great as 
Is implied by five pages to one paragraph. Besides, any archaeological reader can quickly point 

2 Mycenaean beliefs In relation to death are regarded as essentially Homeric by Mylonas (1948), despite 
the obvious differences; Andronikos (1968) places most of the customs described in Homer in the 
protogeometric and geometric periods. 
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out basic Information missing from the quotation above. What were the dimensions of mound 
2? Where were the tholol, horizontally and vertically? What were their dimensions? What was 
the construction technique? What contexts were excavated within the tholol? What were the 

associations of the finds? What types of pottery were present? 

Beyond such basic questions, some guiding principles In Marin3tos' work are obvious. Selection 
In what to report (and what to record) has clearly taken place. Marinätos' description gives 
some clues as to how that selection took place. The tholol are Introduced as being 'rough and 
artless constructions': so, in some system of judgement that Is not made explicit, they are not as 
good as some other standard (presumably 'royal tholos tombs'). For Marin3tos, tombs such as 
these are not as important as others. It Is acceptable to him that his recording of these tombs Is 

cursory, and we must assume that he felt his intended audience would accept that judgement. 

As well as architectural Inferiority, the burials represented In those tombs are also of little 
Interest because the apparent mode of burial also belongs to an Inferior class. Rather than there 
being Intact inhumations, the remains Inside the tombs are of disarticulated skeletons, perhaps 
mixed with artefacts. Time and again In his work Marinätos gives recording and reporting 
precedence to Intact Inhumations associated with artefacts. As his many reports make clear, he 
regards the disarticulation of bones and mixing of artefacts as an activity that Is not as Interesting 
as Inhumation; In fact, more than not Interesting, It Is an act of vandalism against his pristine 
burial context. Those In the past who might have entered the tomb and Interfered In some way 
with the remains are almost always called robbers, and no attempt Is made to distinguish 
qualitatively between a 'robbery' during the prehistoric period and a robbery In modem times. 

I suggest therefore that in facing the reports of Marin3tos and others working in that time and 
milieu, we have to face a distinct recording and reporting preference for articulated burials, 

associated with 'rich' or numerous Items, In large tombs. The recently excavated site at 
52: Pelläna still exhibits these preferences: of four excavated tombs, description centres on the 
large and Impressive one, and two are not described at all. Further examples (other than 
Marin3tos' excavations) are 54: Vafiö, excavated by Tsodndas and published In far greater detail 

than the nearby tomb at 34: Kämbos, also excavated by Tsoündas, even allowing for the 
difference In numbers of finds; the seven tholol at 51: Anilipsis, of which only the large one Is 

described in any detail, the smaller ones being dismissed as uninteresting; the chamber tombs of 
58: Epfdhavros Limirä. 
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Returning to the example of Marinätos' excavations at 10: Gouvalärl, both the two larger tholol 

and the three smaller tholol are In this thesis regarded as belonging to a broad context of early 

Mycenaean tholos tombs, variable In architecture but forming part of phenomena open to 

interpretation (as will be demonstrated In succeeding chapters). The burial practices represented 

In both mounds are also given consideration. In an Interpretative strategy that emphasises 

evidence that has effectively been suppressed in the original publication, the main recourse, as 

suggested above, is to an understanding of the conditions under which the evidence was 

produced, and a study of more recent and better reported evidence. 

In many excavation reports the underlying logic is of hierarchical taxonomy. Every aspect of the 

material evidence can be classified and held up as an example of a type (or sometimes as a 

unique circumstance). Taxonomy permeates every aspect of the excavation report, whether it is 

the categorisation of pottery or other finds, of kinds of burial, of classes of behaviour evidenced 
in the finds, or architectural typology. In this interpretative scheme, the importance and 

meaning of a pot are not so much in its stratigraphic context, as Its classification. Pottery that is 

readily classified is much more likely to be reported than difficult to classify, unpainted 

coarseware; whole or restored pots are more likely to be reported than sherds. Tomb 

architecture is also to be classified, and these classifications bear directly on how well the 

architecture is recorded. Larger tholol are recorded In greater detail than smaller tholol; cist 

graves and chamber tombs might be cursorily described. This approach to the material Is 

facilitated by a classification system that first separates these classes of monument and then sets 

one above the other. 

Even In modem and well published excavations, the primacy of typology Is apparent. The 

bronze age occupation of Nihdria was published just a few years ago (McDonald & Wilkie 

1992); for the middle helladic period, 27 pages are devoted to stratigraphy, plans, sections and 

architectural descriptions; 162 pages are devoted to the description (81 pages) and illustration 

(81 pages) of the pottery; there is a similar pattern for the late helladic period, though with 

proportionally less description of pottery. Moreover, the excavation technique used, even 

though the site is an extensive settlement rather than simply a number of funerary contexts, Is 

that of discrete trenches excavated to depth and separated by baulks, rather than open area 

excavation with single context recording (Rapp et alii 1978,8-9). In essence this technique Is 

unchanged from that employed by Biegen at Koräkou in the 1910s (the excavation method Is 

not made explicit In the report, Biegen 1921, but see the report on Prosymna for a brief 

description: Biegen 1937,8) or Caskey at Lema in the 1950s (for example, Caskey 1954: 4.5 
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and figure 1), and in each case the primary aim of excavation is made clear in the reports: the 

establishment of a reliable stratigraphic sequence of pottery styles for typological purposes. 

Overall, therefore, although in a sample of 61 sites we are dealing with many excavators 
working at different times and in different intellectual milieux, we can establish some basic 

principles that apply to most of the sites: 

" the primary interpretative goal is typology, whether of architecture, burial, or artefact; 
" often (but not always) there is a clear bias toward those members of each class regarded as 

somehow better. 

The work of G. S. Korns in Messinfa in the 1970s and 1980s has gone some way to correct 
these biases. His work has been primarily concerned with checking and testing Marin3tos' earlier 
excavations, with an eventual view to a full publication of his work (Marinätos made no serious 
start on final publication). Although Korns' work is not yet finally published, his preliminary 
reports are richly detailed, and form the basis of some of the longer descriptions in the 
catalogue entries in this work. Korns has devoted much effort to areas neglected by Marinätos, 

particularly less monumental burial types. 

The goals of this thesis are, first to Identify instances of human practice in the mass of evidence 
from the past, and second to weave this Infinite variety of activity Into a historical 
understanding. For the first of these goals, typological studies are less pertinent than detailed 
contextual descriptions of tomb deposits. It should be clear that any conclusions advanced In the 
following chapters are based on a reinterpretation of a body of evidence that was not collected 
with this goal in mind; my conclusions should therefore be open to question In the context of 
new field work. Nevertheless, the evidence at hand is not completely Inadequate for a study of 
this type. No description of past activity could ever be complete, as Is even clear in cases of 
direct observation In anthropology; I therefore In each case seek to make statements that can be 

supported by the evidence that is available. These statements can never be complete 
descriptions of past activity, but rather suggest the possibilities for action In the past based on 
the available contextual evidence of architecture, burial and artefactual remains. The depth of 
the Interpretation depends largely on the degree to which the evidence is recorded. 

In the context of Individual observations and historical outlines suggested in the following 

chapters, I believe that future excavation projects that record detailed contextual Information 

will serve to bring richer detail to the outline already In place. 
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ANALYSING MORTUARY BEHAVIOUR 

The first section of this chapter dealt with the problems associated with the Interpretation of 

published archives; this section devises a methodology whereby one may make definite 

statements about mortuary practice on the basis of the kinds of evidence available to us. The 

central problem in devising a methodology for the analysis of mortuary behaviour lies In relating 

the archaeological record, evidence excavated, surveyed and reported, to Ideas about how 

people acted In the past. The link is not direct, but is formed through a chain of Interpretation: 

I, as author of this thesis, Interpret the archaeological record, which in itself consists of a written 

summary of the numerous observations and interpretations of previous workers; those 

observations and Interpretations have no direct access to the past, but constitute a partial and 

subjective record of the material evidence of past human activity; and this material evidence is 

not in itself a direct witness to truth, but Is merely the detritus of past action, articulated 
through such media and Imbued with multiple and constantly shifting meaning. 

The method employed is to distinguish generic fields of practice related to the mortuary arena, 
and to analyse the record for evidence to identify such types of practice and allow for a more 
definite understanding of how those practices were carried out. Mortuary behaviour is very 
amenable to this method, since it tends to consist of certain unavoidable acts (the ultimate 
disposal of the corpse, for example, is unavoidable) as well as perhaps other acts not strictly 
functionally necessary to the performance of a funeral (examples of which might be ancestor 
rituals, or modifications of the corpse). Merely identifying these general practices can be 

straightforward, but the aim is to interpret under what circumstances such acts may have been 

carried out. For the purposes of this analysis mortuary behaviour has been divided into four 

separate 'acts', each with its own time frame and scene. This artificial division is essential in 

order to analyse separately such activities as inhumation and grave construction, which might 
not be immediately related. Within each act, certain generic fields of practice have been 

Identified for consideration. In this way the method of analysis allows Interpretation to proceed 
from an idea of the spectrum of possible actions to a specific Interpretation of human action 
through time at any given funerary site, based on available evidence. The four acts of mortuary 

practice are 

" The location of cemetery, tomb and grave; 

" Construction and modification; 

" Acts outside the grave; 

" Acts at and within the grave. 
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The broad distinction drawn between these four headings is not ideologically driven, but is 

methodologically useful. The construction of a tomb, for example, may be separated from any 

given act of interment by hundreds of years: the construction of the tomb would therefore be 

unconnected with the burial. Acts away from the grave may be separated in time from acts at 

the grave; and the latter can include 'ancestor rites' or other interventions in the grave when no 

funeral is being undertaken. In the complex nexus of actions and actors that is the funerary 

performance, some or all of these acts might be closely linked, which will become clear through 

interpretation. 

The fields of practice that might be evident under these headings, and hence the analytical 

framework, are given in the table below: 

Locating the grave 
Procession and gathering 

Preparation of construction materials 
Other acts before beginning 
Digging or building the grave 
Acts at the end of the construction phase 
Opening the grave 
Closing the grave 

Table 4.1. Mortuary practice. 

Preparation of materials 
Preparation of the corpse 
Other acts outside the grave 

Movement 
Engagement with the material past 
Acts Involving materials brought to the grave 
Deposition of material and corpse 

This interpretative scheme is non-linear; it is not proposed that actions be identified proceeding 
from one category to the next until a complete picture is obtained. Rather, I have identified as 

many general types of activity as might be evidenced in actions associated with death, burial and 

tomb use; the evidence at any given site will be partial and reflect only some of these acts. The 

sub-divisions under each heading are not necessarily sequential; for example, the last two types 

of activity under 'Construction and modification' would normally occur before and after rites of 

interment'. 

Before considering the analytical framework in detail, I want briefly to consider the nature of 

interpretation itself. In the 'chain of interpretation', mentioned above, relating statements about 

3 Certain important practices that are not evidenced in the material under study, such as excarnation away 
from the tomb, or cremation, would require small modifications of the scheme. 
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the past with the past itself, Interpretation links each stage of the chain. Interpretation Itself Is an 

ill-defined process. This is of interest not only In how interpretation leads to statements about 

the past In this thesis and In archaeological work generally, but also because all understanding 

and ultimately all knowledge of how to go on, as employed by those In the past who are the 

object of study as well as by ourselves, depend on processes of Interpretation. 

Interpretation is a mental process through which contentions between knowledge (the 

comprehended world) and circumstances (perceptions or new knowledge that cannot 

immediately be reconciled with knowledge) are resolved by creating new knowledge (the 

Interpretation). Interpretation is therefore not a statement of the obvious (Tilley 1994) and Is 

personal and subjective (Shanks 8t Tilley 1992, chapter 5). In Giddens' terms (chapter three), 

it is clearly produced in discursive consciousness. 

Interpretation in archaeology is the production of 'knowledge' of the past through study of the 

'archaeological record' (either directly through excavation or autopsy, or through secondary 
interpretation of the written record). The past Itself, and any 'complete' archaeological record, 

cannot be known; hence Interpretation in archaeology Is always contentious and open to 

challenge or revision in the light of new evidence. Archaeological interpretation is cyclical in 

nature: ideas about the past influence work carried out, which In turn Influences ideas about the 

past, and so on. 

Archaeological interpretation is double, in that the process of interpretation consists of working 

through both the archaeological record and ideas of how the past may have been, and the 

interpretation of each of these depends on the other (Barrett 1990a, 34-35, summarised in 

the following schema): 

ideas about past practice (-4 Interpretation E-4 the 'archaeological record' 

'Past practice' no longer exists, but one can through Interpretation suggest Ideas about how the 

past may have been; the 'archaeological record' cannot be known In Its entirety, and even 

understanding a part of it requires Interpretation. Archaeological Interpretation Is therefore a 

composite formed of a continuous discourse between Ideas about the past and Ideas about the 

archaeological record. As Barrett points out, Interpretation Is cyclical, so that each new Insight 

on one side prompts reconsideration on the other. 
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The methodological framework for producing an understanding of the past is therefore, on the 

right side, representing the archaeological record, my interpretation of that record as presented 

in appendix one; on the left side, ideas about past practice as set out in 'neutral' form in this 

chapter (the possibilities of action in the mortuary sphere). The interpretation of the 

archaeological record, ideas about past practice, and the interpretative interface between the 

two, form the basis for discussion in the succeeding chapters: 

I r, '17M, 77 F-7771 E-12 M-E 7-777 
theory of human action (chapter 3) chapters 5-9 chapter 1 
analytical framework (chapter 4) site catalogue (appendix 1) 

Fable 4.2. Interpretation in this thesis. 

The rest of this chapter offers specific consideration of the acts and fields of mortuary behaviour 

as set out in table 4.1. 

Location of tomb, cemetery and grave 

These categories of action can be said to realise and define the place of the cemetery, tomb and 

grave in the landscape: physical movement and mental acts of location define the grave 

topographically. 

Locating the grave. Location implies two slightly different processes: it can be the act of placing a 

grave within the landscape, of finding an appropriate place for it in the topographic nexus; 

where a grave is reused, it implies finding and choosing again that grave. Hence 'location' 

involves both making place and finding place. 

The location of a burial in the landscape involves a hierarchy of topographic decision making. 
Even 'simple' graves, such as single use pit burials, are located in a complex manner with 

respect to topography, and may be found in relationship with other burials and with habitation 

areas. For the more complex circumstances of burial found at sites in this study, up to five tiers 

might exist in a hierarchy of location: 
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" location of cemetery within landscape 

" location of burial monument within cemetery 

" location of burial place within burial monument 

" location of grave within burial place 

" location of burial within grave 

'Cemetery' is defined in the second edition of the Oxford English Dictionary as 'A place, 

usually a ground, set apart for the burial of the dead', or 'a large public park or ground laid out 

expressly for the interment of the dead' (Simpson Br Weiner 1991,1027). This definition is 

applicable to some of the sites considered in this thesis, but in the case of many burial 

monuments, we have to deal with a nexus of relatively widely spaced funerary monuments, a 
nexus itself enmeshed in a routinely traversed and inhabited landscape: not a place expressly set 
aside for burial. In other words, although in some cases a burial ground set apart from everyday 
life can be identified, in other cases burial monuments, often clearly related one to the other, 
are to be found set amid the locales of everyday life. 

Therefore the location hierarchy noted above should be modified and made more complex. We 

must understand relationships between the nexus of funerary monuments and its elements, 
between the wider cultural landscape and its elements, and all of the cross-relationships between 
them. Because all that we observe is the detritus of the past, and we never have a complete 
knowledge of any artefact or monument (nor did anyone else in the past), these are not simple 
relationships between things: there is no empirical relationship between any of the elements of 
the cultural landscape that may be observed and written down. Such relationships are 
fundamentally perceptual and therefore contingent on the observer. An analysis of the 
archaeological landscape should therefore encompass possibilities of how people might have 

situated themselves within a conceptual topography of funerary monument, settlement and 
pathway. 

A static first attempt at presenting the possibilities of these conceptual relationships Is presented 
in figure 4.1 below: 
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Figure 4.1. Landscape and funerary monuments. The diagram presents two conceptual totalities, the 
'wider cultural landscape' and the 'nexus of monuments', and two collectives for Individual elements, 
'individual monuments' and 'other elements In cultural landscape'. The arrows Indicate the Inter- 
relationships of these nodes, multiple arrows Indicating the both the collective and Individual nature of the 
Items to the bottom and the left. The diagram simplifies the possibly highly hierarchical nature of these 
Inter-relationships. All relationships are conceptual: dependent on the observer and open to constant 
reinterpretation. 

This is not a model or reconstruction of any actually existing past situation. Instead, It Is a guide 
to the interpretation of evidence. It is a representation of how a past observer might understand 
the topography of monuments at any given time (although time Itself Is missing from the 

equation). The relationships Indicated In the diagram are the bases on which a knowledge of 
topography Is built. The relationships are known through the Interpretation of past events and 
the Interpretation of stories and statements given by others. Fundamental aspects of this 
knowledge may Include the experience of traversing the landscape, alone or with others, and 
thus building an understanding of locales and pathways; taking part in or observing activities at 
or near such locales; and the interpretation of stories of the past involving these locales (chapter 

three). This knowledge Is personal and contingent (so it differs from person to person and Is 

open to continuous revision). 

The simplified diagram of figure 4.1 attempts to present an immensely complex range of 
possibilities in a simple model. Any overall nexus of monuments would not be made up of a 
series of simple relationships as indicated: in reality, different monuments might be understood 
to have important inter-relationships forming multiple sub-nexus which again might be inter- 

related. The same is true for the other elements of the cultural landscape. In reality, such a 

static picture is in any case untenable, since the agent would consider only certain aspects at any 

time, and events and circumstances would cause continuous modification of the details of the 

relationships. 
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The process of choosing an appropriate burial place would often involve a number of people. 

These might include any of the following: persons making kin, social, institutional or group 

relationship claims on the dead; persons acting in social roles associated with death or burial; 

and persons claiming control over the landscape, a monument, or an individual grave. The last 

category might include those claiming to be inheritors of rights from previous dead. The 

location of the burial and many other aspects of the funeral will be the result of discussion, 

consultation or negotiation between such people. In some cases much of that discussion will be 

ruled by tradition, and many aspects of the funeral, including location, might seem largely 

'given'; this however need not be the case. 

These considerations apply to the location of burials within the landscape, within cemeteries and 

within monuments. In the latter case discussion will revolve around differing understandings of 

the monument: not only its place in the landscape, but understandings of its micro-topography: 

perhaps conceptual relationships between already existing graves (and their apparent occupants), 

or other features of the monument. The process of negotiation might be completed before the 

funeral begins, or might be ongoing, so that the very act of choosing a location is part of the 

procession, the act of choosing a place within a monument might be part of the funeral 

ceremony, and depend on conditions found to exist only after the monument is opened. 

Reuse of a grave is occasionally suggested to be fortuitous. If fact there may be different degrees 

of relationship between burials. A grave may be knowledgeably reused; a grave may be reused 
whose significance has been forgotten but nonetheless is located in a known cemetery; or 
occasionally even the significance of the cemetery may have been forgotten. In many cases of 
monument reuse after a long period of disuse, it seems likely that while knowledge of the first 

users of the tomb may be lost, the traditional nature of the burial monument places it in a 
widely understood context and imbues the remains within with ancestral significance. 

Such then are the considerations involved in burial in a monumental landscape. At first it may 

seem archaeologically intangible, and so it is, but the existence of monuments, funerary 

landscapes and burials such as we have to deal with in this thesis In Itself confirms that these 

considerations and situations did exist and were worked through. The question to be resolved In 

this study is how far these actions can be identified and understood from the evidence (chapter 

five). 

Procession and gathering. This activity in most cases should be closely associated with the 

previous category, since the location of the grave Is made manifest in the co-ordinated 
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movement of the mourners toward it, and their gathering around or In It. Although the acts of 

procession and gathering might seem to leave no trace In the archaeological record, at some 

point in the funerary process the corpse must be taken to the graveside. In the case of adults It 

is unlikely that just one person would undertake this task: some sort of processional movement Is 

almost required. For children, it Is possible that this phase be relatively unimportant, the corpse 
being carried to the grave by one person; a procession of people is however just as possible. 

These acts are potentially extremely important parts of the funerary ritual. Given that 

preparations have been made for burial, this is the moment where the dead is taken from the 
habitually lived areas of the community to an area specifically prepared for a dead person, and 
in a very clear way signals the changes that have taken place. Hence this act is likely to be highly 

charged: perhaps a deeply emotional moment, where the mourners consider their relationship 
to the newly-dead and articulate that through their actions in respect of the corpse; and where 
they begin to rethink their relationships among themselves. For those claiming or feeling some 
relationship to the dead, this moment is an extremely public opportunity to articulate that 

relationship, through action on or with the corpse. Such considerations spill over into the acts at 
the graveside. 

An understanding of the acts of procession and gathering can come from a study of the 
architecture of the grave. In cases of 'simple' burials the grave is relatively small-scale and is not 
visible in the landscape from any distance: the mourners can be expected to make their way to 
the grave and gather around it. The order of movement will be dictated by the corpse, since 
those carrying it must be allowed direct access to the grave. In cases of more complex burial 

monuments, two or more phases of procession and gathering must be considered: a procession 
to the entrance of the monument, and then a re-ordering of the group and the entry of a 
smaller number of people within. These questions are given fuller consideration in chapter five. 

Coastnictloa and modircation 

There are three related aspects to acts of construction and modification. First Is construction 
itself, creating a grave or tomb where none was before. Modification relates to the making of 
architectural changes to an existing monument, and Is most relevant In terms of the creation of a 

new grave within an existing monument, but also impinges on the third aspect: the modification 

of the properties of the tomb by opening and closing it. 
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Preparation of construction materials. For example, the quarrying and cutting of stone, and the 

fashioning or procurement of tools. These are evidenced by the materials themselves: cut stone 
bears witness both to its cutting and the tools used to cut it. 

Other acts before beginning. A phase of construction might be preceded by acts, rituals or 

ceremonies that form part of the construction phase but either leave virtually no archaeological 

remains or leave remains that cannot easily be associated with construction. This category might 
include preparation at the spot where the dead is to be interred or a tomb is to be built, for 

example by foundation deposits or feasting. 

Digging or building the grave. This phase, highly complex in the case of large monuments, Is 

evidenced in the grave or tomb itself. Study of architectural remains allows for such questions as 
how the grave or tomb was built, whether specialist skills involved, and how many people might 
have been involved. 

Grave digging and tomb building may be a highly organised and structured process. In western 
societies, for example, grave digging is often carried out by paid workers who dig graves 

regularly and are connected to the dead and the mourners only by a wage-labour obligation, 

usually negotiated by a third party such as a town council. In the prehistoric period one Is more 
accustomed to imagine that grave digging was an ad hoc activity organised by mourners 
separately in connection with each funerary event. Nevertheless the following chapters suggest 
that some tomb building activities at least might have involved specific corporate groups. Grave 
digging might on occasion have been organised under social precepts of which we are unaware. 

Acts at the end of the construction phase. As with acts before beginning, ceremony or ritual 
marking the end of the construction phase may well take place, but may leave no archaeological 
trace, or no remains obviously connected with construction. Again feasting or foundation 

deposits may play a part. 

Opening the grave. The last two categories of action may be entirely unrelated to the original 

construction of a grave or tomb, but since they require direct intervention in the architecture of 

the grave or tomb, they are properly considered here. 

There are two aspects in the interpretation of the opening of a grave or tomb. The first Is one of 

effort: in some cases minimal, in the most extreme of cases requiring the labour of a large 

number of people. The second is symbolic, and likely to be charged with significance: before a 
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grave or tomb is opened, its form is everyday, mundane and safe, perhaps symbolised by the 

blank facade of the tomb or the low mound of earth over the grave. Opening the grave changes 

the circumstances of the world: one approaching must be ready to face the bones of the 

ancestors laid bare before her, and all the social myth, history, power and meaning that they 

might seem to represent. So by opening the tomb requirements In behaviour and In 

interpretation are changed and heightened; for those who claim or feel some connection with 
the tomb and the dead within, their understanding of society and their place in it will be 

brought Into question or made explicit in relation to the tomb. It Is the prelude to contact with 
the dead within, the liminal moment that marks the beginning of the mortuary ceremony. In the 

case of built graves, the entrance marks the liminal point between the grave and the outside 
world, mirroring the liminal role of the act of opening. 

Closing the grave. This act mirrors the last: again liminal, it marks the end of the mortuary 

ceremony. The building of a wall, or the filling of a grave with earth, creates an impermeable 
barrier between the locale now inhabited by the dead and the world of the living. The act is 

evidenced in the fact of the closed grave, and other evidence may often be taken to indicate 

peripheral activities associated with grave closure in a non-functional manner: evidence of 
feasting, fires, or toasting. 

Acts outside the grave 

This section includes all of the actions that lead up to a funeral or other Intervention In the 

grave. Since this activity Is likely to take place away from the grave, evidence is limited, 

although the presence of artefacts In the grave can offer Insight Into the preparatory stages. 

Preparation of materials. Although it is possible to carry out a funeral without the use of any 
special artefacts, this would seem rarely to have been the reality. Two different types of 

preparation are considered here: the preparation of materials to be used directly on the corpse, 

and the preparation of materials that will play a particular role in the funerary process. Where a 

grave is opened for non-interment purposes, both types of preparation may still have occurred: 

equipment may be brought for use in the grave, and some of that may be used directly on the 
bones of the older dead. 

Although the most obvious question to ask of material found In the mortuary context Is how It 

was used (considered below), the source of the material is also open to Interpretation. Were any 
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of the objects made for the grave, and if not, from what contexts are they likely to have come 

and how was their transformation into items associated with the funeral articulated? 

There are two modes by which an item might be made for the grave: It might be made In 

advance of need, and held until the moment of the funeral; or alternatively it might be made for 

the funeral of a specific person after the moment of that person's death. The second alternative 
is likely to apply to a few, easy-to-make objects only, as the speed of decomposition of the 

corpse in the Mediterranean climate is likely to have limited the period of time between death 

and interment. 

Most items in the grave are unlikely to have been made explicitly for the grave, but are more 
likely to have been taken from some other context and, through incorporation in mortuary 

rituals and physical incorporation in the tomb, to have been transformed in meaning. The 

source of such objects may be difficult to ascertain, but certain hypotheses can be examined. In 

the case of objects adorning the corpse, were any of them associated with the dead person in 

life, or were they gathered from other sources? And in the case of objects used In funerary 

rituals, what would be likely to be their previous context and meaning? Certain objects may 
have embodied a duality: perhaps routinely incorporated in day to day existence, yet 

nonetheless understood as maintaining the possibility of taking on a new meaning in the 

mortuary context. 

Preparation of the corpse. The corpse may be prepared for interment by direct modification of 
the body (cutting, painting, tattooing), dressing in clothing, adorning with jewellery and other 
artefacts (such as weapons), and laying out on a mode of transport such as a bier or a wagon. 
The archaeological evidence includes material that appears to have been part of the raiment of 
the corpse, and perhaps evidence for the arrangement of the corpse within the grave (for 

example, a contracted position may indicate trussing). In terms of how the corpse is prepared 
for burial, the effects of rigor mortis also require consideration. 

There are three types of evidence to be considered In this category: whether any artefact might 
be the remains of an act of dressing the corpse, that Is whether Items that might have been worn 
by the corpse are preserved In the grave; whether the disposition of skeletons, where not 
disarticulated, gives any clue to treatment before Interment; and whether any other artefact 

might have been used In the preparation of the corpse and then deposited within the grave or In 

the tomb. 
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The attention given to the corpse is often an important part of the procedure of mortuary 

customs, and offers great insight into how any given group of people might deal with death. This 

phase could be elaborate and prolonged, and yet leave little in the way of archaeological 

evidence, since much of the evidence (modification of the flesh, wearing of clothes) will not 

survive. Sites that are unexcavated or where excavation is barely reported can offer no 
information as to these questions. 

Other acts outside the grave. Activities away from the grave are inherently unlikely to be 

evidenced in the grave context. The previous two categories differ because evidence for them is 

likely to be brought from elsewhere to the grave. Other aspects of the period before a funerary 

ceremony are difficult to recover from the archaeological evidence. Traditions such as keeping a 

vigil over the corpse, for example, could not be evidenced in the grave. This field of action Is 

alluded to as a signifier of the irretrievable in the study of funerary archaeology. 

Acts at and within the grave 

This section involves the analysis of all the acts that can be carried out in the grave, and these 

activities are those most immediately evidenced by the archaeological remains found in tombs. 

Movement. This section examines the effect of tomb and grave architecture on the human body, 

and in particular examines what kinds of individual or group activity might have been enabled or 
constrained by the architecture. In combination with other evidence for funerary activities, this 

method of analysis allows for interpretations both of how monuments were used, and how they 
were intended to be used. 

Engagement with the material past. When a tomb or grave is reopened, whether for another 
burial or for some other purpose, people must come into contact with the remains of previous 
burial ceremonies. Often the evidence of how they did so is present in abundance during 

excavation, although recording is may be inadequate for detailed investigation. 

The approach to and use of an existing monument is a conscious engagement with past lives and 

past acts. The creation and continuing use of a collective tomb evidences the desire of those 
involved to structure their funerary acts in such a way as to be able in a material and visible way 
to reference the past and the ancestors as a fundamental part of the activity. 
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The aim of this analysis is to understand how people engaged with the material remains of the 

past, what meaning they may have invested in those remains, and how that meaning In turn was 
reproduced in continuing activity in the grave or tomb. 

It has been commonly suggested in the past that the nature of interference with the bones and 

objects within middle helladic and Mycenaean tombs can be characterised by words such as 
disrespect, carelessness, theft and pillage (to give references Is superfluous, as this view Is close 
to universal; dissenting voices Include Wells 1990, Boyd 1994 and Cavanagh 8t Mee 1998). 
This point of view is impressionistic, Inasmuch as the scene of chaos that awaits the excavator on 
opening the tomb speaks to him or her of the violation of the grave; impressionistic, Inasmuch 

as It depends on the excavator's Idea of how a grave ought to be. The 'violated' grave Is always 
(implicitly and often explicitly) placed in comparison with the Ideal, untouched grave. 

Hence acts that led to the final condition of the grave as excavated are rarely closely 
Investigated. Yet the effects of that action (broken objects, broken or disarticulated bones) can 
be explained ways other than those related to vandalism and theft. As noted by Cavanagh & 
Mee (1998,116), It Is in the nature of multiple burial monuments that their users came Into 

contact with the remains of previous burials; Indeed, it can be argued that this became an 
Important concern. Therefore the question revolves around the motivations of those who 
Interfered with the remains. 

Different motivations can be imagined, not all of which are 'bad': 

" the removal of artefacts for their 'worth' by those with no interest in or perception of the 
dead in the tomb; 

" the removal of artefacts for their worth, where that worth is partly or wholly perceived as 
related to the assumed dead of the tomb; 

" the removal of artefacts as part of a rite directed at the dead or other supernatural forces; 

" the removal of bones for the same reason; 
" the interference with or breaking of bones or artefacts as part of a rite directed at the dead 

or other supernatural forces; 

" the interference with or breaking of bones or artefacts in direct preparation for a new 
interment. 
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The aim of the analysis of evidence under this heading is therefore to define the extent to which 

older burials were later interfered with, and to come to an understanding of what people felt 

they were doing in acting in this way. 

Acts involving materials brought to the grave. Aside from the material that may already be present 
in the grave or tomb, most action in the grave is carried out through the media of the corpse 

and other artefacts brought to the tomb. Often material used in funerary ceremonies may be 

deposited in the tomb, allowing for a partial reconstruction of those ceremonies. In other cases, 

material may be used and then removed from the tomb, making the action archaeologically 
invisible. Where artefacts have been found with disarticulated bones it is possible that they may 
have been used on more than one occasion. The analysis here seeks to understand the role 

artefacts were made to play in the tomb, and how those roles were reproduced through time. 

Deposition of materials and corpse. There are three modes by which material may come to be 

deposited in a tomb or grave. The most direct is deliberate deposition: an artefact is brought Into 

the tomb or grave context for the purpose of deposition, and thereby attains its meaning. In all 
funerals the corpse is the primary such artefact, and other traditions may operate through which 
Items are deposited. The second mode is consequential deposition: deposition Is not an Intended 

outcome, but Is consequential on some other aspect of the funeral. The most obvious example 
of this Is any items adorning the corpse: their primary meaning relates to their role In adorning 
the corpse, and their ultimate deposition in the tomb Is as a result of the deposition of the 

corpse. The third mode Is transformational deposition: where certain artefacts are brought to the 

grave context with the primary purpose of being used In some ritual, In so being used their 

meaning may be transformed so that they seem to belong with that context. As an example, If a 

cup Is chosen from a routine context to be used In a drinking ceremony In a tomb ritual, In 

being used its meaning may change so that the mourners associate It with the funerary context, 

rather than the routine. Such a transformation may result in the deposition and perhaps 
destruction of the object. 

Since Items adorning the corpse should be primarily understood In their role as adornment and 

not as items to be deposited, at the end of the funeral, if adornment were no longer perceived 

as appropriate, it is possible that some Items might be removed from the corpse. In ancestor 

rituals or secondary burial ceremonies, Items of adornment might be removed for the same 

reason, or because the transformation of the corpse from flesh Into bones might seem to make 

their continuing presence in the tomb superfluous. 
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Whereas it is relatively easy to discern Instances of consequential deposition In a grave context, 
it may be impossible to distinguish between deliberate and transformational deposition: the 

question hinges on the role of the item in the funeral. Instances of deliberate and 
transformational deposition will have been identified in trying to distinguish between artefacts 

used in funerary ceremonies and those which may have been simply deposited in the grave (acts 

involving materials brought to the grave), whereas instances of consequential deposition will have 

been identified in relation to the adornment of the corpse (preparation of the corpse). This 

section will examine the circumstances of deliberate and transformational deposition. 

Interment is evidenced by the skeletal remains of the corpse. Where secondary actions have 
been carried out on the corpse, the evidence of Interment Is thus obscured, and In many 
multiple burial monuments the evidence of how early Interments might have been positioned Is 

lost. The position In which the corpse Is found may also be as much a product of the 

preparation phase as of the Interment phase. Where the corpse has been prepared by binding, 
for example, this may well have taken place before Interment, during the preparatory phase. 

The following chapters seek to provide an interpretation of the archaeological evidence In the 
terms given above. 
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Chapter Five 

The mortuary locale in the landscape 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter, and those that follow, discuss the evidence presented In the site catalogue 

(appendix one) in terms of the fields of action presented in chapter four. The chapter is divided 

into three broad period bands: MHI-11, MHIII-LHI, and LHI-1113 (the logic behind this division Is 

set out in chapter one). However, because of the sparse nature of the data, and chronological 
inexactitude, two categories of evidence are discussed separately: ̀simpler' graves, and (mostly 

unexcavated) burial mounds generally regarded as being of MH date. These monuments are 
listed respectively in tables 1.2 (chapter one) and 5.2 (below). This structure for the discussion 

is maintained in chapters six, seven and eight. 

'SIMPLER' GRAVES (TABLE 1 
. 
2, PAGE 29) 

Locating the grave 

The Immediate location context for many of these cemeteries Is settlement or an otherwise 

constructed environment: this applies to at least ten, and perhaps up to twelve, of the sixteen 

sites under discussion here. Individual graves are predominantly located In the vicinity of others: 

only four sites consist of a single grave, and in these cases further excavation might well reveal 

more graves. At first glance therefore the simpler graves of all periods tend to belong within 

intramural cemeteries. An examination of the Individual sites will show, however, that 

Intramural burial was not necessarily the normal mode of burial. 
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37: Mäithi: the hilltop settlement site of M3ithi, overlooking the Soulima Valley (Al. J7.1.2), 

has 48 known graves, all but one located within the walls of the settlement. The graves are 

summarised in the catalogue entry in appendix one in tabular form (table A1.37.1). The 

chronology of the Mälthl graves is a particularly intractable problem, of which I present an 

analysis in the catalogue entry. I conclude that, with a few clearly dated exceptions, the dates of 

construction and use of the graves cannot be recovered, save that most fell within the MHII- 

LHII band, and some may date to LHIII. 

The graves were all, except for two pithos burials, inhumations in pits or cists (Al.. 77.3.5). 

The large majority were children, and most graves were single, although some were reused: 71 
individuals were present in total. Almost all were located within the walls of rooms inside the 

settlement. They are not closely grouped in their location, but are found in five groupings that 

encompass most of the village (Al.. J7.10). The majority of those buried were children: 

children were present in 37 graves, adults in seven, three graves were empty, and other graves 
contained a mix of adults and children (see catalogue entry). Many of the children may have 
been infants. 

Despite the chronological uncertainty, therefore, we are in a position to make some comments 

on the burials located within 37: Mälthl. First, it should be clear that the excavated burials do not 

represent anything like the total number of dead that we would expect for a settlement of even 
such a moderate size, especially given that the likely period of occupation Is so long. This 

observation, in association with the noted disproportionately large number of child or Infant 

burials, suggests that the sample excavated at M3lthi Is far from representative of the 

population. So far, therefore, from confirming that MAIthi follows a pattern of Intramural burial 

for the dead common in MH settlements, it rather seems that burial within the walls may have 

been an unusual circumstance. The predominance of child burials makes it tempting to Imagine 

that, for at least some of the period of occupation, the burial of a child was more likely to take 

place within the walls, but that adult burial would be located elsewhere. 

Those who made and used these graves faced a number of choices In grave location. The 

majority of burials are inside rooms, and often cut into walls, suggesting at first glance that they 

post-date occupation In their sector. Others, however, are buried in the floors of rooms, and 
the recorded evidence is Inadequate to determine whether occupation In a room continued after 

a burial was placed In the floor (or even in some cases If the burial predates the room). These 

preferences would tend to suggest a concern to locate the dead within the domestic context. 
Alternatively, it is not inconceivable that the room or house was abandoned after the death and 
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burial of a child within. Perhaps the most likely possibility however, especially given the 

conclusions about 57: Ayos StEfanos to be set out below, is that burials took place In sectors of 

the town abandoned and perhaps in ruins at the time of the burial. In any case, a link between 

the domestic sphere and the dead seems certain. Given the lack of chronological control and the 

unrepresentative nature of the sample, these conclusions may relate to unusual or short-lived 

social traditions. 

One perhaps significant clue is that the burials at 37: Mälthi seem grouped in five areas 

(Al .. 17.10). If it were possible to prove the general contemporaneity of burials in a given 

group (which it is not), this might in all cases prove that the burials post-date occupation for 

their sector, since in each group at least one and usually more burials clearly cut through house 

walls. Lack of stratigraphic control has led to a picture suggesting that the walls of each broad 

phase at 37: Mälthi were all in use at once, whereas the evidence from most excavations tends to 

suggest that settlement sites present a confusing palimpsest of house walls due to regular 

rebuilding throughout the period of occupation. We have no idea of subphases at 37: Mälthl, but 

it may well have been the case that the use of sectors and buildings for habitation and for burial 

alternated regularly over fairly short periods (compare 57: Ayos Stefanos below, and discussion 

of burial locations in the Argolid in Hägg 8z Nordquist 1990,42). 

What can be said is that burials at 37: Miithi are not located in those wide areas of the citadel 

where occupation is not attested. These are areas where bedrock projects from the surface and 

were unsuitable for habitation; Valmin claims (1938,53-54) to have investigated these areas, 

although it is possible that not finding house walls he may have examined it less thoroughly and 

missed some graves. Nevertheless, almost all the known 37: Mälthl graves are located on, in, 

within and between domestic walls. One burial outside the citadel (XXVII), an adult, hints at 
the alternative possibilities (Valmin reports the testimony of the landowner as to other burials: 

1938,231): one suspects that further adult burials might well lie undiscovered outside the 

settlement walls on the crown of the akropolis, or on Its slopes. 

Although the majority of 37: MäIthl graves are single inhumations, a number contained evidence 

of multiple use (12 graves out of 48, or 25%). These graves are listed in table 5.1, below. 

Three of these graves contained collected bones, and one Is likely to represent a dual 

inhumation; the other eight examples (that Is, 16.67% of all graves) are likely to represent 

graves used on two separate occasions for Interment. The reused graves are either clsts or pits 

with stone outlines, and the children buried in these graves seem usually to have been very 

young (below two years) - however this is not unusual among the 37: M31thI sample. The reuse 
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of graves was therefore neither common nor sought after, but was not unknown, and when 

practised the location of the grave was presumably brought about through the visibility of the 

cist or pit-with-stone-outline amid the ruins of domestic architecture (see also page 142 below). 

7 pit/stone outline 2 Two Infants, articulated, supine Buried at same time? 
18 cist 2 Two infants, articulated, supine, Two separate 

one buried above the other interments? 
19 cist 2 Two Infants, articulated, one Two separate 

supine, one on side, one lying interments? 
above the other 

23 cist 2 Two Infants, articulated, supine, Two separate 
one buried above the other Interments? 

25 pit/stone outline 2 Two Infants, disturbed Unknown 
26 pit/stone outline 3 Three or four infants In two layers Two separate 

interments 
32 cist 7 Seven disturbed graves Unknown 
34 pit/stone outline 2 Two disturbed graves at opposite Unknown 

ends of the pit, on the floor 
36 pit/stone outline 2 Two disturbed graves at opposite Two separate 

ends of the pit, on the floor interments? 
37 pit 3 Two adult and one child, disturbed Unknown 
38 pit 8 Eight disturbed burials Unknown 
40 pit/stone outline 2 Two disturbed graves Two separate 

interments? 
42 pit/stone outline 2 Two infants, one articulates, Two separate 

supine, the other disturbed Interments 
Table 5.1. Graves at 37: Mjlthi containing more than one individual 

57: Ayos Stefanos: an analysis of the data from 57: Ayos Stefanos as presented by Taylour in the 

1972 preliminary report (thus excluding later excavations which are only superficially reported) 
is presented in table Al . 57.2. (in the catalogue entry for this site). This analysis is an attempt 

to reconstruct as far as possible contextual relationships between graves, burials and surrounding 

contexts: floors and walls. This is based on the data contained in the preliminary report, which 

was not designed to allow for such an analysis. Plans exist of all trenches but sections are mostly 

unavailable, and textual descriptions rarely place a burial in context. 

In general it has proved impossible to reconstruct contextual relationships between graves and 

their surroundings. One or two cases are quite clear, but because they are so few in number 

they tell us little about the general tradition of burial. Close study of the 1972 report has 

however led to some important observations. In what follows the material is discussed in the 

order of Taylour's trenches. Trench A is located in the centre of the site, trench D to the north, 

and trench B to the south (Taylour 1972, figure 1). 
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Area D (Al. S7.12): Taylour recognises two alignments of walls among the remains, and one 

set Is clearly later than the other. He suggests that the earlier walls are either EH or early MH In 

date, on the basis that some pottery of EH date is associated with some of the walls on the same 

alignment in trench A to the south. Floors are not explicitly described In the report and are not 

placed In relation to the walls. The finds from the excavation here are all LHIII with the 

exception of one EH and one LHI/ll Item. The later series of walls Is dated to the MH period on 
the basis that burials D7 (Al. S7.15) and D25 (Al. S7.13 right), both quite well-dated to 
MH, are later than the second series of walls. Some rebuilding is perhaps attested In LHIIIB. The 

small amount of pottery recorded from the trench (without context) Is all fineware, which leads 

one to question what coarsewares were present and how they should be dated. 

The only absolutely clear-cut Instance of a contextual relationship between a burial and domestic 

architecture that may be read from the preliminary report Is that of burial D 10, which lay on 
top of wall bc. Taylour supposed that this skeleton had been removed from one of the cast 
graves nearby and placed on the wall. Wall be Is part of the earlier series of buildings. In the 
cases of other burials where It Is clear that a relationship existed, for example burials D27 or 
D25, there Is little In the report to facilitate assessment of what that relationship might be. 
Burial D7 Is said to cut wall bb, and D25 Is said to disturb walls bi and bm. It seems likely that 
burial D27 cuts Into wall bo. The burials In trench D are all dated MH or LHI, although a good 
many of those are so dated without specific artefactual evidence. 

On the basis of the evidence as we have it, those burying in area D were making use of an area 
not at that time used for settlement. The sequence is: 

First building phase (EH or early MH) 

Second building phase on different alignment (MH) 

Cemetery (MH-LHI) 

Some rebuilding (LHIII) 

As far as choice of location is concerned in trench D at 57: Ayos StEfanos, rather than a strictly 
intramural setting, it appears likely that burials were being placed in an area not then used for 

settlement. Those burying there would, however, hardly have been unaware of the detritus 

located directly beneath the ground. Each act of grave construction would be likely to throw up 
the remains of the past. Therefore it may be that choice of location was governed by the 

presence of ancestral remains in the area. This brings to mind the situation at for example 
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I7: Voº"dhokiliä, where an MH mound was heaped up of EH settlement remains (other examples 

of this phenomenon are given below). 

Area A (Al. S7.3): this is located at the crown of the site, to the south of area D. Here the 

domestic architecture seems to represent three phases, two EH and one MH, with LH material 

present in the upper layers but not associated with architecture. The burials of this trench are 

either EH or MH In date, with two noted as 'MH/LH? ' The MH walls are listed as ad, ax, ar, 

aq, ak. The two graves represented by A29 (Al. S7.6 right) are presumably dated `MH/LH? ' 

because both seem to cut into the continuation of ar, the supposed apse of a long apsidal 

building whose west wall Is ad. 

In general it seems likely here that all the burials are disassociated with contemporary domestic 

structures. If there Is a long apsidal building to the east, Its relationship to the burials Is unknown 
(save that A29 should presumably be later). I believe that here also the best Interpretation of 
the limited evidence is that the burials formed an intervening phase when the area was not used 
for domestic structures. The preponderance of cist graves in the southern part of this area is 

also of interest, suggesting that that particular location may have been deemed more suitable to 

a slightly more monumental form of grave architecture (for example, A23 Al. S7.6 left; A31 

Al . 57.. 7). 

Area B: the stratigraphy In this area was extremely complex, as explained by the excavator, and 
It Is Impossible to offer any assessment as to whether burials In this area were made among then- 

current habitation or not. Taylour did not recognise an EH period In this area, but did find both 
MH and LHI architecture. 

Other areas: these trenches cluster on the west side of the site. These trenches are too small to 

make any statements about the context of burials. 

To summarise the contextual analysis of the earlier excavations at 57: Ayos Stefanos, It Is 

suggested, on the basis of limited evidence, that most MH-LHII burials were located In areas 
known to have been inhabited In the past but not actually Inhabited at the time of interment'. 

While the burials are generally dispersed throughout the excavated areas, In some cases they 

seem clustered together, for example in the north-central section of trench D, and some larger 

cast graves seem centred around the southern section of trench A. If these observations are 

' Similar observations elsewhere are listed by Cavanagh at Mee: 1998,24. 
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valid, then in the act of location choice for those burying at 57: Ayos Stefanos two factors may 

be present: a desire or tradition that burial take place among ruins associated with ancestors, 

and a topographic logic suggesting that one burial may be positioned relative to another In 

accordance with some perceived conceptual relationship. 

The sizes of the trenches that produced this formidable number of burials are small, and given 

the presence of adult and child burials in almost even numbers, it seems more likely here than at 
37: Mälthi that the whole population is represented, although more chronological control is 

needed to determine the lengths of use of cemeteries. Thus, although there are problems with 

the Interpretation of both sets of material, it seems that a reasonable working hypothesis Is that 
37: Mälthi and 57: Ayos Stefanos do not reveal similar burial practices. At 37: M31thi Intramurlal 

burial is restricted to a minority of people, usually children, and the practice may well be 

restricted chronologically. At 57: Ayos Stefans Intramural burial seems much more likely to be a 

standard practice, perhaps throughout the MHI-LHII period which is here under study; it is 

however possible that the practice became less common toward the end of the period. 
Ultimately, with no knowledge of the true extent of the site, the intensity of its inhabitation, and 
the true number of intramural burials, it remains an open question whether burial or other 
funeral rites might have at times been conducted elsewhere. 

Very few of the 57: Ayos Stefanos graves were reused, despite the fact that architectural 
refinements such as stone surrounds may well have made them visible for some time after 
construction. Only three graves contained more than one burial, and although in other cases 

skeletal material had been disturbed by later burials, it is often clear that these later burials were 

not being specifically located in the same pit or cast - making it likely that the earlier material 
was discovered fortuitously. In locating the grave therefore, although graves were placed in a 

cemetery context, there does not seem to have been a specific tradition of returning to graves 
to use them again, but it was not unusual to come across and rebury skeletal material in the 

cemetery area. 

Other 'intramural' sites: although with sites such as 3: Nisakoüll, 9: KaratsJdhes Loutr6, 

35: PeristeriJ, 37: Mälthi, 41: Fi1iatr3 Stomion, 48: MirJka, 53: Menelalon, and perhaps 

59: Pavlopetrf, one can say that people chose to bury within an area of settlement, this does not 
imply that intramural burial was the normal choice, since the number of known graves Is small, 

and other burial locations may not have been sought or found by excavators and surveyors. 
Choice of location may therefore be dependent on other factors; as already noted at 37: MJlthl 

for example, the majority of burials are of children. 
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The meagre evidence also Indicates that where intramural burial was being practised, it may 

again be disused parts of settlement where such burial was taking place. The single grave at 
41: Fi1iaträ Stomion (Al. 41.2), for example, seems to be situated In a previously used area of 

settlement, but not In a layer Indicating current occupation2. At 53: Menefaion, on the Ai tos hill 

burials were made In an area previously used by two MHII kilns, with no other 

evidence of occupation. When the graves were built, the area was seemingly not In use in any 

other way. At 48: Miräka, graves appear to be located slightly away from walls (Al . 48.1); 

there Is however no stratigraphic Information as to the relationship between walls and graves. 
The relationship between the 24: Englian6s grave and any possible contemporary habitation Is 

unknown. 

The child graves at 35: Peristeriä were placed in the floors and walls of the rooms of the East 
(Al . 35.. 51) and North Houses, suggesting (but not proving) that the burials post-date the use 
of the areas for occupation. The chronology of the East House, based on the objects found 

within, places Its destruction at the very end of LHI, with the construction of tholos tomb 1 
following almost Immediately (LÖlos 1985,540). If the child graves post-date the habitation of 
the East House, they form a brief funerary prelude to the construction of tholos tomb 1. The 
habitation period of the East House Is contemporary with nearby tholos tomb 3 and south 
tholos 1. No structure on the hill has so far been shown conclusively to have a middle helladic 
phase, so the earliest tombs and other structures are broadly contemporary. Are the structures 
simple dwellings amidst the tholos tombs, or are they part of an Infrastructure more directly 
related to the tombs themselves? The location of burials In the East House after Its 
abandonment, and its subsequent partial destruction and complete burial In the construction of 
tholos tomb 1, reinforces the significance of the mortuary aspects of the hill from MHIII to 
early LHIIA. 

At 3: Nisakodil two burials, one in a pithos and the other extended In a pit, lay within a few 

metres of a middle heliadic 'altar' (a third burial was of Iron age or later date, or had been 
disturbed then). It seems possible that in this unusual case the 'altar' formed a point of focus 

around which burials could be located. The reported area of excavation is quite wide, but no 
other burials are reported. The altar seems to have been used often, so perhaps the burials were 
located here because of the importance of the altar, rather than the altar being a primarily 
funerary device. A building was noted In the vicinity. One other child's burial Is known to have 
been located amid the walls of settlement. 

Z This Is dependent on my understanding of stratigraphic details In a report which Is preliminary. 
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Extramural tombs and cemeteries: few sites seem to represent extramural cemeteries: 
45: Makrisia, 50: Armätova, 51: Anälipsis, 55: Amikleon, 56: Yer3kl and 61: Krokees, but these are 

either unexcavated or very poorly understood. At 56: Yerikl (Al. 56.1-3), the burials were 
located on an akropolis probably inhabited in the middle helladic period, at 61: Kroke6s survey 
indicated that the tomb may located in the midst of settlement, and at 55: Amik(eon it Is possible 

a habitation site was nearby. The cist tomb at 51: AnJilpsis was found near the thoios tomb 

cemetery, although the connection is obscure. Each of these potentially extramural sites is 

located on high ground, whereas the locations of all the sites under consideration here are highly 

variable, ranging from akropolis sites like 37: Mälthi (Al.. i7.1-2) and 46: Makrlsia to sites on 
the plain like 57: Ayos Stefanos (Al . S7.1-2) and those on the coast like 59: Pavlopetrf. 

In summary, the sample of sites discussed here can hardly be Imagined to be representative of 
any time or region. It seems likely that the reasons for burial locations will have been locally 
determined and understood, and there will never have been a general trend. However, much 
more well-excavated evidence Is required to pursue this question properly. 

Procession andgatheriag 

The relationship between places of burial and habitation, which has formed the main subject of 
discussion concerning the location of simpler burials, also to a great extent defines the 
parameters of movement to and gathering at the grave. In a very few cases, where It Is possible 
that the dead were buried in the house where they died, there would be no transportation of 
the corpse and consequently no procession; but it is suggested that such burial formed a very 
small minority of those under discussion here, or none at all. Therefore in most or all cases a 
procession following the corpse to its grave is at least likely. Where burials took place within or 
adjacent to the inhabited area, such a procession would pass through the streets of the town; at 
57: Ayos Stefanos, where it is suggested that the burial grounds were not Inhabited at the time of 
their funerary use, the procession would come perhaps from a nearby Inhabited area and then 
pass Into the abandoned part of the site now used as a cemetery. 

Extramural burial was probably normal for adults at 37: M3/th1, while Intramural burial may have 
been more normal for children: processions and routes of movement to the grave would 
consequently vary with age at death. This perhaps also applies at 48: Miräka, where the burials In 

or at the edge of settlement are all of children. It does not apply to 57: Ayos StEfanos, however. 
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The ability for the mourners to gather at the grave is constrained by grave architecture and by 

the immediate environment. As described in chapter six, all of these burials are placed in simple 

graves such as pits and cists, which have little modifying effect on the environment in terms of 
freedom of movement. Mourners may therefore gather around these graves with no particular 

orientation and no favoured position. In the case of intramural graves, the built environment 

would clearly have an effect in constraining this freedom to gather; however, given the 

suggestion in many cases that the surrounding architecture was out of use and probably in ruins 
by the time it was used for burial, the effect may have been minimal. In some cases, however, If 

a burial took place within a standing structure, the number of people able to attend at any given 
time would be quite limited. This might reflect either the small-scale nature of the event, or else 
it might allow for a section of the funeral to be private, something participated in by a select 

group of people. 

THE MHFII PERIOD (TABLE 1 
. 
7, PAGE 33) 

Locating the grave 

The locations of the five sites considered here can be related to a wider landscape of burial 
mounds: at 14: Ayos loännis Papoülia, the excavated site is part of a group of at least eight: and 
perhaps sixteen4 mounds; at 17: Voidhokiliä there are two known mounds; at 27: Roütsi there are 
three; at Kokoräkou (35: Peristeriä) there is a single mound, excavated as part of the 
investigation of the nearby later Mycenaean cemetery. 

14: Ayos loännis Papoülia: the excavated mound and others are located on the raised level of the 
plateau on a ridge top that is fairly broad and gentle at that point (Al. 14.6). This location Is at 
the northern end of a core of funerary sites of middle or very early late helladic date (described 
below). Within 2-3km of the site are 15: Plitanos to the west, Ikiena (Siriopoülou 1994,686) 
to the southwest, where MH sherds at two sites indicate possible settlement, another possible 
settlement to the southeast (McDonald & Hope Simpson 1964,232), and 27: Roütsl to the 
northwest. Four unexcavated mounds are located within about 400m of the site. 

s Including the site itself, the four listed by Korres as nearby (see site entry), and three at 15: P13tanos. 
4 Those In note 3 above and others mentioned by Marin3tos: see site entry. 
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Thus at the excavated mound one finds oneself surrounded on all sides by the ever-fainter 

resonances of other sites. Settlement and other burial moundss are located only a few minutes' 

walk away, and other sites are on the periphery of proximity. 

There is also some evidence concerning the choice of location for the excavated mound. We 

cannot speculate on relationships between nearby sites because lack of excavation means that the 

exact chronology is obscure. At the mound of 14: Ayos Ioinnis Papoülia itself, though, there is 

evidence in the form of a few sherds of the early helladic period from the matrix of the mound 

that EH settlement was located in the close vicinity. It Is therefore likely that this burial mound 

was created close to or on top of an 'ancestral' settlement, as Is the case with others noted 
below, and recalls the practice of interment In the ruins of settlement noted for many of the 

simpler graves above. 

17: Voidhokiliä: this site is located on the coast at the north end of the Bay of Navar(no, on the 

north side of what is now the entrance of the Bay of Voidhokilia (Al. 17.6). The situation is 

spectacular: to the west and northwest, the sea; to the southwest, the continuation of the 

peninsula toward Sfaktiria (Al. 17.2); to the south and southeast, the Bay of VoTdhokili3 and 
beyond the lagoon (Osmänaga) and the Bay of Navarfno (Al. 17.2); to the east and northeast 

a small plateau and beyond, the coastal plain (Al. 17.6); to the north, the hill of Profitas Ilcas. 

The precise position of the mound Is on the narrow neck of land running southwest but pierced 
by the sea so that the mound on three sites Is surrounded by low cliffs and the sea. The site is 

widely visible around, to the north from Profitas Ilcas and to the southwest from the height of 
Pale6kastro (Al. 17.. 3). 

Known sites in the vicinity Include Voidhokiliä mound B on Profitis Ilcas, postulated to be similar 
to mound A. Korns speculated that settlement might be located In between, on the small 
plateau (1977a, 287). Elsewhere MH occupation Is attested In the Cave of Nestor (below 
Paleökastro; Siriopodlou 1994,227), as well as EH and late Mycenaean. Bronze age 
occupation Including probably the middle helladic period Is attested in the nearby Osmänaga 
Lagoon (McDonald st Hope Simpson 1964,232-233; 1969,149-150). Another mound 

with pithos burials is likely to be situated a little to the south (25: DhlvJrl). 

The tumulus of 17. Voidhokiliä is itself heaped up of the mixed settlement remains of an EHII 

habitation site located under and around the later MH monument. Excavation has revealed a 

s Because they are unexcavated, the contemporaneity of these sites Is not secure; they are broadly MH In 
date. 
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number of walls and rooms along with many artefacts. One wall is said to be neolithic in date. 

This site is the clearest example of the occasional relationship between previous habitation and 
burial, where the existing locale has been radically transformed In form and meaning through the 

construction of the MH burial monument. 

27: Roütsi: these mounds are located to the east of the Englianßs ridge and are separated from It 

by a deep gorge. The general location is that of a broad ridge-top (A1. Z7.1). A short distance 

to the southeast are the sites around 14: Ayos loännis Papoüila, as noted above. 
Once again early heiladic sherds were found in the matrix of one of the mounds (the 
Kaloyeropoülou mound), raising the possibility that the location of this mound, at least, was 
Influenced by the presence of earlier habitation remains. 

35: Per! steriä: the Kokoräkou mound and the area of 35: Perlster! i generally are located on the 

south side of the Soulima Valley above a high sheer face (A1.30-6). The Mycenaean site of 
35: Peristeriä is located 500m to the east of and somewhat below the site of the mound of 
Kokor3kou, which seems to have been placed at the north end of a high ridge so as to overlook 
the valley to the north and perhaps the site of 35: Perlsteriä below and to the east (Al. 35.. 1, 
Al.. 35.. 4). The location of this site is at the boundary between the valley and the mountains: it 
Is possible that it was located on a route into the mountains from the valley; alternatively Its 

position might have been chosen as marginal to routine paths, but In a position to overlook 
them. 

Aside from the nearby and slightly later site of 35: Peristeri3, where there Is evidence for 
MHIII/LHI habitation and burial, no sites are known In the Immediate vicinity, nor is there 
evidence of earlier habitation. The nearest known site is probably that of Vrfses, about 4km 
southwest, again located above the Soulima Valley, where there was slight evidence for 
habitation (Siriopoüiou 1994,676)'. 

In summary, the foregoing observations on all sites confirm the general preference for elevated 
situations already remarked on in chapter one. In several cases burial monuments make use of, 
or at least Interfere with, 'ancestral' material in their matrices: locales that were already resonant 
with human activity. Beyond these observations, It Is difficult to come to any deep 

understanding of the location of these sites In the wider, Inhabited landscape. Observations of 
proximity to nearby sites are compromised both by chronological uncertainty and more 
fundamentally by incomplete survey and lack of excavation Information from those sites that are 
known. The lack of associated settlement in many cases may well be an actual phenomenon 
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rather than an artefact of preservation or observation. It is legitimate to Imagine that the 

organisation of burial practices and the location of sites in the landscape might have operated on 
principles more complex than a one to one relationship between a given burial monument (or 

monuments) and a settlement site: this Is amply confirmed by taking the mainly unexcavated 
sites of the following section Into account as well. 

It remains to consider the location of burials within monuments. 

14: Ayos loännis Papoülia: as there Is no specific evidence that the central construction was ever 
used for burial, It is perhaps presumptuous to discuss It here. There is however an interesting 

contrast between the two main phases of the mound. If we assume that the horseshoe-shaped 

construction was originally planned as a burial chamber, then the architecture of the original 
mound tends very much to emphasise and create a focus on that burial space (Al - 14.17). It Is 

central In a construction that rises around it and from the landscape, and is made prominent by 
Its elevation and Its flat stone capping or paving. The 'burial' space Is emphasised by Its covering 
of larger stone slabs, and perhaps (the point is unclear) by Installations outside at Its 'entrance' 

and a possible break in the mound to create a way in and line of focus. It is also possible that 
this first phase was covered by an upper layer of earth. 

If the central construction should be regarded as originally a burial space, then it Is the only such 
space within this first phase architecture. Peripheral burials or their remains have not been 
located (although it should be noted that the mound has not been fully excavated). The location 
of burials In the mound at this time, if there were any, was therefore largely predetermined by 
the architecture. 

The second phase enlarged the mound and buried the central construction (or buried it more 
deeply). However the second phase architecture (as described In chapter six) was explicitly 
designed to accommodate a series of peripheral radial burials In large pithol (Al. 14.5, 
Al. 14.7). This leads to two observations: first, the second phase of the mound changes Its 

nature from a monument with a single burial space to one designed to accommodate more 
burials, one after another, in separate burial spaces. Second, because of this design, It seems 
that, even If the location of burials was not exactly planned In advance, the architecture of the 

mound facilitated the placing of burials In certain places rather than others (and concomitantly 
the mode of burial also seems predetermined). 
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The consequences of these observations are Important In an overall interpretation of these burial 

practices. Having chosen this place as the location for burial, the monument Itself partly 

structured burial practices. Its architecture, as well as a shared history of how that architecture 
had already been Interpreted, facilitated some kinds of burial practice (burying in the periphery 

of the mound) and constrained others. In thus structuring the funeral, the mound need be 

reinterpreted and Its structures reworked. In this way the concerns and precepts of those who 

created the second phase mound were continually brought Into discourse as each new funeral 

was made to happen, and through time this projection of the Ideas physically embodied In the 

mound became a palimpsest of superimposed burial acts. 

The burials of this mound were generally located In Its periphery. The dead were placed In large 

pithol which are then placed within the mound at a point determined by opening the upper 
stone layer to make space. In general the pithoi were placed radially, mouths pointing to the 

periphery, bases pointing to the centre, although there are one or two exceptions (detailed In 

the catalogue entry). The pithol were placed high In the mound, projecting from the shallow 
cuttings In which they are set (again there are one or two exceptions). In choice of location 

within the mound, therefore, most times a certain uniformity seems to have been respected, In 

this as in other aspects of the funeral. This again points to funerary rituals that reproduce and 
rework perceived traditions. 

The other burials of the mound are mostly later than those In the pithoi, and are mostly 
regarded as later than the chronological bounds of this study (detailed in the catalogue entry). 
One, number fourteen, is quite possibly middle helladic in date and conformed In location and 
orientation to the pithol: it was set radially In the periphery. The very small casts 6,9 and 10 do 

not conform to these principles, and equally exhibit quite different burial rites, in that they 
contained the mixed bones of children. It Is possible that these are MH In date. These later 
burials were located In the mound, but with less respect for (and knowledge of? ) the 
orientations demanded of the primary series of burials. 

17: Voidhokifiä: the history of mound A at 17: VoTdhokiliJ In the MHI-II period Is somewhat 
simpler than Its counterpart at 14: Ayos loJnnis Papou/1a, consisting of only one architectural 

phase. The location of burials In this mound follows a similar logic to those In 14: Ayos loinnis 

Papoülia. Again they consist of pithos burials placed radially In the mound, mouths to the 

periphery and bases to the centre (Al. 17.9, Al. 17.7). The site as excavated presents a more 

confused picture because in Its later history some of these pithol were exhumed and reburied at 
different points within the monument. Two non-pithos burials are also associated with the 
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mound. One cast burial was located on the periboios of the mound, cutting It and not obviously 
oriented with respect to the centre of the mound. The other was found on the east side and 
oriented east-west, so perhaps aligned with the mound. 

In terms of location of burial, then, the mound at 17. Vofdhoki1i3 seems to have acted through Its 

architecture and people's perception of it, as well as the mode of burial, to structure funerary 

practices. While the construction of the mound and the specific acts of construction for 
individual graves differed from 14: Ayos loinnis Papoulia, the spatial logic understood by those 
who used the mound seems to have been identical to that understood at 14: Ayos Ioinnis 
Papoülia. In this logic both the relationship between the burial and the mound, and those 
between burials, acted in determining location. The radial placement of burials is therefore a 
result both of the architecture of the mound and of an awareness of other burials at the time of 
Interment. This logic applies equally to 17: VoTdhoki!! J and 14: Ayos loJnnis Papoüla. 

27: Roütsi: in comparison with the previous two sites, the positions of burials within these three 
mounds are much less clear. Of the mound made of stone no burials are mentioned. Of the 
Yorgopoülou mound, there is a brief mention of cast graves. 

In the Kaloyeropoülou mound at least one pithos burial similar to those of 14: Ayos loinnis 
Papoülia and 17. Voidhokiliä was found, along with one peripheral cast tomb and a central pit, 
similar in shape to the central construction at Papodlia, Its edge outlined with stones. The 
meagre Information does not allow the reconstruction of a chronological series for these graves, 
so their relationship to each other in that sense Is obscure. While the picture presented by the 
Incomplete excavation seems less structured than that for 14: Ayos ºoJnnis Papoulia and 
17: Vo7dhokili3, it is worth pointing out the large and unusual pit In the centre of the mound 
(Al. 27.2), perhaps forming a focus of activity and so perhaps relevant to the later act of 
making a new burial. 

35: Peristerl3: one pithos burial was located In the northwest periphery of the Kokoräkou mound, 
oriented with the mouth to the outside and the base to the centre. At least two other pithos 
burials were present. It is possible therefore that a similar locational logic was employed at this 
site as at 14: Ayos loinnis Papoülia and I7: VoTdhok1113. 

Reuse, both of burial monuments In general and individual graves In particular, Is Indicated by 

the evidence at each of these sites. None of the monuments under discussion here, or In the 
following sections, appears to have been used only once. Their monumental appearance and 
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often eminent location ensured that, once constructed, they became a more or less permanent 

part of the inhabited landscape, and hence open to continuous reassessment. The Intent of their 

makers is unlikely to have been to make a monument to an Individual; but even If it were, that 

intent was quickly subverted, so that each of these monuments seems to have accrued multiple 
(though not very numerous) burials, often following similar burial customs. 

There is also evidence for the reuse of Individual pithol, clsts or pits: examples are 14: Ayos 

lomnnis Papoulia pithos 5, where a second skull was Inserted into the pathos; pathos 19 of the 

same mound, where a second Interment followed the first (Al. /4.22); others of the pithol 
from this mound may have been reused or otherwise Interfered with - Information from the 
1950s excavations is sketchy; certain other casts from this mound with multiple remains may or 

may not date to the middle helladic period; from 17: Voidhok1lf3 pithoi 4 (Al. 17.19) and 6 

(Al. 17.21) contained second Interments post-dating the first; one cast In the Kaloyeropoülou 

mound at 27: Roütsi contained four skulls, evidence not only of a return to the grave but 

probably also of Interference with the other graves in the mound. There may be other Instances: 

older excavation reports can be vague on this topic. 

The graves in this sample are marked In two ways: in being located within a defined and raised 
area (the mound) and, in the case of most pithoi, In being located within graves themselves 

monumental and visible. The locations of most pithol, not buried deeply and with mouths to the 

outside, raised above the level of the mound, leads to the Impression that such graves were 
placed deliberately that their mouths would be easily noted, even If closed by stones 
(Al. 14.23). This In turn suggests that It was Intended that the pithol be accessible, and hence 
be open to being located again. However, although reuse of existing graves was clearly possible, 
It does not seem to have been a regular practice: most graves were used only once. 

Procession and gathering 

None of the sites under discussion here is closely associated with settlement (the closest likely 

example, the postulated settlement site at 17: VoTdhok! 113, is several hundred metres distant from 

each burial mound). The monument therefore forms a point In the landscape to which the 

mourners must move In order to carry out the funerary rites. At 35: Peristerl3, the burial mound 

of Kokoräkou, located some 500m west of Peristeri3 on another hill, would have been a visible 

point to which the mourners would have toiled with the corpse. This time of movement or 

procession may well have been slow and disordered, but nonetheless have Involved a body of 
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people with a unity of purpose. The situation Is similar at I7: Voldhokllli, where each identified 

mound Is located above the supposed settlement site. 

Although other factors may have played a role, the only certainty of procession is the need to 
transport the corpse to the burial place. With these burials, not only is the burial monument 
elaborated beyond the `simpler' graves discussed above, but also the mode of burial Is 

elaborated. Most of the burials In these mounds, In particular those related to the MHI-II phase, 
involved large pithol (these artefacts are fully discussed in chapter seven). The procession would 
be emphasised by the requirement to transport the pithos to the grave. Four or more people 
would realistically be required for this task, unless the jar were transported on a wagon, which 
would present Its own difficulties. Blitzer (1990) talks of rolling the pathos down a hill, but the 
pitharla in question were strengthened with ribs for this reason. 

A number of possibilities are present, depending on whether the body was Inserted before or 
after the procession: If before, then the procession would focus on the pithos, as it was carried 
on the shoulders of the mourners, dragged along by them, dragged along by a donkey or 
similar, or carried on a wagon. If the body were not already Inside the pithos, then the 
procession would have two foci (or Indeed there may have been two separate events). In any 
case, it is clear that the process of movement from elsewhere to the grave Is elaborated by the 
need to bring the pithos. 

The monumental burial place located at least a short distance from settlement, and the need to 
transport corpse and pithos to that monument, ensured that a group of people would be 

required to move from settlement or wherever the corpse was held before burial to the place of 
burial. The need for people to act together to move heavy items (the corpse and the pithos) 
suggests a group moving together. A procession Is therefore almost certainly an Important part 
of the ritual of burial associated with these monuments. 
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BURIAL MOUNDS OF LIKE LY MH DATE 

These mounds are listed in table 5.2 below. 

I1i( Ii1iT-l)I' 

I Finikoünda MH possible No Information 
2 Evangellsmös MH probable MH 
4 Mesohdrl Gdhiti Rahi MH possible MH 
5 Y3lova Paleohörl MH possible MH 
6 Pfla MH probable MH 
8 Handrlnoü Kissös MH probable Probable MH-LHII; certain LHIII 
15 Pl3tanos MH probable MH; likely LH 
20 Tragäna Kapourefka MH possible MH 
21 Lefki Kaldamou MH probable MH 
22 Pirgos Tsoüka MH possible MH 
25 Dhiv3ri MH probable MH 
28 K3nalos MH possible MH 
29 V3lta Kasträki MH possible MH possible; LHIIIAI certain 
33 Miliöti Ayos Was MH possible MH 
49 M3yeira MH Dossible MH: LHIII 

Table 5.2. Tumulus sites of likely MH date. 

Locating the grave 

Most of these monuments are located on high points: I: Finikotinda (A I. /. 1-2), located at or 

near the top of a hill overlooking the sea and the Gulf of Messinia; 4: Mesoh6ri (Al . 4.1), 

situated on a crest above the surrounding plain; 5: Y3/ova, on top of a ridge or ridges high above 

the coast and Navarino; 6: Pila (AI. 6.1), on top of a ridge at the interface between the coast 

and the hinterland, with views over Navarino Bay; 8: Kiss6s (All . 8.5), the excavated mound 

situated rather dramatically on the edge of (now) cultivated land as it drops into a ravine that 

runs alongside the high conical hill of Profitis Iljas, one of the most visible landmarks of this part 

of Messinia; 15: Plätanos (AI. 15.2), situated at the end of a low ridge; the seven mounds of 

20: Tragäna and 21: Lefki, strung out along the great Ambelbfito ridge, and at various raised 

points on the ridge (Al . 21.1, Al . 21.3-6, Al . 21.8-9, Al . 21.17); 29: V31ta, where if a 

mound ever existed, it was situated on a high point in the landscape, perhaps on the saddle 

between hills; and 33: Mili6ti, if it is a burial mound, is said to be located on the crest of a ridge. 

This list includes most sites under discussion in this section. Of those not included, none can be 

said to occupy a non-prominent position: for example, none has been found in the ravines 

between the ridges of western Messinia (although there Is a possibility of bias in the Intensity of 

searches). The reason for this is not merely that there was a preference for prominent points in 
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the landscape; it is also that the very architecture of a mound, which juts out of Its surroundings 
and attracts the focus of those approaching It toward Its centre, is served and enhanced by a 
location at the most prominent point In the landscape. The few located on non-prominent areas 

nevertheless become prominent because of their protrusion from the landscape (for example 
2: Evangelism6s, and in the previous section, 14: Ayos loinnis Papoülia: Al. >4.2, A1.11.9). In 

other words, the logic that makes the form of the mound prominent Is clearly enhanced by the 

choice of a prominent point for the mound. 

This is not however the only consideration in these locations. Although by no means universal, 
In many cases it seems that these mounds were located not merely on high ground, but at 
marginal points of the landscape that may seem to serve as interfaces between the coast and the 
Interior, and may well be related to routes from the coast Inland. This would appear to be the 

case with the Ambelöfito ridge sites (20: Tragina az 21: Lkfkl), where a series of mounds is strung 
out along a ridge running from the coastal strip up Into the Messenian plateau; other sites as 
noted above are located on hills or ridges above the coast: 1: Finikodnda, 5: Y3lova, 6: Plla and 
29: Välta. Other sites are clearly at points of Interface, although not of coast and inland; most 
notably, 8: Kiss6s. Similar considerations might be applied to some of the sites Investigated In the 
previous section: 35: Peristeri3 Kokor3kou, and I7: Voidhokili3; and similar factors apply to some 
of the later sites discussed below. 

Not all sites fulfil the criteria of placement In a marginal location, and In each Individual case 
transient factors rooted in the individuals Involved would have played the most Important role in 
location. The observed preference for marginal locales resulted from those individuals' 

understanding of the landscape and an appropriate place for the dead In It. While the dead were 
to be hidden away In the mound, the presence of the dead, through the medium of the 
prominently positioned mound, was to be made permanent. The marginal locales served to 
emphasise the cultural landscape: in prominence and visibility, In location on everyday or rarely 
used pathways, between coast and hinterland, between lowland and upland, and between the 
locales of life: settlement, cultivated areas, harbours. The mounds of Messinfa are located 
between; they refine the meaning of the Interface. 

Given that most of these sites are unexcavated, It Is generally unknown whether any of them are 
located on top of previous settlements, as some of the mounds discussed In the previous section 
were (a single EHII sherd from mound 123 at 2I: Lefkl provides the merest hint of this). 
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The locations of graves within monuments Is hardly open to Investigation in unexcavated 

monuments. A few have provided a little evidence: many of the mounds on the Ambeldflto 

ridge (20: Tragana ex 21: Lefkl), for example, apparently showed evidence for 'cover slabs' and 

pithos fragments, evidence that different modes of essentially single burial were practised at the 

sites. 

The very visible stone slabs reported again and again In connection with these mounds, If 

correctly Interpreted as grave cover slabs, may well have been as visible In the past as they are 
to researchers in the field today. If the slabs were left uncovered by earth, or Indeed If one or 
more was set upright, then they may well have formed markers on the surface of the mound, 
visible reference points to memories of past events, each new burial perforce located In relation 
to those others made visible on the surface of the monument. The same applies to cases where 
pithos burials remained prominent on the surface of a mound. 

Little more can be said of the sites that have been excavated. At 8: Klss6s, for example, the 

mound contained a number of burials in pithoi and in 'grave enclosures'. The sequence of 
construction and deposition for this mound is rather unclear (see catalogue entry), but I assume 
that the pithoi were earlier and the 'grave enclosures' later: the locational logic of burial may 
therefore have been similar to that at some of the sites discussed in the previous section. At 
49: M3yeira, it appears' that a mound contained several (at least four) funerary pithol, although 
nothing Is known of their arrangement, which may have been disturbed In a later period in any 
case. 

Procession and gathering 

The point that these sites are generally located in marginal locations, not directly related to 
settlement, adds emphasis to the necessity for a processional phase as part of the funerary ritual. 
As noted with the excavated mounds above, this phase must in many cases have Involved 

movement from settlement or from any given starting point toward the mound, often Involving 

a climb to Its elevated position, some at least of the mourners burdened by the body and 
perhaps In many cases by a large pithos as well. 

b The Interpretation of this site Is problematic: refer to the catalogue entry. 
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THE MI1111 LHI PERIOD (TABLES 1 
.8&I. 

II, PAGES 33-34) 

With the possible exception of Kokorikou at 35: Peristeri3, all sites discussed as MHI-II (table 

1.7, page 33) continued to be used in this period, and 8: Kiss6s was also probably in use. 

Locating the grave 

None of the sites under consideration here seems to be isolated from other, similar sites, with 

the exceptions of 16: Korifisio and 46: Makrisia, where it may simply be that associated 

monuments have not been discovered. We can therefore say that in almost all cases 

monumental funerary sites of the MHIII-LHI period in the area under study are found in groups 

of closer and wider associations, and indeed are often associated with earlier or later 

monuments as well. These groupings are set out in table 5.2 below. 

7 Dhißdhia 81 Strefi 
8 Handrinoü Kissös 
10 Gouval3ri 

13 Kam(nia 
14 Ayos Ioännls Papoülia 

16 Korifäsio 
17 Voldhokili3 
23 Vollmidhia 
24 Englian6s: Vayen3s 6t 

tholos IV 

27 Roütsi 
30 Nlh6ria 

32 Paleohörla 
35 Perlsterl3 
39 Ps3rI Metsfkl 
43 Kato Samikb Klldhf 
46 Makrfsla: Profftis Ilfas 
51 An3flpsis (small 

tholol) 

Likely two other tholol nearby 
Three other mounds at around 1 km distance from excavated mound 
Eight mounds containing tholos tombs (where excavated) at site; 
akropolis site of Katarah3kl over gorge; five other tholol of early 
Mycenaean date in vicinity (12: Koukounira); another tholos perhaps 
late Mycenaean; 13: Kaminia 
two mounds at site; IO: Gouvalirl 
Mound with three or seven other mounds In the vicinity; three 
mounds around I5: PI3tanos; three mounds and two thoios tombs at 
27: Roütsi 
None/uninvestigated 
Two mounds 
Cemetery of at least 34 chamber tombs; 24: Englian6s 4km distant 
One other tholos (LHII); LHII chamber tomb and later chamber 
tombs; 23: Vollmldhla 4km distant; on Ambel6flto-Trag3na ridge to 
west and northwest, two LHI-III tholol (18: Tragina) and perhaps 
many MH burial mounds (20: TragJna 812 116W); others more 
distant to the east 
Three mounds and two tholoi; 14: Ayos Io3nnls Papoülia close by 
Group of (likely) five MHIII or LHI tholoi; two other early tholol 
nearby; mound; LHIII tholos tomb 
Unknown/ I. 5km from IO: Gouval. rl 
Five tholos tombs, MH burial mound, MH-LH grave, other graves 
two or more tholos tomb, possible other funerary monuments 
five or six tumuli, one tholos 
None/uninvestigated 
eight small tholol; LHII tholos; MH clst nearby 

58 Ep(dhavros Llmlrä chamber tomb cemetery (at least 10 tombs, LHI-IIIC) 
62 Kithira: Kastri A group of seven and more chamber tombs, and four caves used as 

chamber tombs 
Table 5.2. Groupings of burial monuments. Many are intervisible; some are simply proximal, and a few 

are related by other features, as explained In the text below (for example, sites 10 & 13 by the Pot3ml 

tou ArSpi). 
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The listings in table 5.2 demonstrate that 

" single tombs are almost never found, and where they exist Inadequate Investigation might 

explain the apparent absence of other tombs; 

" most tombs therefore exist In close proximity to others (usually under the same site name 

and catalogue entry); 

" moreover (in Messinta at least) the tombs and groups are linked In wider landscape networks 

of this period and of preceding and succeeding periods. 

10: Gouvalirl collectively refers to numerous monuments, and taking Into account nearby and 
linked sites it forms the centre of one of the largest funerary complexes of Messinfa. The site 
Itself consists of eight mounds, not all of which have been (legally) excavated, but those that 
have were shown to contain tholos tombs. The most prominent mound encircles the two larger 

tholol (the only tombs regarded as 'proper tholoi' In the traditional typology: chapter four for 

the excavation of this site). This mound is situated at the highest point above the Pot. ml tou 
Ar3pl, a stream (officially the Gouvaläri River) that has cut an extremely deep bed with sides 
straight down. The other main excavated mound (A) lies to the east of the mound with the two 
tholol, across a basin-like drop (Al. 10.50) that separates the edge of the Pot3ml and the two 
tholos tombs from the main flat area of the Messenian kämbos that otherwise surrounds the site. 
No survey of the site has been published, and I have not been able to produce even a rough 
sketch of the area, for reasons explained In the catalogue entry. 

The Potämi tou Ar3pi (A4.13) is the most Interesting landscape feature in this area, and It has 
been made use of In the topology of the burial monuments of the area. This area of flat and 
fertile land which stretches as far as the eye can see has Its modem bounds are defined by the 
villages of Koukounära to the west, Stenosi3 to the southwest, Handrinoü to the southeast, 
Soulin3rl to the east, and Kremmfdhia and Velanfdhia to the north and northeast. The Pot3mi 

tou Aräpt runs southwest from Kremm(dhia to just east of Koukoun3ra and further south. It 

effectively cuts the main area of the plain off from routes to the coastal strip to the west, as the 
Pot3ml is largely impassable. It therefore forms a barrier and a likely route southwest to 

northeast on this side of the plain. 

At the site of 10: Gouvalirl the width of the Pot. ml is minimal (certainly less than 50m). On the 

west side, opposite the mound with the two larger tholol, a small akropolis juts out toward the 

site and above the surrounding landscape. This akropolis (Katarah1kl; Al. IA51) was occupied 
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In the MHIII-LHI period, and excavations have the superimposed remains of two buildings7. 
Despite the proximity of the mound and the akropolis, there Is no route between the two (I 

estimate about 2 hours to walk between the two, using a point In the river cutting to the south 
that is today passable). Even if the gap were bridged by a rope or wooden construction, the 
landscape setting remains extraordinary. Although the view between the two sites is now 
obscured by thick vegetation, one can imagine that the sight of the tholos mound from the 

akropolis, or the sight of the akropolis from the tholos mound, would be striking. 

A number of other funerary sites is strung out along this gorge In both directions, 

predominantly on the east side: on the west only the site of 11: Akönes has been discovered. On 

the east side, starting from north and moving south, the known sites consist of two mounds at 
13: Kaminia, the mounds of 10: Gouvalärl and a small tholos nearby at Pollä Dhendhra, two 
mounds (one at least containing a tholos tomb) and one other (underground) tholos at 
12: Fities, and one or two tholol at Livadhiti (120ties). One further tholos tomb at 
32: Paleoh6ria is probably some distance from the gorge (perhaps about 1.5km east of it, 

situated in the middle of the plain). The majority of these other sites (the exception being 
13: Kaminia) date to LHI-IIA or later, and are discussed in the next section. 

Another, perhaps less clearly defined, funerary landscape is formed of the monuments of and 
around the later Palace of Nestor (24: Englianos). Specifically only the Vayenäs tholos tomb and 
tholos IV seem to date to this period, but In the Immediately succeeding period another tholos 
tomb and a small chamber tomb cemetery come into use. Englian6s Is one of the series of ridges 
running northeast to southwest toward the Bay of Navarino (Al. 24.3). The surrounding 
landscape has recently been studied by Nigel Spencer under the auspices of the Pylos Regional 
Archaeological Project (Spencer 1995). He draws attention to the number of funerary and 
settlement sites around Englian6s, and in particular points to the likely high visibility of the 
prominent mounds of the Ambel6fito ridge (20: Tragana & 21: L. fki) from the palace site 
(A1.21.1, A1.21.3). To suggest that all these monuments were placed so as to encircle the 
site of the later palace may only be part of the explanation: both the Englian6s ridge and the 
Tragina-Ambel6fito ridge may have been well-used routes from coast to hinterland, and the 
monuments located on them will have been and become locales entwined In these routes. In the 

" Here Marinätos excavated the remains of at least two buildings, one of which measured 10.8m x 5.5m 
and contained two column bases, suggesting that its usage might be something more than domestic 
(Al. 10.52). He suggested two phases of use, LHI and early LHII, but these excavations are so slight and 
provisional that we should be careful about these results. Middle helladic pottery Is also noted, and there 
are other buildings on the hilltop. The pottery characterisation was confirmed by Ldlos (1985,28-41), 
who also published a sketch of the remains taken from Marinätos' notebook (1bldem, figure 27). 
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case of the 24: Englian6s monuments, however, the locations of the monuments were partly 

defined in relationship to the location of the later palace. 

The later Palace of Nestor Is set on a low eminence on the high point of the ridge, covering an 

area of about 170m northeast to southwest and up to 80m northwest to southeast. Tholos V Is 

located some 145m south-southwest of the later palace, on slightly lower ground, while tholos 

IV is located some 100m northeast of the, eminence (or about 180m northeast of the later 

palace A1.24.9-10); In other words, the three monuments are located In a line on top of the 

ridge (general plan, Biegen et all! 1973, figure 301). The many small tests on the palace site 
have confirmed middle helladic and early Mycenaean occupation of the site, while the enclosure 

wall (Biegen et alii 1973,8-18; Al . 24.9) is believed to be an LHI construction: the entrance 

of the wall is aligned with the dromos of tholos IV. The two tholos tombs of this date therefore 

form part of the wider locale of the occupation of the later palace area in the MHIII-LHI 

period. 

About 4km north of Englian6s Is the site of 23: Volimfdhia. Of the 34 and more tombs at 
23: Vo11mfdh1a, the earliest (Kefal6vriso 1) Is the only one of differing morphology: it may be a 
funerary mound, or a simpler grave (Al. 27.1, A1.2718 left). It is dated to MHIII, and 

more or less immediately was followed by the construction of chamber tombs in very close 

proximity. By the late LHI period the number of these had reached more than 34, and the area 

of the cemetery covered several hundred metres east to west and north to south. 

The first question to be answered in relation to the location of this site concerns the initial 

founding of Kefal6vriso 1. This monument is unique In this site in not being a chamber tomb, 

and Its purely MHIII pottery contrasts with the other chamber tombs, all containing Mycenaean 

pottery. It Is possible that other such early graves might not have been discovered. There is little 

to explain the location of Kefal6vriso 1. It is set In the middle of a plain, and although It may 
have been covered by a mound, it was certainly never a prominent point (the later chamber 
tombs are set In the same flat ground and are non-prominent). Whatever prompted the location 

of Kefal6vriso 1 at this point, the earliest chamber tombs of the cemetery were built In very 

close proximity (20m to 30m at most) to it, perhaps even before it went out of use for burial, 

and almost certainly while it was still a visible point In the plain. The other groupings of tombs 

seem likely to date to a slightly later phase In LHI. 

The second question relates to the interrelationships of the tombs. Although they were regarded 

as clustered when excavated, this does not seem to be the case: tombs were found during the 
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excavation in proximity to each other in different areas, suggesting different groups. Now that 
34 or more tombs have been excavated, the three groups of Angelopoülou, Vori3 and 
Kefalbvriso seem in fact to form a more or less continuous area (about 250m east to west and 

about 100m north to south), and only the Koronfou group still looks to be separate from the 

main area (about 200m to the north of the Kefal6vriso group). Scant traces of settlement In the 

vicinity are dated LHI/IIA (Lobos 1985,23-27). All of these elements - the MHIII burials, the 
LHI chamber tombs, and the LHI-IIA 'settlement' - must be considered In an Interpretation of 
the formation of the cultural landscape of 23: Volimldhia. 

The chronological evidence - flawed as it is - is strongly suggestive of a hypothesis that has an 
initial burial site chosen at Kefal6vriso, and in the aftermath the construction of a number of 
chamber tombs in the same place. Then, during a relatively short chronological horizon, many 
more chamber tombs would be constructed over a larger area and as far away as the Koronfou 

and Angelopoülou areas. It is possible that other strictly MHIII graves remain unexcavated, but 

all the chamber tombs are at the earliest MHIII-LHI, and most are LHI or LHI-IIA (as argued in 

the site entry). The 'settlement' evidence, such as it Is, comes late in this sequence, making it 

possible that the existence of the 'settlement' is a result of the presence of the cemetery, rather 
than the other way round. 

Individually, the tombs were located In relation to one another, as shown not only In physical 
proximity but also in orientation. The majority of the tombs are oriented with dromoi to the 
west, and in some cases are clearly lined up (especially those in the Angelopoülou area, where 
the tombs are built next to each other in a very slight slope). The growth of the cemetery is 

most easily understood in terms of an expansion westward from the core group at Kefal6vriso, 

with orientation to the west. Only the Koronfou group Is significantly differently located. 

The landscape of 23: Volimidhia Is not Immediately Impressive. The cemetery is located in almost 
flat land to the north of the modem town and away from the highly dissected country to the 
south and west. The area is a small plain, with the Egaleon mountain range rising to the north 
and east. The flat land and the spring of Kefaldvriso make the area a good candidate for 

settlement, as It Is In modem times, and was clearly In Roman times (the entire area of 
Volimidhia Is thickly scattered with Roman sherds). Its position Is further emphasised both as a 
small plain between the mountains to the north and east and the ridges to the south and west, 
and as a likely crossroads of routes between the coast and the mountains. 
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30: Nih6ria is located on the other side of the Egaleon range from most of the Messinla sites, and 

so does not belong to the network of sites on the west coast. The Nihdrla ridge Itself Is 

spectacularly situated (Al.. T0.1, Al. 30.3), especially approaching from the south, where the 

ridge rises some 40m above the land below (Lukermann & Moody 1978; Rapp 1978). On the 

north side too, the ridge is prominent from the surrounding landscape. The tombs collectively 

referred to under this name are located In various places, not on the ridge itself but mainly on 
its west side: perhaps significantly, as the west side Is the easiest approach to the ridge itself. 

These tombs are unusual in being so explicitly associated with a large settlement site. The 

surrounding area of Nih6rla was fairly intensively inhabited in this period, and other likely MH 

or early LH tombs have been located (detailed in the catalogue entry). Likely routes of 

movement between sites suggest the location of burial monuments in relation to those pathways 
(Lukermann a Moody 1978). 

Two sites are located in the far north of Messinla, In the Soulima Valley: 35: Peristeriä and 
39: Psäri. The former Is an akropolis that rises dramatically in sheer cliffs on the south side above 
the valley bottom and the river no great distance into the valley from Its western 

coastal terminus. The approach to the site may well not have been directly from the valley, but 

rather from the coast (as it is today). The earliest component of the burial sites Is the mound of 
Kokoräkou, on a separate ridge to the west; on the akropolis Itself one large tholos tomb is 

located in the central upper part of the site, with two other tholol lower and to one side 
(Al . 35.. 3); the other tholol are on a plateau at the bottom of the akropolis; the entire area is 

surrounded by higher land on all sides, especially to the south where lie the mountains 
(Al . 35.. 7). This site is again therefore at topographical margins and likely positioned on routes 
of movement (as noted above). 

The site of 39: Psäri, much further along the length of the valley, is one of the more remote of 

all those In this thesis: on the north side of the valley, high in the mountains, the tholol are 

situated on an akropolis site jutting outward to the south (Al . J9.1). Although this location Is 

much more remote than 35: Peristeriä, the situation Is similar, on an jutting and sheer akropolis 

overlooking the valley. 

Further north, In southern Ilia, 43: Käto Samikö KIidhf Is one of two sites In this period. The site 
lies on the coastal strip, on flat land within sight of the sea, the mounds clustered around a 

natural eminence forming an akropolis (Al. 4. T. 1). The known mounds are located to the east 
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and to the north of the akropolis. Sherds found during the excavation of the tholos tomb 

Indicate not only MH but also EH settlement in the vicinity. 

46: Makrisia Profitfis 111as Is located on a hilltop site; MH and LH sherds collected on the hilltop 

suggest settlement, and there Is a report of two Mycenaean graves nearby ('Haniä', west of this 

mound) and the LHII site of 45: Makrisia Arnokatäraho. 

In Lakonia, the tombs of 58: Epfdhavros Umir3 are located in the eastern peninsula of the 

southern Peloponnese, close to the shore on the east side, on the slopes of a narrow ravine 
(Al. 58.2). A sloping location is normal for chamber tombs (unlike many of the 23: Volim1dhia 

examples), and the 'requirement' to build into a slope to some extent constrains the choice of 
location. There are two sets of three tombs, the others being more spread out, but without 

proper investigation of the slopes for further tombs it is useless to speculate on the differing 

possibilities surrounding the grouping of tombs. There are no other sites nearby (see notes on 

the regional archaeology below). 

The remote 51. AnXipsis tombs are located in the upland far north of Lakonia. The site In this 

period consists of at least eight small tholos tombs, and there are indications of previous use in 

the form of an MH(? ) cist grave, and another tomb of unknown form. 

The tombs of Kastrf (62: Kithira) are set in the Asproga hill and on nearby ridges (Al . 62.1), 

and others are known elsewhere from the island (see site entry). These are similarly set In 

sloping land, and there appear to be both clusters and single examples. 

As with some of the sites mentioned in previous sections, so certain of these sites (16: Korifäsio, 

43: Käto Samikö Klidhi) appear to have been founded In or above early helladic settlement 
debris. The location of these sites amid the detritus of former settlement will have Impacted on 
those using the sites during construction phases and may have been a factor in choice of 
location. 

A rather similar situation obtains with the Ak6nes site at 30: Nih6ria where an MH/LH or LH 

mound was constructed on top of earlier MH settlement debris: In this case, the architecture of 

the burial spaces mimicked the ruined domestic architecture under the mound. 

Certain sites in use In this period were being reused after a phase of disuse. The most likely 

candidate Is 17: Voidhokiliä, where an LHI tholos tomb was set in an MHI-II mound. Some 
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continuity is evidenced In the finds (detailed In catalogue entry), but the construction of the 

tholos tomb and attendant alterations in the mound and locations of Its burials constitute a 

refounding of the mound: In choice of location, therefore, a site with (perhaps ill-defined) 

ancestral associations was selected. It is possible that 13: Kaminia went through a similar, though 

shorter, period of disuse between pithos burials and tholos tomb construction, although the 

chronology is less clear. 

It should be clear from the foregoing discussion that there Is marked regional variation In the 
known distribution of the funerary monuments of this period. The locations established by the 
few excavated sites of the MHI-II period, and the concentrations suggested by the unexcavated 
burial mounds, are very much reinforced by the distribution of the sites under discussion here. 
The main concentration of sites Is that of the Messenian Kämbos west of Egaleon and the coastal 
strip; other sites are found in the Soulima Valley, on the Messenian Gulf, In Ilia, and (one) in 

eastern Lakonia, but these areas do not seem to have the concentration of numbers and types 
found in west Messinfa. Two questions may be asked: what leads to the concentration of tombs 
In one area, and how are those Individual examples from elsewhere to be explained? 

Before attempting to answer these questions, I propose to review the regional data, noting also 
the general context of known sites. Half of the 18 sites under discussion in this sectIon8 are 
located in a small area of central western Messinfa, roughly triangular In shape, defined by the 
sites of 17: Voidhoki1iä to the southwest, 8: Kiss6s to the southeast, and 23: Vol1mfdh! a to the 
north, and comprising a series of ridges running southwest toward Navarfno, and the plain area 
to the east of them. This area also Includes three of the five excavated MHI-II sites and six of 
the 15 MH mounds (A4.14). Although part of the reason for this remarkable concentration 
must lie In the Intensity of survey that has been carried out in this region over the years, other 
parts of Messinfa have been equally Intensively surveyed without similar results (the Pylos 
Regional Archaeological Project has not added to the number of known sites). The distribution 

maps of Messinfa in the MH and LHI periods produced by Siriopoülou (1994,694; 1995, 
798) show clearly that this apparent concentration of funerary sites is borne out in considering 
the general concentration of discoveries in this area (chapter one). 

Elsewhere in Messinfa (A4.6), 7: Dhi6dhia 8T Strefi and 30: Nih6ria are located between the head 

of the Messenian Gulf and the southeastern foothills of Egaleon, and 35: Peristeriä and 39: Psäri 

are located to the north, In the Soulima Valley. If we take the evidence of the unexcavated 

8 8: Kiss6s, 10: Gouvalärl, 13: Kaminia, 14: Ayos loinnis Papoülla, 16: Korifäslo, 17: Voldhoklll3, 
23: Volimldhla, 24: Englian6s, and 27: Roiitsl. 
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mounds Into account, then there is one other funerary site In the area of 30: Nih6rla and 
7: Dhi6dhia & Strefi, although no others in the Soulima Valley. The evidence for all known sites 
In these areas (Siriopoülou ibidem) suggests that the southern part of the Messinfa peninsula, 
roughly in a line from Pflos to Petalidhi, was not much Inhabited In the MH and LHI periods: a 
situation that remains unchanged throughout the bronze age, save perhaps in LHIIIB. The areas 

around Nihbria and in the Soulima Valley, on the other hand, both show moderate densities of 
MH and LHI sites. 

The Elean sites of 43: Käto Samik6 Klidhl and 46: Makrisia are located within about 10km of each 
other. Makrisla in particular is located in the fairly densely inhabited area of the Alfefos river 
and the general area south of Olimbia. 

58: Epfdhavros Limirä at first glance seems rather Isolated, but other remains are known from the 

peninsula: there Is a suggestion of middle helladic graves, for example, at Finiki, about 10km to 

the west of Epidhavros Llmir3 (Dhelivorläs 1969); at Dhemonia, about 15km southwest, there 
Is an MH/LH site with possible pithos burials (Hope Simpson 8t Waterhouse 1961,141); at 
Plitra, about 20km west-southwest, there is a site with middle helladic sherds (Hope Simpson 8t 
Waterhouse 1961,139-140); at Sten3, near Ne3poli (A4.17) there Is an LHI habitation site, 

as well as undated chamber tombs (Hope Simpson at Waterhouse 1961,141-142). More 

undated chamber tombs were noted nearby at Ne3poli, although only LHIII sherds were found 

at the nearby habitation site (Hope Simpson U Waterhouse 1961,142.144; A4.18 for a map 
of the Vätika area), and further chamber tombs, some with stepped dromol like the Epidhavros 
Limirä examples, are reported from Ayos Ydrgos, located between Stenä and Neäpoli (Hope 
Simpson 81 Waterhouse 1961,145). Finally, the site of 59: Pavlopetri has MH or LH settlement 
and two likely LH chamber tombs. Thus the seeming Isolation of the site may be partly Illusory, 

although there can be no doubt that the Malgas peninsula was much less densely inhabited than 

other areas. 

The tombs at 51: Anälipsis seem equally Isolated: there are no nearby MH or LHI sites in 
Lakonia, although there are some in eastern Arkadhfa. Further south in eastern Arkadhfa Is the 
site of Paleohdrl Mikrf Toürla (Hope Simpson 8t Waterhouse 1961,132-135), where a 
number of early, tholos-like structures were excavated. Another group of small tholos tombs is 

noted '10 kilometres north of Analipsis', and also on the banks of the Sarandapßtamos, and 
were thought to be LHIII In date (Hope Simpson ex Waterhouse 1961,130): this date was 
based on just a few Items, which might easily represent a second or later phase at the site. 
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Having examined the evidence in the wider context of known sites, we can attempt to answer 
the two questions posed at the beginning of this section. In seeking to understand how sites 

come to be concentrated in particular areas, we can first note that the density of settlement in 

the area is not necessarily the main explanation. We are dealing with monumental graves, and so 
the mere pressure of population and the necessity to dispose of the dead do not by themselves 

explain a concentration of monumental sites in one area. However, the possibility that the 
Messenian Kämbos area might have been relatively densely populated opens up a number of 
considerations: first, the landscape in which these monuments came to be situated may be seen 
as more open to multiple possibilities of interpretation than a sparsely inhabited landscape. This 
is partly because we must assume that not only are there more individual human beings to move 
through and interpret the landscape in their daily lives, but also where populations are relatively 
large, more numerous and complex groupings may form, impacting on how the landscape might 
be understood and inhabited. One factor uniting the diverse monument types is that they 

provide for different types of collective burial, suggesting that part of the meaning of any funeral 

is to situate the dead, and perhaps in some sense a group or groups claiming affiliation with the 
dead, within a particular monument in the landscape: a monument with multiple historical and 
social references and interpretations. 

The foregoing is not intended to be reduced to the simple statement that monuments likely 

belong to a single clan or family and indicate claims of ownership to the adjacent land. The 

concentration of these monuments in cemeteries or perhaps along routes of movement, as 

already suggested, does not lend itself to an interpretation in terms of territorial claims. 
Moreover the kinds of groupings that might use these monuments cannot be deduced from the 

monuments: this information is lost. While the nuclear or extended family is one possibility, it is 

one very much derived from our own society. Given that we know so little of the organisation 
of society in these periods, we can have no justification for claiming to see the controlling 
presence of family or clan merely on the basis that the numbers of individuals represented would 
on average be about right for a family or clan. Other corporate groups can exist in societies, did 

exist in the past, and exist now in different societies around the world. 

Leaving the specific notion of 'family' aside, it is suggested that one part of the meaning of these 

monuments, and a structuring principle in how they were constructed and used, is the Idea of 
the group. The very act of burial In such a monument marks the dead and his/her Inheritors out 
as claiming a relationship to the other dead of the mound (and their Inheritors). The appearance 
of the monumental burial site in the middle helladic period, and In particular Its concentration in 
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this area in this period, is the result of a concern to express group identity in the funerary 

process, and establish lines of relationship (not necessarily kinship) and inheritance. 

The relatively dense population of the Messenlan Kämbos contributes In two ways to 

concentration of such monuments: first, the denser population may have led to tensions 

between groupings that came to be partly expressed through the monumentalisation of locale 

and the likely claims that go with it, and second the denser population may have led to the 

likelihood that 'successful' monuments - those that fulfil the expectations of those using them, In 

various senses - will be emulated elsewhere. This has been spoken of as 'competitive emulation' 
(for example, Voutsakl 1998). Competition, at least in the sense that we understand It, need 

not have been very important. The groupings involved in the construction of these monuments 

may not have been fixed, stable and institutionalised to a great degree, and they may not have 

regarded themselves and others in terms of absolute divisions. Groupings may have been loose, 

persons may have moved from group to group and have had multiple affiliations. Competition is 

therefore not a necessary element in this explanation. Emulation, on the other hand, is the 

primary factor in the typology of these monuments, as examined in chapter six. 

Different explanations are required for the more distant and isolated monuments. In some ways, 

the form of the monument is one of the most Important parts of such explanations, for the 

question does not revolve around the interactions of local groups, but rather asks how forms of 

monuments come to be used by fairly small groupings of people. The adoption of these 

monuments in other areas does to some extent place those groups of people within wider-scale 
interactions, not only in the areas under study In this thesis, but also (particularly) with the 

northeast Peloponnese, and with Crete. 

The location of burials within monuments. The final aspect of practice to be considered under the 
heading of location is that of the location of burials within monuments. Here i consider two 

variables: both the location of burial places within monuments, and the location of burials within 
those burial places, where appropriate. These considerations go together with those concerning 

architecture, since the specific architectures of monuments and burial places within them have a 
direct bearing on the locations of burials. This section will consider only in general the evidence 
for where burials were placed within the monument and the relationships between the different 

places of burial in the monument. Examples from some of the better known sites are discussed 

below. 
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10: Gouvaläri: of the eight mounds at this site, four have been investigated so that we know the 
locations of burial places and in some cases individual burials. Hence mound A contained ten 
Individual burial places In the form of small tholos tombs; mound B contained a single burial 

place, again a tholos tomb; mound 2 contained three small tholos tombs; and the main mound 
contained two larger tholos tombs. It is reasonable to suggest therefore that the mounds of 
Gouvaläri tended to contain more than one burial space. 

As for Individual burials at Gouval3ri, most of the burial chambers were very small, yet 
contained relatively large numbers of Individuals. These were accommodated by the 
disarticulation of skeletons, a practice that prevents us from Investigating the positioning of 
skeletons In the primary interment. Although a number of articulated skeletons are present In 

these tombs, the long period of use means that they need not relate to the period under study 
here. In any case, burials were located either on the floor of the tomb or occasionally In pits In 

the floor (for example, Al. 10.24). In the former case the burial Is placed amidst the remains 
of previous burials (if It Is not the first burial); In the latter case there may be a concern to 

separate the Individual from the others In the tomb. As for the two larger tombs, there Is little 

published data concerning the location or condition of human bone material. 

13: Kamfnia: the excavated mound contained burials In five small tholos tombs and In up to four 

pithol. One of the pithoi contained a burial with the head uncanonically to the mouth of the 
pithos (Al. 15.8, Al. 1.. 11); another contained one or possibly two skeletons. The five 

tholol present the same picture as at IO: Gouvalärl, although only one pit Is noted: the 
excavation Is Incomplete and so In some cases more pits may be present In the floors. 

The two different practices point to two different traditions in terms of how burials should be 

conducted, and in particular about their location. The pithol fall very much into the tradition of 
sites such as 14: Ayos 1oänn1s Papod is or 17: Voidhokiliä, representing the location of individual or 
dual burials at various points in the mound. The tholol contrast with these, In representing larger 

spaces for the location of more burials. It is significant that two of the pithol were found partly 
worked Into the matrix of the walling of one of the tholol: they had perhaps been exhumed and 
placed there during the construction of that tholos. One of these pithol was empty (the other 
was not Investigated), and so perhaps not only were the pithol worked Into the very fabric of 
the new constructions, but perhaps also the skeletal content was removed and reburied In the 
new context of the tholos chamber. 
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17: Vo1"dhokiliä: the architectural alterations of the LHI period created a single burial chamber In 

a mound which had previously been used for pithos burials all over Its surface. However, 

although the new understanding of the mound was firmly rooted In Its conversion to a tholos 

tomb, the older meanings were both comprehensible to Its users and respected by them, In that 

they exhumed certain of the burials and carefully reburied them In the periphery of the mound 

In a custom no longer regarded as appropriate for the contemporary dead. This evidence 

complements that of 13: Kaminia In terms of the continuing use of and transformation of these 

monuments. 

23: Volimidhia: the site consists of a cemetery of separate burial chambers, at least 34 in total, 

over a relatively wide area. The chambers were generally found to contain large numbers of 
Individuals9, and it would seem likely that the primary location of burial would be more or less 

central on the floor of the tomb. The presence of other skeletons might prompt either the 

removal of those skeletons or else the body may have been placed so as not to interfere with 

them. In any case, most skeletal material eventually ended up In the floor-level niches found In 

most of the tombs (or less frequently In floor pits). The chronological uncertainty means that we 

are unable to ascribe specific practices to different periods. These questions are discussed further 

In chapter eight. 

24: Englian6s: the Vayenäs tomb consists of a single burial chamber. Burial locations, at least as 

they were excavated and so as they represented the final condition of the Interior, were more 

highly structured than Is usual. Both collected remains and Individual Interments were present, 

all deposited In pits In the floor (there was no scattered bone material on the floor). The 

Individuals were found In a pithos In a pit, In a palace style jar bedded In the floor of a pit, 

extended In a pit (this burial Is LHIIB-LHIIIA In date), In another pithos, this one set upright, 

and finally In another jar. The late date for final use and the structured tidiness of the tomb 

make it likely that much If not all of this arrangement Is a result of events In LHIIB-LHIIIA. As 

for tholos IV, there Is no Information on the location of early burials. 

30: Nih6ria: the little circle and the other tholos tombs (Nikitopoülou 2-6, Veves) all present 

single burial chambers. The Nikitopoülou tombs, however, are located within a natural knoll, so 

that although not part of an artificial mound like those at IO: Gouvaiärl and 13: Kaminia, 

nonetheless they have the appearance and effect of so being. Hence the Nikitopodlou knoll has 

9 It Is Impossible to be precise on this point as the information has not been recorded. It seems likely that 
a minimum average for the number of individuals found In the 23: Volimfdhla tombs would be between 5 
at 10 persons; one tomb contained 47 skulls, although this might be the result of post-Mycenaean 
Interference. 
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five Individual burial chambers. The burials In the Nikitopodlou and Veves tholol were badly 

disturbed In all cases by Interventions over long periods. The little circle Is a special case: lower 

levels Include an articulated skeleton In a pit and others, disarticulated, on and above the floor. 

At a higher level are the remains of eight or more Individuals seemingly dumped en masse Into 

the tomb from above (see full discussion In catalogue entry). 

58: Epidhavros Elmira: this site consists of discrete groups of Individual burial chambers in the 
form of chamber tombs; some of them also have side chambers. The information about burials 

Is scant, but it is likely that burials would be located on the floors of the chambers, and after the 
dissolution of the flesh be moved. Pits and niches for disarticulated bones are mentioned, 

although these are not present in the side chambers. 

Although the chronological evidence that places the construction and first use dates for all of 

these sites within the MHIII-LHI bracket Is in most cases reasonably firm, none10 of the burial 

chambers (tholos or chamber tomb) can be said to have been closed In this period and not re- 

opened later. Therefore the observations above on the location of burials In most cases suffer 
from the likelihood or certainty of Interference with the remains and the introduction of new 
burials in later periods. Nonetheless, the evidence shows that monuments of this period created 

a specific area within them (a chamber) where burial could take place. Within this chamber, 
burials might be laid on the floor, or they might be placed in pits or casts (a link with previous 

practice). Skeletons might later be moved and placed within pits or niches. Therefore, the reuse 

of burial places (the choice to locate a burial in an existing tomb or grave), noted In previous 
monuments as multiple burials In a mound, with occasional reuse of graves, In this period Is 

specifically facilitated by the various different types of monument. 

Procession and gathering 

Indirect evidence for procession (beyond the need to transport the corpse to the grave) can be 

found In the material culture associated with many of the burials found in these tombs (fully 
described In chapter seven). One of the Intended effects of clothing a corpse in raiment of gold 

must have been to create a highly visible spectacle. This spectacle might have been played out in 

terms of an organised viewing of the corpse before burial, but it might equally have been 

achieved by processing from the point where pre-burial ceremonies were carried out to the 

t° Although only LHI evidence Is recorded for a few of the 23: Vollm/dhla chamber tombs, the recording 
of these excavations is Inadequate and there is no certainty that those chambers were unused In later 
periods. 
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tomb. The particular effect of the gold would presumably have been to make the corpse flash 

blindingly in the sunlight; alternatively to reflect the torches during a procession in darkness. 

This latter function would also be repeated in the darkened chamber of the tomb. The bright 

gold masks the decay inherent in the corpse itself. 

It will be argued in succeeding chapters that there Is considerable evidence for the regular 
Interference with and removal of material from the chambers of tholos and chamber tombs. 

Although much of this activity must have been related to the numerous instances of interment 

in many tombs, it may be that on some occasions the tomb might be opened for non-funerary 

purposes. At any time the removal of artefacts may well have led to their display outside the 

mortuary context: perhaps in the form of a procession mimicking that associated with 
interment, or else a relatively static display to a group of people gathered at the end of the 

dromos. 

The specific facade of the tomb (chapter six) also opens the possibility for processing to and 

gathering at the tomb when closed; the facade would then form the stage for activities aimed at 

presencing the dead within among the living gathered outside. 

The architecture of tholos and chamber tombs affects the manner In which people might have 

gathered at the tomb, and is discussed in chapter six. 

THE LHI-IIA, LHIIA AND LHIIB PERIODS (TABLES 1.12-1.15, PAGE 34-35) 

Locating the grave 

Location of cemeteries in the landscape. Archaeological evidence Indicates that the new sites of 

this period are rarely found in isolation, continuing the trend of preceding periods. This 

evidence is set out In table 5.3 below (compare table 5.2, page 119, for the preceding period). 
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Site Associations 

I1 Koukounära Akbnes Two tholol; nearby tholol of 10: Gouvalärl, 12: Fities, and akropolis 
site of Katarahäki opposite 10: Gouvaläri 

12 Koukoun3ra Livadhiti Unexcavated tholol nearby; 12: Fities tholoi to north; further 
north, 10: Gouvaläri, Katarahäki 

12 Koukoun3ra Fitles Two tholoi; other monuments excavated and unexcavated to 
south; 10: Gouvaläri 81 Katarah3kl to north 

18 Trag3na Two tholoi; located at southwest end of Tragäna-Ambelöfito 
ridge parallel to Englianös ridge; Voroülia to northeast, MH burial 

mounds at 21: Lefki and 22: Tragäna Kapourelka further northeast 
19 Solinäri Tourlidhftsa about 1 km from 8: IGss6s 
24 Englianös tholos III 1 km southwest of earlier tholoi; chamber tombs close 

to palace area 
26 Halkläs Aeliäs Unknown 
31 Dhära (Främa) Unknown 
34 Kämbos none, but note the nearby 'Sotirianika treasure' 
35 Perlsterlä five tholos tombs, MH burial mound, MH-LH grave, other graves 
36 Kopanäki three tholos tombs, other sites nearby 
38 Vasilikö: Xerövrisi none close; 37: Mälthi (and two LHIII tholoi) about 4km distant 
40 Filiatr3 Ayos Hristöforos tholos near or in settlement; another settlement about 1.5km 

distant 
42 Kapläni unknown but close to recorded sites near 1: Finikoünda 
44 Kak6vatos three tholoi; later 'palatial' settlement on akropolis above 
45 Makrfsia: Arnokataraho Unknown 
51 Anälipsis large tholos eight small tholoi nearby, but otherwise quite Isolated 
52 Pelläna at least six chamber tombs; another chamber tomb cemetery less 

than 1 km distant; other Important sites apparently In the vicinity; 
but note no specific evidence for pre-LHIII has been published 
save the large chamber tomb 

54 Vaf16 vicinity of late Mycenaean settlement; 53: Menelaion and 
55: Amikleon nearby 

60 Sikea later tombs nearby 
Table 5.3. Tombs discussed in this section and other sites nearby. 

Two observations may be made on the locations of new tombs. One is that some tombs are 

built as part of already existing funerary landscapes. The best example of this is the LHII 

construction of five or more further tholos tombs on the Potämi tou Aräpi axis (A4.13), 

bringing the funerary landscape of that area close to its final form. Other new tombs were built 

at 24: Englian6s and at I8: Tragäna, completing the array of monuments in the area of the later 

palace (save LHIII chamber tombs in the immediate vicinity of the palace). 

In other cases it may be that tombs were located on established routes. This might be best 

illustrated by the example of 44: Kak6vatos. Little is known of the akropolis site where later 

Mycenaean 'palatial' architecture was uncovered by Dörpfeld; but given the location of the 

tholoi on the route from the coastal plain to the akropolis (much as at Mycenae), it appears 

that the final approach to the akropolis was monumentalised by the foundation of the tombs; 

something similar may well have happened at 35: Peristeri3. 
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The other observation Is that, In terms of numbers, fewer tombs were built In these central areas 
In LHII than were built In MH-LHI; on the other hand, more were built elsewhere, either adding 
to existing sites and areas (35: Peristeriä and other Soulima Valley sites), or In new areas 
(44: Kak6vatos, sites in Lakonfa). There are also Instances of sites In perhaps remote locations: 

34: KJmbos, In the Messenian Mani, has no near neighbours; the tholol at Finikodnda 
(42: Kapläni), 26: Halkfas and 51: Anäl1psis are all Isolated, highland sites. By the end of LHII the 
Soulima Valley had a relatively large number of tholos tombs, not only the five tholol at 
35: Peristeriä, but others both In the valley bottom, such as 38: Vasilik6 Xer6vris1 and the three at 
36: Kopanäkl. Two others at 37: Mäithi were apparently built In LHIII (appendix two). 

In the MH-LHI period, a tendency to concentration was observed in the location of funerary 

monuments. By LHII it is clear that this tendency has all but played Itself out. Although new 
tholoi were built in the vicinity of 10: Gouvaläri, for example, it Is unclear if any were built at the 

site itself; those known to be built in LHII are at some distance and tend to reinforce the wider 
landscape axis of the Potämi tou Aräpi rather than focus on the site of Gouval3ri Itself 
(A4.13)". Concentrated tholos construction in this period does occur at 35: Peristeriä and at 
44: Kak6vatos, two sites far to the north of the central Messenian area. 

The explanation for this lies in a change In the nature of funerary architecture which had already 
taken place by the end of LHI (chapter six): the ability to build larger tombs led to the normal 
construction of a single or at most two tholol In a mound, rather than the numerous small tholol 
In burial mounds at 10: Gouva1Jr1,13: Kaminia, 30: Nih6ria, and perhaps 8: Kissös12. These changes 
In architecture promoted single, larger burial chambers within mounds, rather than multiple 
small chambers. While many sites came to consist of two tholos tombs, few consisted of three or 
more. 

Tholos tombs were located In wider networks of landscape path and locale. In some cases, such 
as the Potäml tou Aräpi sites (A4.13), or those In proximity to the later palace of Nestor, the 
axes of these networks are obvious; elsewhere less so. But it would appear that a general shift 
occurred toward the importance of wider landscape networks and away from localised cemetery 
landscapes. The construction of tholos tombs at points more or less remote from existing 
funerary sites may have been Intentional; differing locations may simply have resulted from the 

" The construction dates of the small tholol at Gouvaläri are discussed In the catalogue entry. I suggest 
that most were built In MHIII-LHI, even where this date Is unsupported by ceramic evidence. 
12 In the sense that the 'grave enclosures' form separate, built burial areas within the tomb: I am not 
suggesting that they represent small tholos tombs (chapter six). 
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Increasing willingness and ability of different communities or groups to participate in Mycenaean 

funerary traditions. 

The locations of Mycenaean tombs in the survey area In LHII contrast strongly with patterns 

observed in the Argolid and other 'core' Mycenaean areas. Here the clustering of tombs In 

chamber tomb cemeteries was well under way in LHII, and was set to continue for the rest of 

the Mycenaean period'3. In the area under study in this thesis, on the other hand, few chamber 

tomb cemeteries existed in LHII. These consist of the 23: Vo11mfdhia cemetery, which continued 
from the LHI period and therefore had a history of use, maintained in this period; other 

chamber tomb cemeteries scarcely exist. The one tomb in the Pelläna cemetery that Is securely 
LHIIA in date is a colossal imitation of a tholos tomb, and perhaps also drew on the 

architectural details (and architects? ) of the Volimfdhia cemetery for its Inspiration. One tomb 
in the 60: Sikea cemetery might have been constructed in LHIIB, but if so was presumably 
isolated in the landscape. 58: Epidhavros Limirä continues from the previous period, and Kastrt 

(62: Kithira) continued to function into the LMIB period. It is also possible that other chamber 

tomb cemeteries known to exist in the Malgas peninsula might date to this period. One 

possibility is a north-south line of burial practice from the Argolid and surrounding areas down 

to the Malgas peninsula, with the obvious Inclusion of cemeteries on Kithira and at Knosös on 
Crete. The adaptation of Mycenaean burial practices to clustered chamber tombs may well have 

occurred largely on this north-south axis, with little influence on the east-west axis. Only In the 
LHIII period do chamber tomb cemeteries appear In significant numbers In the west: a great 

many were founded In Ilia in LHIII (appendix two), the explanation for which hardly lies in the 

western Peloponnese, but rather is as a result of lines of communication with the Argolid and 
Ahaia. Few chamber tomb cemeteries came to be built in Messinla, although they certainly did 

exist; the eventual number of chamber tombs around the palace of Nestor, probably less than 

two dozen, hardly compares with Mycenae. Similarly few are known from Lakonia, save the 

examples already mentioned. 

The corollary of these observations is that the introduction of the tholos tomb to areas such as 
the Argolid occurred at the very end of LHI or in LHII probably In much the same way that 

they came to be built in Lakonia. The tholos remained the normal location for monumental 
burial practices in Messinfa, at least until the end of LHII, whereas tholoi in areas such as the 
Argolid or indeed Lakonia were much less common, and on average more monumentalised. The 

" Cavanagh 8L Mee list In their catalogue for the early Mycenaean period 21 cemeteries or Isolated 
examples of chamber tombs In the mainland and Peloponnese; these Include eight cemeteries with five or 
more tombs. 
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Mycenae tholol, for example, were clearly built with tholos tombs such as 35: Peristeriä I or II, 

or Englianös IV In mind; not the smaller tholol that predominate In terms of numbers. Chamber 

tomb cemeteries came to be normal in the Argolid and then throughout much of the 
Peloponnese and central southern Greece, while In Messinfa and to some extent western Lakonia 

they were much less common, and in Ilia do not appear before LHIII. 

Some regions of the study area remained without Mycenaean tomb sites: the Mani peninsula in 

Lakonia, although the tholos at Kämbos is situated on the west coast of the Mäni south of 
Kalam3ta, and Ilia north of the Alfeios. This replicates the observations for the preceding 

periods. 

The location of burials within monuments. In general tombs constructed in LHII contain a single 
burial chamber (some of the tombs continuing in use from LHI consisted of multiple burial 

chambers). There is no need to discuss the details of burial location within the monuments on a 

site by site basis, as a general homogeneity of tomb form and burial practice means that a 

general description with specific observations should suffice. For details, refer to individual 

catalogue entries. 

There Is therefore general continuity In the practices that led to the deposition of burials within 
tombs. Especially In tombs that continued In use from LHI to LHII, there Is widespread evidence 
of the disarticulation of previous burials and their deposition In pits or niches. Primary burials 

were generally laid out on the floor of tombs, so for example the three supine skeletons found 
In the centre of South Tholos 1 at 35: Peristeriä were probably placed there In LHIIB; they might 
also be placed In pits, as In the case of the pit excavated In the 54: Vafi6 tholos, probably dating 

to LHIIA, which seemed to have contained the supine skeleton of a single adult. 27: Roütsi 

tholos two contained LHIIA burials both In pits and on a kind of platform In the centre of the 
tomb; In one of the pits other, earlier burials had been disarticulated and reorganised. 

The general difficulties of locating the original positions of burials caused by the near universal 
phenomenon of later interference applies to this period just as to the last and to the succeeding 
ones. 
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Procession andgathering 

The continuity of architecture into this period implies a continuity in such activities as Procession 

and gathering. The general monumentalisation of tombs, and perhaps an Increasing complexity 
of burial ritual, as evidenced at some sites and discussed in succeeding chapters, could have 

added to the importance of this phase. The wider scope of certain cemeteries or funerary 
landscapes (the Potämi tou Aräpi sites, 35: Peristeriä, 24: Englian6s, 23: Volimidhia) may also have 
been brought about through, and have brought about, more complex understandings of the 
landscape articulated through processional activities. 
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Chapter Six 

Architecture, grave construction and modification 

'SIMPLER' GRAVES (TABLE 1.2, PAGE 29) 

Preparation of construction materials 

There is little in the way of direct evidence for the use of tools at these sites, save the obvious 
fact that tools were presumably used for digging holes. In the context of sites such as 37: Mälthl, 
57: Ayos Stefanos and elsewhere, where burials are located within a settlement site, but (as 

suggested in chapter five) the areas used for burial were generally not in use for settlement at 
the same time, the material gathered and used in building cist graves or providing pit graves with 
stone surrounds would represent disiecta membra of settlement debris. Hence preparation for 

grave digging at these sites may often have included a direct engagement with the past in the 
form of dismantling of walls by removing stones for use in the construction of the grave. 

Few if any of the sites under discussion show any evidence for working of stones. One might be 

the 'shaft grave' at 24: Englian6s, where Biegen suggests that some of the stones in the 'platform' 
in the bottom of the grave were worked, especially at the ends. 

Other acts before beginning 

There is no direct evidence of feasting before building one of these graves, and there are no 
foundation deposits associated with such small graves. No other evidence is available in relation 

to pre-construction practices. In some cases where burials perhaps were located within inhabited 
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rooms, preparatory acts before construction would at least have included the cessation of 

routine activity. 

Digging orbuiidiag the grave 

For the two large excavated sites, 37: M3ithi and 57: Ayos Stefanos, a number of different 

architectural types has been identified; lack of chronological control means that it is not possible 

to suggest that different types may have been favoured in different sub-phases, although it seems 
likely that this was never anyway the case. Types are the earth-cut pit, the stone-built cist, the 

pit with a stone surround, sometimes with cover slabs, the pithos burial, and rarely cutting in the 

bedrock (for example, Al.. 77.3 grave 1: pit with stone surround; Al.. T7.4 grave IV: cist 

grave). 

Each of these types involves the same basic design concept: digging a hole in the ground that is 

more or less fitted to the corpse. Some graves, such as the shaft graves of Circle A at Mycenae, 

were obviously built in larger dimensions, presumably with the expectation of hosting more than 

one corpse. This does not apply to the graves in this sample: only 45: Makrisia Arnokatäraho and 
61: Krokees might seem to have been designed for multiple inhumations. The example at 
61: Krokees Is large (3m x 1.5m x 2m) and Is described as a shaft grave; it Is set In a late 
Mycenaean chamber tomb cemetery, and its date of construction Is possibly LHII-ill, thus 

making it marginal to this study. Very few details are available. The other example Is even less 

well known, said to be a 'destroyed rectangular built grave' and dated LHII. The 'shaft grave' at 
24: Englian6s is not large, and the shaft graves at 53: Menelaion and 57: Ayos Stefanos, Intact 

contexts, each contained only a single burial. 

Graves at the larger sites certainly were reused, however: the only body of data available is that 
from 37: Mälthi (dimensions are not given for the 57: Ayos Stefanos material), and of the 48 

graves at that site, Valmin supplies full dimensional data for only 24 (table 6.1 below, based on 
table A1.37.2). Graves vary between 12cm and 35cm In depth, and there Is no correlation 
between depth and number of burials. On average, multiple graves are about 15% longer, 11 % 

wider and 20% deeper than single or empty graves; but there such wide variation in the data as 
to make an average meaningless, and in any case the actual differences are small. It is therefore 

safe to say, with the 37: Mälthi tombs, that In creating dimensions for a grave Its destiny as a 
single or multiple grave was not anticipated. 
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37 pit 3 205cm x 75cm x 32cm 
1 pit with stone outline 1 child 53cm x 28cm x 22cm 
7 pit with stone outline 2 child 80cm x 38cm x 34cm 
10 pit with stone outline 1 adult 128cm x 44cm x 12cm 
16 pit with stone outline I child 47cm x 24cm x 19cm 
25 pit with stone outline 2 child 60cm x 19cm x 20cm 
26 pit with stone outline 3 85cm x 22cm x 24cm (upper part only) 
36 pit with stone outline 2 child 50cm x 29cm x 13cm 
40 pit with stone outline 2 child 44cm x 23cm x 21 cm 
3 cist 1 child 45cm x 18cm x 22cm 
4 cast I child 62cm x 26cm x 20cm 
6 cast 1 child 56cm x 28cm x 36cm 
9 cast 1 child 48cm x 25cm x 18cm 
14 cast 1 child 34cm x 20cm x 12cm 
17 cast 1 child 65cm x 28cm x 26cm 
18 cast 2 child 62cm x 23cm x 34cm 
19 cast 2 child 65cm x 18cm x 22cm 
23 cast 2 child 75cm x 20cm x 35cm 
24 cast I child 60cm x 50cm x 32cm 
27 cast 1 adult 148cm x 28cm x 28cm 
31 cast I child 38cm x 18cm x 16cm 
32 cast 7 child 64cm x 39cm x 32cm 
35 clst 1 child 38cm x 14cm x 18cm 
47 cast 0 68cm x 38cm x 32cm 

Table 6.1. Graves at 37: Mälthi with full dimensional data. 

It may however be that the method of construction might have some bearing on its possible re- 

use. One third of 37: Mälthi 'pits with stone outline' are multiple (7 of 21), and half of pits (2 

of 4); but only four of 17 cists are multiple, and neither of two pithoi. At 57: Ayos Stefanos 

there are only three multiple burials, so comparison is not possible. The provision of the stone 

outline to a pit might have been intended to indicate a possibility of future reuse, but it is more 

likely that it simply made the grave conspicuous and so in later episodes more likely to be 

reused. It seems likely that multiple burial was almost never a factor in tomb design and 

construction for these sites (see also pages 101-102 above). 

The 37: Mälthi tombs are conspicuously shallow where data are available (table 6.1), no matter 

what their construction method. It is unfortunate that comparative data from 57: Ayos Stefanos 

are not available but it seems likely that these graves also are shallow graves. The stone outlines 

above certain pits probably formed a peribolos that after closure would have retained a low 

mound of earth (these periboloi might be added as part of the closure of the grave rather than 

its construction). 

To some extent variation in grave lengths is accounted for by the difference between adult and 

child graves. This is apparent both in the graves listed in table 6.1 (and in table A 1.37.2 for 
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those graves where length and width but not depth were given by Valmin) and In the plans of 

graves from 57: Ayos Stefanos (Al. S7.3, Al. S7.9, Al. S7.12 and Taylour 1972, figures 2, 

11, a 15), where It is clear in many cases that graves were built In accordance with the 
dimensions of the corpse that they were Intended to receive. Hence there seems, for most if not 

all of these graves, to be a clear relationship between the act of digging the grave and the 
deceased: graves were intended for a specific person. 

Although this last point may seem trivial, it is in fact crucial to an understanding of the 
institutional structures being reproduced during these acts. At both 57: Ayos Stefanos and 
37: Mälthi, and at many of the other sites in this sample, the acts of grave construction and of 
interment were closely related: a grave was created for a specific dead person, who was then 
interred in it, and in most cases this represents the end of observable events. One aspect of the 

changes in tradition that occur is a separation of these two acts, so that grave building is no 
longer necessarily connected with the death of one person, and burial is no longer necessarily 
connected with grave construction. 

Floors are not often described: many consist of natural earth or bedrock. There are a few 

examples of pebble floors: 57: Ayos Stefanos (site 57), where graves Al and A2 had floors of 
'small, rough stones', as perhaps did TT7-3; 37: Mäithl, where grave 33 had a floor of pebbles 
and sherds; and 41: Filiaträ Stomion, where pebbles covered (and marked? ) the grave, although 
in this case these may have been larger stones. Pebble floors are discussed in relation to MHI-II 

sites below. 

Acts at the end of the construction phase 

No traces of feasting or other ritual associated with the end of construction are known. 

Opening the grave 

The act of opening the grave only applies where the grave had been closed: hence not to newly 

constructed graves, but only to reuse of existing graves. Chapter five shows that few graves fall 

into this category, mainly at 37: Mälthi. In these few cases, having located the grave the act of 

opening would be relatively simple, requiring the excavation of the small amount of earth 

covering these shallow graves; perhaps In some cases graves were rediscovered and opened by 

accident (this happened in some cases at 57: Ayos Stefanos, leading to the reburial of remains). 
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Closing the grave 

There are two kinds of evidence to be considered here: artefacts found in the grave and thought 

to relate to its closure, and the act itself, evidenced in the fill or the architecture. There are few 

artefacts whose deposition might be Interpreted as having taken place during the closure of the 

grave. In D 12 at 57: Ayos Stefanos a 'miniature bronze chisel' was found In the fill above the 

skull. This suggests that it was cast or placed In the grave after it had begun to be filled with 

earth. In D 13 at the same site a flint 'saw' was found above the grave. Again this may have 

been placed or cast In the fill, but as Taylour notes "Flint was rare except In the shape of 'saws', 

which mostly occurred in the A area" (1972,262), so this artefact may have been in the fill 

anyway, or been introduced in later disturbance. 

Methods of grave closure are limited to the use of cover slabs and the Introduction of earth Into 

the grave, or a combination of the two. Cover slabs seem to have been used relatively rarely: at 
Mälthi at least eleven of the 48 graves had cover slabs (numbers 2,4,7,8,9,12,16,19, 

23,24,27 and perhaps 34; illustrated A1.. 77.3-5); at 57: Ayos Stefanos, only A31, D24, 

D25, perhaps D27, and TT7-3 8z TT7.5 are noted as having been covered with slabs. The 

57: Ayos Stefanos graves are adult burials save for D27. The shaft grave discovered In the later 

excavation period had a slab cover over the lower pit: four slabs were used. The 53: Menelaion 

shaft grave similarly had a covering of six slabs over its lower pit (Al. S. 7.2). The grave at 
41: Filiaträ Stomion was covered in pebbles, of unknown size, perhaps as a marker. 

Graves TT7-3 8t TT7-5 at 57: Ayos Stefanos were covered with slabs, one over each grave being 

incised with linear designs (Al. S7.. 10). It Is unclear whether these designs were made during 

construction or earlier (either in preparation for the funeral or indeed if the stones came from 

some other context); the significance of the Incisions is obscure. 

THE MHI-II PERIOD (TABLE 1 
. 
7, PAGE 33) 

Preparation of construction materials 

No tools have been found that may have been used In the work. Mounds are generally made of 

earth and unworked stones: these would have to be gathered. Ditches have not been noted at 

any of the sites, leaving open the question of source for both stones and earth. The stones In the 

14: Ayos ºoännis Papoülia mound are carefully laid flat stones, but probably not worked (perhaps 
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the covering slabs for the central construction were slightly worked). At I7: VoTdhokili3 much of 
the construction material was culled from the EH settlement debris. Preparation may therefore 

partly have consisted of the more or less careful selection of material and dismemberment of 
remains. At 27: Roütsi, the mounds are very large and so required a great deal of construction 
material. At 35: Peristeriä the Kokoräkou mound is ringed with a massive peribolos consisting of 
large rounded stones probably brought up to the site from the river in the valley below. This 

would have been a considerable operation and suggests a relatively large number of organised 
people involved in constructing the monument - an observation that applies to each of the sites 
mentioned above. 

Other acts before beginning 

The mound of Kokor3kou (35: Peristeriä) was founded on a natural eminence, and the excavator 
reports a thin burned layer on top of this knoll and below the earth added in the construction of 
the mound. Although excavation was limited, this suggests that the eminence was prepared by 

setting a fire on top of it. This fuel for this fire may simply have been the vegetation naturally 
present on the mound, or further combustible material may have been brought for the specific 
purpose. Although such a fire, if set simply for the practical purpose of clearing the vegetation 
before raising the mound, could have had minimal significance, it may equally be the case that 
the fire was a symbolic part of the construction process, removing nature in order to bring 

about the construction of a cultural artefact. If lit at night, it may well have been a visible 
beacon over a very wide area of the valley below, as well as from the site of 35: PeristeriJ. 

Digging or building the grave 

It was noted above that the simpler graves In most cases exhibit a clear link between the 
construction of a grave and the Interment of a specific corpse within, after which act the grave is 

closed and little else is observable archaeologically. With multiple burial monuments the 
relationship between a corpse and the architectural matrix within which it may be placed is not 
necessarily so specific, and may Involve more complex conceptual and spatial relationships. The 
four tumulus sites under discussion here serve to Illustrate these shifts of emphasis. 

The construction of the mound is the first and greatest undertaking in the history of the 

monument, and will not be repeated on each funerary occasion: In fact, it is extremely unlikely 
to be associated with a funeral at all. The monument could be constructed In anticipation of 
future use, before any present need in the form of a corpse awaiting deposition. However, 
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without going into questionable estimates of person-hours required to build different structures, 

none of the monuments discussed here (with the possible exception of 14: Ayos Ioännis Papoülia 

phase one) could have been built between the time of someone's death and their burial. Some 

sort of temporary burial would have been necessary during the construction period. 
Architecturally speaking, the mound is independent of any given burial, even if in intention it 

might have been so associated in the minds of its constructors. 

There are architectural differences between each of these sites. 14: Ayos loännis Papod is exhibits 
two main construction phases. The meaning intended by the constructors of the first phase 
mound is enigmatic: the mound Is small and low, and as far as it is understood at this moment, 
it was built as a casing around a large central cast, providing bulk and emphasis for it 
(Al . 14.13-18). The mound seems not to have been intended to facilitate multiple burials and 
the (incomplete) evidence Indicates that it was not so used. Inasmuch, therefore, as the first- 

phase mound was not used for multiple burials and (I would argue) was not Intended to be so 
used, it is different from the others In Its intention and meaning. The mound is simply emphatic 
on a central burial which provides the meaning for the mound (assuming, of course, that there 
was originally a burial In the central construction: it was empty when excavated). 

The second phase of the mound (Al. 14.7, Al. 14.9) contrasts with the first in architecture 
and intention, but at the same time owes much to that original phase. The builders of the 
second phase mound chose not to create a new monument, but to use and transform what 
already existed. This Indicates a clear link In their minds between their own project and their 
interpretation of already existing architecture. Their project transformed a small and low mound 
with an emphasis on a single, central burial space to a larger, higher mound intended to have a 
dispersed burial focus around the periphery, and intended to hold multiple graves. The 

enlargement of the mound effectively covered the central construction, although the eventual 
radial arrangement of pithoi did serve to emphasise the centre of the mound. 

In creating a multiple-burial monument, the phase two architects took an already existing 
monument and transformed its meaning. Its first-phase meaning in large part was derived from 

the central construction, the focus of the monument: perhaps the burial place of a named 
individual, or closely defined group. The extension of the monument was Intended to allow for 

that meaning to be extended, reinterpreting the central construction and adding new graves to 

the monument. In the act of transforming the structure In such a radical way (I would suggest 
that the transformation of a monument from a single tomb, perhaps of a named Individual, to a 
multiple burial monument Is radical) the architects did maintain a continuity: they extended the 
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monument by repeating its structure, and (assuming the stone capping was not covered by a 

final layer of earth) its final appearance -a mound with a flat stone paving - was modelled on 
the final appearance of the first-phase mound. 

The other sites under consideration here are structurally single-phase monuments (excluding the 

tholos tomb phase at I7: Vo1-dhokiliä). Although all of them are multiple-burial monuments, In 

some cases there seems a possibility that the meaning of a monument is partly derived from a 
central construction and that the architectural format was chosen in order to allow for this. The 

example of 27: Rodtsi Kaloyeropoülou may be pertinent in this respect. The excavated parts of 
the mound show that a large, horseshoe-shaped pit with a ring of stones around the top was 
constructed In the centre of the monument (Al. 27.2-3). Whether primary In sequence or 
not, the position of the pit at the centre and at the top of the mound makes It a focus for the 

monument as a whole. The pit Is however small In comparison to the overall size of the mound, 
and It is unclear what, If anything, of It would normally be visible. The mound must have been 

planned from the first as a multiple burial monument. 

The Kokoräkou mound (35: Peristeriä) was also large (20m diameter), and this along with the 
fact that it was used for at least three pithos burials suggests that It was intended to be a multiple 
burial monument at the moment of its construction (Al.. TS. 8). The excavation report does 

not allow us to discern whether it contained a 'first' or central burial, as suggested for 27: Rodtsl 
Kaloyeropoülou and first-phase 14: Ayos loännis Papoülia. 

17: Voidhokiliä (Al. f7.7, Al. 17.9), superficially similar to 14: Ayos loJnnis Papoülia, Is 

essentially a single-phase monument (excluding the later tholos tomb construction), although it 

seems to have been altered and remodelled In parts at different times, often in association with 
burial acts, thus making its construction difficult to Interpret. One unanswered question 

concerning 17: Voidhokiliä Is whether there was a central burial or central construction: 

unanswered because the later construction of an LHI tholos tomb in the mound destroyed and 

removed whatever there may have been in the middle of the mound. The respect shown by the 
builders of the tholos tomb for pithos burials In the mound (they exhumed and reburied those 

affected by tholos construction) suggests that similar respect would have been shown to a 

central construction If one had existed, though this need not have been the case, especially If the 

central construction were empty like that at 14: Ayos loJnnis Papoülia. In any case, It is clear 
from Its dimensions and evidence of use that 17: Vofdhokiliä was Intended as a multiple burial 

mound. 
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In summary, therefore, the construction of a mound Is separated from an act of burial, and the 
builders of all of these monuments, save perhaps first-phase 14: Ayos IoJnnis Papoülia, set out to 

construct mounds open to multiple burial. It Is possible that some mounds were constructed for 

a specific funeral and that the resultant grave occupied a central place In the mound, but In 

most cases this seems rather unlikely. The architectural Intention of the builders was to create a 

raised space In the landscape, large enough to accommodate a number of burials (from two or 
three up to about thirty). The Intention may also have Included a focus on a central construction 

or grave created at the apex of the mound. Inasmuch as the architects may have set out to plan 
future use of the mound, In those mounds that exhibit radial pithos burials the pithol, their bases 

to the centre, may have further served to emphasise the centre and apex of the mound. 

The construction of individual graves within mounds may be seen as preserving the traditional 

act of grave construction for a specific funeral as exhibited in the simpler graves of the previous 
section. However, for many of the graves in these monuments, there is a more complex 
relationship between the creation of the grave and the interment of an individual, related more 
to the burial practices evidenced in the monuments of succeeding periods' than to a simple 
transfer of a burial traditions from the unmarked cemetery to a burial mound. 

This Is most clearly marked by the adoption of the use of burial pithol In the mounds. Although 

one or two burial pithol are known from the simpler graves, they were small and used for Infant 

burial. The pithol in consideration here are much larger (some over 2m In length: for example, 
A1.14.21) and used mainly for adult burial. Of the graves thought to be of MH date In these 

mounds2, there are at least 27 pithol, compared with five or perhaps nine or more3 graves of 

cast or pit type. 

Each time a new pithos was to be Inserted In a given mound, a space of the correct size had to 
be created In the mound. In no case were pithol Inserted vertically In the mound: In fact, pithos 
cuttings were almost always made so that the pithos would rest horizontally. In a few cases 
pithos cuttings were made deep Into mounds, but In most cases the cuttings were fairly shallow, 
suggesting that the pithol would not be fully buried on Insertion. To support the mouths of 
these pithoi, drystone constructions of flat stones were sometimes built up to and then around 

' Some of these monuments continue In use to at least MHIII, so Indeed some of the burial practices 
evidenced in them date to that period. 
2 See catalogue entry 14 for discussion of the probably post-MH clst tombs of that mound. 
3 Five: assumes all cist burials in 14: Ayos loinnls Papoülla mound post-MH; nine: assumes cists 6,9,10 at 
14 are MH, others post-MH; more than nine: assumes that many or all of the burials in 14: Ayos loinn(s 
Papoülia are MH In date (maximum therefore 17 graves; under this unlikely hypothesis non-pithos burial Is 
still rare at the other sites). 
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the neck, so that the mouth of the pithos would eventually seem to protrude from the mound, 

with a stone built facade (Al. 14.23). 

At 14: Ayos loännis Papod is the architecture of the second phase seems well suited to pithos 
burial. Each new pithos entailed the removal of the upper layer of stones and the earth 

underlying it, as far as the second layer of stones. This layer In most cases formed the bedding 

for the pithos (Al. 14.19), the upper layer of earth and stones then surrounding the pithos; In 

most places however this layer seems to have been rather thin - it may have been thicker toward 

the periphery. Stones in some cases were clearly placed In contact with the pithos and ringing It, 

again bedding It. It is clear however that the pithol were by no means fully burled within the 

upper layer, raising the question as to whether a further layer of earth was ever laid on top of 
the mound, or If individual pithol might be covered by more earth or stones. 

There is a number of graves with pebble floors: they are most numerous at 17: Voidhokiliä, 

where a multi-coloured sea-pebble bed was created for the corpse in pithos 6 and probably also 
in pithos 7; the burial in the grave just to the east of the later dromos lay on a pebble floor and 
was probably also covered in pebbles during Interment; the two burials in a cast to the east of 
the mound also lay on a pebble floor; and finally the chamber of the later tholos tomb was also 
strewn with pebbles, although this is a secondary floor after the chamber was cleared (other 

tholos tombs with pebble floors are noted in the relevant section below). Other examples are 
found at 27: Roütsi, where one of the cist tombs In the Kaloyeropoülou mound had a pebble- 
strewn floor; and beyond the sites under immediate consideration, 35: Peristeriä, where the 
MHIII-LHI grave beside the later tholos 1 peribolos had a thick pebble floor; and several graves 
at 57: Ayos Stefanos, 37: Mälthi, and 41: Filiaträ Stomion (all described in the relevant section 
above). The effect of the pebbles is not immediately startling, but they form a subtle marker 
and interface with the earth, and an embellishment of the grave. A built grave, especially one 
located within an artificial monument, allows for the deposition of the corpse in a partly cultural 

environment, and the provision of a pebble floor might also have been intended to Isolate the 
dead from natural earth. 

Acts at the end of the construction phase 

It is difficult to associate any excavated evidence with activities that may have taken place as an 

act of closure for the construction phase. A possibility Is 14: Ayos loännis Papoülia first phase, for 

example: although I generally assume that the central construction was a burial space and the 
lack of finds Is explained by later removal, It Is possible that no burial ever took place. If so, 
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then the feasting and sacrifice evidenced in front of the construction by an 'altar', ash and bones 

might relate to a post-construction action. The feasting and sacrifice are however more likely to 

relate to either post-funerary ritual or general ancestor worship activity. 

The data and their Interpretation with the central construction at 27: Rodtsl Kaloyeropoülou are 

similar. Here the large central pit was also found empty, but outside were three pottery Items, 

Including a double cup. The cup at least may be plausibly Interpreted as associated with ritual 

activity. Again, however, although It Is possible that the activity relates to some act at the end 
of construction, the position of the remains outside the pit suggests that the activity took place 
with reference to the pit, and so Is more likely to relate to post-funerary or general ancestor 
worship activity. 

Opeaiug the grave 

The bedding of funerary pithol, with the mouth at surface level, Indicates that they were 
Intended to be accessible. In most cases, opening the pithol would Involve simply removing the 

cover slab usually placed over the mouth and sometimes held In place by a drystone 

construction. It would not have been necessary to Intervene In the mound Itself. In the case of 
cast burials, whose dates are In any case uncertain, It would have been necessary to remove 
whatever covering stones were in place In order to gain access to the grave. 

Closing the grave 

There are no artefacts to be associated with the closure of these graves. Pithol were regularly 
stopped by one or more stone slabs, placed up against the mouth and held In place by earth or 
drystone construction; sometimes such slabs were not found, and the mouth may simply have 

been covered with earth. The other graves seem to have been covered with earth for the most 

part, although the southern cist within the 17: Voidhokiliä mound may have had a wooden roof. 
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BURIAL MOUNDS OF LIKELY MH DATE (TABLE 5.2, PAGE I 16) 

Preparation of coastruct/oa materials 

Many of these sites are noted as having 'cover slabs' as well as pithos fragments, the implication 

being that both pithos burial and cast burial was practised. These slabs are still visible at some of 

these unexcavated monuments (for example, 21: Lefki, A1.21.13-14). Such slabs would need 

to be procured and brought to the site. 

Some of the mounds are large, and consequently would have required the collection of a large 

amount of earth and stones to form the matrix. 

Other acts before beginning 

No evidence. 

Digging orbui/ding the grave 

Few of these mounds have been excavated, but where a mound has been damaged by farming 

or road-making activity, some structural details may have been observed. The mound at 
2: Evangelism6s has been sectioned by the construction of a track: it appears to be almost 
entirely made of earth, with no other structural enhancements. At 6: P17a, the mound was 
apparently made of stone and covered with 'hard white clay'. If so, given its position (described 

above), the white clay may well have been related to its visibility in the landscape (a role 
perhaps replicated by the stone paving of 14: Ayos 1oänn1s Papoü/ia). One of the mounds at 
15: PiJtanos may be partly stone built, although much of the visible stone is likely to be modem 
dump. 

The mounds of the Ambelßfito-Tragäna ridge (20: Tragäna 8E 21: L, fki) are described as being 

from 2m up to 5m in height. These dimensions deserve careful consideration. If a burial mound 
is 2m in height, this means that if someone stands at the base that person must look upward in 

order to look at the centre of the mound - the mound is taller than a person. A mound 5m in 

height, however, is two and a half times as large again: a very tall construction Indeed. By far 

the majority of Messenian mounds observed during fieldwork for this thesis were around 2m in 

height, and some are much lower. Rare exceptions might be 13: Kaminia, 3.5m to 4m high, or 

mound 126 of 21: Lefkl, about 4m tall (3m according to the Pylos Regional Archaeological 
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Project: Alcock, Bennet at Davis 1996). There seems to have been a tendency for the 

University of Minnesota Messenia Expedition (McDonald & Hope Simpson 1961,1964,1969) 

to exaggerate the height of burial mounds, and the observation of lower heights now cannot be 

entirely explained by farming activities (a 5m mound is unlikely to be ploughed away to a1m 

rump). This Is partly confirmed by the published observations of the Pylos Regional 

Archaeological Project (ibidem). 

The recent destruction of 22: Pfrgos Tsoüka has revealed that the mound was natural, although 
burials were dug into it quite deeply. This is an important observation: an existing knoll might 
just as well be utilised as a burial site as an artificial one, and ultimately the difference between 

those two categories might not be discernible to those using the mounds. (The observation is 

somewhat weakened, however, by the claim that the site relates only to the historical period: 
discussed and disputed in appendix three). A similar example is the Nikltopodlou knoll at 
30: Nih6ria. 

8: Kiss6s seems like a low, earthen construction (although Its excavator suggests It Is '3m or 4m 
high', it Is certainly no more than 2m high as preserved today). The original form of the 

enigmatic stone structures ('grave peribolol') set within the mound Is unknown, but they clearly 
create separate spaces within the body of the mound. In this sense they may play a similar role 
In the mound as pithol and built stone chambers In other, similar mounds: specific and defined 
burial places to which people could return again and again. 

Acts at the end of the construct>on phase 

No evidence. 

Opening the grave 

These generally unexcavated mounds offer no new Insights beyond those reported In the 

previous section. 

Closing the grave 

The often-reported 'cover slabs' are assumed to relate to the closure of cast graves by placing 

one or more slabs on top. In some cases these might have functioned as markers. 
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THE MHIII-LHI PERIOD (TABLES I 
.8&I. 

11, PAGES 33-34) 

With the possible exception of Kokor3kou at 35: Peristeriä, all sites discussed as MHI-II (table 

1.7, page 33) continued to be used in this period, and 8: Kiss6s was also probably in use. 

Prepiratioa of coastrnctioa materials 

The material required In constructing many of the sites under consideration here Is as great as, 
and often much greater than for those described in previous sections. Many sites are set In an 
artificial mound, as before requiring the gathering of earth and stone; moreover, In the case of 
sites where chambers are built of stone, there Is need to procure, prepare and transport the 

stones Involved. Most of the tholos tombs are built of squared, slab-like stones, which usually 
occur naturally but must at least have been gathered, If not quarried, and then brought to the 

point of construction. In some cases, for example 39: Psiri Metsiki, stones were derived from the 
immediate context surrounding the tomb. At 17: Voidhokiliä the stones were probably procured 
from the beach below. Elsewhere, stones may have been brought from some distance, and the 
location of the source Is rarely determined by excavators. In the case of the larger tholol, up to 

about 8m In diameter and perhaps 7m or more In height, the volume of material required Is 

considerable. Even with the smaller tholol, a not Inconsiderable mass of stone would be 

required. A relatively large body of people, acting In a co-ordinated fashion, would be required 
in the procurement of materials for many of these tombs. This requirement continues In the 
construction phase, as noted below. 

There Is little evidence for dressed stonework at MHIII-LHI tholos tombs (stones In the stomlon 
at 24: Englian6s tholos IV are dressed). 

Two tomb types - the chamber tomb, and to a lesser extent the tholos tomb - provide evidence 
for the use of tools. The construction of chamber tombs demands the use of an axe- or pick-like 
device, as described below. Such an item would presumably have to be made of bronze, 

although perhaps the stone into which the 23: Vo11mldhla tombs were cut was soft enough for a 

stone tool to carve (lakovfdhis suggests that the rock here was very soft and easy to cut: 1966, 

98). Again at 23: Vo1imldhia the chambers are often so well rounded and smooth that some 

other tool, perhaps a knife, must have been used to create the smooth sides. Tholos tombs are 

often at least partly underground, and so digging tools would be required. 
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Other acts before beginning 

At 17: Voidhokiliä there was an unusual and complex preparatory phase for the second period of 

use for the mound. The first phase of the site consisted of a large burial tumulus containing 

burials In large pithol generally placed radially In the mound. This phase of use probably began 

In MHI and continued through MHII with perhaps some further use In MHIII. By MHIII 

Interventions In the mound seem sporadic at most, suggesting Its status as a historical rather than 

current burial place. In early LHI this historical character was reworked by Initiating a 

reconstruction (described below). In preparation for this the builders rearranged the mound, 

exhuming those pithoi likely to be affected by the new construction and reburying them around 

the periphery of the mound. Up to four of the nine funerary pithol seem to have been treated 

in this way (numbers 1,5,7,10). The evidence for this activity In two cases Is that the pithol 

were buried high In the mound, above MH levels In a layer created during the construction of 

the tholos tomb; in one case that all the material within had gathered at the bottom of the 

pathos, as If It had been momentarily set upright before being laid down again; and in one case 

that the pithos was placed on a bed of stones, unlike the other pithol. Certainly In the first two 

cases at least the observation must be valid: we therefore have evidence that the builders of the 

second phase mound were at some pains to preserve Intact the physical remnants of the 

activities of those who came before them. Despite changes in architecture and funerary practice, 
the second phase builders clearly felt that their acts in some sense maintained a continuity and 
link with the past and the acts of those that came before them. 

At 39: Psäri there Is evidence for activities preceding the construction of the tholos tomb, In that 

when the artificial floor of the tomb was excavated remains of fire-blackened earth were 
discovered underneath, along with flint and obsidian waste characteristic of the site. Two 

possible interpretations suggest themselves: either the tomb was built in a previously inhabited 

area, perhaps an area associated with flint and obsidian working, and that in levelling the area 

and creating the floor of the tomb charcoal and stone working waste were concentrated In the 

limestone hollows under the floor; or that a specific activity preparatory to the construction of 

the tomb left behind charcoal and stone working waste which was deliberately gathered under 

the floor as a foundation deposit. 

Digging or building the grave 

The architectures of MH burial mounds, while on occasion betraying considerable complexity 
(the multiple layers of 14: Ayos ºoännis Papoüfia), nonetheless amount to more or less carefully 
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constructed piles of earth or earth and stones, with grave structures such as cists, equally non- 

specialist in their construction. The only evidence of specialist skills lay in the use of funerary 

pithol, and as it will be concluded that in most cases these were reused from another context 
(chapter seven), the special skills required for their construction should probably not be related 
directly to the acts of construction for the burial. 

In the case of the sites under discussion here, various structures and techniques require the 

active presence of skilled workers and experienced specialists at the construction site: In 

particular the construction of tholos burial chambers on the principle of corbelled stone vaults 
(7: Dhi6dhia U Strefi, 10: Gouvaläri, 13: Kamfnia, 16: Korifäsio, I 7: Void hokili3,24: Englian6s, 

27: Roütsi, 30: Nih6ria, 32: Pa1eoh6ria, 35: Peristeriä, 39: PsJri, 43: K3to Samik6 Klidhi and possibly 
46: Makrisia), and the carving of a chamber from rock (23: Volimldhia, 58: Epldhavros Llmirä and 
62: Kithira). At some sites, tholos tomb structures post-date an earlier phase of use within the 
MHIII-LHI bracket: 13: Kaminia, 17: Voidhokiliä, and possibly 10: Gouvaläri. 

The recognition of two principal types obscures the high degree of architectural variability In 

these monuments. In many cases the life history of a monument, or of a group of monuments, 
had a profound effect on the form of an MHI11-LHI construction. Nonetheless the two basic 
forms, the corbelled stone built chamber and Its carved equivalent, seem to appear suddenly 
and widely In the record, and not only In the area under study (although definite LHI examples 
outside this area are few: only the Thorikds elliptical tholos, and some chamber tombs at 
Prdsimna, Näfplio and Mycenae). 

The origins of the tholos form. In considering a possible 'external' origin for the tholos form, two 

possible levels of Influence must be examined: were tholos tombs directly Imported or adapted 
from elsewhere, or did the existence of similar tombs elsewhere form an Influence on the 

adoption of the tholos form? These questions are Important because, if tholos tombs were an 

adaptation of a Minoan form (the view comprehensively set forth by Hood: 1960, and 

supported by Pelon: 1976,442-53), then questions concerning the construction of these 

tombs would revolve around the means by which Cretan skills and techniques were transferred 

to' the mainland; If not, then evidence for the Inception of the form, and the techniques 

required to create it, need be sought In the Messenlan evidence. 
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Tomb 1 Setting Masonry 

7 Dhiodla 4.2m Unknown Unknown 
10 Gouval3ri Gouval3ri 1 6.25m Mound, double Flat stones 

(some large) 
10 Gouvalärl Gouval3ri 2 5m Mound, double Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound 2 tholos 2.75m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouvalärl Mound 2 tholos <3m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouval3rl Mound 2 tholos <3m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound B 3m to 4m Mound Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound A tholos 1 2.9m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound A tholos 2 3.05m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound A tholos 3 1.55m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound A tholos 4 3.5m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound A tholos 5 2.1 m to 2.8m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouval3ri Mound A tholos 6 3.48m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound A tholos 7 3.5m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound A tholos 8 3.6m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouvaläri Mound A tholos 9 3m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
10 Gouval3rl Mound A tholos 10 4.73m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
13 Kamfnia Tholos I 3.2m to 3.4m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
13 Kamfnia Tholos 2 2.7m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
13 Kamfnia Tholos 3 2.5m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
13 Kamfnia Tholos 4 2.7m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
13 Kamfnia Tholos 5 2.1 m Mound, multiple Flat stones 
16 Korifäsio 6m Underground Flat stones 
17 Voldhoklli3 Tholos 4.93m to Mound/protrudin Large pebbles, 

5.03m g with clay coating sandstones 
24 Englianös Vayenäs (tholos 5) 5.4m Mound? Flat stones 
24 Engllanbs Tholos IV 9.35m Mound Large, squarish, 

partly dressed 
stones 

27 Roütsi Tholos I 5.4m Underground Flat stones 
27 Rodtsi Tholos 2 5m Underground Flat stones 
30 Nih6ria Nikitopoülou 2 3m Knoll, multiple Flat stones 
30 Nihßria Nikitopoülou 3 3.4m Knoll/mound? Flat stones 
30 Nih6ria Nikitopoülou 4 3.4m Knoll, multiple Flat stones 
30 Nihbria Nikitopoülou 5 5.2m Knoll, multiple Flat stones 
30 Nih6ria Nikitopoülou 6 3m Knoll, multiple Flat stones 
30 Nihßria Veves 5.1m Unknown Flat stones 
35 Perlsteriä Tholos 3 6.9m Mound? /hillside Flat stones 
35 Perlsteria South Tholos 1 5.08m Freestanding with Large pebbles 

clay coating (? ) 
(/Mound? ) 

39 Psäri Metsfkl Tholos 1 8.05m Mound Large squarish 
stones, partly 
dressed 

42 Kato Samtkö Samikon mound 5.5m Mound Flat stones? 
Klidhl4 

42 Kato Samlk6 Mound 5 5.65m Underground/ Large rough 
Klldhl mound limestones 

46 Makrfsias 3.8m Mound? Flat stones 
51 Anälipsls Eight small tholoi unknown Unknown Flat stones? 

Table 6.2. Sizes, settings and construction materials of MHIII-LHI tholos tombs. 

4 Not published as a tholos tomb: refer to site catalogue entry. 
I Not published as a tholos tomb: refer to site catalogue entry. 
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The first mainland tholos tombs were built in Messinfa In MHIII: there Is no evidence that any 
tholos tomb precedes this period. Minoan tholos tombs, although principally an artefact of the 

early Minoan period, continued to be used sporadically in the middle Minoan period and 
beyond, and some few examples were built in that period. Minoan tholoi differ In many details 

of architecture from their Mycenaean counterparts, but the debate has tended to focus on the 

corbelled vault, which Is an essential feature of Mycenaean tholos tombs. It is certain that the 

vast majority of Cretan tholol were never vaulted, as has been shown by Cavanagh 8t Laxton 
(1981,131.133). The recent publication of the Minoan cemetery at Fournt (Arh3nes) has 
however suggested that the three Minoan-type tholoi there were supplied with corbelled roofs, 
along with the two later Mycenaean-type tholoi and 'burial building 19' (Sakellarakis 8t 
Sapouna-Sakellarakl 1997,243). The main description of tholos B (ibidem, 171-173) does not 
mention the roofing system, however, and there Is little evidence of an incline In the preserved 
courses of the walls. Similarly the roof of tholos E is not described, and In fact the tomb Is 

preserved only In one or two courses; 'burial building 19' is an apsidal structure, and only 
partial corbelling is claimed. It Is therefore only tholos C (A4.15) that Is clearly claimed to be 

vaulted (ibidem 181). This is an EMIII construction; even should one accept it as a vaulted 
building, its date of construction is so remote (over 300 years) from that of the first mainland 
tholol that the knowledge deployed In its construction cannot be shown to be still current at that 
later date. 

The tholos tomb at Kamilärl (Levi 1962) is said to have been constructed In the MMI period 
(equivalent to MHI or early MHII: table 6.4 below). This tomb's construction is therefore an 
event closer in time to the construction of the earliest mainland tholoi, although there Is still a 
considerable gap In time. Despite a claimed slight corbelling in the surviving walls and a quantity 
of stone removed during excavation (A4.16), it remains doubtful that the tomb could have 
been corbelled (compare the collapsed vault and mound of 35: Peristeriä tholos 1: Al.. 35.. 63). 
Founded on bare bedrock, a massive tumulus would have been necessary to retain the 7.65m 
diameter chamber, of which there is not the least trace. 

The reasons against direct adaptation of the Minoan tholos In Messinfa are strong In themselves: 

" there Is a significant chronological gap between known MM tholol and the first MHIII tholol; 

" the two architectures are very different, especially In roofing and In entranceways. 

These objections were deduced from considering the Minoan evidence. However, the Messenian 

evidence suggests equally strong objections to the direct adaptation of the Minoan tholos. If one 
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believes that tholol were Introduced from Crete, then the question of transfer of skills Is 

straightforward: Cretan masters taught the Messenians all they knew. Moreover, If one believes 

that the tholos form was Imported fully formed from Crete, this would explain the early 

appearance of relatively large tholoi like 16: Korifäsio with smaller tholol; indeed, the smaller 

tholoi might be seen as the pale Imitations by lesser architects of the Cretan originals they 

struggled to reproduce. 

However, a closer examination of the architecture of the earliest tholos tombs shows not only 
that they differ significantly from Cretan tombs, but also that In many cases they can be seen to 
be rooted In existing funerary forms and practices. Among securely MHIII tholos tombs", only 
Vayenä (24: Englian6s, Al. 24.22) might be argued to be freestanding: however the complete 
destruction of part of the tomb, and razing of the rest of It down to the bottom 30cm, means 
that It could just as easily have been a canonical mainland tholos set In a mound, both being 

destroyed at the same time. Other MHlll tombs are 16: Korifäsio, set almost completely 

underground (Al. /6.1-3), one of the larger tholol at 10: Gouvalärf (Al. /0.45), set In a 

mound, and small tholol In mounds at IO: Gouva/äri (Al. /0.1) and 13: Kamfnia (A1.1. ß 1-4), 

and In a knoll at 30: Nih6ria (Al. 30.15). None of these tombs Is freestanding, and most are 

small (2m to 4m diameter) and set In mounds. 

In the central Messenian milieu of funerary mounds, a freestanding stone-built structure would 
certainly be an alien form; on the other hand, a mound containing one or more built burial 

chambers would follow in an already established tradition of multiple burial spaces within 
funerary monuments. Considered from this point of view, there is therefore a clear line of 
development In the architecture of burial monuments In Messinfa. Rather than viewing the 
tholos structure in isolation as an exceptional development, it can be viewed in its Initial form as 

simply another way of creating a burial space within the context of the funerary mound. Only 

after the construction of a number of such small thoioi within mounds did the Impetus come 
Into being for the tholos to be made on a larger scale and ultimately to form the single usable 
burial space of a funerary monument. 

Korns (1996) has perceptively suggested that in form the small tholos tombs are similar to 

pithoi, and that the pithos may have suggested the shape of the tholos tomb. In particular the 

6 The chronological uncertainty that attends the construction date of any tholos tomb means that there 
will never be a reliable way of producing a chronological sequence for these monuments that Is anything 
better than a best guess. Another possible MHIII tholos tomb (not freestanding) Is 35: Perlsteriä tholos 3: 
refer to the catalogue entry, appendix one, for details. 
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pithos exhibits the qualities of possessing a darkened Inner chamber approached through a 

narrow opening. These qualities are recreated In stone In the tholos tomb. The tholos 

construction goes beyond other types of burial, however, In that It can Itself contain less 

monumental forms: a tholos chamber might have pits or casts In Its floor, or (rarely) contain 

pithos burials. At I3: Kaminia, two pithol were built Into the fabric of a tholos tomb: these two 

pithol may well have been disturbed during the construction of the tholos, and were carefully 

exhumed and then set Into the architecture of the tholos In a symbol of continuity, their content 

perhaps even being reburied In the tholos. 

Whether or not any conceptual link existed between small tholol and burial pithol, they shared 

setting (a funerary mound), function, and numerous aspects of the funerary customs of the 

period. It seems reasonable therefore to posit their local development, rather than to adduce 

the deus ex machina of Cretan tholol in order to explain the appearance of these monuments. 

Tholos tomb construction techniques. The technique of building a corbelled vault in stone is 

complex, and has been thoroughly discussed by Cavanagh SZ Laxton (1981). Their work 

examines in great detail the principles of constructing a dome using the corbelling technique, 

and the theory they present compares favourably with measurements from existing tombs. In 

conclusion they suggest a construction method which should have been open to the 
Mycenaeans. 

Cavanagh $t Laxton's work did not set out explicitly to examine the Invention or discovery of 
tholos building techniques. They examined tombs In the range of about 7m diameter 

(Marathon) up to about 14m (Mycenae, Treasury of Atreus); the earliest tombs In Messinfa 

range from about 2m diameter up to about 6m for the 16: Korifäsio tholos. Since the corbelled 

vault of the tholos tomb has no known predecessor, the technique must have been Invented 

through trial and error, and so it makes sense that the earliest tholol would be of manageable 
dimensions: easier to rebuild if a mistake caused a collapse, and safer for those Involved. The 

suggestion made above that early tholol set out to create burial spaces within mounds In much 

the same way as pithol or other grave types Implies the construction of relatively small tombs 

(the length of the largest known burial pithos, 2.18m from 14: Ayos 1oännis PapoüIa, Is In the 

range of the diameters of early tholos tombs). 

Having perfected the technique of corbelling for small tombs, the possibility of building larger 

tholol seems to have suggested Itself to Messenlan architects almost Immediately, so that at least 

three tholol of 5m to 6m diameter had been built by the end of MHIII. While the construction 
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technique and skills required to build larger tombs are basically the same as for smaller tombs, it 

is important to grasp the different scales involved. A 6m diameter tholos tomb is not twice the 

size of a 3m diameter tholos tomb: both in terms of volume and floor surface (in human terms, 

the amount of space inside) and the surface area of the walls (hence the amount of construction 

material required and the area over which architectural control must be maintained during 

construction), the 6m tomb is much larger than the 3m tomb: approximately eight times larger 

in volume and four times larger in floor and wall surface area (table 6.3 below). Moreover, for 

larger tombs thicker walls are required, increasing the amount of construction material even 
further. 

DIameter (TO ! tu-f. --@ of (T. -21 sti-face arpa of walls (Tr2j Me 

1 0.79 1.57 0.26 
2 3.14 6.28 2.09 
3 7.07 14.14 7.07 
4 12.57 25.13 16.76 
5 19.63 39.27 32.72 
6 28.27 56.55 56.55 
7 38.48 76.97 89.80 
8 50.27 100.53 134.04 
9 63.62 127.23 190.85 
10 78.54 157.08 261.80 
11 95.03 190.07 348.46 
12 113.10 226.19 452.39 
13 132.73 265.46 575.17 
14 153.94 307.88 718.38 
15 176.71 353.43 883.57 

Table 6.3. Approximations of floor and will surface area and volume for tholos and chamber tombs of 
Im to 15m diameter. The approximation assumes that the chamber is a perfect hemisphere and the floor 
is circular; in practice the height of the chamber is much greater than the radius, but the intention is to 
illustrate differences in scale. Area of circle: nr2. Surface area of hemisphere: 2rzr2. Volume of 
hemisphere: 2/3nr3. 

Therefore, for two basic reasons I suggest that the smaller tholoi were built before the larger 

tholoi in central Messinia. On the one hand, there is a technological reason: there is no strong 

evidence that the technique of creating corbelled structures was directly imported from Crete or 

elsewhere. It must have been invented by trial and error, a process made much easier by trying 

to construct smaller rather than larger buildings in the first instance. On the other hand, the 

small tholos tombs seem clearly to be part of, and advance, the already existing structures and 

traditions of burial in tumuli. They can be seen to fulfil the role of creating a burial space within 

the mound, and to do so in ways not unconnected with other methods. At the same time, the 

tholos construction created new possibilities, which seem to have been very quickly understood 

and exploited. 
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Secondary adaptation of the tholos form. To conceive of these tholol as merely another way of 

creating burial spaces within tumuli is probably to underplay the Importance placed on them 

once they were created, but it does make the point that the tholos form continued to fulfil the 

need for various discrete burial spaces within a mound. The early examples do suggest, however, 

that once the ability and will to build tholol was established, this form began to eclipse other 
possibilities. In the 13: Kaminia mound, earlier ways of making room for the dead in tumuli, In 

the form of pithos burials, were superseded, while at the 10: Gouvalärl mounds, other burial 
forms have not been found; and slightly later at 17: Vo1-dhok111J, where a continuing feeling of 
understanding for the monument and connection to the dead led to the exhumation and 
redeposition of some of the funerary pithol, In the process of constructing an LHI tholos tomb: 
the tholos, however, became the only possible burial space within the mound from that point 
onward. 

Since in their Initial construction tholol were envisaged as facilitating the use of burial mounds, 
as a way of somehow making the ritual of mound use somehow better, they were not Intended 
by their makers to replace the burial mound and create a new category of burial monument. Yet 

this quickly became the unintended consequence of the creation of the first tholos tombs; tholol 

were quickly adopted and adapted so that by the end of the period (MHIII-LHI) the 

construction of larger tholol In their own mounds was normal. 

The chronological evidence shows that the appearance of larger tholoi was not the result of the 
gradual construction of ever larger tholol, the largest ones being the culmination of a process; 
rather, the evidence of early date suggests that large tholol were built very quickly after the first 
tholos tombs. Whatever the exact sequence, It is clear that these larger tholol, along with others 
regarded as early LHI, were being built within the same chronological horizon as the smaller 
tholol. 

As has been noted, the difference between smaller and larger tholol Is not one of construction 
technique, but of scale. The same construction material is used In early 5m - 6m tholol as In the 

small tholol (that is, mainly flat slabs of schist and sometimes more variable, rounded stones), 
and the difference is simply one of scale. However, this increase In scale brought about the 

secondary adaptation of the tholos tomb, making it not one burial place among many in a 
funerary monument, but rather the only' burial place, often with multiple burial spaces within It, 

In fact many Messenian tholos tombs are found In pairs, either In two mounds or occasionally sharing 
the same mound. This observation does not detract from the fact of the tholos becoming the architectural 
focus of the mound. 
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In the form of pits and casts. The mound often retained its prominent role in the landscape, but 

attention was directed at the built architecture within the mound (architectural focus Is discussed 

In chapter eight), and tholos mounds seem never to have become a focus for burial outside the 

tholos tomb itself. Underground tholos tombs were the result of the same process of secondary 
adaptation, and in this case dispensed with the mound altogether. These adaptations can be seen 
as both themselves subservient to changes In burial tradition, In how people wanted and 

expected to be able to use funerary structures, and bringing about changes In burial tradition. 

There is no discernible development In the architecture of tholos tombs In the LHI period after 
their Initial, rapid development In MHIII. Small tholos tombs In multiple burial mounds 
continued to be built and used, but as far as the evidence allows no new multiple burial mound 
was constructed in LHI, in Messinla at leaste, while many new tholos tombs of the larger variety 
were built In this period. There is a remarkable homogeneity In construction technique for these 
tholos tombs, and almost all fall within the 5m to 7m diameter bracket (the exceptions are 
46: Makrisia, 3.8m; 39: Psäri, 8.05m; and 24: Englian6s tholos IV, 9.35m). 

Architectural details. Most tholol were built Into a mound, often partly underground. Only a 
very few examples were built completely underground, suggesting that the mound retained 
ongoing importance as a physical marker of the tomb's presence In the landscape; the 
construction of an underground tholos also required a very considerable excavation. Although In 

most cases the mound will have covered the tholos tomb, there Is evidence In a few cases that 
the upper part of the vault protruded above the mound and was covered by a clay capping. 
One such example Is 17: Voidhokiliä: the original MH mound, about 1m high, was Increased 

around the tholos to at least 2m, and probably higher; the remaining clay-capped apex would 
have formed a white, pointed marker above the mound. The mound was removed In front of 
the stomion (there was no dromos), thus emphasising the blocked facade with the protruding 
apex behind It and the MH mound sloping down on both sides. A clay capping was also present 
at 35: Peristeriä south tholos 1, and probably at some other early tholos tombs (evidence for a 
clay capping Is easily missed in excavation). 

Many of the 10: Gouvaläri tombs lack (or apparently lack) dromol: the same Is true for some of 
those at 13: Kamfnla. An explanation for this Is that In the first case many small tholol were sited 

relatively high and to the edge of their respective mounds, rather than deep in the centre: this is 

a result of the continuing idea of multiple burial points around the outside of the mound. In 

The eight small tholoi at 51: Anälipsls may date to LHI, but there Is no evidence that they were located 
In a burial mound. 
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these cases the stomia would open onto the edge of the mound, and when walled up the walling 

could present a facade and a visible marker for that tomb. The development of the dromos is 

part of the secondary adaptation of tholos tombs, and it perhaps first became an Important 

architectural device in the case of chamber tombs (below). If the dromos Is accepted as a 

secondary development, however, it is by no means late: In mound A at 10: Gouval3ri, for 

example, the tholos most obviously with a dromos, number 10, is most likely MHIII-LHI In 

date. 

A number of tholos tombs exhibit an unusual feature In some or all of the dromos, stomion and 

chamber: an elongated double groove or pit or combination thereof. This feature Is found at 
10: Gouvaläri 1 8t 2 (Al. /0.39), 27: Roütsi tholos 2 (Al. 27.. 17) and 35: Perlsteria tholos 3 

(Al.. 7S. 35-37); It reappears In later tombs at 18: Tragäna (A1.18.4, Al. 18.7-8, 

A1.18.14). This was occasionally In the past explained as a feature allowing for the entry of a 

cart (carrying the corpse) or a coffin Into the tomb, but this explanation Is untenable for a 

number of reasons (discussion and references in Korres 1976a and - In connection with similar 
features In chamber tombs of the Argolid and Vlotfa - Akerström 1986). On more than one 

occasion among the present sample, these features were associated with hoard of bronze or 

gold, and so the most likely explanation for them Is that they relate to specific Instances of 
deposition, not necessarily primary In the architectural sequence of the building. The Instances 
(outside Messinfa) studied by Akerström (1986) also date to LHI-II; he suggested that the 

grooves maintained a linking channel between the chamber and the dromos whenever the 

stomion was blocked, to be used for libation or other 'offerings'. It should be noted, however, 

that this feature overall Is very rare; pan-helladic explanations are unlikely to be adequate. 

Pebble floors are also occasionally found in tholos tombs, as at 17: Voldhokiliä mentioned above, 
at 43: Käto Samikö Klidhl, where the floor of the chamber was strewn with gravel, and In later 

tombs at 54: Vafi6, where Tsoündas mentions a layer of pebbles on the floor of the dromos, and 

possibly the floor of the second tholos at 12: Fities. Otherwise, the floors of tholos tombs are 

generally of packed earth. 

The largest (diameter 9.35m) and most impressive of MHIII-LHI tholos tombs is 24: Englian6s 

tholos IV (A1.24.11-15). Aside from Its monumentality, architectural refinements are few: 

construction techniques seem very much the same as for the other tholoi. Courses of stones 

present a smooth face in the interior and are quite well laid, but still consist of irregularly sized 

flattish stones. Only in the facade of the stomion are there signs of more elaborate work: stones 

are larger and squared, suggesting that they were dressed and fitted for their positioning; In 
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particular, there are large squared stones as corner pieces in the facade. Nonetheless, courses 

are still of irregular sizes, and the surviving lintel block seems to have been unworked. 

Tholos 1 at 39: Psäri Metsikl (Al.. 39.7-8) Is another large tomb (8.05m diameter), with large 

blocks In both chamber and stomion. The tholos is mostly above ground and surrounded by a 
large mound made of stone. Architecturally one might expect this tomb to be later than LHI, 

and the evidence for an early date is not fully published. The stomion Is very long - 4.9m, while 

the dromos is 6m In length, reaching to the edge of the mound. The dromos was lined with 

stone, which is unique for this period, although Its location In a stone mound makes this feature 

Inevitable. The mound was retained by a peribolos, also unique for tombs of this date. The 

peribolos wall, aside from Its practical function of retaining the mound over the tholos, forms 

part of a complex, multi-layered architecture within the mound. The peribolos also functions as 

a visible boundary between mound and not-mound. In short, the architectural design Is well 

suited to its location, high in the mountains In a rocky area, but might also be said to exhibit 

many enhancements on the basic, central Messenian design, suggesting either a slightly later date 

or the result of simple local development. 

Chamber tombs. The chamber tomb may at first seem rather different from the tholos tomb: It 

is not set in a mound, and it is hacked or carved out of rock rather than built of stone. 
Nonetheless, a number of other factors make chamber and tholos tombs extremely similar both 

architecturally and in terms of their use. In form the chamber tomb closely resembles the tholos 
tomb (for example, Al . 21.39). It consists of the same three basic elements: chamber, stomion 

and dromos, although in general the stomia of chamber tombs are very undeveloped In 

comparison to tholos tomb stomia, and rarely of any great length, a restriction due mostly to 

the mode of construction. The tomb is located underground, usually on the slope of a ridge or 
hill, the dromos leading from the hillside into the hill to the depth of the tomb, ending at the 
facade which is formed of the rockface at the end of the dromos and the stomion carved out of 
it (for example, Al. 25.. 39 top right). The chamber is carved out of the rock underground. 

In the wider helladic world and especially in the LHIII period, chamber morphologies are very 

variable, but in the sample considered here, limited to three early sites, there is much less 

variation. Tholos-like chambers, found In most of these tombs, are rare in later tombs, whose 

chambers range from sub-round to sub-rectangular In shape, and there are examples of 

extremely neatly carved rectangular chambers (for example at Dhendhr3 In the Argolid, Persson 

1942). 
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In Messinla, In the same central area where many early tholos tombs are located, at 
23: Volimldhia, there is a chamber tomb cemetery of at least 34 tombs, dug underground but 

into extremely slight slopes. The slight slope is not the only unusual feature of the cemetery, 
since the tombs almost without exception have extremely neatly carved, circular chambers (for 

example, A1.2. ß 12, A11.2119, A1.2J32, A1.2J. 39), which make clear reference to the 
form of the early tholos tomb, exemplified nearby at, for example, 24: Englian6s (lakovidhis 
1966; Kontorli-Papadopoulou 1987,145-146). The sizes of the chambers mirror those of the 

early tholos tombs, generally 3m to 5m in diameter, rising to 6m In a few cases. Stomia are not 
deep (long), and are usually low in height, up to about 1.5m high; dromol are usually short but 

steep, occasionally stepped. Some of the tombs had second, smaller chambers opening off the 
dromos to the left about half-way down; clearly secondary constructions, and perhaps In some 
cases post-bronze age In date. Originally thought to be located in distinct groupings, it Is clear 
that they are fairly evenly spread, although in places tombs have been built one next to the 

other, in a cluster or line (above, pages 122-123). 

Tombs at 58: Epldhavros Umirä are similar in shape: short, stepped dromol, short stomia, and in 
this case elliptical chambers, still Imitating tholol (Al. S8.3). The tombs have side chambers off 
the left side of the dromos, of similar size to the main chambers. Where dimensions are 
recorded, these are rather small In all features, so that chambers are of the order of 2m to 3m 
In diameter, stomia low, and dromol 1.5m long. These tombs are more canonically set Into the 
sides of a ridge. 

The chamber tombs on 62: Kithira include both artificial chambers and natural chambers adapted 
for burial use (Al. 62.2). The rock-cut chamber tombs differ from the two mainland sites in 
that most of them had more than one side chamber, and these led off from the central chamber 
rather than from the side of the dromos. Otherwise architectural details are similar: chambers 
are roughly sub-round, dromol are short and often stepped, and overall dimensions are rather 
small, closer to the 58: Epfdhavros Umirä examples than those at 23: Vo1imfdh1a. The largest 

example has a central chamber about 2.5m square and 2m high, with six smaller side chambers 
(A1.62.7). 

The development of chamber tombs. Differences in architecture between these three sites, as well 

as differences with contemporary tholos tombs, suggest different lines of development and, 
ultimately, that the purposes for which the tombs were designed were slightly different. 
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By the time of the construction of the first 23: Vo11midhia tombs, either late MHI11 or early LHI, 

the idea of the tholos tomb was becoming established. The chambers of 23: Volimidhia tombs are 
closely comparable with nearby tholos tombs In shape and dimensions (lakovfdhis 1966). 
Differences are to be found In entrances: In many small tholos tombs, the dromos Is 

undeveloped or completely absent, so that the stomion acts as the tomb's external Interface. For 

tholol in burial mounds, this suggests a line of walled-up tomb facades set radially In a mound. 
The chamber tombs at 23: Vo1imidh1a all feature dromol (technologically necessary for a tomb 
buried 2m underground) but the stomion Is reduced to a simple door In the rock facade, 

normally walled up. 

Where the dromos is Insubstantial, there is opportunity for those around the tomb to focus on 
the facade from a wider arc: activities at the facade are visible and open to a wider potential 
audience. This fits well with earlier traditions at multiple burial mounds, and insubstantial 
dromoi at larger tholos tombs may relate to the same factors. Where the dromos Is short and 
steep, as at 23: Volimldhia, fewer people can form an audience for activities at the facade, which 
will in any case be circumscribed by the narrow width of the dromos. Hence the end of the 
dromos may well have become a focus for activity, for acts performed before entering and after 
leaving the tomb: the liminal point, with the dromos Itself, descending to the chamber, forming 

the passage from one area to the other. This Is the role taken on by the dromos In most tholos 
tombs (chapter eight), and the presumed short, steep dromos at 16: Korifäsio functioned in the 
same way. The development of dromoi In tholos tombs, a part of the secondary adaptation of 
tholos tombs, may have been strongly influenced by the construction, through necessity, of 
dromoi at the early 23: Vo11mfdh1a chamber tombs and the I6: Korifäsio tholos tomb, and later In 
LHI in other tholos tombs such as 27: Rodtsi. In those cases, although the dromos was a necessity 
for underground tombs, the architectural properties of the dromos came to be appreciated so 
that more developed dromoi came to be a normal part of tholos tomb architecture, even where 
not strictly required; and in LHIIA the development of the dromos at some sites reached 
monumental proportions (35: Peristeriä tholol 1 8t 2; 54: Vafi6). 

The principal difference between the 23: Volimfdhia tombs and the 58: Epfdhavros Llmirä & 
62: Kithira examples is one of scale. While the 23: Volimidhia tombs are generally 3m to 4m in 

diameter, and some are larger, the 58: Epldhavros Umirä and 62: Kfthira tombs are about 2m to 
3m In diameter and low In height. The 23: Volim! dhia tombs are In scale equal to many tholos 
tombs In their vicinity. The 58: Epfdhavros Um! rä tombs, Isolated from central Messinfa, may 
have been built with the 62: Klth1ra examples In mind, or some of the early Argoild examples, 
rather than the 23: Volimfdhla cemetery. The difference in scale (table 6.3 above) is relevant In 
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terms of the number of people that might occupy the chamber and the scope of funerary 

activities that might take place within. The 58: Epidhavros Um1r3 and 62: Kithira tombs were built 

with funerary practices involving fewer people in mind, and perhaps a need to keep the moment 

of interment or of entry into the tomb a highly restricted moment; the 23: VoImidhla tombs 

allow for a number of people to enter the tomb at once and view or be Involved In activities 
there. These differences, locally significant, and related to different trends in funerary 

architecture, do not obscure the basic equivalence of their architecture and their function as 

multiple burial monuments. 

A different aspect serves to set the 62: Kithira tombs apart from most mainland examples of any 
period: the use of side chambers opening off the main chamber. The 23: Vo11midhla and 
58: Ep1dhavros Limirä examples sometimes have side chambers opening off the left of the 
dromos, which form alternative foci for the monuments, but are secondary to their construction 
(at least with the 23: Volimidhia examples). With the 62: Kithira tombs the side chambers create a 

quite different architectural meaning for the tombs. The chamber is no longer the principal 
focus, the point, of the architecture; the chamber becomes a central gathering place with 
multiple radial foci, a zone of exchange from chamber to chamber. This may have considerable 
implications for an understanding of how people expected to be able to use the tombs: rather 
than the chamber being the focus of activity, it may have been secondary to more secluded rites 
in side chambers. 

Overall, therefore, the architecture of these tombs Is closely comparable to that of the tholos 
tomb, with the differences mentioned above. The differences are minor In comparison to the 
similarities; at 23: Volimfdhia, the tombs were almost certainly conceived as simply a different 

way of creating a tholos tomb, and while at 58: Epldhavros Limirä and 62: Klth1ra the Idea of the 
tholos tomb may have been less immediate (or even not present) in the minds of those building 

the tombs, their intentions in building the tombs were the same as for those building tholos 

tombs. In MHIII-LHI tholos and chamber tombs were understood through their common 
difference from other burial types: that they were closed off, circular vaulted underground (or 

under mound) chambers approached by low, narrow entrances and perhaps by wider dromol. 

Construction technique for chamber tombs. One aspect of chamber tombs little mentioned in the 
literature Is construction technique. Skills Involved In the construction of chamber tombs Include 

the ability to recognise suitable rock or rock combinations, and a practised ability to carry out or 

organise the excavation and carving of the tomb. The construction of a chamber tomb would 
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have involved continual danger of the collapse of the mass of stone above as one worked to 

carve out the chamber from below. 

That the dromos of a chamber tomb must be constructed first is both obvious (for the dromos 

provides the only access to the place where the chamber is to be carved) and shown by the 

numerous reports of dromol abandoned because of a (presumed) unsuitability of the rock, 
discovered only once the cutting of the dromos had been carried out. Having constructed a 
dromos, the architect would presumably mark out the area of the entrance and begin to tunnel 
into that area. Once the 'tunnel' reached the point that was to be the end of the stomion and 
the edge of the chamber (usually less than 1 m), the 'tunnel' would be widened to create the 

chamber. One possible method would be as follows: having decided on a diameter for the 

chamber, on reaching the point where the edge of the chamber was to be situated, the workers 
could dig forward to a distance equal to the planned radius of the tomb. At this point they 

would have effectively reached the middle of the chamber. Using a rope the length of the 

radius, they could dig around, making a circular chamber by digging only as far as the length of 
the rope. By this stage the chamber would exist in all its diameter and to the height of the 

stomion. Digging upward would be the most dangerous part in view of the possibility of 
collapse. Since the height of the chamber is rarely as much as the diameter of the floor, the 

carving of the quasi-hemispherical chamber's inner surface may have required more complicated 
calculations, although in practice it may simply have been achieved by eye. An alternative 
construction method might be to tunnel into the chamber as far as the centre, dig around to 
create half of the floor and at the same time dig upward thus creating the half of the chamber 
on the entrance side before digging out the other half. 

The 23: Volimfdhia tombs are by far the best constructed of those under consideration here, and 
in fact are among the most careful constructions of any Mycenaean chamber tombs. In almost 
all of them great care was taken to create a circular chamber and a tholos-like vault. The 
58: Epldhavros Limirä tombs are more elliptical In shape, suggesting that the example of the 
tholos tomb was less Immediate; chamber morphologies at 62: Klthira are more varied, and 
reflect a variability in chamber tomb shape common to Minoan and later Mycenaean examples - 
they also suggest a less precise method of construction. 

The origin of the chamber tomb form. The earliest chamber tombs under consideration here are 

undoubtedly the 62: Kithira examples, which date to MMII at the earliest, and certainly MMIII- 

LMIA and later. The dating terminology refers to the find not of helladic but of Minoan 

material culture within the tombs. In fact, chamber tombs are known in Crete from many sites, 
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ranging chronologically from MMII-III to LMIIIC: not only are they in continuous use on Crete 

for the whole of their currency on the mainland, but also they both predate and outlast their 

mainland counterparts. At first glance this might suggest that mainland chamber tombs may well 
be Cretan offshoots, and no doubt contributes favourably to the argument that tholos tombs 

were also Imported from Crete. Nevertheless, a closer look at the situation shows that the large 

majority of Cretan chamber tombs contain material of Will or later date: exactly the period 

when the roles are supposed to be reversed and Crete has come under Mycenaean domination. 
In other words the majority of chamber tombs on Crete might be supposed to have been built 

under mainland influence. 

Chamber tombs of the protopalatial and neopalatial periods are relatively few in number and, In 

terms of typology, form one minority type of funerary architecture among others. They seem to 
be more or less restricted to cemeteries near Knosbs and modem IrAlio (Cadogan 1994,62- 
63 and note 28). Hood & Smyth (1981,11) note MMII chamber tombs in the Mävro Splleo 
(A4.19) and'Ailias' cemeteries, some continuing in use until LMI, while further tombs on Ano 
Yipsädhes (A4.20) were built in MMIII; the recently fully published chamber tomb (' 1967') at 
Pbros, at the other end of the Valley, can also be dated MMIII-LMI and other tombs are known 
from that vicinity (Muhly 1992; A4.21). There can be little doubt that the first chamber 
tombs at Knos6s predate any mainland example. 

The architecture of the early chamber tombs at Knosds9 Is far from stereotypical: tombs I 
(A4.22) and III at Mävro Spfleo, for example, were clearly of the 'normal' form, with dromos, 

stomion and chamber, the dromoi short and steep, chambers of sub-round or sub-rectangular 
plan and section; but most of the early tombs from this and the other cemeteries exhibit 
architectural peculiarities. Tomb IX at Mävro Spileo, for example, had an entrance leading to an 
elongated chamber or corridor, with four tunnels leading off to other chambers. Many of the 
tombs were of the so-called 'kidney' shape, where a rounded chamber Is Interrupted opposite 
the entrance by a baulk left in the rock, thus forming two partly separated chambers; these can 
then be elaborated by deepening the chambers or adding niches, as for example at the early 
tombs V (A4.23) and VII (A4.24) at Mävro Spfleo, or tomb XVIII at Ano Yipsädhes 

(A4.25). The latter also had an ante-chamber, but little sign of a dromos. Other early tombs at 
Knosds Include a cave used as a chamber tomb in the MMI-LMI period (Hood & Smyth 1981 

9 These are listed by Cadogan (1992,62 note 28): up to six tombs at Ailias (unpublished; see Hood 8T 
Smyth: 1981,54 site 257 for references); seven of the twenty tombs at M3vro Spfleo (Forsdyke 1927); 
one or possibly two tombs at Ano Yips. dhes (Hood et alit 1959); and the tombs at P6ros (Muhiy 1992). 
Other chamber tombs In the Knos6s region, far greater in number, date to LMII-III and later. 
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45 site 140). Few, if any, chamber tombs of the MM period are known from elsewhere on 

Crete (none are listed in the index of Siriopoülou's recent catalogue: 1995). 

The coincidence in chronology, material culture content and architectural morphology between 

the Minoan tombs concentrated at Knosös and the tombs at 62: Kithira is therefore striking. Both 

modified natural rock holes and artificial chamber tombs were used at Kastri, and the 

architectural features of the tombs as excavated correspond well with the Knosös examples, in 

particular the variability in chamber form and in the use of side chambers off a central chamber. 
The excavators of the 62: Kithira tombs described the chamber tombs as 'typical Minoan tombs' 

(Coldstream 81 Huxley 1972,220). In fact, as we have seen, they are not typical, in that the 

Knosös tombs are unusual for this period, but they might be described as typical of Knossian 

MM chamber tombs'°. 

The normal view of 62: Kithira Kastri is that it was a Minoan colony (Coldstream Sz Huxley 

1984 and discussion thereafter), and following that point of view one must suppose that the 

chamber tombs are an indication of a custom brought to the island by the Minoan colonists. 
Tentative dates for the Middle Minoan period as suggested by Manning (1995) correspond 

with the dates used in this thesis (chapter one) as follows: 

Mainland phase Calendar 1 Minoan phase Calendar 1. 

MHI 2050/2000 - 1950/1900 MMIA 2050/2000 - 1925/1900 
MMIB 1925/1900 - 1900/1875 

MHII 1950/1900 - 1750/1720 MMII 1900/1875 - 1750/1720 
MHIII 1750/1720 - 1680 MMIIIA(-B) 1750/1720 - 1700/1680 

MMIIIB-LMIA 1700/1680 - 1675/1650 
LHI 1680 -1600/1580 LMIA 1675/1650-1600/1550 
LHIIA 1600/1580 - 1520/1480 LMIB 1600/1550 - 1490/1470 
LHIIB 1520/1480 - 1445/1415 LMII 1490/1470 - 1435/1405 

Table 6.4. Chronological comparison of mainland and Cretan pottery styles for the period of study in this 
thesis. Source: mainland, Rutter 1993,756 table 2; Crete, Manning 1995,2 I 7. 

The earliest of the Knosös tombs therefore correspond with mainland MHII, probably 

continuing to MHIII-LHI, while the main use of the 62: Kithira tombs corresponds to mainland 
MHIII-LHI, and certainly the earlier phase of that period. We can therefore discount the 

possibility that the chamber tomb form on Kithira was derived from the mainland, and must 

assume that if there was any type of influence, it flowed from Kithira to the mainland (Pini 

1968,41). 

'o In terms of burial practices, there are some differences: larnakes were not noted In the 62: Kithira 
tombs. 
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There are close similarities among all of these sites, mainland, Kithiran and Cretan, but there are 

also significant differences. An explanation for the first construction of the chamber tomb at 
58: Epidhavros Limirä, at 23: Volimldhia and in the Argolid Is not evident from the mere 

acknowledgement of the earlier construction of the 62: Kfthira tombs. Was the existence of the 
62: 19thira chamber tombs (or indeed the Knosbs chamber tombs) a factor In the Inception of 
individual mainland chamber tomb cemeteries? If so, how did the builders and users of each 

mainland chamber tomb cemetery understand and employ their knowledge of the Kithiran (or 

Knossian) tombs? 

There is no direct answer to these questions. The three cemeteries may share a common 
architectural form, but there is enough variety In how that form was produced at each site to 
show that the influence of the Kithiran and Knossian tombs was indirect, perhaps minimal. The 

tombs at 23: Volimidhia owe much more to tholos monuments in the vicinity than to distant 
Crete or Kithira; but the degree of Cretan background Influence in Messinfa, in the sense that 
Cretan artefacts were found in tombs such as 24: Englian6s Vayen3, or the adaptation at this 
time of Cretan pottery forms into the LHI style, make It possible that an experience or 
knowledge of tombs at Knos6s or on Kithira played some part in the foundation of the 
23: Volimidhia cemetery. The 58: Epidhavros Limirä tombs, conversely, are not set In a landscape 

of recently constructed tholos tombs. They are the first known Mycenaean tombs In their 

region, and are closer in form to the Kithiran tombs than the Messenlan examples. Their 

construction must have satisfied a perceived need of their users, a combination of a desire to 
build tombs that consisted of dromos, stomion and chamber, the canonical form, yet which was 
perhaps more informed through direct experience of Kithiran architecture than of either 
Messenlan or, possibly, Argotic examples. While both cemeteries at 23: Vo1im1dhla and 
58: Epfdhavros Umir3 built single- rather than multiple-chamber tombs, a conformity almost 
universal in the mainland for the whole Mycenaean period and for thousands of tombs 
(Dickinson 1983,57), the side chambers of the Kithiran tombs were transformed at 
58: Epidhavros Limirä into side chambers off the dromos, and at 23: Volimldhla the numerous 
floor-level niches in most tombs, providing space for collected bones to be deposited, echo 
distantly the side chambers of Crete and 62: Kithira. 

The appearance of the chamber tomb, then, in the southern and southwestern Peloponnese, was 

not merely the direct result of contact with the Minoan world, nor did it simply answer the 

need for a less elaborate form of burial for a suddenly formed middle class. These tombs In the 
MHIII-LHI period are a rarity, limited to three known sites within the study area and very few 

elsewhere. The tombs of 62: Kithira owe their existence to a group of Cretan origin following 
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certain burial customs of contemporary Knosbs. The tombs at 23: Vo11mfdhia came into being as 

a result of the development in central Messinfa of a burial custom Involving corbel-form 

chambers: the 23: Volimfdhia chamber tombs are a recreation of that burial custom in a different 

medium, but perhaps partly inspired by chamber tombs on Crete or 62: Kfthira. The tombs at 
58: Epfdhavros Limirä, fewer In number and isolated from other sites, seem to have come Into 
being with the distant echoes of other cemeteries in mind, certainly 62: Kfthira, but perhaps also 
the tholos tombs of Messinfa and the chamber tombs In the Argolid at Mycenae, N3fplio and 
Prösimni. 

Maintenance and dissemination of knowledge of construction techniques. Tholos building depends 

on certain architectural principles, and certain knowledges are required to put those principles 
into action effectively (Cavanagh a Laxton 1981). Construction depends on the presence of at 
least one proficient architect, someone who through experience knows how to place masonry so 
that the correct shape is formed and the tomb does not collapse. Although Cavanagh st Laxton 

show that this knowledge is not particularly obscure, it Is also not obvious from merely knowing 

the shape of a tholos tomb. Specific skills are also required in chamber tomb construction. The 

question here is whether the architectural record suggests any means for the dissemination and 
maintenance of this knowledge. 

There are various modes through which architectural knowledge might have been disseminated. 
One extreme would be relatively free dissemination, where little or no control was exerted over 
the core knowledge of construction, and given the right circumstances this knowledge could be 

acquired without difficulty by the representatives of almost any community or group. The other 

extreme would envisage a close control over the core knowledge of construction by a particular 

corporate group, or a small number of (competing? ) corporate groups. In this case any 
individual, group or community seeking to construct a tomb would need to engage the services 

of one of these groups. Another alternative would see the core knowledge of construction 

maintained through numerous small corporate groups, these groups allowing relatively wide 
dissemination of the knowledge. 

A number of factors can be examined. How specialised are the knowledges Involved? Are they 

so specialised that a high degree of practical competence would always be required of the 

architect? Are there stereotypical or individualising elements in different tombs that might 

suggest the repetition of stock elements, experimentation, or the decisions of an architect only 

vaguely familiar with other examples? Are there any repeated elements that are structurally 

unnecessary? 
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Practical competency in chamber tomb construction would not necessarily be required in the 
LHIII period, when such tombs are numerous and the general principles of their construction 
would probably be generally known through observation, talk, and the practicalities of their 

construction in such numbers; but in the MHIII-LHI period, cemeteries are few and remote 
from each other. At each site the knowledge of construction must have been locally maintained 
and left largely unchanged, which is shown by the reproduction of tomb morphologies at each 
site. 

Certain details of form at 23: Volimfdhia show that a very particular method of construction was 
employed and repeated time and again In the tombs at the site: the almost perfect circularity of 
the chambers and the shape of the vault, the smoothed surfaces of the walls, and especially the 
cone-shaped apices all suggest that not merely a general knowledge of how to build an 
underground chamber tomb was employed, but that particular and specific methodologies were 
used. This knowledge was local and not repeated elsewhere' 1, but was clearly maintained 
throughout the period of construction of the tombs (MHIII-LHI-LHIIA and possibly longer: see 
catalogue entry). A specialist group of tomb builders (obviously not employed at such work full 
time) existed within the community of those using the 23: Volimfdhia tombs. This knowledge will 
have been maintained among them through practice and reproduced through time In tradition, 
just as any other traditional aspect of the funerary sphere. 

Beyond basic construction technique, it Is difficult to Identify elements that might suggest the 
existence of specialist tholos tomb builders. Construction material for most MHIII-LHI tombs 
consists of small to medium flat stones; these stones, unworked, are usually locally-sourced and 
abundant, hardly an Indication of specialism; moreover, as seen at 17. V01-dhokiliä, other types of 
construction material may be used where available. Other elements that might Indicate the 
presence of specialists, such as cut stone or 'advanced' features like the relieving triangle, are 
largely absent from these tombs". One other feature, repeated but hardly universal, Is the single 
or double groove or pit cut In the stomion and chamber of some of the tombs, discussed above 
(page 163); these features, where present, are not stereotypical, and need not relate to the 
construction of the tomb. In short, beyond the technique of corbelling and the basic 

architectural form of the tholos, there is nothing to suggest different architectural schools. 

" It Is conceivable that a knowledge of the 23: Vo11m/dhia tombs was employed at 52: Pellina. 
12 A relieving triangle Is claimed for 27. Roütsi tholos 1; there dressed stone In the stomion at 24: Engllan6s 
tholos IV. 
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Nonetheless the evidence can sustain the view that tholos building was organised by a relatively 

restricted group of people. The appearance of the type in central Messinfa and Its rapid 

proliferation in that area, as well as the development of the technique in that area so that the 

first of the large tombs appear there1z, suggest strongly that In the first Instance a single group 

was Involved in organising these acts of construction. The appearance of these tombs elsewhere 

can then be ascribed to two factors: the movement of a practised architect or group to another 

area, and the desire among groups or communities In that area to sustain tholos building 

activity. This need not imply some kind of cultural unity between these areas, any more than 

one might believe in cultural unity between Messinfa and Kithira on the basis of chamber tombs 

In both areas; Instead It implies a situation where a readiness existed to adopt these kinds of 

tombs. This readiness is the same as the readiness, for example, to adopt a form of Minoan 

pottery as LHI painted pottery. 

Tholos tombs outside the core area In MHIII-LHI are however limited in number and 
distribution, suggesting that tomb builders did not travel widely. Early 'outlying' tholol are to be 
found along the west Peloponnesian coastal strip: at 35: Peristeriä, not far into the Soulima 

valley; at 43: K3to Samikö Kiidhf, on the coast, and possibly at 46: Makrisia, in the Alfel6s valley. 
It is tempting to suggest the first communities able to call on and harness tholos building 

expertise from central Messinia were those located on the coast and In contact with central 
Messinfa through sea transport ". At the end of LHI and Into LHIIA, this distribution pattern 
was maintained for the west, with numerous tombs appearing In the Soulima valley, and at 
44: Kak6vatos on the Elean coast, but tombs built to the east were located Inland (51: Anäl1ps1s, 
54: Vafi6) as well as on the coast (34: Kämbos); the appearance of tholos tombs outside the 
study area is also an LHI/IIA phenomenon. 

Careful study of the evidence therefore suggests that construction knowledge was restricted to a 
few people or groups for all of the MHIII-LHI period, and even In LHIIA that knowledge Is 
likely to have been maintained among a relatively small number of regionally based groups of 
architects and tholos builders (below, pages 183.184). 

The construction of graves within the tombs. Tholos and chamber tombs may exhibit a number of 
secondary architectural features associated with interment: pits, casts, niches, or side chambers. 
There is great variety in the number, placement, size and shape of these features, and since their 

13 Both at the 5m to 6m diameter range, for example 16: Korlfäslo In MHIII, and also the first of the 
really large tombs, 24: Eng! lanos at 9.35m diameter In LHI. 
" It Is perhaps relevant that the sole early tholos tomb outside the area, the elliptical tholos at Thorik6s in 
Atdkf, Is also located on the coast (dated LHI/IIA). 
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construction is not necessarily related to the construction of the tomb, in many cases the 

features listed below will post-date the MHIII-LHI period. Material of earlier date than the 

construction of a secondary architectural feature may come to be associated with it (for 

example, the secondary burial of collected bones and artefacts in a newly created pit), or an 

earlier feature may be emptied out and a later inhumation placed in it. 

' Site Tomb Architectural features I 

7 Dhi6dhia Dhi6dhia Unknown 
10 GouvalJri GouvalJri I Elongated pit in stomion and chamber 
10 GouvalJri Gouvaläri 2 Elongated pit in stomion continues as two 

furrows in chamber 
10 Gouvaläri Mound 2 tholos Unknown 
10 Gouval3rl Mound 2 tholos Unknown 
10 Gouvaiäri Mound 2 tholos Unknown 
10 GouvalJri Mound B Pit 
10 Gouvaläri Mound A tholos I No feature 
10 Gouval3ri Mound A tholos 2 Two pits 
10 Gouvaiäri Mound A tholos 3 No feature 
10 Gouvalärf Mound A tholos 4 'Stone fI'; pits 
10 Gouval3r1 Mound A tholos 5 Pit 
10 Gouvalärl Mound A tholos 6 Cist 
10 Gouvalärf Mound A tholos 7 Unknown 
10 Gouvalärl Mound A tholos 8 No feature 
10 Gouvalärl Mound A tholos 9 Pit 
10 Gouval3rl Mound A tholos 10 Two pits in layer above floor 
13 Kam(nia Tholos I Unknown 
13 Kamfnia Tholos 2 No feature 
13 Kaminia Tholos 3 Unknown 
13 Kam(nia Tholos 4 No feature 
13 Kamfnia Tholos 5 No feature 
16 Korffäsio Unknown 
17 Voidhokiii3 Tholos Cist 
23 Volimfdhia Kefal6vriso 2 One or two pits; nine peripheral niches 
23 Volimfdhia Kefal6vriso 3 Three pits; eight peripheral niches 
23 Volimfdhia Kefal6vriso 4 Three pits 
23 Vollmfdhia Kefal6vriso 5 Pit and two peripheral niches 
23 Volimldhia Kefal6vriso 6 Two pits and three peripheral niches 
23 Volimfdhia Kefal6vriso 7 Unknown 
23 Volimfdhia Kefal6vriso A Five pits and one peripheral niche 
23 Volimfdhia Kefal6vriso B Four pits and one peripheral niche 
23 Volimfdhia Angelopoülou I Two pits 
23 Volimfdhia Angelopoülou 2 Raised central strip in floor 
23 Volim(dhia Angelopoülou 4 Eight peripheral pits/niches 
23 Volimfdhia AngelopoOlou 5 Unknown 
23 Volim(dhia Angelopoülou 6 Unknown 
23 Vollmldhia Angelopoülou 7 Unknown 
23 Volimfdhia Angelopoülou 8 Two niches 
23 Volim(dhia Angelopoülou 9 Unknown 
23 Volimfdhia Angelopoülou 10 Unknown 
23 Volimfdhia Angelopoülou II Pit in dromos, pit in chamber, eleven 

peripheral niches 
23 Vollmfdhia Mastoräki I Three pits and two peripheral niches 
23 Volimfdhia Vori3 I Pit and nine peripheral niches; pit In side 

chamber Voriä Ia 
23 Vollmfdhia Voriä 2 Pit and three peripheral niches 
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Site Tomb Archhectural features 

23 Vollmidhia Voriä 3 Five pits and one peripheral niche 
23 Volimidhia Voriä 4 Six pits and unknown number of peripheral 

niches 
23 Volimfdhia Vor1S 5 Two pits and six peripheral niches 
23 Volimfdhia Voriä 6 Two pits 
23 Volimidhia Voriä 7 No feature 
23 Volimidhia Rigas Five pits and four peripheral niches 
23 Volimidhia Koroniou 1 Unknown 
23 Volimfdhia Koroniou 2 Unknown 
23 Volimfdhia Koroniou 3 Three pits and seven peripheral niches 
23 Volimidhia Koroniou 4 Unknown 
23 Volimfdhia Koroniou 5 Unknown 
23 Volimfdhia Koronfou 6 Unknown; side chamber contained fourteen 

niches 
24 Englian6s Vayenäs (tholos 5) Four pits 
24 Engllan6s Tholos IV One pit, one built cist 
27 Roütsi Tholos I 'Niche' in floor 
27 Roütsi Tholos 2 Two pits, secondary deepening of floor in 

chamber, stomion and dromos 
30 Nih6ria Nikitopoülou 2 Unknown 
30 Nih6ria Nikitopoülou 3 One pit 
30 Nih6ria Nikitopoülou 4 One pit 
30 Nih6ria Nikitopoülou 5 Unknown 
30 Nih6ria Nikitopoülou 6 One pit 
30 Nih6ria Veves One shallow pit 
30 Nih6ria Little circle One pit 
35 Peristerlä Tholos 3 Elongated pit in chamber and stomion 
35 Peristeriä South Tholos 1 One pit 
39 Psäri Metsfki Tholos 1 No feature 
42 Kato Samik6 Klldhf15 Samikon mound Unknown 
42 Kato Samik6 Klidhf Mound 5 Six pits 
45 Makrisia16 One pit 
58 Epfdhavros Limlrä Ayia Triädha A Three pits, perhaps more 
58 Epfdhavros Limir3 Ayia Tri3dha B Four pits, one peripheral niche 
58 Epfdhavros Limirä Ayia Triädha C Unknown number of pits 
58 Epfdhavros Limirä Vamvakiä Unknown 
58 Epidhavros Limir3 Pale6kastro" Unknown number of pits 
51 Anäiipsis Large tholos Two pits 
51 Anälipsis Eight small tholoi Unknown 
62 Kithira Staffs' tomb One niche, one side chamber off main 

chamber 
62 Kithira: Kastrf Tomb A Three side chambers of main chamber 
62 Kithira: Kastrf Tomb B No chamber 
62 Kithira: Kastri Tomb C Unknown 
62 Kithira: Kastrf Tomb D Three side chambers presumably opening off 

main chamber 
62 Kithira: Kastrf Tomb E Six side chambers off main chamber 
62 Kithira: Kastrf Tomb F No feature 
62 Kithira: Kastrf Tomb G No feature 
62 Kithira: Kastrf Tomb H Four side chambers off main chamber, two 

with one cist each (probably of the Roman 
period) 

62 Kithira: Kastri Tomb ] No feature 
62 Kithira 1977 Unknown 

Not published as a tholos tomb: refer to site catalogue entry. 
16 Not published as a tholos tomb: refer to site catalogue entry. 
" More than one tomb. 
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She Tomb Architectural features 

62 Kithira 1990 Three chambers 
Table 6.5. Secondary architectural features such as pits, cists, side chambers, and niches. In many cases 
excavation or recording is incomplete: the list reflects only published information. 

The few intact contexts of certain early date (mentioned above) show that tholos and chamber 

tombs were always regarded as places within which it was acceptable to inter in traditional ways, 
in pits, cists or pithoi, but at the same time that it was possible to inter on the floor. Continuous 

access to tombs over the years led to the creation of multiple pits, cists and niches as alternative 
locations for burial, or for the secondary burial of material collected from the floor. The 

23: Volimidhia chamber tombs, for example, contain numerous niches in which it became 

traditional to store the bones of earlier dead. 

Acts at the end of the construction phase 

The creation of furrows or a long pit in dromos, stomion and chamber at a few sites 
(10: Gouvaläri 1&2; 27: Roütsi 2, and 35: Peristeriä 3) might be related to the end of the 

construction phase; the deposition of bronze or gold hoards in them might then be seen as 
foundation deposits. However, there is nothing to link these features with the construction of 

the tombs, and indeed at 27: Roütsi and at 35: Peristeriä tholos 3 these features seem likely to 

post-date construction. 

Opening the grave 

The architecture of tholos and chamber tombs provides for clear and obvious entrances that 

need to be negotiated in order to enter the tomb. Two barriers may be present: in almost all 

cases where evidence is available, it is clear that the stomia of tombs were closed with drystone 

walls; and it is also commonly assumed that dromoi were filled with earth after each use of the 

tomb. The act of opening the tomb would therefore entail the removal of the drystone blocking 

wall in the stomion, and possibly also the earth fill of the dromos. The latter activity would 

require considerable effort, making the opening a joint project between several people. For 

larger tombs, removal of the stomion blocking wall would also be quite an effort, and likely to 

have been undertaken by several people. 

Evidence for incomplete removal of the fill of the dromos or the incomplete taking down of the 

blocking wall is often mentioned in excavation reports. Such evidence comprises the 

stratigraphy of the dromos, or the stratigraphy of the blocking wall (often two or more layers of 
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differing construction style or material suggest events where the wall has been partially 

removed). This evidence often seems most likely to relate to late use of the tomb, whether In 

the late Mycenaean period or in post-bronze age times. There are no clear-cut cases where 
Incomplete removal of the fill of the dromos of the blocking wall relates to the period under 
discussion in this section. 

The act of opening the grave is highly symbolically charged. The pattern that is established In 

this thesis of regular interference with the dead in what becomes a traditional manner shows that 

users of these tombs maintained an ongoing concern for the dead within the tombs, both as 
individual human beings and as the corporate body of the ancestors. The architecture of the 
tombs allows for control of access to the content of the tombs. This control is established 
through the separation of the dead from the living in an underground chamber that is cut off 
from the world by the walled up entrance and perhaps by the filled in dromos. 

The act of opening the stomion is therefore one of changing the circumstances of the world: 
before opening the stomion, one's approach to the tomb is made safe by the fact of the blank 
facade, against which one might make some small act of recognition toward those within. Once 

open, however, one approaching must be ready to face the bones of the ancestors laid bare 
before her, and all the social myth, history, power and meaning that they might seem to 
represent. By opening the tomb, requirements in behaviour and in interpretation are changed 
and heightened; it is the prelude to contact with the dead within. 

Closing the grave 

The evidence for closure of the stomion In the form of a drystone wall at almost all tombs Is so 
overwhelming and well-known that there Is no need to mention each Instance within the present 

sample. This does not obviate the question of the circumstances under which such a wall might 
be constructed: was the blocking wall built and rebuilt after every moment of entry Into the 

tomb? 

The short answer is obviously that one cannot prove that it was. Moreover, many late (LHIII 

and beyond) Instances of entry Into tombs seem to Involve only the partial removal of the 
blocking wall and its not being rebuilt afterward. These instances occur under changed 
conditions, the irruption being more opportunistic than specifically knowledgeable - In other 
words, the interest of those Involved was not so much In acting in a manner that recovered and 
reaffirmed perceived relationships with the tomb and the particular, known, perhaps named 
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dead within, but rather was a more general Interest In coming Into contact with the distant past: 

an explanation that would accommodate both Instances of tomb cult, hero worship, ancestor 

worship, as well as activities primarily concerned with the procurement and removal of material 
from the tomb. 

To turn the question around somewhat, how would it be if the tomb were left unblocked? There 
is no overwhelming reason that a tomb need be blocked. The decomposition of the corpse 
would suggest (particularly to clean western minds) that the tomb would need to be blocked for 

some time after interment. In most cases, though, the evidence for nearby settlement is scanty, 
and so an unblocked tomb with rotting corpse might not necessarily pose a health risk, and our 
notions of the pollution of the corpse need not be projected into the past. The occasional 
instances of small jars that might be used for perfumed oil with which to anoint the corpse, as 
discussed in chapter seven (and in the LHII-111 period, the numerous Instances of alabastra and 
then stirrup jars: Cavanagh 1998,106), do however suggest a concern that the odour of 
putrefaction be minimised. This Is one observation that tends to make the blocking of the door 

each time likely. 

Another is that, aside from the symbolic significance of the entrance, practical measures to 

protect the content of the tomb would Inevitably have been necessary. I am not thinking of 
humans who, if intent on gaining entry against the wishes of those who had carried out the 
funeral, would not be stopped by a stone wall or even filling In the dromos: such people could 
only be prevented from gaining entry by forcible restraint1B. Animals, on the other hand, could 
be expected to take advantage of an open door to enter the tomb, Interfere with the content 
and feed from the corpse and perhaps any older bones and other organic material (remains of 
funerary feasts, for example) within. This would seem as good a reason as any to close the tomb 
when not directly being used. 

'° This point should perhaps be laboured, since a need to protect the remains of the dead and most 
particularly the precious materials buried with them is often regarded as the main point of the blocking 
wall and filled in dromos. The filling in of the dromos would not hide the location of the tomb, which 
would be well known to any possible 'robber' in any case: if archaeologists can achieve such success in 
locating them 3500 years later, what difficulty would the determined robber of the time have faced, 
when local knowledge and the freshly turned earth would reveal the dromos? Moreover entry to a tomb, 
once located, need Involve excavating only a small portion of the dromos and the first few layers of stones 
of the blocking wall: a feat well within the ability of two or three people in a couple of hours. Once 
inside, the robbery of remains on the floor requires a few seconds. While this sort of thing may have gone 
on in a small way, it was quite clearly not a major problem, for if it had been a problem, either a means of 
dealing with it, or some alternative means of burying the dead, would have been found. The reason for It 
not having been a problem presumably rests with the nature of society and the lack of the sort of 
Infrastructure that would have been required to convert stolen goods Into personal gain. Where such 
events do seem to have taken place, they often seem related to later periods when the Infrastructure 
necessary to deal with objects from ancient tombs might have been in existence. 
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It is most likely, however, that the closing of the entrance would have been understood in 

primarily symbolic terms by those using the tomb: the blocked route from outside to inside 

symbolising the incorporation of the dead among the ancestors, and the separation of the dead 

from the living. 

The question of the filling in of the dromos is somewhat different. The orthodox view is that the 

dromol of chamber and tholos tombs were completely filled in after every use, a viewpoint that 

can be traced back at least as far as Tsoündas' observations on chamber tombs at Mycenae 

(Tsountas 8t Manatt 1897,139), and repeated by Pelon (1976,293). This is the opinion of 

most excavators of chamber tombs, such as Wace (1932,127-128), Biegen (1937,236) and 
Persson (1931,26; 1942,154). In the vast majority of excavations, no record has been 

published of stratigraphic observations in the dromos, and where observations are published they 

are usually interpreted as the result of the digging out and filling in of the dromos for each 
burial. In the example of the slightly later tomb of Kato Englianßs (24: Englian6s tholos 111) 

Taylour describes the excavation of the dromos in two halves, so as to examine the stratigraphy. 
Four layers were identified, each separated by an ash layer, suggesting that fire formed a part of 
the ritual either after opening or before filling in the dromos. Tayour's suggestion that the tomb 
had been opened four times does not in fact provide any information as to how long it was open 

on each occasion, nor does it account for the possibility that one or more excavation In the past 

might have been as thorough as Taylour's, thus removing from the centre of the fill earlier 

stratigraphic traces. 

Only very careful observations at the sides of dromol might elucidate usable Information on the 

number of times a dromos has been opened and closed, but even here the very fact that the 

same earth is likely to have been put back in as was taken out would make such observations 

extremely difficult. Archaeological evidence shows that dromol were regularly filled In with 

earth, and there is clear evidence from a reasonable number of tombs that this earth might well 
be excavated and filled in again on a number of occasions. But these observations alone do not 

prove that the dromos was normally filled in after each entry to the tomb. 

The factors that made the blocking of the stomion likely after each entry do not apply In the 

case of the filling in of the stomion. Any perceived need, whether 'practical' or 'symbolic', to 

close the chamber, would be adequately fulfilled by the device of the blocking wall. But the 

presence of the tomb In the landscape, particularly in the case of chamber tombs dug into a 
hillside, or underground, as In the case of wholly underground tholol, was explicitly signalled by 

the same architectural features that were essential to the functioning of the tomb. The presence 
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of the ancestors in the chamber and in the landscape was clearly indicated by that passageway 

leading down and into the earth; and the liminal point, the transition between light and life and 

darkness and death, was firmly stated in architecture by the closed facade of the tomb. 

It is certainly possible to suggest reasons why the dromos might be left open. There may, for 

example, have been traditions (differing within different cemeteries, communities, families or 

other groups) that the dromos be left open for a certain period after interment to allow for 

activities related to the recently dead. Given widespread evidence for disarticulation of 

skeletons, it is possible that the dromos was left open for a period of a few years until that could 
be done. These are fairly random suggestions: the point is that since we do not know whether 

the dromos was filled in immediately, it is at least possible to imagine reasons why it might not 
be. 

On the other hand, chamber and tholos tombs are not found where the dromos had not 

eventually been filled in. This is a strong argument for the position that, even if the dromos 

were not filled in after every act in the tomb, certainly by the late Mycenaean period, traditions 

existed that ensured dromoi were eventually filled in (for example at Kalkäni, Mycenae: Wace 

1932,127-128). This problem is insoluble on the present evidence, and much more careful 

excavation of tholos and chamber tomb dromoi is called for in future. 

Stomia and dromoi occasionally are found to contain material that might relate to acts of 

closure. This evidence is summarised by site below. 

Site Tomb Evidence Comment 

17 Voidhokiilä Voldhokiliä kylix, Vafid cup and LMI pot 
fragments in stomion 

23 Volimldhia many tombs kylix fragments against facades mainly post-LHI? 
24 Englianös tholos IV kylix and Vaflö cup sherds in stomion many other Items In 

dromos, stomion and 
blocking wall came 
from chamber 

27 Roütsl tholos 2 fragments of six large Vaflb cups and 
bronze double-axe against doorway 

39 Psärl tholos 1 Vafld cup fragments in dromos 

Table 6.6. Evidence for 'toasting' ceremonies related to the closure of tholos and chamber tombs. 

In a few cases there is therefore clear evidence for drinking ceremonies in the dromos, ending 

with cups smashed against the blocked facade, as is common in LHIII chamber tomb cemeteries 
(Wace 1932,131; Biegen 1937,237-238). 
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There are a few instances where closure of the tomb Involved unorthodox methods. At 

IO: Gouvalärl tomb 10 In mound A was closed by a large piece of slate, In a similar manner to 

the closing of pithol whose mouths rest on built stone supports. The entrance to the tholos In 

mound B was not blocked by stones. At 39: Psärl Metslkl the stomion was blocked by two walls, 

one at each end; moreover, the peribolos of the mound crossed the end of the dromos to form 

a third blocking wall, although obviously much lower. On 62: Kfthlra it appears that normal 

practice was to block the stomion but not to block the entrances to side chambers off the 

central chamber, although later interference makes this point unclear. 

Finally thought should be given to a more permanent form of closure. The vast majority of 

tholos tombs are found to be in a more or less collapsed state when excavated. Natural causes 

In the form of earthquake and collapse brought about through the cumulative effect of 

Imperfections In the architecture are the most likely explanations, but In a few cases there might 

be a suspicion of human Intervention. One such case must be tholos 3 at 35: Peristerlä, where 

the evidence suggests that the floor of the chamber was fairly thoroughly cleared and some of 

the content placed in the pit, while other material found In the stomion Is also likely to have 

been redeposited from the chamber. The tholos collapsed, or was thoroughly destroyed, shortly 

after these events, and the so called `circle', a massive curving wall of unknown function, was 

built of the spoil shortly thereafter. The destruction of tholos 3 may well have been part of a 

programme that began with the clearing of the chamber and the deposition of material In the 

pit. 

THE LHI-IIA, LHIIA AND LHIIB PERIODS (TABLES 1.12-1.15, PAGE 34-35) 

Preparation of constrict/on materials 

The larger tombs of this period would have required greater volumes of stone to be procured or 

quarried and In some cases dressed. These tombs often use stone blocks rather than stone slabs, 

and the stones used in stomla can be quite well worked: examples are the facades of tholos I at 
35: PeristeriJ, with some sawn blocks, and tholos 1 at 18: Tragina. It Is obvious that for all of 

these undertakings, especially the larger and better appointed tombs, a large and co-ordinated 
body of labour was involved. 
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Other acts before beginning 

Tholos tomb I at 35: Peristeriä was built at the very beginning of the LHIIA period in an area 

previously occupied by `houses' of unknown character (the `east house', Al . J5.51). The 

pottery from these houses Includes material judged by Ldlos as coming from the final years of 

the LHI style (1985,540). These buildings, if not actually occupied, must have been known 

about, visible, and perhaps still standing when the decision to build tholos tomb I was taken. It 

is possible that their destruction in advance of tholos construction was part of a planned 

organisation of the hillside, separating the funerary sphere from other architectural zones. The 

tholoi at 18: Tragäna and possibly that at 19: Soiinäri were both set in earlier remains: EH stone 

working is noted in the former case, and MH settlement In the latter. The builders of these 

tombs would have come into contact with this material; they may have known of Its existence In 

advance, and have acted In some way to clear or otherwise engage with remains. 

Digging or building the grave 

New constructions to be considered In this section are tholos tombs of varying dimensions and 

architecture, with chamber tombs at 52: Pelläna, 24: Englian6s and 60: SikEa. 

The chamber tomb phenomenon, which became widespread elsewhere in this period, Is almost 

absent from the area under study. That there are only three new sites (one tomb each), plus 

continuing construction and use at 23: Vol1m1dh1a, 58: Epldhavros Umfra, and perhaps 62: Klthira, 

shows how unusual the chamber tomb form remained in LHII. The 60: SikEa tomb (Al . 60.1), 

whose chronology in any case Is far from certain, Is of 'standard' type, that is to say with 

rectangular chamber of dimensions comparable to contemporary examples in the Argolid. 

60: Sikea is located in eastern Lakonfa, and even if an early date Is correct it represents an 

eastern Peloponnesian tradition. The 24: Englian6s chamber tomb (Al. 24.39.40) is the first of 

a handful to be built in the vicinity of the later palace. Its oval shape may owe something to the 

nearby 23: Vo1imidhia tradition, but it does not exhibit the architectural peculiarities of those 

tombs. Again, this tomb seems rather exceptional, and even in LHIII chamber tombs were not 

numerous around the palace. 

The chamber tomb at 52: Pelläna (A1.52.7-10) is peculiar on two counts: it Is Immense, at 
10.05m diameter the largest known chamber tomb; and it is exceptionally well carved, with 

rounded chamber and triangular stomlon. The tomb belongs conceptually with the large tholos 

tombs built at this time, rather than with the chamber tombs of (say) the Argolid; the obvious 
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architectural similarities with the 23: Vo1imldhia tombs Implies some connection with that 

cemetery. 

The average diameter of chambers In tholos tombs constructed In LHII Is about 7.2m (table 
6.7 below); for the MHIII-LHI tholol listed In table 6.2, the corresponding average Is about 
4.2m. Even removing the small tholol In multiple mounds (three or more tholoi), the average 
for the earlier tombs is only 5.57m. All of the largest tombs of this period (those over 8m In 

diameter), and other tholol with architectural refinements such as 18: Tragina 1, are LHIIA 

constructions, and follow Immediately from the late LHI constructions such as 24: Engliands IV, 

39: Psär1 tholos 1, and the 51: Anälipsis tholos, built either late LHI or LHIIA. There Is every 

reason to expect that the unexcavated but monumental tholos tomb at Epla Anthefa (appendix 

two; A2.2-5) Is also an LHIIA construction. In later periods there are no examples within the 

study area (appendix two), and few elsewhere, of the construction of large tholoi32. Therefore 

both within the study area and elsewhere (at Mycenae, where six large tholos tombs are built In 

LHIIA: Dickinson 1977,62-63) the construction of large and refined tholoi In LHIIA Is one 

culmination of the long series of building projects begun at the end of the middle helladic 

period. Tholos tombs continue In use and continue to be constructed (though In the study area 

not at the most monumental level) Into the LHIII period, but It seems likely that the 

construction of the largest tholol occurred during a relatively short chronological horizon, no 

more than 100 years, and perhaps much shorter. The construction of these large tholol 

represents a special manifestation of the tholos-building phenomenon, where not only were the 

relevant skills available, but tholos builders were able to command a substantial workforce for 

some time, In the quarrying, working and transport of raw material, and In the building of the 

tomb. Meanwhile the construction of medium sized tholol continued, as Indeed it did In the 
following period. 

32 Large or architecturally refined tholol thought to have been constructed In LHIII are: at Mycenae, the 
tombs of Atreus, Klytemnaestra and the Genii; at Orhomends, the Treasury of Minyas. The Menidhl 
tholos tomb in northern Athens, at 8.35m diameter, and the two thoiol from Dhimini, diameters 8.5m 
and 8.3m, just about qualify for this list. 
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1 Site Identification Diameter Setting Masonry 

11 Koukounära Akönes 1 6.2m 
11 Koukounära Akönes 2 5.4m 
12 Koukounära Livadhiti 4.62m 
12 Koukounära Fities 1 6nß 
12 Koukounära Fities 2 5.9m 
18 Tragäna Trag3na I 7.25m 

18 Trag3na Tragäna 2 7.15m 

19 Solin3rl Solin3ri 5.1 m 
24 Englianös Engliands III 7.69m 
25 Kapläni Kapläni 1 5m 
25 Kapläni KaplLni 2 about 5m 
26 Halklas Aellas Halkias Aelias I 3.95m 
26 Halklas Aelias Halkias Aelias 2 3.95m 
31 Dhära Främa Dh3ra Frama 6.75m 
34 K3mbos Kämbos about 8m 

35 Peristeri3 

35 Peristerlä 

35 Peristeriä 
36 Kopan3ki 

38 Vasllikb 

40 Filiaträ Ayos 
Hristöforos 

Tholos I 

Tholos II 

Tholos V 
'Mound A' 
(excavated 
tholos) 
Vasilikd 

Filiaträ Ayos 
Hristdforos 

12.03m 

10.6m 

Mound 
Underground? 
Mound 
Mound 
Underground 
Mound/natural 
ridge? 
Mound/natural 
ridge? 
Mound 
Natural slope 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Natural low 
ridge 
Mound 

Mound 

Unknown Unknown 
5.35m Mound 

6.5m Underground/ 
mound? 

Unknown Unknown 

Flat stones 
Flat stones 
Flat stones 
Flat stones 
Flat stones 
Flat stones, dressed in 
stomion 
Flat stones, dressed in 
stomion 
Flat stones 
Flat/irregular stones 
Flat stones 
Flat stones 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Partly dressed blocks 

Partly dressed blocks, 
sawn block facade 
Flat stones, partly 
dressed blocks in 
stomion 
Unknown 
Flat stones 

Flat stones 

Unknown 

43 Kak6vatos Kak6vatos A 12.12m Natural slope Flat stones 
43 Kak6vatos Kak6vatos B about 9m Natural slope Flat stones, paved 

chamber floor 
43 Kak6vatos Kak6vatos C 10.25m Natural slope Flat stones 
51 Anälipsis Large tholos 8.65m Mound Flat stones 
54 Vafib Vafiö 10.25m Natural slope Partly dressed blocks 

Table 6.7. Variability in tholos tomb architecture. 

These large tholoi are widely distributed, suggesting that the communities of different areas at 

this time sought to build these large tombs. Particularly where there is no MHIII-LHI tradition of 

tholos building, as at 44: Kak6vatos, 54: Va(16 or 34: Kämbos, it seems almost certain that those 

constructing the tombs would be non-local specialists. At 44: Kak6vatos, for example, these 

specialists either stayed or returned in order to construct three large tombs. It is possible that 

different groups of people, differently specialised, might have been involved in the construction 

of tombs at different scales. In the central Messenian region, for example, the number of tholoi 

makes it reasonable to believe that tholos building was a locally maintained skill, even if a skill 

restricted to a few people; elsewhere, in the Soulima Valley such a tradition developed in the 

LHI-II period, while elsewhere again no such tradition existed and tholoi remain chronologically 

and topographically isolated phenomena. 
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Further details of architecture are given in table 6.7 above. Comparing this table to the 

corresponding table 6.2 for earlier tholoi, it is clear that there is greater variability in the 

architectural setting, some tholoi making use of natural features such as ridges or hills, which 

was almost unknown in the previous period, and in the type of masonry, although in this last 

case tholoi using masonry other than flat stones can be equated with the larger tombs. 

site Tomb 

11 KoukounJra Akdnes 1 
11 KoukounJra Akdnes 2 
12 Koukoun3ra Livadhiti 
12 KoukounJra Fities 1 
12 KoukounJra Fities 2 
18 Tragäna Tragäna I 

18 Tragäna Tragtna 2 

19 Solinäri Solin3ri 
24 Englianös Engliands III 
24 Englianös Chamber tomb E8 
25 Kaplänl Kapläni 1 
25 Kapläni Kapltni 2 
26 Halkfas Aellas Halkias Aelias 1 
26 Halkas Aellas Halkias Aelias 2 
31 Dhära Främa Dhira Frama 
34 Kämbos K3mbos 
35 Peristeri3 Tholos 
35 Peristeri3 Tholos II 
35 Peristeri3 Tholos V 
36 Kopanäkl 'Mound A' 

(excavated tholos) 
38 VasIIik6 Vasilikd 

Pit 
Small pits (unknown number) 
Two niches in chamber either side of entrance 
One elongated pit 
No feature 
Four peripheral pits; two furrows running from 

entrance to chamber 
Three or four pits; stomion floor level lower than 
chamber and continues thus into chamber forming a 
pit 
Three pits 
Two pits 
Two pits, one niche, two large niches in dromos 
At least one pit 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
Unknown 
No feature 
Drain in stomion and dromos 
Unknown 
Drain in stomion and dromos; 'bench' In chamber 

Niche in wall above floor level; large pit (probably not 
Mycenaean in date) 

40 FiiIatr3 Ayos FiIiatr3 Ayos Unknown 
Hristdforos Hristdforos 

44 Kak6vatos Kak6vatos A Pit with probable slab covering 
44 Kak6vatos Kak6vatos B Chamber floor paved with irregular limestone slabs 
44 Kak6vatos Kak6vatos C Pit 
51 Anälipsis Large tholos Two pits 
52 PellSna Pelläna 2 No feature 
54 Vafl6 Vafiö Pit in stomion; Gist in chamber 
60 Sikea Sikea Seven nits. one niche 

Table 6.8. Secondary architectural features such as pits, cists, and niches. 

The architecture of graves within the tombs. As with the tholoi and chamber tombs of the 

previous period, so the new tombs contain a number of secondary architectural features, often 

impossible to date (table 6.8 above). Notwithstanding the chronological difficulties, the features 

listed below mirror fairly closely those found in the tholoi presented In the previous chapter and 

any analysis of LHIII tombs would no doubt find similar features. 
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Acts at the end of the constivctloe phase 

Both tholoi at 18: Tragäna exhibit furrows or pits In the stomion and chamber (Al. /8.4, 

Al. f8.7-8, A1.18.14), as noted in relation to 10: Gouvalärl, 27: Roütsl and 35: Peristerl3 

tholos 3 above (page 163). In tholos 1 these consist of two parallel furrows running from just 

outside the dromos to 50cm Into the chamber. Two deposits might have been foundation 

deposits: In the northern furrow, there was a footed vessel, a bowl, a ewer, a knife, two razors 

and a flat vessel, all bronze; in the dromos, just in front of the stomion, there was another hoard 

of (perhaps deliberately) crushed large and small bronze Items. No date has been suggested for 

these Items, and they may easily not have been foundation deposits, just as the furrows may not 
be part of the primary tholos architecture. In tholos 2 the stomion Itself Is lower than the level 

of the chamber floor, and the stomion floor level continues as a pit 3.5m Into the chamber. 
Again, this feature need not necessarily relate to the end of the construction phase. 

Opening the grave 

The acts involved In opening the grave In respect of the larger tombs differ from the smaller 

ones once more In terms of scale, which Impacts on the relationship between the people 
involved and the monument. While a relatively small team might open the dromos and blocking 

wall of a chamber tomb or average tholos tomb In a reasonably short time, the same team 

would labour much longer to open a tomb like 35: Peristeriä tomb I or 54: Vafi6. It would seem 
likely, as with construction, that a larger number of people would have been Involved. 

Closing the grave 

The blocking walls of large tholol are rarely elaborate, but like other examples continue to be 

rough stone constructions, in contrast to the walling of the facade. Tholos 2 at 35: Peristeriä had 

remains of two periods of blocking wall, one noted as being well built; this tomb also had a wall 

running across the end of the dromos, either a closing wall or perhaps associated with a 

peribolos. The stomion of tholos 1 at 35: Peristeriä was blocked at both ends by a rough wall, 

with rubble filling the space in between (Al.. 35.. 66). This was a very substantial barrier, which 

on at least one occasion was opened only partially and then built up again (this Inner and outer 
blocking is also found at 19: Solinärl (Al. /P. 4), and at 39: PsJrl, which also had the end of the 
dromos blocked by a peribolos wall). The blocking wall of 44: Kak6vatos A, of rounded pebbles, 

was also substantial, going 2.75m deep Into the stomion, more than half Its depth. 
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At 35: Peristeriä tholos II a series of finds running up to 1.5m Into the dromos from the 

chamber was suggested to represent the flow of material out of the chamber due to the action 

of mud. This material was found below the level of the earlier phases of the stomion blocking 

wall. Not only had the tomb been In use for some time, or at least Intensively, judging by the 

amount and variety of the material, but moreover If Its deposition In the dromos was really the 

result of mud flow, either the blocking wall had not been constructed at that time, or that it was 

completely removed and rebuilt at this point. Further, mud flow into the dromos also 
demonstrates that the dromos had not been filled in. So this tomb provides some evidence that 
there could be periods of time when the tomb might be left open. 

To the question of the closure of the grave one important point is added by the carefully 
constructed stomia of (generally) the larger tombs under consideration here. When the tomb Is 

open, the bright facade frames the darkness of the chamber and directs the gaze within. When 

the tomb is closed, the door blocked by a rough stone wall, the more ornate facade stands out, 

perhaps made more prominent by ephemeral devices now lost. Even more so with these tholol, 

then, the closed tomb with open dromos forms a substantial feature in the landscape. 
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Chapter Seven 

Preparation: acts outside the grave 

'SIMPLER' GRAVES (TABLE 1 
. 
2, PAGE 29) 

Prep. ratlos ofmaterI Is 

The preparation of artefacts of any description to be used in the funerary ceremony can only be 

evidenced where the artefacts, or some trace of them, survive. Most of the graves in this sample 
were found without any artefacts. About one third of graves at 57: Ayos Stefanos contained 
artefacts (listed In tables 7.1 8t 8.1), six graves at 37: Mälthl, and one grave each at 
53: Menelaion and 55: Amikleon. 

Few of these objects can have been made for a specific funeral. The objects from 57: Ayos 
Stefanos include metal objects such as jewellery or knives, which can hardly have been made In 

anticipation of a particular ceremony, stone items such as obsidian arrowheads and carnelian 
beads, and pottery. The obsidian might have been prepared at the graveside: analysis of the 

objects themselves could show If this were the case (for example Carter 1998,63-65). It is 

possible that small beads of simple shape and without perforations could be made for a specific 
funeral (in a few hours) if raw material were to hand (conversation with Dina StamatAtou); 

however it seems much more likely that these beads were taken from another context, either 
from a ready-made supply or from a context of everyday use. The examples of jewellery are so 
few (one grave) that the explanation involves not objects prepared for a funeral, but the 

opportunistic use of objects Intended for the living on the dead. In this one case the jewellery 

might have been habitually worn by the dead when alive; the lack of Jewellery In other graves 
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means that the mourners chose to deviate from custom with this grave. The few weapons are 

also likely to have been taken out of more routine contexts for deposition In the grave. 

The pottery used in the graves is not often different from that discovered In settlement 

contexts: the Vafib cup in grave D 14, for example, is common in settlement contexts, and 

moreover is regularly found In more monumental burial settings. Certain pottery Items were 
however noted by their excavator as being unusual and not paralleled from settlement contexts. 
A small two-handled jar in grave Al, for example, is unusual in form and may have been made 
by an unskilled or semi-skilled potter; a jar and cup from grave A23 (Al. S7.. 7) were unusually 
decorated with incisions, the cup pierced with holes as If to allow for suspension; two small cups 
in grave A31 were of unusual shape and size. While these Items could not have been made for a 

specific funeral, their unusual shapes or forms suggest that they were taken from some other 

unusual, non-everyday context, or perhaps that they were made in advance and held in 

readiness. 

The material from these graves therefore entails the following transformations: 

" the pottery was usually taken from domestic contexts to be used In the funeral; its deposition 

indicated that its use in the funeral made Its return to the domestic sphere Inappropriate; 

" metal objects such as knives, pins and jewellery, rare In the graves, were not normally used in 
burial customs; where used, their transformation in meaning relates directly to the act of 
adorning the corpse, and In the funeral they become part of the fabric of the corpse; 

" other material used in adorning the corpse changed In meaning In the same way. 

Nonetheless, the lack of material In two thirds of 57: Ayos Stefanos graves, and in most of the 

other simpler graves under study, indicates that the use of material culture, or rather Its 

transformation Into an Item associated with the grave, was possible but not essential In the burial 

practices here evidenced. 

Of the 37: Mälthl graves, one contained a large number of pottery Items, Including an unusual 
double jug (Al.. T7.8). In a cemetery where a very large proportion of graves seem to have no 

associated artefacts, this grave is marked by Its contents. The double jug in particular Indicates 

that specific ritual associations were Invoked in preparing the material. 
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F, p ratio, of the corpse 

Sites that are unexcavated or where excavation is barely reported can offer no information as to 

these questions: hence only 35: Peristeri3,37: Mälthl, 41: Filiaträ Stomion, 53: Menetaion, 
55: Amikleon, and 57: Ayos Stefanos are considered here. 

35: Peristeriä: the nine child cist burials contained no artefacts. The skeletons are not described, 

save that the children are aged between two and seven years old. Thus no particular evidence 
has been found or reported that sheds light on the treatment of the corpse, save that the corpse 
does not appear to have been adorned with any material that might survive in the archaeological 
context. 

37: Mälthi: of the six graves containing material related to the dead, In grave 23 there were 
three beads found near the neck of the dead and thus probably representing a necklace. The 

pottery of grave 23 is mainly related to drinking rather than preparation of the corpse, as was 
that of grave 24 and grave 1. In grave 5a 'spindle whorl' was found underneath the corpse, 

perhaps originally adhering to clothing, and in grave 10 a bead of blue glass was found at the 
head of the corpse. It therefore seems reasonable to state that, with these few exceptions, it was 

not normal at 37: Mälthi to decorate the body with materials that are preserved archaeologically. 
This rules out neither direct body modification such as painting or scarring, nor the use of 
organic materials such as cloth. The fact that the majority of burials are of children and Infants 

may have a bearing on the lack of preserved evidence for artefacts of adornment: graves 5 8t 
10 were both adult. 

As to the positions of the bodies at 37: M thl, extended, contracted and disarticulated skeletons 

are present. Among the seventeen adults, there are three contracted, eleven disarticulated and 

three extended burials. The disarticulatlon is clearly a product of post-Interment Interference 

rather than primary interment: graves 37 8t 38 represent redeposition, and grave 15 was 

perhaps damaged by later building work. In the cases of the contracted burials, where the legs 

seem to be at an angle of 90° to 100° to the body, It is possible that the legs had been bound 

before burial. 

Among the children and Infants, twelve Individuals from nine graves were contracted, at least 

eighteen Individuals from nine graves were disarticulated and nineteen Individuals from fourteen 

graves were extended Inhumations. Such wide variation combined with the lack of chronological 
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data means that no safe conclusions may be drawn from the skeletons about the preparation of 
these children's corpses for burial. 

41: Fi1iatr3 Stomion: there were no artefacts with the burial. The skeleton was contracted, with 
the knees positioned at about 45° to the trunk (Al. 41.2): It Is possible that the body was 
prepared by binding the legs, bent at the knee, but it Is again not essential to suppose this. 

53: MenelaJon: each of the six burials here was contracted, again raising the possibility of binding 

the legs before interment. The burial in the shaft grave offers some possible insights into the 
treatment of the corpse. A textile impression on the skeleton implies the use of a shroud or 
cloak, or perhaps that the corpse was laid on (carried in? ) a cloth. Two items may have further 

adorned the corpse: a fragment of gold, though this has not been described or illustrated, and a 
terracotta spindle whorl. This last category is extremely common In the sites discussed In this 

thesis, and is likely to represent some part of the clothing of the corpse (lakovidis 1977). 

55: Amikleon: a knife in the third burial may have been part of the dress of the corpse. 

57: Ayos Stefanos: about one third of the graves at 57: Ayos Stefanos contained artefacts. Of the 

pottery, most are open shapes and cannot be associated with preparatory acts on the corpse 

with any certainty. Of the other objects, a terracotta 'button', in fact almost tubular (Taylour 
1972, plate 42c2), from grave A19, may have been sewn or fixed to the clothing of the 

corpse; an unillustrated carnelian bead from A21 was also pierced by a hole and presumably 
affixed to clothing; a broken bronze pin from A22,7cm in length when whole, may have been 

used on clothing either to hold a shroud or cloak In place, or decoratively (or both); a bone 

'toggle pin' (see discussion below) and terracotta button from A31 were likely either sewn on 
the clothing of the dead or used to fasten It, a bronze knife found under the skeleton In D4 may 
have been worn. 
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A19 cist I adult female? MH? 
A21 3 Infant MH? 
A22 pit I adult MH? 
A23 clst I adult female? MH 

A28 clst 2 mixed male? MH/LH 

A31 cist 2 adult MH 
D4 I adult male LHI 

terracotta 'button' 
Carnelian bead 
Bronze pin in two fragments 
bronze pin, ear-rings, ring, and 
bracelet; 14 carnellan beads; one 
bone needle 
bronze dagger, tweezers; bone pin 
& toggle pin 
bone toggle pin; terracotta button 
bronze knife 

D12 pit/stone 1 adult female LHI? Miniature bronze 'chisel' 
surround 

Table 7.1. Graves at 57: Ayos Stefanos, showing only artefacts perhaps relating to the adornment of the 
corpse. 

Three graves deserve special mention. In grave D 12 a 'miniature bronze chisel' was found just 

above the skull, in the fill. Its find spot suggests it was not attached to the dress of the corpse, 

but rather placed or cast into the grave after the interment of the corpse. The item is 

unfortunately not illustrated, but is described as a 'very small and narrow tool, tapering to each 

end and sharpened to a chisel edge at both ends' (Taylour 1972,225). It is 3cm long, with 

maximum width and thickness 0.2cm. Such an object may admittedly have been used for 

intricate working on artefacts, but it may equally have had some role in the funerary rite: for 

example in modification of the body of the dead (or of the mourners), perhaps depilation. 

The other two graves, A23 and A28, contained a number of artefacts. In A23 (Al. S79) a 

bronze pin found at the back of the skull, pointing to the right shoulder, almost certainly relates 

to the fastening of the corpse' clothing; the corpse was wearing bronze ear-rings on both ears, a 

bronze ring on a finger of the left hand, and probably a bronze bracelet on the upper left arm. 

A necklace of 14 carnelian beads was found in the chest area, and a bone pin was also found, 

presumably associated with clothing. A 'spool', 5.9cm high, may also have been attached to 

clothing, although it was recovered near the corpse' feet. We can therefore reconstruct some of 

the stages of preparation of this corpse for burial: it was dressed in a garment fastened at the 

shoulder by a bronze pin, and was further embellished with ear-rings, a finger ring and a 

necklace. 

In A28 a dagger found toward the middle of the skeleton may have been attached to the 

corpse or its clothing. A 'toggle pin' of bone, very well worked, may have been purely 
decorative and attached to clothing, but it may also have been used to bind and hold clothing in 

position, as suggested by the name given to it by its excavator, and its position near the neck. 
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Most Interesting In this grave, however, Is a miniature bronze tweezers (3cm to 4cm long), 

found In or near the right hand of the skeleton. These may have been used for depilation. 

In summary, although it is difficult to associate the pottery with preparatory acts on the corpse, 

almost all of the other items In these graves either certainly were or could have been. Most clear 
Is the evidence for the dressing of the corpse shown In many of these graves; less certain Is the 

tentative Identification of objects perhaps used In the alteration of the body of the corpse (or 

the mourners). It Is significant that, although there are roughly equal numbers of adult and child 
burials In the 57: Ayos Stefanos sample under discussion, of the burials listed here with possible 
evidence for the preparation of the corpse seven are adult and only one is a child (an Infant, 

associated with a carnelian bead). This backs up the tentative similar observation from 

37: Mälth). 

This evidence for dressing or modification of the corpse is clear In only eight of the 67 burials 

under discussion. There are three possible explanations for this: 

" dressing the corpse was an unusual but not unknown ritual during the period of use of the 

cemetery; 

" dressing the corpse was normal during one particular phase of the cemetery; 

" dressing the corpse was normal throughout the use of the cemetery, but normally only cloth 

was used and these graves with other material result from the same ritual In an embellished 
form. 

Two of the graves are dated LHI, one MH/LHI, the others MH: the dating Is In any case too 

uncertain to determine whether the second Interpretation is possible. Closer chronological 

control would help to settle these questions, although obviously the third possibility can never 
be proven. 

The ratio of extended : contracted : disarticulated burials at 57: Ayos Stefanos Is 19: 20: 23, with 
five unknown. In area A the ratio is 8: 11: 5, while among those burials showing evidence for 

preparatory acts on the corpse In area A the ratio Is 3: 3: 0. There is therefore slight evidence 

that extended burials are more likely to be accompanied by material culture used In adorning or 

altering the corpse (because proportionately more extended than contracted Inhumations were 
found with such material). If valid, this observation makes sense In as much as an extended 
corpse provides more area for display than a contracted corpse: the Mycenae shaft grave burials 

are good examples of this. 
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As for the possibility that skeletons might be arranged in some way before Interment, some of 
the contracted skeletons may well have been bound, although few of these burials appear to be 

strongly contracted. One skeleton in particular, that In grave D23 (Al. S7.14), had been 

bound hand and foot, the hands being bound at the wrists behind the back. Taylour (1972, 

226) Interprets this as evidence for execution: in other words, that the Individual died at the 
hands of others In a prepared, ritual manner. No evidence for the cause of death was noted. 
Historical parallels (Britain In the twentieth century, not least) would suggest that often 

execution victims are not burled in the vicinity of the rest of society, although this is not the 

case here. Other explanations are possible: the individual may have been a sacrificial victim, for 

example (although execution can be argued to be a form of sacrifice). 

The Mediterranean climate demands swift burial If the corpse Is to be Interred before 

putrefaction becomes noticeable (although it Is possible that this would not have been a 

concern). Burial in modern Greece is usually accomplished within about 36 hours of death, and 
In the Islamic countries of the Mediterranean coast It Is usual to Inter on the same day as death. 

Rigor mortis begins about three hours after death, peaking at around 12 hours and lasting up to 
36 hours. The contracted positions in which many 'simpler' burials are found suggest that the 

arrangement of the body In the position that it was eventually to maintain In the grave would 
have been achieved fairly shortly after death, either by binding the legs, and perhaps the hands 

(often found crossed over the pelvic region), or by wrapping tightly in a shroud. That these 

preparatory acts could be carried out so quickly after the possibly unexpected, and usually 
deeply upsetting, event of death, suggests that the practical responses to death were highly 

socialised and so structured. It Is at least possible that the general change from contracted to 

extended inhumation that occurs In the MHIII-LHI period can be related In part to a slightly 
longer preparatory phase on the corpse, where the anointing and dressing might occur during 

the effects of rigor mortis. 

Pithos burials require special arrangements and are considered in connection with 17: Voldhokiliä 

and 14: Ayos lo3nnis Papodlla in the next section. Graves D 18 and D- at 57: Ayos Stefanos, and 

graves 21 and 30 at 37: Mälthl are of this type. 

Other acts outside the grave 

No evidence. 
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THE MHI-II PERIOD (TABLE 1 
. 
7, PAGE 33) 

Preparatloa of materials 

The pithol used in Messenlan tumull are large (generally 1.4m to 2.2m In height) with wide 
bodies (more than a metre In diameter Is common), sometimes with somewhat narrower necks 

widening slightly at the rim (Al. /4.20-23, Al. /7.12-14, A1.27.4-5, A1.318). There 

are rare examples of smaller pithol used for children's burials (14: Ayos 1oJnn1s Papod ia, pithoi 
23 & 24: Al. /4.25.28). The fabric Is generally red and coarse, and decoration Is limited to 

rope decoration at the neck or rim. These pots are however by no means mass produced and 

there is considerable scope for typological variation. 

The use of pithol for burial is known from few sites before the middle helladic period. The best 

known example Is that of the Lefk3dha tumuli (DSrpfeld 1927), where there were 22 pithos 
burials In 14 of the tumult. These pithol were used for both adult and child burials, but the 

largest was only 1.22m tall (Souyoudzoglou-Haywood 1990,32). Small pithol were however 

used for infant or child burial throughout the bronze age: for example, there are four among the 

graves of 37: Mälthl and 57: Ayos Stefanos. Monumental examples such as those with which we 

are concerned are comparatively rare and are generally associated with MH-early LH burial 

customs. Examples outside the study area Include those from the 'tumuli' of Argos and 
Dhendhr3 (Protonotiriou-Dheiläki 1980). They are however most numerous on the Island of 
Crete. 

Cretan funerary pithol are first found in late EMIll contexts and continue in use Into LMI and 
beyond; their widespread use (from Hani3 to Sitefa) is an MM phenomenon. They are known 

from upward of thirty sites on the Island, Interred in Cretan-style tholos tombs, chamber tombs, 

caves, ̀ossuaries' (rectangular buildings) and necropoleis (Pins 1968,11.13). They are rarely 

larger than 1m tall, and are often set upright rather than laid on their side. Both adult and child 

pathos burials are known. 

The recently published site of Arh3nes Fourni (Sakellarakis ex Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997, 

especially 466-469), an unusually large and long-used complex, contained a correspondingly 

large number of burial pithol. At least 65 burial pithol were recovered from the site, from 

various different buildings, with few found on their own (three mortuary constructions 

contained respectively 24,14 and 11 pithoi). Various different types of pithol were used for 

Interment (A4.26), ranging from 38cm to 85cm In height. The pithol were generally upright 
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and usually contained a single contracted skeleton, although multiple interment was found, with 

up to five Individuals present In one example. 

The Introduction of pithoi into the Minoan funerary repertoire, along with the synchronous 
Introduction of clay coffins or 'larnakes' (A4.27), has been taken as a practice attempting to 

maintain the Individuality of the dead or of particular burials in funerary contexts otherwise 

regarded as communal, where Individual identity is lost (Branigan 1993,65-67; Dickinson 

1994,215). As Branigan points out, however, if this was the Intention It was at least partly 

subverted by the reuse of the pithoi. 

The Minoan pithoi were In general smaller than the helladic examples under consideration In this 

chapter; they were also of quite different shape. They are well known from domestic contexts. 
They are found in different kinds of funerary sites than the helladic examples and generally are 

set upright rather than horizontally, as the helladic examples are. The Influence of Crete on 
Messinfa is therefore non-specific, and Indeed may not have been present. Moreover, the non- 

adoption of larnax burial argues very strongly that any Imitation of Cretan practice Is at best 

very generalised. 

The techniques and skills required for pithos production differ from those required for smaller 

scale ceramics. Those required for nineteenth and twentieth century production of pitharla In the 

area around Kordni In Messinla have been outlined by Blitzer (1990). She describes the 
following stages in pithos production: gathering and preparation of the clay, building the pot, 

and firing the pot. The clay need be mined and collected from the chosen source and 

transported to the pottery workshop: Blitzer reports that to make four to six 1m tall pltharla 

required about 35 donkey trips between source and workshop over a two-day period. Then 

seven to 15 days were required to transform the clay Into usable raw material, removing 

impurities and mixing with water. The pithos was made by creating a disc of clay as a base and 

then building the pot by adding individual rings of clay. A ring was first set on the pot and then 

drawn up several hours later. One or at most two rings could be added per day: so from 5cm to 

at most 20cm per day. The potters under study achieved economies of scale by manufacturing 

several pithol at once. Once the construction of the vessel was complete, ten days' drying time 

Indoors and a further ten days' outside were required. The kilns used by the Messenian potters 

were not built for each firing, but were monumental tholos tomb-like structures built of 

mudbrick, up to 5m In diameter. Only up to six pltharla might be fired at once. The firing 

required up to 1,800 bundles of fuel (often vine or olive cuttings, or gathered from wild 
sources) and lasted 12 to 14 hours, with a further five days to cool. Three to four people were 
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needed to lift a pitharl up to 1.3m tall; these could also be rolled by two people (Koroneika 

pitharia were strengthened by ribbing for this purpose). 

It is curious that the Messenlan production of pitharia Is one of the best parallels from modem 

traditional pottery for the Messenlan bronze age pithol under consideration here. Other relevant 

potting traditions (]ones 1986 chapter 9) Include that at Thräpsano in Crete, where large jars 

seem to have been made somewhat more quickly than the equivalent Messenian pitharia (but 

were not of the same quality), and the pithos wine jars made by potters from 'Phini' In Cyprus. 

In both these cases Itinerant potters would travel from village to village and spend greater or 
lesser periods satisfying local demand; this contrasts with the Messenlan sedentary tradition: 
Koroneika were traded on by merchants. 

While there may well have been many specific differences between the middle helladic 

production of pithol and the nineteenth to twentieth century production of pitharia, the data 

provided by Blitzer have significant Implications as to how we should view the pithol found In 

tumuli and tholol. Perhaps most significant is Blitzer's observation that, despite the continuing 

production of small pitharia, 'the last potter who knew how to manufacture vessels on the scale 

of Type I died between 1910 and 1915. In 1935 ... the potter who made [Type 2] pitharia ... 
ceased to work. Until around 1955 potters were able to manufacture pitharia holding about 
100 to 150 okades'. The clear implication is that production of pots on such a scale requires 
special skills, transmitted from potter to potter by apprenticeship, and that once lost these skills 
cannot be easily regained. 

The maintenance of such skills ought therefore to be visible in the archaeological record in terms 

of pithos remains and kiln sites. In fact relatively few kiln sites are known, partly because they 

are regarded as having been relatively Insubstantial constructions unlikely to survive the passing 

of time (]ones 1986,874-875), although those Illustrated by Blitzer, made of mud brick, were 

nonetheless of considerable dimensions and often associated with numerous sherds: something 

that would be quite visible in excavation and ought also to be picked up in intensive surveys. 
Hope Simpson 8t Dickinson (1979) Include only one EH kiln site at Lake Vouliagmeni near 
Perah6ra, one MH at Marathon Plasi, and four LH: Mycenae, Tfrinthos, Englianbs and Berb3ti. 

The Marath6n site has not been described; that at Pilos Is early Mycenaean but is small and was 

used for small pots. The Berb3ti kiln (Akerström 1968) also looks to be rather small (less than 
2m Interior diameter). We therefore have no specific evidence for pithos production. 
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In terms of remains, the Pylos Regional Archaeological Project report pithos fragments from a 

number of sites, although the report is not detailed (Davis et all! 1997,437,441). Howell 

(1992, passim) reports on pithos sherds at Nih6ria in all phases of MH. It is unclear whether 

these pithoi were of a similar scale as those found in the contexts of the tumuli under discussion 

in this section, but in any case it seems, despite a lack of suitable kiln sites, that the ability to 

produce such vessels was widespread at this time. Examples of large storage jars from Cretan 

contexts of this period are well known. 

Therefore, although the evidence indicates quite widespread use of pithoi, there is little in the 

record that can be related to their production. The information gained from Blitzer's study of 

the traditional potters of Messinfa suggests that pithos production was a specialised skill likely to 

be diffused among relatively few potters. Without an in-depth stylistic analysis of pithos typology 

of the middle helladic period, one can only suggest (on the basis that it is easier to move potters 

than enormous pithoi) that MH pithos makers are likely to have been summer itinerants setting 

up temporary workshops to cater for relatively small scale demand. The product of their 

labours, however, is likely to have been regarded as a relatively valuable item. 

This last statement ought to be emphasised, since the coarse nature of pithoi has led more than 

one excavator in the past to take their presence as an Indicator of the poverty of those who 

used them. The production of a pithos requires 

"a specialist who knows how to choose and mix clay, form the vessel and fire it; 

" labour in the form of mining and transporting the clay, processing the clay, building the pot, 
building the kiln (if not reusing a permanent kiln), firing the pot and transporting the final 

product; 

" time: using Blitzer's estimates, a kiln-foil of pithoi 2m tall (up to six pithoi) would require at 

least 45' days and at most 832 days to produce. 

Even a minimum estimate of a single potter working for 45 days to produce six pithol makes the 

pithos a valuable item in terms of the labour and time invested'. This should be contrasted with 

' Clay extraction and transport, 2 days; clay preparation, 7 days; pathos building at 20cm per day, 10 
days; drying time, 20 days; firing and cooling, 6 days. 
2 Clay extraction and transport, 2 days; clay preparation, fifteen days; pathos building at 5cm per day, 
forty days; drying time, 20 days; firing and cooling, 6 days. 
3 It should be noted that the times Involved In the production of prehistoric pithoi may well have varied 
considerably at each stage, for technological and Indeed traditional reasons. Moreover, If the potter had 
one or two others working with him or her, carrying out such tasks as clay mining and preparation, a 
larger number of pithol could have been under production, with different stages In production evident at 
any one time: the main limitation is the kiln, although more than one may have been In use. Note, 
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the firing in the same kiln of up to 800 small vessels (Blitzer 1990,696). A potter may 

therefore have been kept busy for an entire season at a single settlement, depending on 
demand. 

The value of pithol Is further underlined by the lead sometimes found to have been used to 

mend cracks and breaks In the jar (for example, 14: Ayos loannis Papoulia, pathos 4; In a similar 

vein, a palace style jar - pit 3, Vayenäs tholos, 24: Englian6s - was repaired with lead rivets'). 
Given the circumstances of production I have just outlined, It would be Impossible to replace a 
broken pithos quickly, and It may have been Impractical to do so If no specialist were available 
(and, although 'economic' circumstances are unknown, It may have been very 'expensive' to do 

so). 

It therefore seems very unlikely that funerary pithol were regarded as throwaway objects, 

conveniently reused In the burial context. Rather, the pithos Is an object of some value 

deliberately deposited In the grave as a conscious elaboration of the funeral. 

It remains to be considered whether pithol were made especially for funerary practices. The 

pithol in these and other graves tend to have bases that would not have allowed the pot to stand 

safely without support, but this In Itself Is not conclusive since the pithol might have been 

bedded In the ground In a domestic context (as some of the MH pithol preserved in situ at 

Lema). They were clearly not very mobile, however, and so were not Intended to be moved 

from place to place (this conclusion both from the lack of a supporting base and from the 

number of people needed to carry an empty pithos; they also lack the handles found on Minoan 

examples). The signs of repair on a few pithol are sure Indicators that these pithoi at least are 

likely to have had a past life as domestic equipment. It should be noted that considerable effort 

would be required to convert such a domestic pithos to funerary use: if bedded In a floor, that 

floor would have to be excavated and after the pithos was removed presumably relaid. 

On the other hand, if one were to suggest that pithoi were made for the funerary context, 

taking into account the amount of time required for production, and especially if death 

occurred during winter, generally regarded as an unsuitable season for pithos production (Blitzer 

1990), one need believe that pithol were stockpiled in case of need. 

however, the greater labour required for such economies of scale. The point Is simply that, whatever the 
details, the pithol took a long time and much effort to produce. 
' Lead joins from pathos 3 at 17: Voidhokill3 Is Illustrated In A1.17.16; this pithos comes from the EHII 
store room on the east side of the mound. 
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It seems likely to me therefore that burial pithoi were in most, though not necessarily all, cases 

reused from other contexts. Those other contexts provide a life history for the vessel, one 

which presumably relates either to the dead or to those engaged in conducting the funeral. The 

routines of life, manifested in agricultural storage, production and consumption, were mobilised 

as referents when the jar was taken out of those routines and placed elsewhere as funerary 

monument. In transforming the meaning of the pithos, funerary and domestic contexts could 

seem to make constant reference to each other, just as the place of the monument in the 

human landscape made contact between funerary and everyday contexts. Perhaps a human life 

story, worked through in those material and structural conditions, could in some sense be 

adequately symbolised by such a valuable element of that life. 

Beyond the pithoi themselves, very few artefacts have been found in these monuments. These 

are listed in the following table: 

14 Ayos Io3nnis 
Papodlia 

14 Ayos Ioännls 
Papodlia 

14 Ayos Ioännis 
Papoülia 

14 Ayos loännis 
Papoülia 

17 Voldhokiliä 
17 VoTdhokIIIJ 
17 Voldhokiliä 

17 VoTdhokiliä 

pathos 3 

cast 14 

pithos 19 

pithos 23 or 
24 
pithos I 
pithos 4 
pithos 5 

pithos 7 

unknown unknown clay spindle 

unknown unknown grey minyan pot fragments 

two adult kantharos and jug 

one or more infant 

unknown unknown 
two adult 
one adult 

one adult 

17 VoYdhokiliä pithos 10 unknown unknown 
17 Voldhokiliä pithos I1 one adult 
17 Voidhokillä pithos 13 unknown unknown 
17 Voldhokiliä southern cist one adult 

Ewer 

kantharos and one other pot 
early minyan sherd 
kantharos, flask, knife with silver 
pins 
kantharos, other pot, bronze 
knife, silver hair ring, bronze pin 
kantharos and two other pots 
Kantharos 
early minyan sherds 
silver hair ring, two adriatic ware 
pots 

17 VoTdhokiliä eastern cist two adult one pot 
27 Roütsi central none - double cup, cup, strainer 

Kaloveroaoülou construction 
Table 7.2. MHI-II graves containing artefacts other than pithoi. Some of the items from 14: Ayos Ioinnis 
Papoülia may in fact date to MHIII. Pithos 15 at 14: Ayos Ioinnis Papoülia is not included in this list because 
the obsidian arrow found in the chest of the corpse was the cause of death and not an item deposited at 
the time of the funeral. 

The grey minyan kantharos is found in a number of graves. There is no particular reason to 

assume that these pots were made for funerary purposes, as they are found in domestic deposits 

(Howell 1992); however, the clear preference for the use of the kantharos in rituals at 14: Ayos 
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loännis Papod is and 17: Vo1-dhoki1iä suggests that a second meaning associated with burial might 
have been inherent in how those using these two sites would have understood kantharol. Metal 

prototypes for kantharol are represented by those found at 35: Peristeri3 (Al .. 35.. 21). 

Preparitfoa of the corpse 

Items associated with the adornment of the corpse are few: pathos 5,17: VoTdhokiliä, where a 
knife with silver rivets was found next to the corpse and so presumably formed part of its dress; 

pithos 7 of the same site, where the dress of the corpse included a bronze knife, a bronze pin, 
and a silver hair ring; the corpse In the cist grave within the mound at 17: Voidhok1113 was 
wearing a silver hair ring; and a clay spindle found in pathos 3,14: Ayos loinnis Papoülia may well 
be associated with the dress of the corpse (table 7.2 above). 

There Is equally meagre evidence from the skeletons themselves. Leaving aside those skeletons 

clearly Interfered with In a post-burial context, those In burial pithol are In a contracted position, 

which Is clearly the result of the act of insertion Into the pithos, rather than some pre-Insertion 

activity. Certain of the Inhumations in the (possibly late) cast graves of 14: Ayos loJnnis Papoulia 

were extended. 

In general it is possible to say, at least for the better known sites (14: Ayos loännis Papoülia and 
17: Voidhokiliä) that preparatory acts on the corpse are little evidenced in the material remains. 
While this may mean that very little effort was invested in preparing the corpse itself for the 
funeral, we must equally remain open to the likelihood that organic materials, in the form of 

clothing and paints, and other forms of body modification such as depilation, may have formed 

part of these acts. What little evidence there is indicates more attention paid to the corpse In 

graves at 17: Vo1"dhokiliä than at 14: Ayos 1oännis Papodlia. 

Other acts outside the grave 

The use of funerary pithol at all of these sites, and at some of those to be considered in the next 
chapter, opens up the possibility that the insertion of the corpse into the pathos may have 
happened before reaching the grave. Both pithos and corpse need be transported to the grave, 
and we have no way of knowing whether they were transported separately or together. 
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If the corpse were inserted in the pithos away from the grave, such an act would represent a 

culmination of all of the activity surrounding the corpse up to that point: Its preparation for 

insertion into the pithos. The funeral would therefore consist of two clear phases, that away 
from the grave and that at the grave, separated in time and space, and each ending in an 
'interment'. 

Most of the excavated pithol seem to have been positioned in the mound so as to facilitate 

activity at the mouth (chapter 8). This presumably relates to the first interment as well as any 
future interments. If, on the other hand, the insertion of the corpse preceded the interment of 
the pithos, the pithos with the body already inside could easily have been placed more deeply or 
in a different position in the grave. The positioning of the pithoi therefore not only facilitates 

reuse but also facilitates the insertion of the first corpse, and this suggests that in most cases the 

Insertion of the corpse happened at the grave. 

BURIAL MOUNDS OF LIKELY MH DATE (TABLE 5.2, PAGE I 16) 

Preparation of materials 

Many of these mounds are suggested to have contained pathos burials: the comments in the 

previous section apply equally here. 

Preparation of the corpse 

One of the pithoi from 8: Kiss6s was investigated, and found to contain an adult skeleton 

compressed (apparently without disarticulation) into a pot only 70cm tall. The feet and skull 
bones were found together. The corpse must have been very tightly bound In preparation for 

Insertion into the pithos; perhaps it was even dissected. 

Other acts outside the grave 

No information. 
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THE MHIII-LHI PERIOD (TABLES I 
.8&I. 11, PAGES 33-34) 

With the possible exception of Kokor3kou at 35: Peristeriä, all sites discussed as MHI-II (table 
1.7, page 33) continued to be used in this period, and 8: Kiss6s was also probably In use. 

Preparation of materials 

The preceding remarks on the use of pithol for burials apply also to those pithol used for burial 

at 13: Kamfnia, Vayenä (24: Englian6s) and 35: Peristeriä south tomb 1; these pithol do however 

seem smaller than those used in the earlier burial mounds. 

The motivation for making and using the Cretan style spouted jar used for burial In the Vayenä 

tholos at 24: Englian6s (Al. 21.31-32), along with the deep cup found within It, which also 
imitates a Cretan type, is difficult to explain without a great deal of speculation. The Imitation Is 

clearly deliberate, Inasmuch as two items are involved, suggesting that the Intention In using 
these materials was to Invoke or evoke the traditions of another place. These artefacts must also 
have been taken from some other context to be Incorporated In the grave. In the funerary 

context their use may have strategically employed people's Inference of meaning, perhaps in 

terms of symbolising relationships of the dead, the mourners, and the wider community, by 

evoking both the distant place that inspired their production and the more recent context from 

which they had been taken. The use of these artefacts may represent aspiration to association 
with Crete, perhaps the same sort of aspiration that brought LHI-style pottery into existence 
about this time. 

A wide range and large amount of material culture has been recovered from the graves 
discussed In this section: not just material related to the adornment of the corpse, but also much 
material presumably used in graveside rituals - predominantly pottery in drinking and pouring 
shapes, but also other artefacts such as gold and silver cups and other vessels, obsidian and other 
stone arrowheads, various stone or bronze tools, bronze vessels such as cups, pans and 
cauldrons, and stone Items particularly from the Kastrf (62: KIthira) tombs. Some Items such as 
obsidian arrowheads might easily have been made for the grave, and in some cases there is 

evidence of this (chapter eight); and although gold and silver vessels could hardly be made for 
individual funerals, their meaning can never have been domestic, and so any transformation of 
meaning involved In deposition in the grave must have been rather different from that Involved 
In the deposition of domestic pottery. Not all material present In these tombs need be related to 
some special context: commonly found Items such as Vafd cups and other pottery have a place 
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in the domestic repertoire. This Indicates that In choice of material for funerary purposes, it 

remains possible and normal that objects from the routine of life may be called upon to become 

a part of the funeral. 

The gold and silver vessels form an adjunct to a wider category of material, that of dress 

adornments for the corpse made of gold or other rare materials. These Items occur In large 

amounts at 24: Englian6s Vayenäs and tholos IV, 30: Nih6ria Nikltopodlou 5,35: Peristeriä 
MH/LH grave and tholos 3 (all described In the next section) and In smaller amounts at other 
sites. Much of the gold material Is based on gold foil cutouts with repoussd decoration, perhaps 
material that could be produced quickly by a skilled craftsperson given raw material. The gold 
foil at least must have been held In readiness: the implication being that a rare resource was 
maintained ready for use. The mass-produced nature of the foil Items (for example, A1.30.30 

or A1.35.18) does suggest manufacture on a relatively large scale: just as tholos tombs provide 
for the burial of many persons, so perhaps the production of the material found within graves, 

particularly the gold material, may not have been linked with any specific person, but might 
form a resource somehow called upon when death made that necessary. The ability and desire 

to call on resources of gold and other precious material, although occasionally evidenced In the 

previous period, seems a new feature of the funerary customs of MHIII-LHI. 

Preparatloa of the corpse 

The investigation of these activities and other aspects of funerary behaviour is hampered In 

almost all contexts by the reuse of tombs. It is rare to find a context that represents the state of 
the material at the end of an interment, and that material not thereafter interfered with and 
employed in later acts; when such a context Is found, it often dates later than the limit of this 

study. Whereas these later acts of interference in grave contexts are of great interest elsewhere 
in this thesis, they undermine the study of the preparation of the corpse for the funeral. 

Evidence relevant to the preparation of the corpse is presented in the following table: 
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1 COMM Finds related r 
ti 

7 Dhiödhia Dhiödhia None 

on 1 corpse 
p 

epara 

Razor, three knives and four pins 
10 Gouvaläri Tholos I None Gold leaf, boars' tusks, sealstones and beads 
10 Gouvaläri Tholos 2 None Boars' tusks, bronze tools, weapons with gold 

rivets 
10 Gouvaläri Al None Bronze knife 
10 Gouvaläri A2 None Bronze knife, crystal bead 
10 Gouvaläri A10 None Bronze knife and razor (or knife), other knives 

(A1.10.33) 
10 Gouvaläri B Pit Two clay spindles 
13 Kamfnia I None Bronze knife, tweezers and bead 
13 Kamfnia 4 Burial Bronze tweezers 
13 Kamfnia 4 Pit Clay spindle 
17 Voidhokiliä Tholos None Gold foil; beads of sard, amber, amethyst; 

spindles or buttons of clay and steatite 
17 Voidhokiliä Tholos Child's Four gold bands 

23 Volimfdhia Kefaldvriso 3 
23 Vollmidhia Kefalßvriso 3 
23 Volimfdhia Kefalövriso 5 

23 Volimfdhia Kefal6vriso 6 
23 Volimfdhia Angelopoülou 5 

23 Volimfdhia Koronfou 6 

24 Englianös - 
27 Roütsi Tholos I 

27 Roütsl Tholos 2 

30 Nihöria Veves 

30 Nlhbrla 
30 Nihöria 
30 Nihbria 

Nikitopoülou 4 
Nikitopoülou 4 
Nlkitopoülou 5 

30 Nih6ria 
30 Nih6ria 
35 Peristeriä 
43 Kato Samik6 

Kiidhf 
43 Käto Samik6 

Kiidhi 
43 Kato Samik6 

Kiidhf 
43 Käto Samik6 

Klidhf 
43 Kato Samik6 

Kildhi 

Akönes 
Akönes 

Mound A 

skull 
Niche Two knives, two grindstones & two pestles 
Niche Knife 
Deposit Serpentine axe (AI. 2J.. 14) 
on floor 
None Bronze pin (A1.2J. 17) 
None Miniature bronze double axe, amber, other 

bronze objects 
Side 'Artisan's toolkit' (Al . 1148) 
chamber 

See text description 
Niche Type-A sword, silver fragments, gold pin, bronze 

crown or head-covering. 
Pit 2, Gold leaf, gold beads, other beads, gold ring, 
lower gold and silver pin with amethyst head, with 
section bones 
None Two gold papyrus cutouts, other small 

decorative elements, sealstones, small gold finds, 
seventeen steatite spindles, bronze disc 

Pit Bronze pin 
Floor Clay spindle, bronze ring, twelve beads 
Single Gold foil discs, other gold foil, miniature silver 
context double axe, biconical silver beads, sard beads 

(Al . 30.30) 
Tomb I Type-A sword, dagger, seven beads, five spindles 
Tomb 3 Two bronze tweezers, knife fragment 

See text description 
Burial A Bronze knife fragments 

Mound A None Spindles 

Mound 2 Grave 10 Bronze knife and clay spindles 

Tholos None Tweezers, bronze wire, knife fragments, card 
beads, clay and stone spindles. 

Tholos Pit Boars' tusk fragments 

46 Makrisia Tholos/mound Pit Bronze knife and clay spindle 
46 Makrfsia None None Three bronze knives, two bronze pins, several 

spindles 
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58 Ep(dhavros Ayla Tri3hda Pits Buttons, bronze knife, spearhead 
Limirä tomb B 

62 Kithira Tomb H Grave 3 Bone pin 
62 Kithira Tomb ] None Clay weight and button 
62 Kithira Recent None Bronze blade fragment 

excavation 
Table 7.3. Material from possible MHIII-LHI contexts that can plausibly be interpreted as relating to the 
preparation of the corpse for burial. Many contexts are poorly recorded and may not date to MHIII-LHI: 
reference should be made to catalogue entries for information on under-represented sites such as 
23: Volimidhia, where many contexts are undated. 

The material recorded in table 7.3 is a minimal list, excluding much of doubtful context or 

probable post-LHI date. It falls into several distinct categories: objects thought to relate to the 

clothing of the corpse (various clay and stone spindles, forming decorative weights for the 

shroud - lakovidis 1977, and bronze and bone pins, used to keep the shroud in place), 

jewellery worn by the corpse (stone and metal beads, gold foil and gold cutouts, gold and 

bronze rings), objects related to the apparel or general presentation of the corpse (bronze 

knives and swords), and objects perhaps used in the direct bodily modification of the corpse 

(tweezers and razors). 

The information about preparation available from the disposition of the corpse is also minimal. 

The majority of bones in these contexts has undergone secondary deposition and disarticulation. 

Moreover, small pottery items that might be considered as having contained perfumed oil or 

other organic susbstance for preparation purposes are also rare, although not unknown. 

At 23: Volimidhia, for example, known finds are limited to just the few objects listed in table 

7.3: the evidence for the preparation of the corpse from the numerous dead of 34 tombs Is 

rather disappointing. Artefacts that might have been part of the adornment of the corpse are 

relatively few; most skeletal material is disarticulated and therefore tells us little of its treatment 

before interment; and no objects that might have been directly related to the treatment of the 

corpse can be isolated. Much of this is due to the long use of the tombs, and the site is poorly 

recorded and published; it is also possible that traditions concerning the adornment of the 

corpse in the MHIII-LHI period may have been less elaborate at 23: Volimidhia in comparison 

with some of the other sites described here. Something similar may be observed at IO: GouvalJri 

mound A and at 13: Kaminia. 

At 24: Englian6s the Vayenä tholos contained a number of fairly intact contexts, and so material 

can often be clearly related to individual dead. In pit I (Al. Z4.23) a single corpse (which 

may or may not have been articulated) was found within a pithos. Also in the pithos were four 
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silver half-diadems (Al. 24.36) and various other gold or silver fragments that might have 

related to the clothing or adornment of the corpse, two or three Ivory pins, perhaps associated 

with the clothing of the corpse, and an ivory plaque, thought to come from a sword handle, and 

so perhaps associated with the dress of the corpse (but see below, pages 249-251, on burial 

practices at this site). The rapier, knife and cauldron found outside the pathos are not directly 

associated with the corpse in the pithos, although they may have been originally. The contents 

of pit two as excavated relate to a late phase of use of the tomb, and so are Irrelevant to this 
discussion. Within the area called 'pit 3', part of which certainly post-dates the period under 
discussion here (the upright palace style jar), a pithos of likely MHI11 date (Al. 2425) and a 
Cretan-style spouted jar of MMIII-LMIA style (so of MHI11-LHI date; A1.24.31-32) were 

each found to contain a single burial. No items related to the treatment of the corpse were 
found in the spouted jar, although bent rapiers and other weapons deposited beside and under 

the jar might have originally been associated with the apparel of the corpse (Al. 24.26). In the 

pithos there were a knife, four bronze pins and a boars' tusk that had been pierced: all plausibly 

to be associated with the dress of the corpse. Outside the pithos was a number of artefacts at 

varying distances; the presence of two further fragmentary pierced boars' tusks among these 

items makes it possible that all were originally used In the same act, although they were not 

necessarily all used directly on the corpse. In pit 4 (Al. 24.34), where the remains of several 

Individuals had been deposited in a disarticulated condition, finds Included six knives or daggers, 

which again may have been part of the dress of a corpse, and a gold diadem, presumably placed 

around the head of a corpse. Elsewhere, in disturbed floor deposits, a knife, a pin, several seals 

and numerous buttons and beads were found. Of the early pottery found on the floor, only one 
Item, an askos (Biegen et alli 1973, figure 234.19), reckoned by Lobs as probably LHI in date, 

might conceivably relate to actions upon the corpse: It is very small (height 6.8cm) and so held 

liquid required in only small quantities (so probably not for drinking), possibly oil (Ldlos 1985, 

327) or another substance with which to anoint the corpse, or perhaps colouring material. 

The relatively intact contexts of the Vayen3 tholos do not present a single corpse In the 

condition of Its original burial (burials In jars seem to have been disarticulated, and the jars 

themselves may have been set In their final positions In LHIIB): most of the Intact contexts are 

the contexts of secondary Interment. Nonetheless, the state of the corpse in these burials is 

hinted at quite strongly by some of the finds. All of them might have other uses: any of these 

artefacts might have been worn or used by the mourners rather than the dead. But the repeated 
discovery of these Items In the context of deposition makes it very likely that some at least 
formed part of the raiment of the corpse. For some at least of the early burials in Vayenä, 

therefore, we can speculate that the corpse had been previously laid out and transported to the 
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grave wearing a shroud, usually some Item of weaponry, most likely a bead necklace, and In 

some cases gold or silver leaf adornments such as diadems or a boar's tusk. In every case the 

actions of the mourners as they go through the acts of Interment would affect these Items, as 

would later acts presumably taking place after the dissolution of the flesh. 

Problems of context in tholos IV have been described In the catalogue entry. No Intact burial 

contexts were found. However an Impressive amount of material was found in the tomb and is 

listed and described in the excavation report (Biegen et all! 1973,110.134; A1.24.18). In 

the stomion were found a golf foil rosette and a gold foil butterfly each with holes for attaching 

to clothing, part of a dagger, two amber beads and a glass paste button. On or within the 

blocking wall of the stomion were found three gold foil rosettes, two of them with attachment 

holes, a steatite button, and a bone pin, all likely originally part of the clothing of a corpse or of 

the mourners. Within the chamber numerous Items, all gold, were noted by the excavator as 

'personal adornment': two rings, a seal bead, figure of eight shield pendant, two other oblong 

'spacer beads', two tubes with attached wire spirals, fourteen beads, six pendants, eight biconical 

beads restored as being part of a necklace, two earrings (one a cylinder with coils and one a 

rosette), one 'bead mounting' and one 'pin mounting', four cutout (repousse) owls with 

attachment holes, two owls of foil, fragment of another possible bird In repousse, twelve plate 

fragments, foil butterfly with attachment holes and fragments of other similar items, nine 

rosettes with attachment holes, 176 discs with attachment holes; another 115 were found 

without attachment holes, along with 52 rosettes without attachment holes, and these were 

Interpreted by the excavator as related to the adornment of furniture rather than clothing, along 

with miscellaneous other fragments of foil. Other Items, non-gold, likely to have formed part of 

clothing or dress Include a silver ring, a bronze ring, fragments of bronze pins, various bronze 

beads and studs, numerous rivets that may have belonged to swords or daggers, a blade of a 

sword or dagger, a knife or dagger hilt, four sealstones, 246 amethyst beads presumably from 

necklaces, three carnelian and various other beads, two buttons, four small steatite discs, two 

pommels, an axe head in serpentine, 355 amber beads and two 'spacer beads', again 

presumably from necklaces, some pieces of Ivory that might relate to clothing (but are much 

more likely to relate to furniture), a 'bone spacer', three whole and 18 fragmentary bone pins, 

eleven faience beads, and 27 paste beads. 

This vast catalogue of material, none coming from a recognisable context, may represent the 

burial activities of one or more chronological horizons within the LHI-111A period of use for the 

tomb. There is good reason to believe that some or most of the material relates to earlier rather 
than later periods, since much of It has counterparts at other early sites such as 35: Perlsterii 
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tholos 3 or the Mycenae shaft graves. It Is clear that at some point In the history of use of the 

tomb it happened, indeed It was perhaps normal, that certain acts occurred involving 

considerable adornment of corpse, mourners or officiating persons, or all of them, using 

materials that we would consider to be unusual and precious, such as gold and silver, Ivory and 

amethyst, which in some cases at least had probably been made for funerary purposes. Although 

much evidence is presented in this chapter for traditions concerning the adornment of the 

corpse, quite extraordinary embellishments of that tradition are evidenced In this tomb (and 

35: Peristeriä below); but they remain embellishments of an existing tradition, not different 

practices, just as the mode of burial in a tholos tomb is part of a wider tradition, even If this Is 

one the largest tombs of this period. 

At 35: Peristeri3 the 'MH/LH grave' contained a number of discrete reinterred bone groups, 

each group representing one or more Individuals, as well as groups of Items or Individual Items 

on the floor of the tomb. In many cases Items are clearly associated with specific bone groups; 

but since all of these interments are secondary, none of the Items Is now directly related to the 

condition of any given corpse at burial. The artefacts all point to ostentatious clothing, 

presumably for the corpse: the earliest group Included eight gold foil circles with papyrus-shaped 

pendant sections (Al. 35.. 18), each attached to a tube that probably allowed for them to be 

affixed to clothing (their secondary treatment had resulted In their being gathered In a goblet), 

with a type-A sword (which had later been burned and bent: AI.. TS. 19). Another bone group 

was associated with the following Items: 22 gold discs, a bone pin, six gold foil bands, three 

more gold discs, a clay spindle, four more gold bands. Further Items related to other bone 

groups Include a gold band, a bronze knife, a bronze chisel, a gold bead, and other fragments of 

gold silver and bronze, Including the scattered elements of a gold necklace. 

In complete contrast, despite mostly again containing secondary disarticulated bone deposits, 

South Tholos 1 contained virtually no artefacts beyond pottery items. Of these, early shapes are 

all associated with drinking (Al .. J5.. 31). 

Aside from the pit In tholos tomb 3, finds thought to have originally come from the chamber 
Include fragments of gold leaf, a rivet Indicating the presence of a weapon such as a sword or a 
knife, and an amber bead. These probably Indicate funerary ceremonies Involving the use of this 

material on the corpse. The pit Itself contained a large quantity of gold leaf, although perhaps 
much of that was used to line the pit rather than as part of the dress of the corpse. Other finds 
Included a gold band and numerous gold Impressed Items such as tritons, birds, rosettes and 
Insects, gold wire and gold tubes, and beads of amethyst and other material (Al.. M.. 49-50). 
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In each case examined above it is possible that artefacts were not used In the adornment of the 
corpse; Items assumed to have been attached to clothing, for example, might have been 

associated with the clothing of the living rather than the dead. Weaponry, assumed to be 
deposited with the dead as part of the apparel of the corpse, might equally have been used in 

some other manner and deposited as part of some other act. Small pot artefacts that might have 
been used to hold perfumed oil might have had some other purpose. However, the amount of 
material, the repetition of forms, and its repeated recovery from different contexts, tombs and 
sites suggests that Its use was reproduced time and again. Specific examples from elsewhere, 
especially the contemporary shaft graves at Mycenae, make it clear that this material was used as 
an almost formulaic 'set' that went with the corpse: a shroud decorated with gold foil artefacts, 
and an accompaniment of weaponry. The shaft graves represent this material in a (relatively) 

undisturbed context, and provide a model for Its use In the graves under discussion here. 

Occasional discoveries of material still In Its original association with the corpse provide strong 
backing for this: the gold bands associated with the child skull in 17: Voidhok111J; Items found In 

the pithos burials of the Vayenä tholos (24: Englian6s); or from later sites discussed below, 

artefacts in the cist at 54: Vafi6 and artefacts associated with the intact burials of 27: Roüts1 tomb 
2. 

Evidence for preparation of the corpse in the excavated sites of the preceding MHI-II period is 

weak; only a few cases of artefacts found with the dead were noted: this does seem to change in 

the MHIII-LHI period. However the practice of adorning the corpse almost certainly was 

practised at least occasionally In earlier periods, as evidenced by the few artefacts of table 7.2 

(page 202), and perhaps by some of the simpler graves (table 7.1, page 194). The earliest 
tombs under discussion in this section, such as some of the tholol in 10: Gouvalärl mound A, 

some or all of the 13: Kamfnia tholol, the 16: Korifäsio tholos, some of the 23: Vo! imldhia tombs 

and some of the 30: Nih6ria tombs present little evidence In regard to the preparation of the 

corpse. This does not follow for all early tombs: MH contexts in the Vayen3 (24: Englian6s) 

tholos and probable MH contexts In the MH/LH grave at 35: Perlsteriä do provide much 
evidence in this respect. Nonetheless the material suggests a situation where early on the 

preparatory acts on the corpse were quite minimal; at some point there Is a sudden increase In 

these activities, perhaps best seen as paralleling the already noted quite sudden Increase of tholos 
tombs In numbers and dimensions. The social conditions that allowed for the Investment In the 
architecture of tholos tombs also allowed for investment In the preparation of the corpse with 
material such as gold, with bronze weaponry, with semi-precious stone necklaces, and possibly 
with other rare organic material such as perfumed oil. In both cases (the proliferation of the 
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tholos form and the dazzling embellishment of the corpse) pre-existing traditional practices were 

reworked In the practices that we are discussing here. The adornment of the corpse was not a 

new practice, but the available resources and the will to deploy those resources In this arena was 

new. 

These practices entailed in some (perhaps relatively few) cases quite spectacular laying out 

ceremonies, with the corpse clothed in raiment of gold discs, foil or other shapes, wearing 

necklaces and bracelets of semi-precious stone, the head crowned with a diadem, and at his or 
her side a sword or a dagger. This would clearly have a public impact: even if only a select few 

were present at the laying out ceremony, it is possible that others might be allowed to see the 

corpse later, or see it as it was later taken to the grave. These events must have been special: 

not just to the mourners, to whom the event would be special with or without the 

accompaniment of precious material, but to the entire community, perhaps to quite a wide 

community. The investment of material such as this in the corpse can only have been intended 

as a public event. 

The material used In adorning the corpse falls Into two basic categories: the purely decorative, 

and the decorative-with-function. Most is purely decorative: all the gold, semi-precious stones, 

and other jewellery. The shroud, functional in the sense of covering the corpse (perhaps 

wrapping it tightly), might also be intricately decorated, and forms the background for the 

jewellery. The weaponry falls Into the category of decorative-with-function. The arming of the 

corpse is a powerful image, although exactly what that Image was Intended to convey is not 

obvious. A number of explanations is possible: weaponry might be a rank or status symbol; it 

might symbolise a warrior aristocracy; it might symbolise an ideal of human life; or It might be 

related to hunting activities. Although weaponry is quite common, other Items such as tools are 

rare (though not unknown); the preference for weaponry above other objects Is clear. 

There are few Intact skeletons, and descriptions of the state of the skeleton are often brief or 

non-existent, so it seems impossible to comment on the actual treatment of the body (as 

opposed to Its adornment). Although it is often assumed that the corpse was generally Interred 

In a supine position, and this would make sense in terms of It wearing a shroud and carrying 

weaponry, it may be that not all corpses were treated In this way; those buried In the pithol of 
35: Peristeriä south tholos 1 and 24: Englian6s Vayen3 were presumably contracted. 
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Other as outside the grave 

No Information. 

THE LHI-11A, LHIIA AND LHIIB PERIODS (TABLES 1.12-1.15. PAGE 34-35) 

Preparation ofmwteria/s 

This may be an appropriate point to consider the phenomenon of LHIIA 'palace style' pottery, 

and in particular the palace style jars found In many tombs, sometimes in considerable quantity. 
Palace style jars have long been a marker of the LHIIA period for tomb assemblages, and have 

been found at many sites: the large tholol at 10: Gouvaläri (A1.10.46-48), 12: Fities 2, tholos 

1 at 18: Tragäna, tholol IV 81 V (Al. 24.30) at 24: Englian6s, 27: Rodtsi tholos 2 (Al. 27.22 

right) and probably also tholos 1, tholol I (Al. -7S. 76) a II at 35: Peristeriä, 38: Vasilik6 

(Al. -T8.6), all three tholol at 44: Kak6vatos (Al. 44.11-12), 51: An311psis large tholos 

(Al. S>. 4), the large chamber tomb at 52: Pelläna, and 54: Vafi6. This list Includes almost all of 

the larger tombs in the study area, and would generally equate to those regarded as the 'richer' 

tombs; given the problems of differential survival of artefacts, the matter may not be so clear 

cut, but In general palace style jars form part of the tradition and custom evidenced In the larger 

scale and more lavish ceremonies; there are no reported palace style jars at 23: Volimfdhia for 

example, or In the small tholol at 10: Gouvalärl or 13: Kam1nla. 

In Crete such artefacts have been recovered from palatial contexts (Betancourt 1985,155- 

158; Niemeier 1985). Evans derived both the basic form and the function of the vessels from 

the great middle Minoan storage pithoi of the palace magazines (Evans 1928,426). At Knosds 

they were found both In the palace and surrounding structures, and In funerary contexts (for 

example, the Isöpata 'Royal Tomb': A4.28). Mainland examples were mostly or exclusively 

made on the mainland (Niemeier distinguishes three Imported examples on stylistic grounds: 
1984), however, and seem almost exclusively to derive from funerary contexts (some sherds 

were noted at the Menelaion: Catling 1977,29). 

While the typology, derivation and decoration of the jars have all been carefully studied 
(Niemeier 1985), there are few comments on their function in general, or on their role In 
Mycenaean funerals In particular. Storage would seem an obvious function, as noted by Evans, 
but It Is equally clear that these were hardly everyday vessels. They were made by specialist 
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potters, In the case of the mainland very clearly In Imitation of Cretan examples. In emulating 
the form the potters were not only reproducing for their patrons the Item Itself, but were 

creating artefactual referents to a particular context: Minoan Crete, and more closely the palace 

of Knosös Itself. In Investing time and effort in the creation of these vessels, the potters and 
their patrons seem to have been Interested in creating a symbolic link to features of the Minoan 

social system. This would appear to be the motivation for the creation of these vessels, and must 
form part of the motivation for their disposal in the tomb in the public context of a funeral. 

The jars are large (up to a metre or more in height) and finely painted: they require skill and 
knowledge both in potting and painting. On the analogy of the pithos jars mentioned In chapter 

seven, jars would have taken ten to twenty days to create. That so few mainland examples are 
known indicates that relatively few people had the knowledge to produce these vessels, and that 

production was always small scale to answer the needs of a limited number of people. 

The function of the vessels Is most likely storage. The rims are not well suited for pouring, but 

ladles or cups may have been used, and so the storage of liquids such as water, wine or oil Is 

quite likely; they may also have been used for the storage of dry goods. The context of storage 

would hardly be the everyday: they were not used to store the annual harvest. Instead, they 

must have been used for storage in a special context: holding the olive oil (for example) used 

for feasts, or dedicated to a god, or In any other way set aside from the ordinary. The lack of 

settlement sites with examples of such jars In situ even makes It possible that they were 

constructed primarily with a use in the tomb in mind (but not for a specific burial, bearing in 

mind the minimum amount of time required for their construction). 

I would suggest therefore that these vessels at the time of a funeral would have been regarded in 

much the same light as other difficult to procure vessels. Their role in the funeral may well have 

been to hold something like wine, a small amount of which could have been drunk during the 

ceremony. It is also possible that they may have been used to store the blood of sacrifice as part 

of the funerary ritual (the vessel is not quite as open-shaped as would be Ideal for this). In some 

cases they may have been set within the tomb and thought of as permanent additions to the 

architecture and resources within, to be called upon at each ceremony or reopening of the 

tomb. Perhaps the principal role of the artefact and Its content was as symbol of the social 

structures inhabited by the mourners and masters of the ceremony. 
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Preparation of the corpse 

In the cist at 54: Vaff6 Tsoündas found an intact deposit that he took to be the remains of a 

single extended inhumation. The anthropological material had apparently completely decayed In 

the ground, but the finds were so arranged that Tsoündas was able to suggest the exact position 

of some items In relation to the corpse. Thus, as far as Items concerned with the dress of the 

corpse are concerned, some 80 amethyst beads were recovered from the assumed area of the 

neck of the corpse, and were thought to have formed a necklace of two rows, with two 

sealstones that possibly formed the centrepiece of each row; a gold inlaid dagger was placed 

perhaps at or below the left shoulder of the dead, with some other small gold objects. At the 

position of each hand were placed similar objects, Including little piles of sealstones that might 

conceivably have formed bracelets, and there were three rings, one of gold, one of silver, and 

one of iron - the gold ring came from the left hand. A sword and six bronze knives are also 

mentioned. The many other objects seem to have been placed In the grave with or after the 

corpse (selection of objects: Al. 54.13-14). 

The Intact deposits of 27: Rodtsi tholos 2 seem mostly to be of LHIIA date (see catalogue 

entry): there are three more or less Intact burial contexts. In one pit, which had been used 

before for burial, a skeleton was laid. At some later time the lower half was removed, but the 

upper half and its context survived intact. Relevant material Includes two Inlaid gold daggers 

(A1.27.23), one found near the shoulder just as the 54: Vafi6 example, the other on a 
'platform' at the skeleton's left hand, with thirteen gold buttons (Al. 27.21). Pieces of amber 
formed a necklace. Another dagger, bronze but decorated with gold, was found near the left 

hand. A second pit (Al. 27.18) contained an articulated skeleton with a necklace, and a glass 
bead at the right arm, perhaps part of a bracelet or armlet. A burial on the floor, perhaps laid 

on its side, had piled up by its side ten swords and daggers as well as various beads (A1.27.19- 

20). 

These contexts suggest that there Is little change between LHI and LHIIA In terms of the kinds 

of materials that might be used to adorn the corpse: beads (around neck or arm), weaponry, 

and jewellery In the form of rings, might often be a part of the raiment of the corpse; other 
contexts elsewhere (particularly 35: PeristeriJ tholos II, Al.. 35.. 59-60, and 44: Kak6vatos A) 

show that gold foil and gold Impressed Items were also used, as In the Immediately preceding 

period. 
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Chamber tomb E8 at 24: Englian6s contained two pits (A1.24.39): in one, an extended 

skeleton was associated with two beads and a terracotta whorl. This context was Intact, so In this 

case the adornment of the corpse seems to have been much less lavish: the solitary whorl can 
hardly have been used on its own as a clothing weight, and so was perhaps displayed on the 

shroud of the dead; the two beads were presumably used as jewellery. Of three pottery items, 

one was an alabastron, possibly a container for perfumed oil that anointed the corpse. A second 

pit contained redeposited material, again dated LHII: save pottery, the material present was 
limited to a bronze knife and a terracotta button; at least four people were represented In the 

contents of the pit. In these cases it is clear that similar Ideas governed the treatment of the 

corpse, but that the amount and 'value' of the material employed was much less. 

In south tholos 1 at 35: Peristeriä (Al. 35.. 25) the final three Inhumations were extended on the 

floor and date to LHII (perhaps all three date to LHIIB). Each was associated with a single pot, 
In two cases an alabastron (the third pot is not described); no other finds are mentioned. In 

these cases, then, there Is little evidence for the adornment of the corpse, perhaps a significant 

observation, In that this widespread practice might not be universal. Having said that, I suspect 

that fundamental element in the adornment of the corpse was the shroud, which being organic 

would not have survived; moreover the presence of the alabastra would suggest the use of 

perfumed oils. Hence these burials may not be completely anomalous. 

35: Peristeriä south tholos 1 does however allow another possibility: since evidence Is lacking for 

preparation of the corpse in all of Its contexts, It is possible that slightly different traditions 

concerning treatment of the dead were maintained through different tombs, even at the same 

site; moreover, the unusual presence of funerary pithoi in south tholos 1 also provides a link 

with the tumuli of the middle helladic period, represented by the nearby Kokoräkou mound. 

In general, where disturbed contexts Include material of LHII date, the kinds of Items found with 

these contexts does not differ greatly from that observed In Intact contexts, or In LHI contexts. 
The general conclusion from the evidence Is therefore that the acts of preparation on the 

corpse, and the preparation of materials to be used In this way, do not differ substantially from 

that observed In the previous period, and that, as observed for the previous period, while the 

acts may differ in quantity and quality of material used, the same basic precepts are present In 

all contexts where observations can be made. 
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Other acts outside the grave 

No information. 
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Chapter Eight 

Acts at and within the grave 

'SIMPLER' GRAVES (TABLE 1 
. 
2, PAGE 29) 

Movement 

By definition, the simpler graves under consideration here are non-monumental (some sizes for 

graves at 37: Mälthi are given in table 6.1). They were not designed to permit the entry of the 
living: their design is based on the corpse. They are generally large enough to contain a corpse, 

and rarely are they made much larger than required. Although it is possible that one or two of 
the mourners during a funeral might get into a cast or pit to order to assist to interring the body, 

this would not be necessary as the body could easily be manoeuvred in from above; In any case, 

many of these graves are very shallow, making the presence of someone inside to help 

redundant. 

The architecture of simpler graves therefore constitutes a structuring element of funerary 

practices: their design enforces certain basic modes of action. These are that the mourners 

should gather at or near the grave (chapter five, page 108) as opposed to in it, and that most 
or all funerary activity should occur outside the grave, the involvement of the grave being 
limited to receiving the corpse and other artefacts as they are lowered from above. 

Engagement with the mater/a/past 

There is some evidence for the discovery, intentional or otherwise, of earlier funerary remains, 
and how these could be dealt with. The most striking example is that of grave A31 at 57: Ayos 
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Stefans which contained two skeletons, one earlier than the other (Al. S7.. 7). The bones of 
the earlier skeleton had been disarticulated, presumably at the time of the second burial, and the 

skull removed. The earlier skeleton was meaningful to those arranging the later burial: they 

might after all have simply left It In place and Interred the new corpse beside or above it. 
Instead they involved themselves with the bones, disarticulating them (to what extent Is not 
reported) and taking away the skull. Whether or not they deliberately sought to reuse a grave Is 

unclear, and the meaning of their action on the first skeleton Is also unknown: If the skull were 
seen as somehow representative of the presence of the dead, Its removal might have been either 
to exploit that presence elsewhere, or to protect the current ceremony or the recently dead 
from that presence. The meaning of these acts Is not available to us: but we can be sure that 
they were meaningful. 

After the second interment the sequence of events is unclear. The cover slabs were found out of 

place, which may be associated with the second interment or with the acts carried out next to 

the grave - these seem to have involved burning and perhaps sacrifice. The excavator 
interpreted the evidence as indicating a feast while the tomb was open and then further 'burnt 

offerings' when the tomb was shut. This grave offers a unique (for this sample of sites) instance 

of post-interment ritual acts. 

Other graves showed evidence that the remains of the past had been interfered with. Despite 

relatively few multiple burials, as many as 22 skeletons at 57: Ayos Stefanos were disarticulated 

when found. A few of these are suggested to be the result of modern disturbance, but In most 

cases the excavator postulates that these secondary burials result from grave reuse. If this Is the 

case, then it is clear that it was not unusual to either deliberately or accidentally open an older 

grave and remove some or all of the content, reburying close nearby. This suggests that 

encounters with the remains of previous burials were a fairly normal part of the burying tradition 

at 57: Ayos Stefanos, and may have been to some extent anticipated. This strengthens 

observations made in chapter five about the location of graves. 

It also suggests questions concerning people's understandings of the material remains of 
humanity. The removal of bones and reburying perhaps Indicates a perceived difference between 

the fleshed and defleshed corpse, a sense that It Is somehow acceptable, or proper, to remove, 
disarticulate and rebury bones, sometimes with other artefacts presumably from the original 
burial. The physical transformation of the corpse from flesh to bones may mirror a social 
transformation from recently dead to ancestral. This would explain why, on digging in the 
cemetery and discovering a previous burial, It was acceptable to continue digging, and prioritise 
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the recently dead by removing the older bones: burial In a defined grave was important while 
the bones were fleshed, but after decomposition of the flesh bones could be gathered and 
reburied In a smaller pit, and might have been conceived not as an individual but as a part of the 
community of ancestors known to be scattered throughout that particular area. It Is even 
conceivable that, as In modem Greece, graves may have been reopened following custom 
specifically to remove and treat the bones, ending In a reburial: not all burials were treated this 

way, however. 

At 37: Mälthi there is also considerable evidence for the disarticulation of earlier burials. Six 

graves (6,15,20,21,22,28: A1.. 77.3-7), all of children, contained single disarticulated 

skeletons. The excavator offered no possible explanations for the conditions of the skeletons, 

which in most cases were smashed as well as disarticulated. One might suspect that later building 

or even cultivation might be responsible their condition. Similar explanations may apply to 

graves 25 and 40, where in each case two child skeletons were found in a disarticulated and 
broken up condition. Grave 36 similarly contained two child burials, perhaps in this case 
interfered with deliberately after the second burial. Grave 32 was a cast tomb containing the 

remains of at least seven children, all mixed up. As Valmin recognised (1938,230), this tomb 

was used for the redeposition of material brought from elsewhere. Similarly, grave 37 contained 

the mixed remains of three adults (or two adults and one child), In this case possibly associated 

with remains of burning. Grave 38 similarly was a pit with the mixed remains of eight Individuals 

along with animal bones and evidence of burning. Again here there Is perhaps slight evidence for 

a secondary burial custom as suggested for 57: Ayos Stefanos above. 

In summary, at 37: Mälthi as at 57: Ayos Stefanos while the majority of burials are placed In new 

graves and not interfered with after deposition, there is evidence In a minority of cases for the 

reopening of graves, disarticulation of remains, second burials in graves, the collection and 

reburial of remains, and (once) feasting at the graveside. 

Acts Invo/vlagmater/a/s brought to the grave 

At 57: Ayos Stefans artefacts (other than those already discussed in relation to the adornment 
of the corpse: chapter seven, table 7.1, page 194) are deposited In eighteen graves. In the 
following table, derived from table A1.57.1, artefacts already discussed in relation to the 
adornment of the corpse have been removed: 
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Al pit 1 child male MH 
A2 I infant MH 
A7 pit I child MH 

A19 cist 1 adult female? MH? 
A23 cist 1 adult female? MH 
A28 cist 2 mixed male? MH/LH 
A29 cist I adult MH/LH? 
A31 cist 2 adult MH 
A33 1 infant MH 
B6 pit/stone I adult MH 

surround 
B11 cist? I infant MH 
D4 I adult male LHI 
D7 cist I adult female MH 
D13 pit/stone I adult male LHI? 

surround 
D14 pit/stone 1 adult LHI ? 

2 MH pots 
2 fragmentary MH pots 
MH fragments not definitely 
associated 
Pot (MH? ) 
5 MH pots 
35 obsidian blades 8t one flint 
Shells 
3 MH pots 
MH pot 
2 MH pots; 2 obsidian 
arrowheads, one flint saw 
2 MH pots 
LHI pot 
2 pots (Minoan? ) 
flint saw above burial 

LHI pot (vaflo cup) 
surround 

D22 I infant LHI? Sheep or goat bones 
TT7-3 cist I adult female MH MH sherds: lead strip 

Table 8.1. Graves at 57: Ayos Srefanos, showing only artefacts not directly related to the adornment of the 
corpse. 

The range of artefacts is limited: predominantly pottery with odd examples of shells, animal 

bones or worked stone. This, and the fact that these graves are only a small proportion of the 

total, shows that deposition of artefacts in the grave was relatively rare, and so funerary rites 
involving artefacts might also have been rare. The artefacts and burials are not well enough 
dated to be able to suggest that artefacts were more used in one or other period. 

The pottery artefacts are listed in the following table: 

111. 

Al two handled jar (9.4cm); large open shape like bowl or goblet 
A2 small pithos; jar 
A7 bowl (not securely associated) 
A19 jar (10.5cm) 
A23 minyan goblet (12.5cm high 12.3cm wide); cylindrical cup (6.1 cm); biconical jar; one 

handled cup (7.3cm) 
A31 spouted cup (3.4cm); one-handled cup (7cm); two-handled deep cup (8.9cm) 
A33 one handled cup (8cm) 
B6 cup (7.6cm); jar (18.5cm) 
B11 fragments including pithos 
D4 LHI cup (4.2cm) 
D7 Minoan jug and cup 
D14 Vafiö cup 
TT7-3 Sherds 

Table 8.2. Pottery finds in graves at 57: Ayos Stefanos. Dimensions in brackets indicate heights except 
where stated. 
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Of these 23 Items, at least 10 are cups, there are six jars or jugs, three bowls or goblets, two 

pithol, and two unidentified. The pithoi are likely to be burial vessels. The implication of the 

other items is that pottery artefacts were used In pouring or drinking rituals at the graveside: the 
jars and jugs may have held liquid poured into cups or as libation, and the cups, bowls and 

goblets may have been used for consuming the liquids. The drinking shapes vary in size: larger 

examples may have been passed from person to person to share in the toast. 

It may be objected that the deposition of these items In the grave was not as a consequence of 
their use in funerary rituals, but that they might represent either the property of the dead or be 
'funeral gifts' or 'offerings'. If the mourners interpreted the objects In this way, there would be 

no functional necessity for objects related to pouring and drinking liquids to be chosen to fulfil 

this aspect of the funeral; but the unity of theme In these objects comes from their function, 

which suggests strongly that they represent not a collection of offerings or the property of the 
dead, but rather the means of carrying out a particular ritual Involving pouring and drinking 

liquids. 

Conclusions regarding the use of artefacts found in the 57: Ayos Stefanos graves are that 

" certain graves show evidence for pouring or drinking ceremonies; 

" In other cases such ceremonies may have taken place without the objects used being given up 

to the grave - perhaps these ceremonies might take place before the burial, or after the 

closure of the grave; 

" very few graves show any evidence for artefacts that are neither related to the adornment of 

the corpse nor pouring and drinking ceremonies. 

At 37: Mälthf only six graves were clearly associated with artefacts. In grave 4 there Is a 'sword 

pommel of ivory', which looks less impressive than it sounds (Al.. 37.. 9): about 4cm in 

diameter, and as Valmin suggests (1938,361) perhaps attached to a stick rather than a sword. 
In grave 1a feeding bottle (possibly LHIIIA in date) was placed next to the head of an infant. If 

this item was used as its name suggests, then Its Inclusion In the grave may perhaps be 

Interpreted as an emotionally significant burial with the child of an object very Intimately 

associated with It In the routines of everyday life. The Item might however represent once again 

a pouring shape, perhaps (since it Is 'small') of a liquid such as scented oil. 
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I 
Grave 24 at 37: Mälthi was the extended burial of a child in a stone-surrounded pit or clst. 
Another feeding bottle' and a goblet were found here (Al. 37.8). Again the feeding bottle 

might have been associated with the child In life, or it may be that It held liquids used in the 
funeral, and the goblet is again a drinking shape. 

Grave 23 at 37: Mälthi contained more pottery than any other (Al.. 77.8). There were three 

goblets of similar size and shape to that in grave 24, a smaller cup, and a very unusual double 

jug (described by Valmin: 1938,314-315 and by L61os: 1985,363-364). There Is no exact 

parallel for the double jug, which makes it possible that It was made specifically for funerary or 

other unusual contexts. Its shape would allow for one to hold It aloft, as long as it was not too 

full, then turn it through almost 180° to pour Into one of the goblets or the cup. 

At 55: Amikfeon two of the three graves excavated by Tsoündas contained pottery. The first 

grave, a slate-built cist, contained two middle helladic cups; the other contained two early 

Mycenaean cups. Although no further information Is available, again here the emphasis Is clearly 

on drinking utensils. 

Therefore, although evidence is lacking from most graves, where artefacts (other than those 

related to the adornment of the corpse) are found in the grave, very often these are pottery 

items associated with pouring and drinking ceremonies. In those few cases where other artefacts 

have been found (such as obsidian blades, or perhaps the feeding bottles at 37M31thi), special 
interpretations related to that particular instance of burial must be sought. 

Deposition of nm ate ria / and corpse 

Data from 57: Ayos StEfanos and 37: M31thi can again be examined to determine the 

circumstances of deposition for the material found in the graves'. The following table sets out 

the data for 57: Ayos Stefanos: 

Lblos calls it a 'small basket-handled bowl supplied with an oblique side-spout of tubular form' (1985, 
151). 
2 The consequential deposition of material associated with the adornment of the corpse has been discussed 
in chapter seven and Is not repeated In this chapter. 
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AI Two-handled jar Near head of contracted skeleton of child 
Al Bowl or goblet Unknown 
A2 Jar Below skeletal remains 
A7 Bowl 50cm from skull, not securely associated 
A19 Jar Beside pelvis of contracted adult female skeleton 
A23 Minyan goblet Left knee of extended adult skeleton; set on base but slightly tilted 
A23 Cylindrical cup Inside left elbow of extended adult skeleton; lying on Its side, facing 

away from elbow3; facing and touching biconical jar 
A23 Biconical jar Inside left elbow of extended adult skeleton, perhaps originally on 

trunk of skeleton 
A23 One-handled cup Outside left elbow of extended adult skeleton 
A28 Obsidian flakes Southwest corner of grave 
A28 Flint scraper Southwest corner of grave 
A28 Bone pin Southwest corner of grave 
A29 Shells Near skull 
A31 Spouted cup Left wrist of articulated skeleton 
A31 One-handled cup South end of grave 
A31 Two-handled deep cup Under pelvis of articulated skeleton 
A31 Obsidian blades Unknown 
A33 One-handled cup Associated with disarticulated bones 
B6 Cup Unknown 
B6 Jar Unknown 
B6 Flint saw Unknown 
B6 Obsidian Unknown 
D4 LHI cup Associated with disarticulated bones 
D7 Jug Right hand of contracted adult female skeleton 
D7 Cup Right hand of contracted adult female skeleton 
D14 Vafi6 cup Between right elbow and trunk of extended adult male skeleton 
D22 Sheep or goat bones Near infant skull (no other bones preserved) 
TT7-3 Sherds Unknown 
TT7-3 Lead strip Under extended skeleton of adult female 
Table 8.3. Locations and associations of artefacts from graves listed in table 8.1. 

The detailed recording of the 57: Ayos Stefanos graves shows that artefacts were generally 

carefully placed in the grave, and often in relation to the corpse (so after the interment of the 

corpse). In many ways the deposition of this material forms a clear prelude to the closure of the 

grave. The interment over, those items that had been used to structure the acts of the mourners 

were themselves interred. The best example is grave A23 (Al S7.9), where three of the 

pottery items were placed close to each other and at the left elbow of the corpse. The pattern 

of deposition here suggests that the objects were placed in contact with each other and perhaps 

resting on organic matter that later decayed. The skeleton was to one side in the grave, while 

the artefacts were to the other, indicating that in the act of interring the corpse, thought was 

given also to the deposition of the pottery. It is possible that all of the items were placed 

upright, each being turned over to some extent in the passage of time or at the moment earth 

was thrown into the grave. It may be that the items were placed in the grave by persons 

standing on the west long side, although this is not essential. The larger pot is separate from the 

I Hence not tied to the elbow (this cup was perforated), but perhaps tied to clothing. 
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smaller ones, perhaps deposited by people standing at different places over the grave. This may 
have related to different groups using different items, or perhaps to different rituals associated 

with different items. 

Grave A33 was a disarticulated burial associated with a one-handled cup. The cup may have 
been placed with the skeleton in its original grave and moved with the bones at a later date, or 
the cup may have been deposited when the bones were moved. Similarly grave D4 was the 
disarticulated remains of an adult skeleton associated with a small cup. As with A33 the cup 
may have been placed with the corpse when first buried or as part of the act of moving it to 

another spot. 

Objects other than pottery also betray some of the circumstances of their deposition. The 

obsidian cache in grave A28, along with a flint scraper and bone pin, were all found in one 

corner of the grave. They had presumably been deposited in a bag of leather or some other 

organic which later decayed. Their role may have been deliberate deposition. 

At 37: MJlthi, grave 4, the ivory 'pommel' was found at the head of the child; In grave 1 the 
feeding bottle was similarly placed next to the head of the infant; In grave 24 the feeding bottle 

was placed at the left knee of the skeleton, while a goblet was placed at the other side: both 

seemed to have been placed upright. In grave 23, containing two extended child skeletons, the 

pots were placed in the corners of the grave and the double jug was placed right of the legs. 
The pots seem to have been placed in the grave after the burial of the second child, or moved 
during that burial, to judge from their positions in the corner away from the skeleton. 

To summarise the evidence, In most graves that contained deliberately or transformationally 
deposited artefacts, the corpse seems to have been deposited first, and the artefacts placed 

within the grave In relation to the corpse. Instances of deliberate destruction of artefacts are 
few, and in some cases where disturbed bones are relocated, objects were carefully deposited or 
redeposited with them. 

The deposition of the corpse in these graves is potentially the most significant act of the funeral, 

and certainly forms the main intended outcome of the performance. In itself, stripped of all the 

other actions described elsewhere, the act of deposition is a simple one: the body would in most 
cases simply have been lowered into the grave. Some arrangement of the corpse would have 

taken place if not completely covered by a funeral shroud; In some cases the arrangement of the 
corpse will have been principally carried out In the preparatory phase. 
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THE MHI-II PERIOD (TABLE 1.7, PAGE 33) 

Movement 

A mound or tumulus is by definition raised above the surrounding landscape. Its edge, whether 

defined by a peribolos (35: Perister! J Kokor3kou, 17: Voidhokiliä, and possibly 14: Ayos loinnis 

Papod ia) or simply by the change In slope, Is the liminal point between tomb and wider 

landscape. It Is in effect a platform, onto which participants must climb In order to take part In 

activities. Thus the mound allows for a division In funerary practices: those taking part or closely 

involved gathered on the mound, those merely watching scattered around and below (the open 

nature of the architecture allows for free passage between the two zones, so one should be wary 

of suggesting a strict division In funeral participants). The architecture raises up the actions of 

those Involved so as to make them more prominent, accessible and open to recognition and 

observation. 

The actual graves, although raised up above the landscape, remain holes in the ground: pits, 

cists, or most commonly pithos burials. The latter case is admittedly rather more complex (and 

is considered below), but ultimately the action of burial remains the lowering of the corpse into 

the grave while the mourners gather around above. The effect of the mound is to raise focus of 

action above the surroundings and divide the mourners into groups. 

Engagement with the material past 

In approaching a mound intending to inter the newly dead within, those involved acknowledged 

the older dead already interred within and, in reusing the mound, reproduced and transformed 

traditions of practice associated with it. The use of an existing mound for a funeral is therefore 

in itself an act of engagement with the past. Overall numbers of burial acts associated with these 

mounds are however relatively small: at 14: Ayos Ioännis Papoülia for example, about 20 

Individuals are represented among the MH burials'. That engagement with the past was not 

therefore an essential part of the disposal of a corpse for these communities: other corpses must 

have been located elsewhere. 

' Excluding those burials regarded by the excavators as post-bronze age. Even Including those, however, 
the total would probably not rise above about 35 (exact numbers are Impossible due to the recording of 
the material). 
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At a more specific level, at times people decided not only to reuse the mound, but also 

occasionally to reopen and reuse existing graves within the mound. In most cases this is clearly 

associated with the interment of a corpse, but in a few cases may be associated with some other 

activity, as detailed below. 

At 14: Ayos loännis Papoülia, pithos 19 contained the remains of two individuals (Al. /4.22). 

The original Interment in the pithos had been disarticulated at the time of the insertion of the 

second corpse. In this case, then, we can say that the mourners chose a particular pithos, 

opened it up, interfered with the remains within, Inserted the corpse, and then closed the pithos 

again. They may have dug out and reburied the pithos as part of this activity: unlike most of the 

pithoi at 14: Ayos loännis Papoülia, found set radially high in the mound, this pithos was buried 

rather deeply In It. If this was its original position, then at the time it was reused those who used 

it must have somehow known its position in the mound, since it would neither have been 

obvious nor easy to relocate, as the others would have been. Therefore it may well be the case 

that, when It was reused it was moved from some point higher In the mound (or indeed from 

another mound) and placed in this deeper spot. 

Slightly different evidence is presented with pithos 5 of the same mound, which contained an 

articulated, contracted skeleton, at the knees of which was a second, smaller skull. This skull 

may represent either the remains of an original burial, interfered with to facilitate interment of a 

second burial, or it may represent an item introduced into the pithos at the time of interment or 
later. The latter possibility implies that at times it might be acceptable to open graves and 
interfere with the remains in an act not directly related to a new interment. 

None of the other pithoi of this mound is specifically recorded as showing evidence for use after 

the initial interment; however, the recording of the 1950s excavations is non-specific, and so it 

may be that others were so used. Further evidence Is provided by the other graves of the 

mound, which are problematic in that their chronologies are not well determined. However, one 

of the cist graves is noted as containing a number of skulls. It Is at least possible that these skulls 

were gathered from the other graves of the mound, although the period of this event Is 

unknown. Others of the cists (6,9 st 10) contained disarticulated bones, and one of them 
(number 22) contained clear evidence for two separate events: one articulated burial post-dates 

a disarticulated burial. The uncertainty over the chronology of these graves means that they 

cannot be taken as clear evidence for middle heliadic practice. 
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At 17: Voidhokiliä two of the pithol showed clear evidence of reuse. Pithos 4 (Al. 17.. 18.19) 

contained two burials, one contracted and one disarticulated, suggesting that the disarticulation 

of the bones formed part of the interment of the second individual. Pithos 6 (Al. 17.. 21) 

contained a layer of pebbles to form a burial floor. This was laid as part of the original 
interment. The second Interment brought about both the disarticulation of the first, and the 

disturbance of this pebble floor. Finally, pithos 11 contained a grey minyan kantharos that 

seemed to be at a higher level than the burial, so perhaps indicating some post-interment event. 
However, given that these items seem to be a regular part of the rituals at this site, perhaps it 

was present with the grave originally and later disturbed. 

It is possible that there may have been an intention, expectation or allowance for the possibility 

of the reuse of pithoi. It has already been noted that the funerary pithol are large, and it is 

perhaps significant that they are much larger than those used in Crete - suggesting therefore that 

they are somewhat larger than necessary for an inhumation. This might however be partly 

explained if their dimensions were dictated by some use to which they were put in a previous 

domestic context. More significant Is the location of the pithos in the mound and the 

architecture of the mound itself. At14: Ayos lomnnis Papoülia, for example, the second and third 

layers of stone seem designed for the insertion of pithol in such a way that their mouths would 

face outward and in a prominent position (Al. /4.19-20). A similar situation exists at 

17: Voº"dhokiliä, while the one pithos described at 27: Roütsl was equipped with a drystone 

construction to support its neck (Al. 27.. 4-5), suggesting that In this case also the mouth was at 

least partly above the level of the mound. It Is the way that the pithoi were set in these mounds 

that suggests that access to the Interior and reuse for further interments was, if not always 

intended, at least provided for. 

In summary, the evidence Indicates first, that the burial mounds themselves were designed to 

allow for burial to take place In a context of previous funerary acts; and second, that there was 

occasional direct Interference with existing graves, often related to the Interment of a second 

Individual. Although the placement of funerary pithol high In the mound with mouths outward 

and prominent may have facilitated access to the grave, the partial evidence Indicates that 

second burials are rather rare, and no pithos Is noted as containing more than two Individuals. It 

may be that access to the pithos was primarily aimed at activities other than new burial, such as 

facilitating a return to the grave after the dissolution of the flesh; both articulated and 
disarticulated burials are, however, present In the graves. The evidence Is therefore Inconclusive, 

and there Is moreover a suspicion that some Interference activities might date to a later period 
(perhaps MHII1, below). 
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Acts involving materials brought to the grave 

As with the simpler graves, it seems that most burial ceremonies in these mounds did not result 
in much deposition of artefacts. There is evidence, however, for variation in practice between 

the different sites, especially between the two best known, 14: Ayos Ioinnis Papoºilia and 

I7: Voidhokilii. Table 8.4 below lists the evidence, most of which conies from 17: VoIdhokiliä. 

14 Ayos Ioännis Papotilia Cist 14 Pottery fragments forming minyan pot of open shape 
14 Ayos loännis Papoülla Pithos 19 Minyan kantharos and jug 
14 Ayos loännis Papoülia Pithos 23/24 Ewer 
17 Vöidhokiliä Pithos 1 kantharos and another pot (open shape) 
17 Voidhokili3 Pithos 4 one sherd 
17 Voldhokiliä Pithos 5 grey minyan kantharos and black burnished flask 
17 Voidhokiliä Pithos 7 grey minyan kantharos and adriatic spherical jug 
17 Voidhokiliä Pithos 10 grey minyan kantharos, cup and spherical pot 
17 Voidhokiliä Pithos 11 grey minyan kantharos (possibly post-interment) 
17 Voidhokiliä Pithos 13 grey minyan sherds 
17 Vöidhokiliä South cist two small pots, one spherical 
17 VoIdhokili3 East cist jug 
17 Voidhokiliä Non-grave double cup 
27 Roütsi Central pit double cup and two other pots 
35 Kokoräkou Non-grave Minyan krater 
Table 8.4. Artefacts deposited with the dead, other than those adorning the corpse. 

One other object, not included in the table, is an obsidian arrowhead, discovered embedded in 

the chest of the corpse in pithos 15 of I4: Ayos Ioinnis Papoülia. 

Although objects were not necessarily a part of the funeral rite at 17: Voidhokiliä, where present 

they seem to form a definite set: a kantharos with a second pot for holding liquids. This 

indicates a drinking ceremony as a regular part of the interment ceremony at the site (unless the 

kantharoi were regularly inserted as part of later ceremonies). These are dated to MHI, and the 

14: Ayos loinnis Papoülia burials are likely to be MHII or even MHIII in date; this may clarify the 

difference in apparent burial customs between the sites. 17: Voidhokilii however was carefully 

excavated in the 1970s, while most pithoi at 14: Ayos loinnis Papotilia were excavated in the 

1950s, with much less information available on their content: this may also explain the 

apparent difference in practices. 

I7: Voidhokiliä exhibits evolving tradition in burial practices in three areas: in using a communal 

mound, in node of burial (pithos), and in a drinking ceremony involving Minyan kantharoi and 

jugs. 
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A double cup was found at 17: Voidhokiliä (Al. 17.14, Al. 17.25), and one at 27: Roütsl 

Kaloyeropoülou. At the latter site It was one of three pots placed outside the central pit near its 

'entrance'; at 17: Vo7dhokiiiä It was an Isolated find In the mound (and probably dated MHIII). 

Possible functions for this unusual shape are not obvious, and the findspots suggest a ritual role. 
It may be that the double cup held two different liquids mixed In libations over a grave or the 

mound. 

Deposition of material and corpse 

Deposition is complex in the case of pithos burials. As was noted in chapter five, the corpse may 
have been inserted into the pithos before the pithos was embedded In the mound. The act of 
depositing the pithos would have involved at least four people lowering it into the cavity that 

had been prepared for it. In some cases a drystone facade was built around the mouth to 

support it, and the pithos might then have been partly covered by stone or earth, so that only 

the mouth was visible and the pithos became a part of the mound. At this point, if the body 

were not already within the pithos, it might be inserted, but equally the body could have been 

placed within the pithos at any earlier time. 

Where articulated skeletons were preserved, they were always In a contracted position, with the 

head toward the base of the pithos, indicating that at the moment the body was placed within, it 

was Inserted head-first. Depending on the size of the mouth, It might have been necessary to 
bind the legs to the torso (or wrap the body tightly In a shroud) in order to achieve Insertion, 

and so this may partly explain the contracted position. Arranging the body within the pithos 

would have required reaching in with one arm, and with the taller pithol an arm's length would 

not have been sufficient to arrange the body. Moreover only one person at once could have 

been involved in such an act. It seems very probable therefore that the corpse would have been 

bound or enshrouded before insertion. In some cases the bottoms of the pithoi were pierced, 

perhaps as an outlet for the products of the decay process. 

Some of the artefacts seem carefully placed: the kantharos of 14: Ayos 1oinnis Papoülia pithos 19 

was placed next to the face of the articulated skeleton, the jug at its knees (Al. /4.22); in 

pithos 5 at 17: Voidhokiliä the flask was at the knees of the corpse, the kantharos at the pelvis; 

other pithol at 17: Voidhokili3 were disturbed when moved during LHI. In these two cases and 
presumably in others, the corpse was inserted first, and then the pottery Items were placed 
inside. In the two 17: Voidhok111J cist graves (Al. 17.25-29), the pottery seems equally to have 
been placed after the corpse was placed in the grave: in the eastern cast outside the mound, the 
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jug was placed behind the skull of one of the corpses; In the southern cist within the mound, the 

pots were placed next to the face of the corpse. 

BURIAL MOUNDS OF LIKELY MH DATE (TABLE 5.2, PAGE I 16) 

Movement 

These mounds, generally rounded structures rising to a maximum of about 4m above the 

surrounding landscape, possess the same general architectural properties alluded to in the 

previous section in connection with the excavated mounds discussed there. 

Engagement with the materia/past 

As noted above, the reuse of these mounds is in Itself an engagement with the past. As these 

mounds are mostly unexcavated, however, there Is little specific evidence to treat here. At 

49: Mäyeira one of the few available details Is that a kylix, possibly LHIII, was located within a 

pithos, possibly MH In date, suggesting that the pathos was opened and Interfered with at that 
late date. At 8: Kiss6s, the four 'grave peribolol' were clearly reused over a long period of time, 

and may well have been Intended to be so reused. There Is evidence of the disarticulation, 

collection and breaking of bone material In three of the four structures, while In the fourth there 

was no bone, although there were artefacts, suggesting that bone material might have been at 

some point removed. 

Acts involving materials brought to the grave 

A number of artefacts was recovered from the stone structures at 8: Kiss6s. The only remains 

perhaps relating to a funeral were a cup and a ewer related with the partial remains of a skeleton 
in structure r: again, a drinking and pouring set (Al. 8.13.15). Other remains seemingly 

relate to post-deposition practice, especially the pottery lined up against the side of stone 

structure A (A1.8.16-18). 

Of the unexcavated sites identified through survey, pithos fragments and MH sherds are the 

most commonly noted finds. The MH sherds seem never to have been abundant, and modern 
surveys, as well as visits made in preparation for this thesis, rarely provide an abundance of 
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finds. This suggests that, as with the sites discussed in the previous section, burial practices at 

these mounds did not require the deposition of large amounts of material culture. 

Deposition of material and corpse 

Pithoi feature at the excavated sites 8: Kiss6s (A1.8.19-21), 25: Dhivärl and 49: MJyeira 

(Al . 49.1), and are reported from 2: Evangelism6s, 6: Pl7a, I5: PlJtanos, 20: Tragina Kapoureika, 

21: Lefki, 22: Pirgos5,29: Vä/ta, and 33: Mili6ti. Their deposition will have been subject to the 

considerations mentioned in the previous section. 

THE MHIII-LHI PERIOD (TABLES I 
.8&I. 

II, PAGES 33-34) 

With the possible exception of Kokoräkou at 35: Peristeriä, all sites discussed as MHI-11 (table 

1.7, page 33) continued to be used In this period, and 8: K1ss6s was also probably In use. 

Movement 

The most important aspect of the architecture of tholos and chamber tombs, as far as Its Impact 

on the nature of funerary rites Is concerned, Is the possibility for reuse of the tomb, an aspect 

clearly a fundamental part of the design of the tomb. An entrance to the tomb was a design 

feature from the first6, and an essential part of the design. The entrance is part of a wider series 

of design features that clearly mark the tholos tomb (and the following remarks apply equally to 

the chamber tomb) as different from previous modes of burial In one crucial respect: the tholos 

tomb is designed not so much for the needs of the dead body, as for the needs of the living 

body; the architecture of the tholos tomb specifically facilitates the presence of human 

individuals. 

The Identification of MH pottery at this site is discussed in appendix three. 
6 One or two small tholos tombs might have lacked an entrance, but on closer examination this usually 
seems not to have been the case. The three tholol of 10: Gouva13r1 mound 2 might have been in this 
category, but the excavation publication is so slight as to preclude any conclusion. Of the two tholol 
apparently without entrances in 10: Gouvaljri mound A, tholos 8 seems In any case likely a post-LHI 
construction, and tholos 9 contains multiple burial layers of different periods: It seems more difficult to 
believe that repeated depositions were made through the roof than to believe simply that the entrance has 
not been located. Tholos 5 at 13: Kaminia might also not have an entrance, although again this seems 
unlikely; the 'little circle' at 30: Nih6ria and some of the Nikltopodlou tombs at the same site might also 
fall Into this category. Note that in no case is it certain that there was no entrance. If a tholos without 
entrance is suggested, one must suppose that burial took place from above, before the completion of the 
tholos dome. See also 10: Gouvalirl, note 2. 
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Other forms of burial, such as pits or casts, are very much sized and created for the corpse. 
They are open in form, the opening suitable for the lowering of a corpse into the pit or cast, 

along with a usually minimal number of objects. They can only form a closed space when the 

grave itself is closed, at which time entry is thus prevented. Pithol are slightly different, in that 

they present a closed space with an opening, but only in the largest pithol might it have been 

possible for those involved in the funeral to enter the pithos, and there is no direct evidence 
that they did. Instead the aperture of the pithos allowed for the Introduction of the corpse Into 

a relatively closed space. 

The form of the tholos tomb similarly creates a closed space, accessed by a relatively narrow 
opening. In this case, however, the scale of the tomb Is very much fitted to the needs of the 
living body. Only In the very smallest tombs, for example the 1.55m diameter tholos 3 In 

Mound A at 10: Gouvaläri, would It be difficult or impossible for an adult to stand up, and tholol 

of these dimensions are very rare. The average diameter of the Mound A tholol at 10: Gouva13r1 

is 3.18m, suggesting an average height of perhaps 2.5m: certainly above 2m. One or two 

adults could freely move around in most of these buildings, and several more could enter at a 

push. 

This is a crucial observation, since from the first it appears that the Interior of the tomb became 

a focus for activity: not merely the disposal of the dead, but the digging of graves, activities 

involving various items, and Interference in the detritus of previous acts. Those acts were not 

specifically made possible by the tholos architecture: after all, they could have been conducted 
in an open space over a grave. Instead, the tholos enables such activities to take place within an 

enclosed environment. The tholos tomb creates a secret area, entry into which is normally 
blocked and might be controlled or regulated according to the combined and conflicting wills of 

those involved. This secret area, used both as a place of decomposition for the corpse and a 

storehouse of ancestral material, can be understood as a liminal locale: as much as it is the place 

where the dead are transformed from recognisable corpse to part of the ancestral mass, it Is also 

a place where the living might go to stand on the edge of the world, at the Interface between 

the living and the dead, to confront through the remains their beliefs about death and, if any, 

the afterworld. 

The importance of the scaling of the tholos tomb to the living body cannot be emphasised 
enough. It is this scaling, along with the provision of an entrance, that marks the tholos clearly as 
an architectural space designed for the movement In and out of the agent, and her activity 
within. It is possible that In bringing the first tholos tomb Into being, Its designer did not fully 
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appreciate or intend these consequences: especially If one accept that the smallest tholol were 

the first to be built, it is possible that the architect was simply thinking of a grander burial space 

within a mound which might be used again, without Imagining ever-larger tholol and a 

consequent change of burial practice. Nonetheless, such was the result of the perfection of the 

construction technique. The sudden appearance of so many tholol, and then Increases In scale so 

that by LHII the construction of 6m to 8m diameter tholol was normal, can only be explained 

in terms of a change in funerary practice facilitated and brought about by these tholol, but In 

traditional terms so that such changes came to be seen as natural and themselves traditional. 

The tholos consists of two or three principal features: the chamber, a lowered and narrowed 

entranceway or entrance passage (the 'stomion'), and usually an approach way (the 'dromos') 

wider than the stomion and open at the top. If a group of people approach the tomb, their 

approach through open land is unconstrained by their surroundings. They may or may not 

choose to adopt a specific orientation and ordering, conditioned (during funerals) by the 

carrying of the corpse, and perhaps through the roles being acted out, but on arrival at the 

tomb their movement is from that point constrained by Its architecture. Depending on the 

dimensions of the chamber, stomion and dromos, and the number of people involved, It Is 

usually difficult for a large number of people to approach and enter the tomb at once. In fact, 

the effect of the dromos is to create a narrow entrance way, and the stomion In most cases 

would have forced entry in single file. Moreover, the dimensions of the chamber, not to 

mention any remains on the floor, would have constrained the number of Individuals that might 
be present within the tomb at any one time. 

The effect of the dromos and stomion extends beyond the mode of entry to the tomb; it also 

creates a unitary line of focus for an otherwise circular monument. This Is a significant 
development, in that it creates front and back space In a monument that might otherwise be 

viewed as homogeneous in its architecture. The tholos creates multiple spaces In the locale. 

There Is the secret Inner space of the chamber, there Is the front space of the facade of the 

tomb, and there Is the back space at the end of the dromos where onlookers (those not at that 

point entering the monument) might have stood. Another kind of back space Is formed by the 

mound itself, now no longer the object of focus. 

Tholos architecture is not merely constraining, however. The word 'constraint' Is value laden, In 

that it implies that people are forced Into acting in a manner that they might otherwise not 
have. However, given that tholos tombs were built and used In numbers and over a long period, 
it is a reasonable observation that these tombs were felt to serve well specific needs in the 
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funerary sphere. Therefore, constraint In the manner of approach, In the number of Individuals 

within, can be thought of as acceptable to those using the tomb, and moreover as enabling: 

enabling the creation of an Inner space, enabling certain acts to take place at the facade, 

enabling a group of people to break into sub-groups, each occupying different areas and moving 

around at different times. In other words, the architecture enabled the kinds of funerary 

performances thought of as appropriate and 'good' by those Involved; the constraint that only a 

certain number of individuals may occupy the chamber, for example, In fact enables the conduct 

of certain acts in a closed off space by those few Individuals. 

The act of moving through or down the dromos gradually cuts one approaching off from the 

world, as the sides of the dromos rise around her and her focus is directed to the darkness of 

the chamber through the stomion. The liminal point is the stomion itself. Face the chamber In 

the stomion, and one's focus is on the world of the dead; face the dromos, and one's focus Is 

drawn along and up the dromos to the outside world. The stomlon Is the point of contact 

between the two, the point where the body is most controlled: it Is the narrowest point of the 

construction, it is often too low to stand, and in some cases one Is required to crawl through. 

Once through, within the chamber one may once again move and turn relatively freely: within 

the world of the dead. The outside world Is represented only by the light filtering through the 

stomion, which must be negotiated once again In order to leave. Therefore, the stomion Is the 

point where the body is most constrained, and the point of transfer between the outer world 

and the chamber of the dead. This Is therefore symbolically a point that those controlling access 

to the tomb would seek to control. 

Having gained entry to the tomb, perhaps burdened with a corpse and with other 

accoutrements of the performance, the participants would be free to carry out whatever acts 

they Intended In relation to the material In the tomb and any new burial. Their numbers would 
be limited by the size of the tomb and by the constraint on freedom of movement created by 

any remains on the floor. It Is possible that others would have crowded in, and filled stomion 

and dromos; alternatively, those outside the chamber may have kept distance, perhaps standing 

at the upper end of the dromos. The architecture allows passage between regions: someone 
inside might leave, someone outside might enter; it is even possible that a continuous stream of 

people could be entering and leaving, especially at the larger tombs. Tholos architecture does 

not fix the possibilities of movement, but it does structure them. 
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Engagement with the mater.? /past 

The re-use of a mound, tomb or grave cutting is a conscious act of involvement In the stuff of 

earlier burials and ceremonies. Moreover, the architecture of most of the sites under discussion 

in this section both encourages re-use and remains a prominent and permanent reminder and 
locale in the landscape. That the architecture allows for reuse does not show in itself that such 

repeated visits in fact took place; rather it is in the remains found within tombs that the 

evidence for multiple events in the tomb's history is to be found. 

The problems of interpreting these events are acute, and have tended in the past to be side- 

stepped by underplaying their significance, through the underlying notion that tombs should be 

related to a specific initial event and that later events are secondary In every sense (chapter 

four). If however it is accepted that the use of the tomb beyond the Initial burial was In most 

cases an intended consequence of their architectural form, then the Importance of any first 

event Is lessened and interpretation must involve the whole history of the tomb. 

The most difficult problem is not in recognising events that have taken place but In placing them 

chronologically. Few contexts are recorded and reported In sufficient detail to approach this 

problem. Therefore, not only is the evidence in most cases a mix of earlier and later activities, 
but It is more difficult to pick out events clearly pertaining to the very early period under 
discussion here (MHIII-LHI). Few of the tombs under discussion here can be said to have gone 

out of use during this period; these few are at 10: Gouval3ri, perhaps the thoios In mound B, and 

perhaps tholos 17 in mound A; from 13: Kam1nia, perhaps tholos 4; the MH/LHI grave at 
35: Peristeriä, possibly tholos III at 35: PeristeriJ, the 62: Kithira tombs. In addition there are cases 

where individual contexts are Identified as belonging to this period. 

The following analysis of the evidence aims to examine the ways that people might have dealt 

with the tangible remains of previous events and lives in this period, and to test the hypothesis 

that, through a range of different possible reactions, the Involvement of people with the detritus 

of previous acts in the MHIII-LHI period developed into a tradition that continued unchanged 
to the end of LHII and In all probability to the end of the Mycenaean palace period (LH11IB2) 

and perhaps beyond. 

I However with 'submycenaean' interference in upper levels. 
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At 1O: Gouvaläri the single tholos in mound B (Al. /0.36) was of diameter between 3m and 
4m approximately, and was almost certainly constructed In the MHIII period. The description 

of the content of the tomb is not detailed, but finds were grouped In three areas: In the central- 

eastern part of the chamber, a group of bones was noted, associated with three stone objects 
Identified as whetstones (Al. /0.37 right), a pin, and three arrowheads. The bones were 

disarticulated and likely belonged to one Individual. In the south part of the chamber there was 

a second collection of disarticulated bones, again likely belonging to a single Individual. Sherds 

found belonged to an MH vessel (some sort of jug) and an LHI Vafib cup, and a neolithic (or 

neolithic-type) axe (Al. /0.37 left) was found in the same area. In the west part of the 

chamber was a pit containing the articulated skeleton of a woman about 35 years old at death. 

The pit also contained a small pot and two clay spindles. 

The lack of stratigraphic evidence obviously precludes secure interpretation of these remains. 
The excavator suggested that the two groups of bones and artefacts were the remains of earlier 
burials originally placed in the pit, each disinterred and placed elsewhere at the time of a later 

burial. The third burial therefore represents the final act within the tomb. Other explanations 

are however possible. Factors to be considered include: 

" The two disarticulated burials might have been Interred at any time and subsequently 
disarticulated. There is no specific published evidence linking them with the pit; 

" Disarticulation Is clearly a secondary process, only carried out after the flesh has decayed. As 

such, artefacts found with disarticulated bones need not relate to the original context of 
deposition of the bones: mixing of contexts may have occurred, or they may have been 

deposited as part of the act of disarticulatlon; 

" Material (including bones) may have been brought from elsewhere at any time and deposited 

in the tomb; 

" Material may have been completely removed from the tomb at any time; 

" The nature of the ceramic of the period precludes fine judgements between MHIlI and LHI. 

In particular, the stone artefacts found with one of the bone collections are specifically noted as 
lying above the bones. This seems to Indicate deliberate deposition at the time of disarticulation 

and secondary interment, perhaps deposition on top of a thin layer of earth placed over the 
bones, or perhaps on top of a garment placed over the bones. These stone artefacts were 
therefore manipulated as part of that act; they may have been part of the original burial 

context, or they may have been introduced from elsewhere at this time. 
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The pottery found with the other collection of bones relates to a drinking and a pouring vessel. 
Their description as LHI and MH respectively might suggest that they first entered the tomb at 
different times, but the MH vessel might well have been in use at the same time as the LHI 
Vafi6 cup (chapter one, pages 26-27). 

The Identifiable acts within the tomb are therefore limited to the digging of the pit, the 
disarticulations of the two skeletons and their collection and deposition along with other 
artefacts, and the deposition of the Intact skeleton In the pit along with a few artefacts. While 

the previous history of the dead represented by the disarticulated skeletons cannot be 
deciphered on the basis of the evidence, the fact of their disarticulation and deposition clearly 

shows a concern to work through certain acts using the material of the ancestors, with a concern 
to transform those remains from the articulated skeletons of perhaps Identifiable Individuals to 
heaps of bones of the ancestors. While all the evidence suggests that this act or these acts 

occurred in the LHI period, this Is not a certainty; the lack of later material supports an LHI 

date for these acts. 

Tholos 1 in mound A at 10: Gouval3ri (A1.10.2) is described In less detail: twelve separate 
deposits of human bones were recorded within a tholos of diameter 2.9m, of which only one 

was an articulated skeleton. Some were at higher levels than others In the fill, suggesting the use 

of earth to cover Individual deposits. Recovered artefacts were not recorded in association with 
these collections of bones, perhaps Indicating that they were found separately. 

The interpretation of the contents of the tomb must be seen in the light of the constraints 

suggested for the previous tomb. Interesting in this example Is the likelihood that various 

artefacts were found not in association with individual Interments, indicating either the 

separation of these artefacts from the bones of some primary context of inhumation, or that 

they were brought Into the tomb and deposited during acts not specifically related to the 
deposition of bones. Nonetheless, the main evidence from this tomb again suggests that 

secondary interment after disarticulation was a common and eventually traditional practice In 

these tombs. 

Tholos 4 at 13: Kaminia (Al. fa24-25) Is 2.7m In diameter and Its excavator regards It as the 

earliest of the mound, constructed In the MHIII period and used until Its collapse in the second 
half of the LHI period. Excavation Is Incomplete, but revealed a single extended articulated 
skeleton central In the chamber and at a relatively high level In the fill: the skull had been 

removed, and there was no other associated material. The final deposit of material was judged 
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to be four pottery items found In the northeast part of the tomb. These consisted of drinking 

and pouring shapes and are the result of an act unconnected with burial (as recognised by the 

excavator). The area under the articulated burial is unexcavated, but excavations In the 

peripheral areas of the tomb revealed two bone collections and an Isolated skull near the 

entrance, while at the back of the tomb an area extending below the foundations and Initially 

interpreted as a pit contained six other disarticulated burials; scattered Individual bones were 

noted throughout. Among other finds, sherds of at least five Vaf16 cups were collected 
(Al. /J. 27), sometimes from among certain bone piles. Near the centre there were the bones 

of an animal (or animals). 

Details are sketchy because of the incomplete nature of the excavation: In particular there is no 
information on the original floor of the tomb. However, again there is an emphasis on the 

disarticulation of bones: of nine individuals, eight were disarticulated, the ninth decapitated 

(presumably post-mortem and post-decomposition). The final deposit of pottery In the tomb Is 

not related to any burial, and hints at non-interment acts within the tomb. The presence of 
Vafi6 cups, for example, might be associated with drinking or toasting ceremonies. A pit was 
dug around the walls at the back of the tholos and most of the bone material was deposited 

within it at some point. The finds of scattered Individual bones also tends to reinforce the Idea 

that the disarticulated bones were seen to lose their individuality and become part of the 

ancestral mass. Finally the presence of animal bones suggests sacrifice; this is unusual in such an 

early context, however, and perhaps complete excavation will provide another explanation. 

After such examples, the finds of the MH/LH grave at 35: Peristeri3 seem less unusual. This 

consists of a large, shallow, stone-lined pit about 2.5m x 2.5m (Al. 35.10-16) that was found 

to contain a number of discrete deposits of human bone and other material, as well as many 
Individual bones and artefacts over its floor; there was no intact inhumations, and little evidence 

that there might ever have been one. The exact form of this grave is unclear, perhaps damaged 

by the creation of the nearby massive peribolos for tholos I in LHIIA: it is therefore difficult to 

judge how people might have used or moved in the tomb. The remains, however, can only be 

Interpreted as the result of acts where people engaged with earlier burials and reordered them, 

perhaps even bringing them from another tomb to this tomb. 

The distribution and condition of 'precious' items is of particular importance in this tomb. It Is 

clear in this instance that during these acts of secondary Interference and redeposition people 

8 Save one above the covering slabs (AI. 35.13), associated by the excavator with events surrounding the 
LHIIA construction of the nearby peribolos for tholos 1. 
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were not particularly concerned to remove 'precious' material from the tomb for use elsewhere; 
in fact there are some peculiar instances of engagement with these items that resulted in forms 

of deposition that sought to impose a limit to the possible meanings of the objects. So for 

example, within a clay kantharos set upright on the floor were four gold bands and a gold vessel 
like a kantharos (Al .. TS. 20-21). The gold vessel and the gold bands had been deformed in 

order to fit them within the clay kantharos. These are presumably to be associated with the 

group of bones lying nearby. The five gold items had been selected and carefully made to fit In 

the kantharos, perhaps transported thus from their original context of deposition, then set 

upright with the bones and some other artefacts. The deformation of the items, particularly the 

gold vessel, is an indication that the vessel, perhaps used for drinking during the original burial, 

was no longer to be used in that way; Its property of being able to contain things was no longer 

required, and its meaning was primarily derived from its context in the grave, perhaps in 

particular with the nearby bones. 

There are similar Instances within this tomb. With the earliest burial (including the remains of at 

least two individuals; Al. 3S. 17) was found a sword that had been burned and bent, Its handle 

and tip missing (Al. 35.. 19); It Is of course Impossible to tell whether this action on the sword 

was carried out at the initial interment or at the time of disarticulation and redeposition 
(Aström 1987 lists similar contexts for Cyprus and other parts of the Eastern Mediterranean). 

The Interpretation of the action Is however the same as that with the gold Items above. The 

meaning to be Inferred from the sword no longer resulted from Its being a sword, but rather 

comes from Its context as an Item deposited with a burial and now part of the grave. As such, 

the burning, bending and breaking (assuming that the loss of tip and handle are not due to post- 

depositional factors) transform the sword's physical appearance and mark it out as a sword that 

belongs in the grave. Also with this group of artefacts was a clay goblet, in the middle area of 

the burial, set upright (at 70° or 7511 to the floor) and containing eight gold foil circles with 

papyrus-shaped pendants and a linear tube (Al. 35.. 18). The gold foil items almost certainly 

were originally part of the raiment of a corpse, and their context indicates that when reordering 

and redeposition of the bones took place they were either removed from the garment or had 

already fallen off in the processes of decay. Their meaning, however, remained bound up with 

the funerary context and so they were gathered and redeposited with the bones. 

The conclusion that I reach from these instances is that, however 'precious' gold items may have 

been at the time, once deposited in the grave their significance was as artefacts used in the ritual 

of interment. Later, when people came into contact with them on entering the tomb again, they 

were not removed but stayed in their contexts. As bones were reordered or perhaps deposited 
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elsewhere, these items could also be moved, and at such times might be gathered and even 
deformed, the last practice emphasising the changed nature of the items: not a sword, or a gold 

vessel, but artefacts belonging in the tomb. 

Another tomb with 'precious' artefacts Is tholos Ili at 35: Peristeri3. These were found without 

associated bones In the pit running from the entrance to the centre of the chamber 
(Al.. TS. 43-50). The nature of the material, mostly gold leaf, but Including many gold 

artefacts likely originally sewn onto clothing, and some other artefacts, makes it likely to have 

resulted from a gathering together of the material specifically for deposition In the pit. Three 

large gold cups were found deformed, although In this case it Is perhaps more likely that the 

agency of deformation was the act of burial or the collapse of the tholos above. 

In conclusion, therefore, an examination of Intact MHIII-LHI contexts confirms the following: 

" tombs were reused from the earliest period; 

" in some or many instances of reuse, people came Into contact with the detritus of earlier 

acts. In some cases this was the aim of the reuse: people entered the tombs with the 

Intention of manipulating the artefactual and anthropological material within. In other cases, 

perhaps for new Inhumations, contact with material In the tomb was not the main aim of 

entry, but nonetheless strategies developed for coping with such situations; 

" from the earliest stage Intact skeletons were disarticulated and burial contexts were interfered 

with. In part this interference seems aimed at the creation of a new context where 

disarticulated bones and artefacts associated with the burial could be piled up or buried. At 

other times this interference leads to the disintegration of the original context, material being 

spread widely over the tomb. In all cases the result is the loss of the Identifiable pristine 
Inhumation on the floor. 

" in the instances examined artefacts, rather than being removed from the tomb, are also 

redeposited. This applies to 'precious' as well as other items. It Is suggested that the meaning 

Inferred from such artefacts was tightly bound to the funerary context, so that rather than 

Interpret an article as, say, 'a gold cup', It is rather Interpreted as 'the gold cup used to drink 

the final toast in the burial ceremony'. Thus linked to the burial, it is unlikely to be removed 
from that context. 

It is of course very likely that artefacts were removed from tombs from time to time: there must 
have been occasions where those entering a tomb felt (for whatever reason) that an object 

should be moved out of the tomb. The point, however, is that those using these tombs did not 
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merely Interpret precious Items as something to be owned, as the western mind immediately 

assumes. The removal of such artefacts would be sanctioned by the uses to which the might 
legitimately be put: for example, an artefact might be removed to be used In such a way as to 
constantly make reference to Its original funerary role, and thus become symbolic of an ancestor 
or of the ancestors. Just as the meaning of an artefact must be transformed in Its use and 
deposition in a mortuary context, so Its removal therefrom entails a further transformation In 

meaning - transformations brought about through action. 

Having established these general principles concerning the reuse of tombs and the ways In which 
people reacted to the material they discovered within through analysis of the few Intact MHIII- 
LHI contexts available, interpretation of contexts where chronological control Is Inexact becomes 
less problematic. This study suggests that where disarticulation and redeposition have occurred 
but cannot be dated, there Is no reason to suggest that these Instances must relate to post-LHI 

activities, although of course they may relate to post-LHI activities. As will be shown In the 
following section, there is no significant change in funerary customs In this regard In LHII. 

Thus In the chamber tombs of 23: Volimldh1a, for example, some or all of the many pits In the 
floor and the floor level wall niches may well date to the LHI period. At this particular site the 
funerary customs seem to have been as standardised as the architecture: an inhumation, placed 

on the floor (for example, A1.2.7.40), was later according to custom disarticulated and placed 
In a niche or pit, or piled In an area of the floor (for example, Al. 2.7.26), along with the few 

artefacts that might also have been deposited. The suggestion here Is that there might have been 

a specific time of second entry and disarticulation (as In modern Greek practice), maintained as 

a local custom by the users of these tombs In the same way that they maintained the 

architectural knowledge necessary to construct tombs In their (relatively) unique way. 

Acts Involving materials brought to the grave 

Excepting material likely to be associated with the dress and arrangement of the corpse or the 

mourners (chapter seven), the general categories of other finds are few: principally pottery 
vessels in drinking and pouring shapes, and flint, obsidian or bronze arrowheads. Examples of the 

arrowheads are found in almost every tomb, and are found in contexts securely of MHIII-LHI 
date. Sometimes they are found gathered together, indicating either deposition in a bag or In a 
quiver, attached to hafts long since decayed. In some cases these may belong to the 
arrangement of the corpse, and with the other weaponry symbolise social Ideals expressed In the 
ritual of hunting. In most cases, however, they are found scattered: Marin3tos (1957c, 100; 
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Korres 1976a, 262 note 1) suggested that a volley of arrows might be shot In honour of the 

corpse, but the size of the tombs, the locations of the arrowheads, and their lack of impact 

damage from the tomb walls all make this an unlikely to have been standard practice, although it 

may have happened on occasion. 

Much of the MHIII-LHI pottery under discussion here Is illustrated and described by L61os 

(1985: description, chapter II and throughout; Illustrations, volume II figures 180-627). It 

consists of drinking shapes (most commonly the Vafi6 or 'Keftiu' cup, and also shallow cups), 

pouring shapes such as ewers, and large open shapes such as kraters. The cups are mostly fine 

decorated, but much of the other pottery is rather plain; a few examples (such as a LHI pithold 
jar from 35: Peristeriä tholos III) are precursors of the large painted vessels of the succeeding 

period. There Is also a number of small pouring vessels, such as askol, which have already been 

associated with preparation of the corpse (chapter seven). 

Reconstructing the uses to which these vessels were put In the funerary context Is not easy. The 

cups seem clearly for drinking: they might be found In any context, in the stomion (see below), 

on the chamber floor, or in pits and niches; they are common In settlement sites, and should 

not be regarded as special. Three large gold vessels from 35: Peristeri3 tholos III are cups 

(Al.. 35.. 44-46). It seems likely that a substance such as wine was brought into the tomb and 

then poured from a jug into cups held by participants. At other times, at the closing of the 

tomb or at particular times when the tomb was closed, a similar ceremony was repeated in the 

dromos, this time smashing the cups against the blocked entrance. 

The evidence for animal (or human) sacrifice at early Mycenaean funerals Is weak. If animals 

were sacrificed, their bones were not commonly brought Into the tomb. However, some of the 

material found in tombs may relate to this activity. Larger open vessels, for example, although 

they might be interpreted as Intended to hold wine, might equally have been used to catch and 

hold the blood of a sacrificed animal (as shown on the much later sarcophagus from Ayia 

Triädha in Crete). In the same vein, it is possible that some of the knives found In tombs, rather 

than simply forming part of the corpse' garb, might have been used to cut sacrificial animal's 

throats. Perhaps the hunting symbolism on a number of the highly decorated Inlaid knives found 

at Mycenae and 27: Roütsl (perhaps LHIIA) can be directly related to the act of funerary 

sacrifice. 'Neolithic' stone axe heads found in a number of tombs might also have been used to 

administer the stunning blow prior to cutting the throat. The lack of animal bones in most tombs 

might be explained by the carrying out of the feast resulting from the sacrifice elsewhere; In any 
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case animal bones are not unknown, and at Mycenae are found In the upper shafts of the 

contemporary shaft graves. 

Much pottery found in Mycenaean tombs is smashed. This breakage may have occurred at the 
time of deposition, or may have occurred as a result of later Interference. In either case, the 

meaning of the act of smashing a cup or jug is clear: it signifies the end of the act with which 
that item was associated, and in a larger sense signifies the end of that phase of the ritual and 

most likely the end of the life of the deceased. Broken pottery does not Indicate disrespect for 

the ancestors, as is often stated; rather It is part of a profoundly respectful sentiment, that the 
Items used in a particular ceremony, and therefore bound up so much in the act of grieving for 

one who has died, should not be used again In another context. Where pottery Is not smashed, 

placing It in a niche or burying It in a pit fulfils much the same function. 

One unusual grave Is the main grave at Kefaldvrlso 1 at 23: Volim(dhia. Very little or none of the 

large number of artefacts found In the grave can be related to the adornment of the corpse -a 
very unusual circumstance among graves containing artefacts. The grave is fully described In the 

catalogue entry. The grave contained six double cups (A1.2.24) along with other unusual 
items, such as a bowl containing four small cups attached to the wall of the pot (A1.225); the 

other pottery included jugs, bowls and cups. The grave evidences an emphasis on the rituals of 
burial which presumably Involved this pottery collection, but very little emphasis on the corpse 
itself. There Is no comparable burial In the survey area at any time; the funerary ritual Involves 

artefacts known from elsewhere, and so is not unconnected with other sites In the area. There is 

a kantharos, for example, used at nearby tumulus sites (14: Ayos lo3nnis Papoülia and 
17: Voidhokiliä), and the double cup Is known from 27: Roütsl, 17: Voidhokili3 and 3: Nisakoülf. 

This grave (well dated to MHIII) further emphasises that middle helladic burial customs could 
draw on a variety of widely understood traditions, but those traditions might be differently 

emphasised and deployed at neighbouring sites (and there Is a possibility that this grave once 
formed part of a mound, further linking It with those mentioned above). 

Deposition of materiaiand corpse 

For the primary interment of the corpse, few intact examples offer details and so one must Infer 

from the architecture and the artefacts the possible procedures of interment. It would seem that 
In most cases in tholos and chamber tombs the corpse was laid on the floor of the tomb; there 
are a few examples of pit burials belonging to this period (for example, the burial In a pit of a 
woman in the small tholos in 10: Gouva13r1 mound B), but none of burials on benches, In the 
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dromos or stomion, or direct evidence for burial in wooden coffins. Larnax burial is unknown, 
including the 62: 19thira tombs, but there are some continuing examples of jar burial, principally 
In pithol, although In all cases these seem smaller than the enormous pithol known from 

monuments discussed In chapter seven. 

The evidence for deposition of material as part of the original funeral in this period is almost 

non-existent, on account of the lack of pristine contexts and poor recording and reporting. 
Circumstantial evidence indicates that objects might be placed close to the corpse, or might be 

smashed on the floor. The deposition of material as part of the secondary treatment of burial 

groups is discussed above. 

THE LHI-IIA, LHIIA AND LHIIB PERIODS (TABLES (. 12-1.15, PAGE 34-35) 

Movement 

The larger tholos tombs to some extent undermine the analysis of the scale of tholos 

architecture in relation to their human users given above. The suggestion that tholos and 

chamber tombs were specifically designed with the active adult human frame In mind becomes 

less tenable in considering tholol (and the large chamber tomb at 52: Pell3na) of 8m, 10m or 

even 12m chamber diameter (and other dimensions consequently enlarged); In reality a tomb of 
12m diameter (in the study area, only 35: Peristeriä I and 44: Kak6vatos A are of this size) dwarfs 

even an 8m tomb. There is some other logic at work in the design of these tombs: they are not 

scaled in accordance with the human frame, they overwhelm it. 

Taking the examples of the two largest tombs, 35: Peristerl3 I has a chamber of 12.03m 

diameter and restored height of 8.5m, which is probably lower than the antique reality. The 

facade was formed by a S. 1 m high stomion with sawn blocks and other possible decorative 

features ('mason's marks') which fronted a 5m deep entranceway; the dromos was 28m long, 

going into a massive mound retained by a proportionately scaled peribolos wall. The tomb must 

surely have formed the largest single feature on the upper hillside, and Its Importance was 

perhaps marked by the demolition of the east house In order to accommodate it. 

44: Kak6vatos A has a chamber 12.12m In diameter, original height unknown, presumably 
about 10m; it was approached through a stomion slightly shorter than that at 35: Perister! i I 
(4.85m deep); the original height of the stomion Is unknown. The dromos, 8m In length, Is 
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hardly comparable to that at 35: Peristeriä, although the reason Is clear: the Peristerl3 tholos was 

set In an artificial mound, while the 44: Kak6vatos tholos had to conform to the requirements of 

the slope into which it was built. 

With these two tombs the conclusion must be that the architecture was designed to undermine 

the 'presence' that any one person might have sought to put forth in Its setting; that rather than 

the monument suiting the size of several individuals, the Individuals would be lost In the size of 

it, and that, in theory If not In practice, a very large number of people might be active In the 

chamber', entrance and approach whenever the monument was open. In part the size may have 

been designed to allow for larger numbers of people to approach the entrance when that was 

closed, and be involved in ceremonies related to the dead within. Ultimately, the high facades 

and vast chambers must have been designed to impress one who enters. 

One can therefore assume that the relatively small scale funerary ceremonies likely to have taken 

place in most tholos tombs and chamber tombs were sometimes writ large in the largest tombs. 

This means that the number of people who seem to have an Interest In the tomb or activities 

there is larger: this may be related to the locations of these tombs, often away from the original 

core area in central Messinfa. That the desire to build ever-larger tholos tombs Is evidenced 

away from this core Is an Indication that the adoption of the tholos form elsewhere did not 

necessarily entail the adoption of all of the Ideas associated with its use. At some locations, 

therefore, the meaning of the tholos tomb was articulated through Its use by a relatively large 

number of people, whereas elsewhere larger numbers of smaller tombs were available to 

different communities or groups within society, using them in an already traditional way. 

Engagement with the materia/past 

There is no significant change In evidence for how people approached the detritus of the past in 

this period. Tombs A st B at 44: Kak6vatos seem to represent relatively closed LHIIA contexts 

(later interference was only noted higher In the fill). Despite the early date of excavation, 

Dörpfeld was careful about observing and recording the stratigraphy. Hence in both tombs a 

layer of 'sand' about 15cm thick covered the floor levels of the tombs, and all of the finds were 

found in this layer. These finds, much more numerous in tomb A, were scattered and 

Allowing a generous 1 ml floor space per person, the numbers of people filling chambers of diameter 
3m, 6m, 9m, and 12m are, respectively, 7,28,64 and 113 (read off from table 6.3). These figures are 
simply meant to Illustrate how different sizes of tomb relate to the human form, not to suggest that 
ceremonies might normally Involve such these numbers. 
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destroyed. The most likely explanation is that the tombs collapsed relatively soon after 

construction, and were not later interfered with. 

It is difficult on the basis of the evidence that we have to determine to what extent the scattered 

and damaged nature of the content of the tomb derives from its collapse and to what extent 
from the activities of people. Finds were described as being relatively evenly scattered over the 
floor. The most obvious interpretation, given this even scatter and the sheer amount of material 
involved, Is that the tomb was used on a number of occasions, each burial contributing to the 

eventual content of the tomb. However, one significant piece of evidence is that anthropological 

material was rare, and It is possible that the total material found represented only a single adult 
(other bone material was animal, perhaps representing sacrifice). It Is therefore possible that the 

entire content of the tomb was the result of a single act, a burial involving a huge amount of 

material and a sacrifice. The lack of later Interference In the tomb could be explained by Its 

rapid collapse. If the latter explanation is correct, then the unusual scale of the ceremony 

corresponds with the large scale of the tomb itself, representing perhaps the 'over adoption' of 

funerary practices derived from the south. 

Tholos V at 24: Englian6s is published in some detail and it therefore seems reasonable to 

attempt to reconstruct some at least of the history of use of the tomb. Its early date is assured 
by a number of deposits: in particular, three jar burials are of MHIII-LHI date. However, the 

internal arrangement of the tomb clearly dates to a later period. The latest pottery Is of LHIIIA 

date, but a number of contexts may have reached their final state before then. 

To take pit 3 as an example, it is described as irregularly shaped and seems to have been about 
2.7m x 2.4m x 0.5m, on the basis of published illustrations (A1.24.19, A1.24.21). Part of 

the pit, an area about 1.5m x 1.1m, was at least another 0.5m deeper (bottom left of 
Al . 24.20). The larger pit was possibly not intended to be filled with earth to the level of the 

floor, since the material found in it seems clearly to have been arranged, perhaps for display. 

Briefly, the pit contained a Minoan or Minoan style jar on its side in the northwest corner, a 

palace style jar set upright in the north central part, a group or two groups of bones on the 

west, and in the deeper pit a pithos with various bronze artefacts. The pithos, spouted jar and 

palace style jar each contained a burial. 

The palace style jar can be clearly dated LHIIA, while the pithos and Minoan jar are LHI Items. 
Other artefacts found In the pit Include a cup within the spouted jar also dated LHI, and a 
shallow cup near the palace style jar. Beside and underneath the Minoan jar were three 'rapiers' 
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(all blades bent, two to 901), a knife and a dagger (Al. 24.33); In the deeper part of the pit 
were a bronze cauldron beside the pithos, and underneath It a knife, whetstone, and three 
daggers (Al . 24.26). Between the pithos and the cauldron were four 'rapiers'; nearby were 
Ivory pommels, boars' tusks and Ivory, obsidian and amber fragments. The rapiers were all of 
Type A, hence early Mycenaean. 

The pit and the arrangement of Its contents might have been created In LHI or In LHIIA. If 

created in LHI, then the palace style jar and Its burial was a later addition. However, the rather 
careful arrangement of the pit suggests that it was planned as a unity. At some point In the LHII 

period the remains of numerous burials were gathered and reinterred In pit 3. The bones of up 
to ten Individuals (Al. 24.29) were placed in the west side of the pit, while two of the Jar 

burials were carefully positioned at the north end. The deeper part of the pit may have already 

existed, or was created to accommodate the upright pithos. The objects found near the Minoan 

jar were placed on the ground before the jar was laid on Its side; the objects In the deeper 

section were similarly carefully laid. Small objects such as beads seem not to have been 

reinterred in this pit, and most of the pottery that might have gone with these burials Is similarly 

missing. On the other hand, the cup found within the Minoan jar might have been placed within 
it at this point. 

Nothing In pit 3 can be dated later than LHIIA: therefore the pit attained Its final form by the 

end of that period, and was not interfered with again. 

Pit 4 (Al. 24.34), near the north part of the tomb, contained the mixed remains of five 

individuals. The finds suggest a specific act of interment: at the bottom of the pit was a knife, 

above which were the bones, and above these again were five further knives, a whetstone, and a 
gold diadem, broken and placed at different ends of the pit. Selection has clearly taken place as 
to what Items to inter in the pit, and care has been taken first to mix the bones of the 
individuals and then to mix the artefacts above them, even breaking and scattering the diadem. 
These artefacts do not represent all the artefacts that we might presume had originally been 
interred with these individuals. The content of this pit and the date of its formation might be 
LHI or LHII. 

Very little pottery of the LHIII phase Is definitely present In the tomb, and it seems likely that 
the tomb went out of use at the LHII-111 transition. At some point, above pit 4, a group of 
pottery, mainly alabastra, was deposited. Some of these are LHI In date, most LHIIA, and one 
definite LHIIIAI Item was present. This would seem to represent one of the last acts In the 
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tomb, a gathering and deposition of Items from a number of different funerals In this area, 

probably without knowledgeable reference to the pit below (the Items are by no means centred 

over the pit). 

The Vayenäs tholos therefore represents one of the most Instructive examples of how the 

remains of earlier acts were dealt with In later periods. The tomb dates from the MHIII-LHI 

period, but the arrangements of its contents is most probably the result of a number of 
interventions in the LHIIA-IIIA1 periods. In this case people were concerned to gather the 

remains of burials and deposit them In various pits so that none remained on the floor; only the 
burials In jars were not removed from their contexts, although the jars themselves were. Only 

two interments can be specifically dated to the LHII phase: that in the palace style Jar, of LHIIA 

date'°, and that in pit 2, of LHIIB or LHIIIAI date. But the number of artefacts found on the 
floor dating to LHII shows that the tomb continued to be visited and used In this period. 

The small tholos tombs of 13: Kamfnia and 10: Gouva1Jri continued to be used in the LHII period, 

and indeed one or two may even have been built at that time. Their ongoing use, and the 

similarity of burial customs with the larger monuments, shows that they continued to be 

understood as monuments within the tholos and chamber tomb 'idea' at this time. Tomb 5 

(Al. 1.1.30-33) in the Kamfnia mound, for example, was built at the beginning of LHI, but in 

LHIIA its contents were radically rearranged: three skulls were found against the chamber wall, 

while a single articulated skeleton, missing the skull, was laid out in the centre of the tomb, and 

one collection of bones, along with a couple of other displaced single bones, were found on the 
floor. The skulls were at a slightly higher level than the articulated skeleton, suggesting that this 

arrangement was one of the final acts in the tomb. Aside from bones, pottery Items were few: 

one small cup was placed with the interment of the articulated skeleton, but other items, mainly 
cups, were found on the floor unassociated with any skeletal material. The final arrangement of 
the tomb was not associated with an act of interment; it may be that some of the pottery found 

on the floor was used for toasting as part of a ritual that involved re-ordering the material within 
the tomb. 

Acts involving materials brought to the grave 

The meaning of the glittering array of material culture found In the 54: Vafi6 cast may have been 

mainly Invested in its deposition (below, pages 252-253); however, the items themselves 

10 The jar was repaired with lead rivets, so It may have in fact been deposited a little later. 
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consist of a number of drinking (Al. S4.8-13) and pouring Items, along with many other 
objects of less obvious application, such as numerous lead and bronze disks (perhaps weights: 
Kilian-Dirlmeier 1987), different small bronze and silver tools, and many weapons of all types 
(Al. S4.13-14). This unusually large amount of material may be accounted for If one Imagines 

a number of different people responsible for, or Involved In giving up material for the grave 
context. This might have been organised through different corporate groups Involved in the 
funeral: for example, representatives of different communities, or different groups within 

society; In other words, the suggestion Is that this funeral had a very wide reach In terms of 

numbers of people involved. 

In pit 1 in chamber tomb E8 at 24: Engfian6s (chapter seven; Al. 24.39), apart from the 

alabastron there were two other pottery Items: one a squat jug, the other a goblet. The obvious 
interpretation is that the former held a liquid that could be poured Into the latter for a simple 

toast. All three pots were placed at the feet of the corpse after use. Despite the great difference 

In the quantity and perceived value of the artefacts placed In this pit and In the 54: Vafi6 cast, 

recognisable acts carried out using the material are the same. 

The pottery deposited with LHII burials In general comprises cups, pouring vessels, palace style 
jars, and smaller Items such as alabastra. All of these are often finely decorated (although the 

tendency In excavation reports Is to describe and Illustrate decorated but not undecorated 

material). The alabastra are to be linked with the preparation of the corpse; the cups and 

smaller vessels with pouring and drinking ceremonies; and the question of the palace style jars 

has been discussed (chapter seven). Silver, gold and bronze versions of these pottery Items are 

also found In a number of tombs, and presumably fulfilled the same functions In the funerary 

ceremony. 

Deposition of ma t eria/ and corpse 

The positions of many of the artefacts in the 54: Vaff6 cast were carefully recorded, and most of 
them seem to have been placed in relation to the corpse. At each hand, near the piles of 

sealstones that likely formed bracelets, were two cups: one gold at each hand, and one silver. 
The gold cups are the well known Vafiö cups (Davis 1977; A1. S4.8-9), with repoussE scenes 
depicting the capture of bulls; the silver cups are also Vafid cups (Al. S4.10-11). A silver 
ewer was placed at the left hand, and a shallow silver cup with gold rim was found in the same 
general area (Al. S4.12). There were many other Items in the cist, some of which may have 
been deposited before the corpse: Tsoündas refers to some Items forming a pillow for the 
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corpse", but perhaps these should be assumed to have been placed In the area of the head. 

These included four pottery items, two of which are goblets, the others not described. 

Terracotta and stone lamps may well have been used as the light source for the Interment. 

Other Items seem to have been found near the hands (including two silver tools described as a 

ladle and an earpick) and at the feet (a knife, two axes and four lead discs). The positions of 

some of this material are shown In Kilian-Dirlmeier's figure 2 (1987). 

The amount of material (and perhaps the value of it) deposited In the 54: Vafi6 cist was clearly 

unusual, and the burial traditions can be linked with similar earlier contexts (such as 24: Englian6s 

or 35: Peristeriä above) and the Mycenae shaft graves. This uniquely undisturbed context is 

particularly instructive in terms of deposition. This thesis has argued for a pre-interment phase at 

many of these burials, where the corpse is prepared in some way, including in most cases 

covering or wrapping In a shroud, and sometimes adornment with jewellery or weapons 

attached to clothing. In the case of the 54: Vafi6 cist, the deposition phase seems to have been 

an elaboration of the tradition of preparing the corpse for display. Without detracting from the 

potential uses of objects in pre-deposition ritual (mentioned above), the careful positioning of 

artefacts, as well as clear selection In what to deposit (evidenced by the balanced setting of gold 

and silver Vafib cups at left and right hand), suggests that the deposition phase of the funeral 

was a culmination of display in respect of the corpse: the Intention was to create an image 

representative of the whole funeral. The numbers of certain artefacts, such as knives (at least 

nine examples) or discs of lead or bronze (at least 21 examples) suggest that these items were 

perhaps individually given to the corpse, arranged In the grave by the mourners as they filed 

past (many other bronze tools and small gold and silver items have not been mentioned). The 

scale of the 54: Vafi6 tomb would allow for many people to take part in the funeral: one can 

even imagine that after interment, the cast and tomb might have been left open for some time 

to allow people to view the grave ensemble In all its splendour before closure. 

The evidence from 54: Vafi6 is balanced by that from 27: Roütsl tholos 2, where the burial on 

the floor had ten swords and daggers arranged on Its right side, among other material 
(Al27.19). Two examples are too few to base conclusions on, but it may be that In this period 
for some burials, more emphasis was placed on the final arrangement of the corpse within the 

tomb than at the laying out ceremony. Quantities of weaponry might be complemented by 

" It Is not clear which Items he Is referring to: 'all these' - ', raUTa a&vta' could refer to the sherds of a 
broken lamp, or any number of other Items referred to In the previous sentence: two bits of bronze, a 
sword, three gold rivets, six bronze knives, a bronze tube, a bronze ladle, knives or tools, two points of 
bronze spears, a bronze disc probably a mirror, ten bronze discs, five lead disks, two stone Items, two 
alabastra, a silver ladle, two bits of a small silver vessel, four pots and three bits of a terracotta lamp. 
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other material, some of it relevant to activities in the chamber, but others not obviously so (for 

example bronze mirrors, present In both the burials mentioned here). The number of weapons 

with these burials is noteworthy, although the evidence from other sites does not bear out a 

general trend to place large numbers of weapons in the graves. These graves however resemble 

the last of the shaft graves in more ways than this, and perhaps also the so-called 'warrior 

graves' on Crete (Rehak 8t Younger 1998,152-153 and references In note 425; Driessen at 

Macdonald note that few of the Knosds warrior graves actually date to LMII, most being LMIII: 

1984,65). 

Another example comes from a well-preserved burial context In tholos 2 at 12: Fi6es: material 

arranged around an extended interment on the floor of the tholos included a palace style jar, at 

the feet a kylix, alabastron and silver spoon, another alabastron and kylix to the right, to the left 

a bronze mirror, at the left hand two ivory-handled bronze knives (A1.12.14) and a pin, and 

two scale pans, one at the head and one near the feet. While this example does not approach 

the preceding two in terms of quantity of material, It again seems to exhibit a concern for the 

arrangement of the corpse and its materials within the tomb. In the same vein, the 

rearrangement of material and burials In the Vayen3 (24: Englian6s) tholos tomb, described 

above, is one of the best examples of the deliberate arrangement of the contents of a tomb for 

display. 

The bulk of the evidence, however, indicates broad continuity in deposition practices. An 

example Is tholos 5 at 13: Kaminia, described above: the articulated (but headless) skeleton laid 

out in the centre of the tomb was associated with a single cup placed at its left thigh. A similar 

example is provided by 24: Englian6s chamber tomb E8, described above. 

It seems likely that in this period most burials continued to take place on the floors of tombs, 

but there are some examples of burial in pits. There are no examples of Intact burials In any 

other context: pithos burials are not found from this period. Most skeletons seem to have been 

laid on their backs, a factor that tends to enlarge the area used by the corpse and Its 

accompanying material. Where evidence Is available, it Is usually the case that the corpse Is laid 

first, followed by any other material, indicating perhaps that the corpse was laid down as a first 

act on entering the tomb with the corpse, and then any other acts might have been carried out, 

as has been suggested for most periods. An example is the burial in 12: Fities described above. 
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Chapter Nine 

Summary and conclusions: mortuary practice in a 
historical framework 

HUMAN ACTION IN THE MORTUARY SPHERE 

This concluding chapter begins with a recapitulation of the evidence for human action in the 

mortuary sphere presented in chapters five to eight. Detailed study of the available evidence has 

shown that a wealth of evidence concerning human practice Is available. The task In this final 

chapter is to make sense of these practices and to set them in a historical framework. 

'Simpler' graves 

Despite the disparate nature of the evidence and problems of chronology notwithstanding, real 
Insight Into burial practices has been gained. Many potential stages of the funerary process 

outlined In chapter four are evidenced in these graves, Indicating complex practices belied by 

the 'simple' nature of the graves. 

It was suggested that 'intramural' graves were in fact often located In disused parts of 

settlement, and in terms of construction this allowed for the graves to be built out of the 
detritus of previous settlement, or into vestigial features of that settlement, such as walls or 
floors. Where the cemetery locale contained numerous unmarked graves, new burials might 

often encounter remains of previous burials, an event dealt with by the reburial of the older 
bones. The cemetery locale was not viewed as a collection of individual graves but rather as an 
ancestral area of the site, containing traces of past lives both In the form of human remains and 
in the form of uninhabited or collapsed buildings. 
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Almost all graves were constructed with the inhumation of a single Individual In mind, in that 

their size is matched to the human frame; even more elaborate graves (like the shaft graves at 
53: Menelaion and 57: Ayos Stefans) were found to contain only one dead. In the few Instances 

of multiple interments, there is rarely reason to suspect that the grave was constructed with the 
interment of more than one person in mind. Some grave cuttings were outlined at ground level 

with a line of stone, perhaps used to retain a low mound over the grave; cover slabs might also 
have been visible after the end of the funeral; these two factors suggest the possibility of a desire 

in some graves to leave a visible marker after the ceremony -a representation of the individual 

in opposition to his or her subsumption in the mass of the ancestors noted above. 

The evidence for preparatory acts on the corpse is often ambiguous, but in general it seems that 

the corpse was often prepared by dressing or wrapping in a shroud. Evidence for contracted 
burial, by no means universal, might on occasion suggest binding of the legs, although in fact 

where contracted burials are noted they tend not to be strongly contracted. The effects of rigor 

mortis (peaking around 12 hours after death, and lasting up to 36 hours) would demand that 

this particular form of preparation take place very shortly after death. Other adornments on the 

corpse, although rare, indicate that objects taken from everyday life (rather than special objects) 

could be used in dressing the corpse. 

The evidence for practices at the funeral itself shows that the dead was always laid with care in 

the grave; the funeral involved a small number of people clustered around the grave, others 
having to stand further back and consequently less involved; the corpse was usually primary in 

the deposition sequence: the other objects occasionally found in graves are found placed in 

relation to the corpse; where objects are found In the grave, they can almost always be 

associated with drinking or pouring ceremonies. 

Burial mounds 

Although the majority of burial mounds are unexcavated, the evidence suggests that all or 

almost all of them were constructed In the MH period, although their use may continue Into the 
LH period. No burial mound can certainly be shown to have been constructed later than MHIII. 

Although the known distribution of mounds may well be affected by sample bias, there is a clear 

preference for prominent location: the majority are positioned on hill tops or ridge tops. 
Moreover analysis of location suggested that the majority were placed at marginal points in the 
landscape, at the interface between coast and Inland plateau, or between valley and mountain. 
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Location was not contingent on any one determinant, and different factors such as visibility, 

marginal location, and location on routes through the landscape or on the everyday paths of life, 

could have been employed in the location of mounds. Moreover, some mounds at least were 

situated amid the detritus of earlier settlement. 

In its architecture, a burial mound is independent of any single grave or burial, but rather forms 

a matrix within which numerous burials may be placed. Each new interment in such a monument 

would add to its history and meaning, and this was often signified by using burial forms that 

constituted more or less permanent architectural additions to the monument: pithos burials, 

often set so that they partly projected from the mound, perhaps with drystone constructions 
built up around their mouths; or cast burials, with cover slabs perhaps left visible after the 

funeral. Nonetheless, aside from the mound itself, burial architecture remained essentially 

simple, individual graves usually associated with a single dead. Where multiple burials are found, 

they may date to a late phase of use of the mound. 

Pithos burials, found in most excavated mounds and evidenced through sherd material at many 

unexcavated mounds, are an elaboration of ritual involving considerable effort and `worth'. 

Pithoi were made by specialists and required long investment of time for their creation, and so 

were unlikely to be regarded as throwaway items. They were probably taken from a domestic 

context to be used in the funeral, so their use involved a transformation of meaning from the 

domestic to the funerary sphere: a transformation signified in their transportation from 

settlement to cemetery context, exactly as the corpse and probably done at the same time In 

the form of a funeral procession. 

Little evidence for the preparation of the corpse is found In excavated burial mounds. The 

positioning of the corpse within the pithos may well have been seen as the principal act of 

preparation for the funeral. 

Rites at the funeral Itself indicate again that drinking and pouring activities form the only 

recognisable act beyond the Inhumation of the corpse. As with 'simpler' graves, these activities 

are likely to have taken place after the deposition of corpse (and pathos, where relevant), 

artefacts being carefully placed In relation to the corpse. Where recovered In excavations, 

artefacts seem to form a recognisable drinking and pouring set Involving kantharol and jugs. 

The use of large pithoi, and their placement in the mound such that their mouths projected 

above the surface, allow for the possibility that it was intended that post-interment activities 
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might take place. Some pithos burials, but certainly not all, were disartlculated, and some pithol 
contained second interments. In the case of 14: Ayos loinnls Papoülia, some of the collected 
bones In casts may have been removed from pithol when those pithoi were reused for later 

Interments. 

Tho%s and chamber tombs 

The first tholos tombs are located In central Messinfa and their distribution closely mirrors that 

of burial mounds: smaller tholos tombs were set within multiple burial mounds, while larger 

tombs were normally set In their own mound, although some exceptions were built 

underground. Tombs were located within local and regional nexus of funerary monuments, and 
few early tombs seem to have been Isolated In the landscape. There Is broad continuity and 
development of burial customs in this area, of which the first use of tholos tombs forms one 

part. 

It has been suggested that many of the numerous small tholos tombs belong to the very first 

phase of tholos construction, but also that the ability to build tombs up to about 6m diameter 

was very quickly achieved. During most of the LHI period tholos tombs of this size were 

constructed, but at the end of that period and into LHIIA a number of larger (8m to 12m 

diameter) tholos tombs was constructed. This burst of larger tomb construction broadly 

coincides with the appearance of the tholos form outside the distribution area of MH tumuli. 

Tholos tombs were first constructed as burial places within multiple burial monuments. They are 
formally similar to large burial pithol and the motivation for their construction may have been to 
facilitate reuse. Very quickly, however, the form underwent a secondary adaptation, through 

which tholol came to be seen as larger-scale constructions to be built within their own mounds; 
in fact, the Importance of the mound was reduced, and the architectural focus of the monument 

was redirected to the entrance of the tomb, which was elaborated by the formation of the 
dromos. 

The construction of tholol as small tombs in larger monuments all but precludes their 
Introduction to Messinfa from Crete as an adaptation of the Mesar3-type tholos tomb. Minoan 

influence, however 'influence' should be conceptualised, was however present in Messinfa at this 
time, and so the general concept of a round building containing numerous burials may have 
been known and may have formed some small part of the Impetus for the secondary adaptation 
of the tholos tomb. 
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The few chamber tomb sites Included In the study area do not form a unitary phenomenon. The 

chamber tombs on 62: Kithira form part of a tradition of burial practice primarily evidenced in 

the Knosds valley on Crete, while the 23: Volimfdhia tombs, while perhaps built with some 
knowledge of Knosslan or Kithiran chamber tombs, are most easily understood simply as 
differently constructed tholos tombs. The 58: Epfdhavros Umlrä cemetery Is the least easy to 

understand, located far from the centre of emerging tholos-type burial traditions. Its genesis 

may be more generally related to north-south lines of communication between Crete, Kithira, 

eastern Lakonfa and the Argolid, although this observation does not explain Its appearance. 
Three new chamber tomb sites in LHII account for only one tomb each. 

Tholos tomb construction was the work of specialists or specialist groups, active within the 

central Messenian area and occasionally elsewhere. In LHIIA, while construction of smaller 

tholol continued as before, a group of architects, conceivably working as a unit, was responsible 
for the construction of the largest tombs. Chamber tomb construction was a locally-maintained 

knowledge, and equally specialist In Its own way (which was not the case In LHIII): the cemetery 

at Pelläna may have been constructed under the supervision of a Messenlan architect. 

Concomitant with the secondary adaptation of the tholos tomb was considerable elaboration in 

adornment of the corpse, so that by the end of LHI and Into LHIIA certain burials Involved 

huge amounts of material culture. This adornment Involved a formulaic 'set' comprising 
decoration for the shroud made of gold foil, jewellery in the form of bead necklaces, and 

weaponry, usually knives, worn by the corpse. Display was enhanced by laying the corpse in a 

supine position. 

The preparation of the corpse in this manner also suggests that one arena for display would be 

the procession: the architecture of tholos and chamber tombs allows for an approach to a 

monument with a specific focus (along the dromos to the entrance), while entry Into the 

monument would involve selection among the participants and an order of walking. Funerary 

rites usually involved relatively few people in the chamber at any given moment, except perhaps 
for the largest tombs. Inhumation was directly on the floor, or occasionally In pits, casts or 

pithol. Material culture remains found with corpses suggest a continued emphasis on drinking or 

pouring ceremonies that took place immediately after the deposition of the corpse. 

Tholos and chamber tomb architecture was designed to be reused: tombs usually show evidence 
for numerous funerals. After the dissolution of the flesh it became normal to disarticulate the 
bones, and often deposit them In a niche or pit. The thoios and chamber tomb form was 
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therefore communal (in the sense that a specific group was likely seen to be associated with it) 

and the disarticulation of the bones signified the incorporation of the dead among the ancestors. 

THE CREATION, MAINTENANCE AND TRANSFORMATION OF TRADITION 

The analyses presented so far In this thesis have sought to distinguish Individual action In the 

mass of archaeological evidence - moments in time instantiated in material remains. Having thus 
transformed the evidence from pottery, bones and tombs into postulated and reconstructed 
praxis, the evidence must be transformed once more Into historical narrative. 

What brings about the reproduction of practice through time? In reproducing practice, the 
locale, the human understanding of place, is itself reproduced: locale has a chronic aspect, a 

situation in time as well as space. The repeated instances of practice noted In this thesis are 
bound up with the arenas In which they were performed. 

It follows that locale is essential not only to the maintenance of tradition, but also to its coming 
into being, and its transformation. It was noted in chapter three that it is Impossible to come to 

an understanding of action without also understanding the setting of that action - where and 
how it takes place. The historical narrative, therefore, must be an account of situated action, the 
locale providing temporal and spatial fixity for action, and thus providing for the possibility of 
the institutionalisation of practice - the creation and maintenance of tradition. 

Continuity 

There are two main themes in the history of burial practices and places in the space and time of 
this study: on the one hand the creation and transformation of a monumental burial tradition, 

and on the other a continuity of tradition. The latter Is perhaps less obvious, and so will be 

considered first. Long term continuity Is evident in certain aspects of funerary customs. First Is a 
concern with the incorporation of the dead among the ancestors. By 'incorporation' here I 
Intend to signify not simply the physical transformation of death and the placing of the dead 

among the ancestors, but more precisely a tradition, maintained throughout the time and space 
of this study, that on death the individual leaves the community and joins the numberless mass 
of the ancestors. This is evidenced on two counts: first, not only Is there little evidence that 
burial architecture was designed to presence the Individual dead among the living, but further, 

study of burial architecture and locale (including 'simpler' graves) has shown that the dead were 
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consistently placed among the ancestors and came to be seen as an anonymous part of that 

group. All of the monumental burial traditions - tumuli, tholol and chamber tombs - presence 
the dead as a group In the landscape without any precedence for the Individual; moreover, lt 

has been shown that whenever the living came into direct contact with the dead, whether by 

accident or by design, the consistent reaction was to de-emphasise the Individual (through 

disarticulation of bones and disassembly of the pristine burial context) and to Incorporate the 
Individual anonymously among the ancestors (by mixing of contexts). As for 'simpler' burials, 

much of the evidence shows the dead buried In settled areas fallen out of use (in ancestral 

settlement), usually (although not always) with no care taken to make the grave visible for any 
length of time. Encounters with earlier dead In these contexts seem to have followed a similar 

pattern as with monumental burials - disarticulation of the bones and, through unmarked 

reburial, the Incorporation of the bones with the ancestors. 

Yet the analysis must be more complex than this. What of those Instances where Individual 

graves are marked out in the cemetery? And what of the immense Investment In display - 
heaped on the individual dead, not the mass of ancestors - evidenced in some burial ceremonies? 
In this we identify a tension between tradition and the individual moment of action. Whereas 

the evidence sustains the view that the dominant ideology surrounding death would depersonify 

the ancestors, yet at the moment of the funeral, the reality of death newly present and the dead 

only newly absent, the core tension lies between the unavoidable necessity of letting the dead 

take their leave, and a desire that they not go. Elaborate activities on the fading corporeal 

vestige of the dead, or small acts at the graveside to manifest the dead In memoriam, signify 

attempts to maintain the presence of the dead in the community. In eventually creating the 

tholos and chamber tomb form, an architecture was brought into being that allowed for the 
living to take care of the Incorporation of the dead among the ancestors over a much longer 

period of mourning: the immediate need not to let go of the dead could be catered for by 

allowing their deposition on the floor of the tomb, their fading presence emphasised by all the 

finery that those taking care for the funeral could muster; much later, grief having subsided and 
families, groups and the community having realigned to account for the dead's absence, the 

mourners could return to the tomb to carry out those acts on the dead that physically and 

symbolically, finally, placed them among the ancestors. This transformation of existing tradition 

paralleled and partly motivated the architectural transformation in the secondary adaptation of 
the tholos tomb. 

Other threads of continuity concern the treatment of the dead, and modes of Interment. In the 
former there is no radical change throughout this long period: preparation of the dead for 
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burial, whether elaborate or simple, was a tradition that could be mobilised by mourners In short 
term opposition to the imminent loss of the dead to the ancestors. All the evidence, as far as it 

goes, Indicates that the dead went through unchanged forms of treatment before burial for the 

entire period of this study. The highly elaborate dressings of the dead in the LHI-IIA period can 

simply be viewed as 'more so' - the same tradition enacted with recourse to a material resource 

stockpile unavailable at other times. This observation Is Important because It shows that the 

understanding of how to go about dealing with death, at the most basic level, remained 

unchanged throughout the period: first the mourners engaged directly with the corpse, and then 

the funeral was carried out. It is likely that the procession to the grave, carrying the dead 

physically and symbolically away from the living community to the burial site, took place 
between these two phases. On only a few occasions late in the period, it appears possible that 

the corpse went through a secondary phase of embellishment after deposition, with mourners 
filing past the grave within the tomb, some of them adding to the array of objects already 

present. 

Modes of interment similarly remained unchanged throughout the period. At the most basic 

level the dead was interred in a hole in the ground. The corpse was laid on Its back or on Its side 
In a grave dug or built to the scale of the human frame. Burials In mounds took place In pithol, 

as well as In pits or casts; although monumental pithol did alter the circumstances of Interment, 

they retained the feature of being a burial space scaled to the human body. In tholos and 

chamber tombs, the dominant mode of deposition was simply on the floor, but there were 

nonetheless numerous Instances of Inhumation In pits or, less regularly, clsts or pithol; and the 

secondary activities on the dead in these tombs regularly ended with the deposition of bones 

and other material in pits or (in the case of chamber tombs) niches. Although the tradition of 
burial on the floor In tholos and chamber tombs would appear to be slightly different from what 

went before, it originated in the placement of the corpse on the floor of smaller tholos tombs 

(and perhaps ultimately in the placement of the corpse within pithol), and In any case It 

remained an Inhumation In the sense that tholos tombs were always underground (under 

mound) places. 

Simple rituals at the moment of inhumation also seem to have been maintained throughout the 

period. There may have been numerous complicated rituals that left no material trace, and 
these may have changed much in time; but on basis of the evidence that remains, where any 
activity is recorded, that activity is very often related to drinking and pouring activity. In the 
later period the same actions were extended to the moment of opening or closing the tomb. At 

certain times or places, the material culture associated with these actions became highly 
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formalised (the kantharol of the MH burial mounds, the Vafd cups In some LHI-IIA tholol, and 
the ubiquitous kylikes of the LHII-III period), representing the formalised nature of the actions 
within burial customs. 

Change 

Having sketched this background of continuity, It Is now possible to consider the creation, 

maintenance and transformation of the more obvious traditions that form the history of burial 

practices in this time and space. The principal act of creation in this period was the creation of 
the monumental multiple burial mound. This was motivated by the desire to take a communal 

resource (the ancestors), already an established part of tradition, and situate it visibly and solidly 
in the encuitured landscape: this motivation remained constant through changes in monument 
form or landscape location. Every aspect of design and deposition in all of these monuments 

suggests that this was an underlying structuring principle. 

The middle helladic mounds at their most basic simply took the Idea of the cemetery, 
dissociated It from current settlement (but In at least some cases explicitly associated It with 

ancestral settlement sites), and raised It up in monumental form. Pithos burials represented a 

specific elaboration of tradition, on the one hand in the 'value' of the pathos Itself, and the 

transformation of a domestic object Into a part of the funerary assemblage, and on the other In 

that its defined point of entry (its mouth) allowed for Interference with burials and for new 
burials In the same space. The prevalence of this tradition Is by no means clear (due to the 
number of unexcavated mounds), but the practice appears to have quickly become widespread, 
concomitant with the tumulus form Itself. The Idea of a burial space with a defined point of 
entry, as realised by the pithol, was redefined In the construction of small tholos tombs In 

multiple burial mounds, and then redefined again In the secondary adaptation of the tholos 
tomb, when the tomb became the sole burial space of the mound, now conceptually 

subordinate to It. In all of these transformations of architecture the underlying tradition 

concerns the ancestral burial mound and its presence In the landscape: changes in architecture 
and burial practices represent the maintenance and transformation of that tradition through 
time. 

The creation of the tholos form had the furthest-reaching consequences of any of these 
transformations, but it is argued in this thesis that the proliferation of the tholos was an 
unintended consequence of architectural experimentation. Whatever the Inspiration for the 
rounded form of the tholos (most likely an attempt to build a stone pithos), Its first architects 
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were attempting to create new kinds of burial spaces within multiple burial monuments: they 

were working within the existing tradition, they did not set out explicitly to completely 
transform mortuary architecture. The perfection of the technique made possible the 

construction of larger tombs, in turn bringing about a transformation In tradition. These acts of 

construction created a monument with a single burial space, but one exploited for a large 

number of burials, thus retaining continuity of tradition In ancestral monuments. These acts of 

construction were brought about by and made Inevitable changes In funerary ritual: changes 

welcomed by those using the tombs, as Is shown by their rapid and widespread acceptance. 
There Is a symbiosis of architecture and ritual: change in one Is structurally Interwoven with 

change in the other. 

What were those changes? As outlined in chapter eight, tholos and chamber tomb architecture 
is specifically enabling and constraining on the human form, entailing an architectural space 

within which a restricted number of people can act on or over the corpse In ritual hidden from 

those outside; the same properties allow for non-funerary actions Involving engagement with 

ancestral remains in a this hidden, restricted space. The architecture moreover allows for an 

ordered movement in and out of the tomb, and possibly for hierarchisation in position, 
inasmuch as some might be in the chamber, others in the stomion, and still others in the dromos 

or completely outside the monument. 

A description of what changes took place does not, however, explain why they occurred. The 

secondary adaptation of the tholos tomb form and its proliferation came about because the 

properties of the tomb were found to be apposite by those Involved in tomb construction. In 

the case of a 2m to 3m diameter tholos tomb In a multiple burial mound, very few of the 

mourners might enter at any one time, and so although the structure was radical In allowing one 
to enter, the restricted size meant that only a very small group might perform the rites of 
deposition. The construction of Sm to 7m diameter tholos tombs allowed for larger groups to 
be Involved In the ceremony, and perhaps for the further development of hierarchies among the 

mourners. This hints at differences In how control over access to tholos and chamber tombs 

might be exercised: fewer, larger tombs serving a wider community, rather than numerous 
smaller tombs with multiple claims of control. This seems to be the way tholos tomb use had 

developed in some areas by the end of LHIIA. 
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Tradition and soda! diffe rent is do n 

These thoughts bring us to the question of the place of monumental tombs in manipulating and 
maintaining social differentiation. It has been argued In this thesis that the architecture of any 
given monument has no direct bearing on whether any or all of the dead within can be regarded 
as either 'rich' or of elevated social status. A more satisfying question concerns the roles such 
monuments or individual funerals may have been made to play In social strategies: in other 
words, not whether monuments and burials reflect social stratification, but how the 

opportunities and resources of the funeral, the monument or the ancestors may have been used 
In the creation, maintenance or transformation of social differentiation. 

On one side of the argument, it might be observed that MH multiple burial mounds are 
communal in every sense and there is no need or reason to suppose that they represent a select 

group of the socially advantaged; on the other, observations such as the ability to harness 

labour, as well as the considerable 'riches' deposited with some of the dead, might lead to the 

suggestion that the dead of tholos tombs represent the elite of society. Neither suggestion 

represents a satisfying analysis of the evidence. The crucial observation is that the structures of 
the social world that are created, reproduced and transformed In funerary ceremonies, or that 

are writ large in public monuments, need not relate In a simple way to the dead: In other words, 
that social structure need not be so personified In Individuals that their treatment In death 

mirrors the power they wielded In life (chapter two). Social structures are created and 
manipulated by the living in action: so in recognising Instances of action in the mortuary sphere, 
one ought to be able to approach something of the structures instantiated by the living in those 
actions. 

It follows that MH burial mounds, along with all of the burial structures discussed in this thesis, 
certainly were bound up in the reproduction of the social order; the important question 
surrounds not who was being buried in these mounds, but rather who (what groups) acted in 

such a way as to allow or cause a mound to be created or a funeral to take place. Moreover, in 

a world where domestic architecture seems to have been ephemeral and settlement dispersed, 

pottery and burial customs are the only phenomena suggesting any notion of widespread social 
cohesion, however slight. 

In order to analyse the reproduction of social order, we must develop an adequate theory of 
power. Shanks & Tilley (1987,73) point out that 'power is that aspect of human practices 
which brings about effects' and that It is a 'positive and not just a repressive feature of the 
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social'. Power is not therefore an abstract resource, lt rather describes the ability of the agent to 

act, or to influence the action of others: it is power to. Resources and access to them are a 

component of the power to act, and tradition forms a resource empowering the actions most 
deeply involved in the reproduction of social order: 

... of essential Importance to the engendering of power Is the storage of authoritative 
resources ... In oral cultures human memory Is virtually the sole repository of 
Information storage. However ... memory (or recall) is to be understood not only In 
relation to the psychological qualities of Individual agents but also as Inhering In the 
recursiveness of institutional reproduction ... storage presumes media of Information 
representation, modes of information retrieval or recall and, as with all power 
resources, modes of its dissemination. 

Giddens 1984,261: emphases in original. 

In the present discussion the media of information representation are the tomb and the material 

culture of burial practice; the modes of information retrieval are the enactment of ritual 

following tradition; and the modes of its dissemination are memory, talk and the physical 

presence of monuments in the landscape. 

The role of monumental burial in the articulation of social power is basically dual: within groups 

or communities, and between groups or communities. One can discern vertical lines of power 
(within groups or communities) brought Into play at each funeral or mortuary act, and 
horizontal lines of power (between groups or communities) In the articulation of widespread 

social structures through burial monuments. Yet such a superficial analysis 'does not confront 

the full diversity of our data' (Barrett 1988b, 32). How could power seem to be Invested in 

monumental burial practices, and what of the complexity of the data - the uneven distribution 

of these resources through space and time? 

To begin with the individual moment of the funeral, potentially conflicting resources can be 

identified. Beyond memory and knowledge, these resources are the material embodiment of 
tradition - the monumental burial structure, and a resource demanding fairly Immediate 

mobilisation - the corpse. That which Is to be accomplished Is the Incorporation of one within 
the other; the power to act therefore depends on the power both to act upon the corpse and 
the power act at the burial place. Tradition, memory and knowledge are available to be called 

upon In structuring the funeral, and the material reality of both tomb and corpse further 

structure action. So the question of the reproduction of social order concerns the ability both of 
the mourners to gain access to the tomb In order to achieve interment, but also the ability of 
those controlling access to the tomb to bring it about that Interment Is carried out in the tomb. 
Although this moment is being presented here as a potential source of conflict, It need not be so, 
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and in fact the widespread reproduction of practice, and Its longevity, points to the stability of 
the tradition, and therefore to the existence of established mechanisms whereby Interest groups' 

needs are consistently satisfied In the mortuary sphere. In other words, the transient power to 

mobilise the corpse as a resource was consistently and satisfactorily subordinated to a power 

over the mortuary locale manifested in the reproduction of tradition. 

Power over the mortuary locale need neither have seemed to be controversial nor in some way 

separated from the arrangement for the funeral. It seems likely that those able to gain access to 

that locale would have been closely involved In all aspects of the funeral. The unequal 

opposition set up here between mobilisation of the corpse and tradition in the mortuary sphere 

merely shows how the latter was consistently confirmed by the former. Nevertheless, the ability 
for people to act otherwise - for things to have been different - is allowed for in this analysis. 

During the funeral, control over the corpse is subordinated to access to the mortuary locale, but 

the mourners could have acted otherwise, and used their power to subvert that represented by 

the mortuary locale, by disposing of the corpse elsewhere. Moreover, the importance of control 

over the mortuary locale Is shown by the fact that some burials did not take place there (given 

that the number of burial mounds, chamber tombs or tholos tombs, even allowing for attrition 

through time, cannot represent the burial places of the whole population, especially clear in 

regions such as Lakonfa): power over access to the mortuary locale at least sometimes included a 
degree of discretion, and for those taking care of the funeral, there may have been a choice of 

viable burial locales. Furthermore, the past reality was one of multiple funerary locales in many 

areas: the dialectic between the individual burial and the maintenance of tradition was therefore 
diffuse, not a single, simple power relation. 

These two power bases, control over the mortuary locale and control over the corpse, and their 
interface in the moment of interment, were employed in the reproduction of tradition over the 

very long period this study. However, the scope of the social order implied in this analysis need 

not have extended beyond the funerary sphere itself and, moreover, the nature of that social 

order, even though employing these same power bases, will have changed over time. What, If 

any, are the wider social ramifications - how is the social order reproduced In burial practices 

related to the reproduction of relations of power In the wider community? 

In chapter three it was noted that the reproduction of social structures Is primarily a function of 
the routine ('everyday repetition ... creates social structure', page 57). Prevailing power 

relations In society are also therefore reproduced In the routine. In the face of the everyday, 
ongoing nature of social life, with Its embedded power relations, social order and differentiation, 
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it would be ludicrous to suggest that an artefact as non-routine as a burial monument was 
fundamental to the ongoing reproduction of society. The question therefore concerns the roles 
that burial monuments might be made to play In those power relations. 

What is the link between power relations embedded in the routine, and power relations made 
manifest in traditional action in the mortuary sphere? One approach to this question, beyond 

the scope of this thesis, is to consider the nature of routine practice as evidenced in house, 

settlement, farmstead and workshop. An alternative approach is to consider the nature of 
horizontal relations of power evident in the monuments, the relationships between action and 
tradition at different times and places. 

This approach is related to the question posed above: what Is the explanation for the uneven 
distribution of burial monuments through space and time? There are two closely related 

elements that must be worked Into an answer: first, that the widespread distribution of such 

monuments Indicates that the traditions worked through them, and in particular the power bases 

noted above, could be found applicable, apposite or useful in (widely) separated groups; and 

second that the specific local social conditions, in which these monuments were situated, 
differed, as Is shown by specific, local variations In location, architecture and mortuary practice. 
Having elucidated what local variation might mean, the relationship between the distribution of 
the monuments and the reproduction of widely spaced social structures will become clearer. 

The creation and use of a burial mound has been linked with a specific Ideology - that of 
locating the mass of the ancestors visibly In the Inhabited landscape. This Ideology was 
comprehensible to communities throughout the area where tumuli are found, but the 

opportunity to build mounds was unevenly taken up. In central Messinla a great number of such 
mounds were constructed, but elsewhere (southern Messinla, northern Messinfa, southern ilia), 

only a few isolated examples are known, and large regions have none (unlikely to be a result of 
sample bias: chapter one). In central Messinfa, certain specific explanations for the large number 
of neighbouring mounds may be offered: that individual mounds relate to small groups rather 
than large communities; that mounds may be located close to each other In a pattern unrelated 
to settlement distribution because location was primarily a function of understandings of 
landscape paths and locales whose cultural Importance existed before the construction of a 
mound; that the construction of mounds In marginal areas presenced the ancestors, as 
representing groups or communities, in the landscape as moved through. All of these 
explanations may be apposite, with more or less Importance, In explaining how what we 
perceive as the central Messenlan distribution of burial mounds came Into being; the Important 
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point for the current discussion, however, Is that such explanations will not suffice In regard to 
Instances of tumuli such as that at 35: Peristeriä, or the group at 43: K3to Samikb Klidhf. The 

groups using these tombs were involved in building and using relatively isolated monuments; no 

part of the reproduction of tradition was bound up with similar nearby traditions. These 

monuments and the traditions associated with them must have been differently bound up in 

local social structures, In comparison with examples in central Messinfa: either as very marginal 

to the social order, or much more central to it. In either case, although we cannot determine 

the importance of the monument in reproduction of the social order, we can determine that Its 

place was different in different areas: therefore the monument cannot be made to represent the 

pan-helladic reproduction of a uniform social structure. 

Similar conditions pertain even within the central Messenian area. Differences in architecture, 

differences In specific burial traditions, locations of proximity to or distance from other mounds 

or landscape features, and not least differing periods of use, show that the position of 'the burial 

mound' in society was highly variable through time and space and between different 

communities, groups and organisations. The specific nature of power relations manifested In 

Individual mounds are therefore related to society at large In a complex way: social structure 

cannot be directly 'read off from these artefacts. 

Nonetheless, all of these mounds were rooted in a common ideology and exhibit fundamental 

similarities in tradition, on top of which rest more superficial differences. These differences 

result from the way that those building and using mounds sought to situate their practice within 

a complex nexus of tradition and other, more temporal concerns. This Is the crux of the matter: 
burial mounds do not reflect widespread social structures, but they were built In a complex haze 

of ever receding resonances partly constituted of the relationship between similar institutions. 

The extent to which this nexus extended beyond groupings Involved with burial mounds to 

routine power relations Is unknowable, but small differences in location, architecture and 

mortuary practice suggest that these traditions were mobilised In local social structures In slightly 
differing ways, for the reason that there were significant differences (as well as similarities) in 

those local social structures. 

In asking the same question of tholos and chamber tombs ('What Is the link between power 

relations embedded in the routine and power relations made manifest in traditional action in the 

mortuary sphere? '), the same answer must be given: tholos and chamber tombs could be built in 
different areas because they drew on common traditional resources, thus positioning them In a 
broad nexus of power relations, but they were differently situated in local social structures, as Is 
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shown by differences in location and locale, architecture and mortuary practices. The tumulus, 

tholos, or chamber tomb do not represent unitary phenomena: they do not stand as metaphor 
for an entire culture. Any tomb was built within local and specific circumstances, and Its use was 

equally local and specific. Much as this study has sought to define clearly what shared Ideologies 

and traditions were mobilised and maintained at these tombs, the conclusion must be that tombs 

and traditions carry no meaning of themselves: meaning is to be found in how people 

understood and used these resources within their communities. 

FUNERARY CUSTOMS AND THE INCEPTION OF 'MYCENAEAN CIVILISATION' 

One other widely shared material element of society through the whole period of study, as 

alluded to above, Is pottery. The appearance of tholos tombs and chamber tombs Is traditionally 

associated with the appearance of a new kind of pottery throughout the helladic world, and 

these two phenomena together have been taken as the principal Indicators of the Inception of 

'Mycenaean civilisation' (chapter two). This section briefly considers what meaning can be 

drawn from these phenomena In the light of the conclusions noted above. 

It was noted in chapter one that the appearance of Mycenaean pottery is by no means a unitary 

phenomenon: not only does it typically make up a small percentage of LHI assemblages 

dominated by continuing MH styles, but moreover its adoption occurs at different rates and at 

different moments at different sites. An understanding of the adoption of Mycenaean pottery 

styles would entail at one level a study of their Introduction into the routines of life at individual 

sites - in other words, what role this material was made to play in the everyday reproduction of 

social structure; and at another level a study of differential adoption and use of these styles at 
different sites and In different areas within sites. Without presupposing a study yet to be 

conducted, the parameters outlined here would allow for the understanding of an apparently 

widespread phenomenon as the strategic employment of widely comprehensible symbols within 

local power structures. 

That the introduction and development of Mycenaean pottery is not a unitary phenomenon 

parallels the conclusion of this thesis that mortuary practice Is by no means a unitary 

phenomenon; the suggestion that pottery, representing widely comprehensible symbols, might 
become widespread through multiple local strategies of use parallels the verdict of this thesis 

that the spread of tholos and chamber tombs was the result of their incorporation In numerous 
local power structures. This observation that can certainly be extended to the wider heliadic 
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world, and probably Into the LHIII period (below). This has considerable implications for the 

ethnic and culture-historical characterisation of society in LHI-II. It was shown In chapter two 

that many previous studies of 'status' as 'reflected' In mortuary evidence held that such status 

could be identified with roles in social hierarchies found wherever Mycenaean mortuary customs 

could be identified - in other words, that burial practices carried out in tholos and chamber 

tombs used those monuments In a recurrent manner to create and recreate comparable power 

structures throughout the Mycenaean cultural area. This study has shown that the power 

relations inherent in practices at tholos and chamber tombs did not relate In a uniform and non- 

complex way with the routine reproduction of social structures, and moreover that the 

relationship between traditional action in the mortuary arena and the reproduction of social 

structure was entirely contingent on local and temporal social strategies. According to this 

interpretation, a homogeneous picture of Mycenaean culture in LHI-II Greece cannot be 

sustained by reference to burial practices, or pottery. 

The explanation of wide spread phenomena is one of the most interesting questions in 

archaeology. Recourse to culture or ethnicity provides little that is actively explanatory: I 

contend that the current review has provided explanations for continuity, change and the active 

incorporation of tradition in differing local circumstances without employing ethnicity as 

explanation. In assessing another (much more) widespread phenomenon, Barrett came to similar 

conclusions: 

it was not an adherence to ethnic identity which defined the subject but their 
submission to forms of authority, such as the lineage, and these forms of authority 
created their own histories which could be reinvented to incorporate the fluctuating 
demands of political affiliation. These were the oral histories recounted in the rituals 
and legends of a region and which employed the monuments themselves as their 
immediate points of reference. 

Barrett 1994b, 107. 

FUTURE RESEARCH: EXTENDING THE SCOPE CHRONOLOGICALLY AND SPATIALLY 

The he//ad/c world /n the NH/-LH//B per/od 

The analyses presented In this thesis have rarely appealed to the wider helladic world, in a 

conscious attempt to Interpret the evidence In a localised fashion and avoid explanations 
Involving the 'Mycenaean world'. Nonetheless, there clearly exist a number of parallel traditions 

that are Implicated in those observed within the study area. There Is an enormous database of 
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simpler burials (Lewartowski 1995), there are middle helladic burial mounds In the Argolid, 
Attika, possibly Korinthia, and one example each In Sterea E11Jdha and on Evia (Cavanagh 8t 
Mee 1998,38-39); and numerous tholos and chamber tombs (Cavanagh 8z Mee 1998,58- 
60). The temptation to assess the significance of these monuments within the teens of debate 

set here is overwhelming: particularly significant are the parallel adoptions of burial mounds in 

the MH period in various areas, perhaps confirming the hypothesis that, however understood 

within local structures, an underlying understanding of the dead in ancestral terms was a 

motivating factor in their construction wherever they are found; In the 'shaft-grave period', 
however, elaboration of the mortuary arena, primarily architectural In the southwestern 
Peloponnese, was articulated through ostentatious display at Mycenae, and tholoi and chamber 
tombs only later adopted In those areas. 

Interesting as these theories are, however, the contention of this thesis Is that understandings on 

a regional scale can only be achieved after close study of Individual sites, as has been done here 

for Messinfa, Ilia and Lakonia; such a close study would inevitably produce new Insights beyond 

those noted above, which appear obvious from the data as currently understood. 

The IN///period within the study area 

LHIII burial sites within the study area are listed and partly described In appendix two. Relatively 

few new tholos tombs appear to have been constructed In LHIII, and many of those listed In 

appendix two are poorly understood, making It possible that evidence for earlier construction 
dates is lost or not yet found. Of tholos tombs built in this period, none falls into the category 
of large and well built tombs, unless the tomb at Epla Anthta should date to LHIII. There Is little 

change in the observed distribution of tholos tombs. Superficial analysis of the evidence suggests 
that mortuary customs were scarcely changed at these tombs, although fewer burials seem to 
have Involved intensive appropriation of material resources. 

The situation Is completely different with chamber tombs. New cemeteries are located 

throughout the study area, particularly In Ilca in those areas where LHI-II burial structures were 
hardly evidenced, and also In Lakonia; In Messinfa, on the other hand, a number of new 
chamber tombs was built, but few large cemeteries, and the region remained curiously reticent 
about this ubiquitous LHIII architectural form. It Is certainly significant that larger chamber tomb 

cemeteries In Messinfa are to be found In the east of the province (again, Epia Anthfa, along 
with Kalam3ta: appendix two), an area scarcely involved in the reproduction of burial tradition 
In earlier periods. 
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Obvious research questions would be: how were tholos and chamber tombs used in LHIII? What 
factors brought about the wider distribution of chamber tombs? Why are larger cemeteries 
found in some areas, individual tombs elsewhere? What relationships can be detected between 

mortuary customs and wider society? Specifically, is there any observable relationship between 

palace or other sites and funerary sites? Again, only close study of the individual sites would 
lead to the level of understanding necessary to tackle these questions. 

The LH///period elsewhere 

Two concerns are immediately clear: first, differential patterns in the adoption, use and 
discontinuation of various burial customs within the Helladic area, and second the construction 

and use of Mycenaean burial forms outside the Helladic area. The frame within which these 

concerns has been set Is again an ethnic one: close study of individual sites and regions in the 

manner suggested by this thesis would free the debate of such ethnic concerns and allow for 

deeper, region-based understandings of the archaeology of the period. 

A CONCLUSION 

The mortuary arena is a very special challenge to archaeology, as it was to those who created it 

and acted within it In the past. Death is the least comprehensible part of life; those who are 
affected by death close by find their circumstances radically altered, often In the most distressing 

way. How do people come to terms with such a challenge? The unique degree of preservation 
of mortuary contexts above all other contexts in archaeology offers us an opportunity to 

observe Individual, identifiable acts from the past. We should approach the mortuary arena with 
the greatest humility and respect for the efforts of those that went before us to come to terms 

with death. This applies not only to the conduct of excavation, but especially to interpretation. 
The excavation and publication of tombs must be primarily aimed at understanding what people 
did in the past. If any other interpretative goal is made primary, we do not treat with respect 
the remains of those individual lives that we are allegedly trying to understand. 
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